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ABSTRACT

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

FOR IMPLEMENTING

E-EDUCATION IN KWAZULU-NATAL

BY

H&'\IDUTH RUGBEER

This is a dissertation presented on the de,elopment of e-educatlOn 1Il KwaZulu-'-.;atal,

beginning with the dawn of the e-education process, covering its de,elopmenr and rate of

penetration in previously disadyantaged rural, urban and township areas

The study inyestigates the problem of applying Information CommWllcatlOn Technologtes

(ICTs') in education in the context of KwaZulu-Natal. The first part of the study reyiews theones

and literature relevant to understanding and defming e-education and the nature and scope of e

education worldwide. Subsequent chapters describe the construction of a surwy lIlstrument

employed to measure and ewuate the extent of e-education in KwaZulu Natal, and the fIndings

of the SUITey.

Penultimate chapters blend the insights gained from this literature review to interpret the

results, obtained through the quantitatiw research methodology, to describe a set of conclustons

and recommendations in the context of applying Information Commut11cation Technologies ill

the fol1llil1leanling emironment in KwaZulu-'-.;atal.

1 This is an .accepted foan for the plural of ICT ;J..$ idel:ltified in the following websites: http:"er!lIgr;QD qldgm" ;;1"iet,f9d",,~;'1P-

htto:/ /www.kir.nJff='T'.eset.aso;','Wec:.u,ihtmJiit iets ~d deve!oprnent.a~r&fm[-l&. and
htW: I IWTW.i4donhnenet/is,ue /nurs:h04/cdu=t!onJltrTl.
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WRITING CONVENTIONS

The following conventions are used in this study:

o The abbreviated Harvaro style of referencing m this study, for example Wellman (1992:

108), meaning Wellman 1992, page 108.

o When websites are too large, they are placed as a footnote, for example DhakaI, (2004:

website2
).

o \'I;'hen reporting current events from the print media the name of the publication is

presented, followed by the date of publicanon in brackets as in (Natal Mercury,

25/2/98).

o illustrative graphics, tables and graphs are all gwen as Figures 1 - 3S in their

chronological sequence ofappearance.
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Chapter 1

STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS AND RESEARQi PROCEDURE

THE RATIONALE FOR THE PRESENT STuDY

TIlls study focuses on the conceptual and teclmological requirements for the successful

introduction of e-learning in public schools in KwaZuIu-Natli. The tntroduetion of e-leaming

cannot be merely seen as a process of delivering educatIon via electronic means. The use of a

variety of complementary forms of e-leaming reqwres that the nature of education be re

conceptualised. There is anecdotal evidence that there 15 an attitude among some educationists

and educators that the virtual nature of electronic forms of educatIon undermines the learning

process because it removes education delivery from "the real world" of the classroom by

relocating it in "the virtual world." Therefore, evidence will be presented in this chapter that

the electronic delivery of education is based on sound cognitIve principles, and that it in fact

enhances the ability oflearners to master knowledge that is directly applicable to existence in

their immediate environments.

From time to time new technologies emerge that completely and permanently change the

course of the development of humankind, among others the ways in which learners are

educated. According to KIopper (2002:278) such teclmologies emerge tn response to the

increasing complexity of human culture. "New forms of communicatIon will from time to

time emerge in a culture to give expression to the tncreastng complexity of that culture"

KIopper for instance notes that writing systems evolved soon after hunter-gatherer nomads

settled down in pastoral communities about 10, 000 years ago. This evolved as a response to

the greater demands of larger numbers of people that lived tn such settlements. Also, in the

20'" century electronic forms of communication like the telegraph, telephony, radio, tele\'sion

and the Internet have emerged and evolved, and are presently convetgtng in response to the

increasing cultutal complexity of present-day global culture. KIopper argues that progression

from hunter-gather nomadic economies to pastoral-agricultural settlement economies to

industrial economies to present-day global knowledge econOffiles provides the impetus for the

emergence of new forms of communication. TIlls was essentJa.l to cope with the increasing

complexity 0 f human culture in each successive phase.

Research, reported by Diamond (1999:49), indicates that the first human pastoral

settlements formed in an area called the Fertile T nangle. Thts IS an area in the ""orthern
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Mediterranean climatic zone, which stretches between present4y Israel trt the West, and Iraq

and Iran in the East. Humans in that region mastered the skills of domesticating certain plants

and animals. According to Diamond this new knowledge .bout food domestication within the

span of a few hundred years spread from the Fertile Ttiangle throughout the Northern

Mediterranean climatic zone, all the way from the West to the Ibenan Perunsula (present-day

France, Portugal and Spain) to China in the East. It is no coincidence that writing systems first

emerged in the Fertile Triangle, soon to be followed by writing systems m other settlements

across the Northern Mediterranean zone.

According to K10pper (2002), eady forms of electromc communication (the telegraph and

radio) emerged towards the end of the 19"' Century, followed by computer-mediated

communication as a global phenomenon, as another coping response to the present-day

complexity of global human culture. e-Learning 1S one of the computer mediated

manifestations of global electronic communication.

When this research project was conceptualised in 2002 the mtended focus was 'The

Development of e-Learning in KwaZulu-Natal". \"l;!Jlen this research project was initially

designed it was with the intention of narrowly focussing on the communication aspects of e

learning in individual schools in KwaZulu-Natal as a strategy to complement teaching in the

classroom. However, the South Mrican Government's 2003 Wlute Paper on the mtroduetion

of e-education in South African schools by 2013, has de facto changed the education

landscape. It requires research that needs to establish wrutt e-Ieanung entails, how it relates to

e-education and its role in relation to other forms of education delivery W1thin a networked e

education environment. Consequently, the scope of th1S project has been broadened to

incorporate e-education as proposed in the 2003 \'<;bite Paper.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS To BE ANALYSED

The research process began in lune 2002, aiming to undertake a survey into the status of

Information Communication Technology (lC1) in preVIously disadvantaged communities in

KwaZulu-Natal. The primary aim of the study is to examme the nature and scope of ICT

integration in these communities. By examining what ICT resources are presently being used

in their schools, the way in which they are being used and the methods employed to sustain

their use, a representation ofICTs permeation in these communities was uncovered.

15



Factors, which restrict or enhance the use ofICTs in these communities, Me identified. The

present situation ",~th reg;u:d to ICT integration at schools IS evaluated. The situation of ICT

integration is evaluated in schools in the context of the Draft White P-aper on e-Education of

September (2003: http://www.school.za/reseMch/uwc-epu/screenl). The findings and

recommendations may be used to provide insights into considerations around the creation of

equity, facilitating quillity in the use of ICTs and Identifymg key areas for strategic

implementation of e-education policy goals.

Problems, which relate to the feasibility of introduction of e-education m KwaZulu-Natal

public schools, are technical as well as human related. The technical related problem could be

subdivided into hardware and software infrastructure Ul the forms of networks. The human

related problems relate to the competencies and the attitudes oflearners, teachers, and school

management teams, governing bodies at particular schools in the urban as well as rural Meas. It

furthermore relates to the competencies and the attitudes of educati0111sts who Me bureaucrats

at circuit, district and regional offices in the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Education. It also

relates to the degree of synchronism that can be achieved by the prov111cial education

depMtments who can play a role in efficient delivery of Ulformation. It also relates to the

extent to which there is an overall concept plan for the roles that mass communication in the

form of television transmission, the use of indi,~dua1 eleetroruc communicatIon for teacher

directed and self directed electronic learning will compliment teaching m the classroom. There

should be an overall plan to overcome the problem of teacher traUlUlg and retraining to

prepare the teachers for applying electronic learning in the classroom.

Arrays of problems relating to the implementation of e-education Ul KwaZulu-Natal have

been identified. These would include the following Problems:

o Technical problems which would include hardware, software and network

infrastructure;

o Education delivery problems such as directed and self-directed study,

o Education Management Issues;

o Communication problems.

It is not possible to address all the problems relating to the unplementation of e-education

in this study. A group of ten of the author's colleagues is addressing some of these issues at

the University of KwaZulu-Naral.
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Ibis research project focuses on providing a principal analysis for electroruc learnmg and

electronic education. It is based on the conceptual basis of how humans learn and represent

knowledge in their minds. Further, it examines how eXlsting, emergmg and convergmg

instruments of electronic corrununicarion can be used to tntroduce eleetroruc leamtng in

KwaZulu-Natal uman and rural schools in a sustainable way.

CRITICAL QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED

Problem 1: Inlar is e-learning?

The concept of e-learning is explained in ch2pter 2 e-Learning and its association with

learning is further examined in chapter 3 and 4.

Problem 2: 1nlaris e-education?

All aspects of e-education are analysed in ch2pter 4. The application and development of e

education is also examined in chapter 6.

Problem 3: 1nlar fonns of Infonnation Communication Technologies exist in

previously disadvantaged schools?

Solutions to these problems are investigated in chapters 4, 6 and 9.

Problem 4: Inlat impaa does Infonnation Communication Technologies have on
• • jlearmng.

The impact of Information Communication Technologies on learning 15 e:s:arruned m

chapters4,6 and 9.

Problem 5: 1nlat fonns ofe-learning exist in disadvantaged schools?

The extent of e-learning in rlisadvantaged schools in KwaZulu Natal 15 evaluated m

ch2pters 9 and 10

Problem 6: Inlat advantages do schools dJar offer e-learning hold for learners in

those schools?

The impact of e-learning on learner progress is evaluated in chapters 9 and 10.

Problem 7: Howrelevantis e-leaming to ourlearners?

This survey focuses on whether Information Communicanon Technologies can enhance

leaning and improve learner achievement for all learners. The relevance of e-learnmg 15

examined in chapters 4, 9 and 10.
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Problem 8: Can e-learning increase productivity in the teaching and learning

environment?

The author examines the challenges of access during formal school periods and outside

normal school hours in remote areas. Further analysts of the productivity of e-Iearning are

studied in chapters 4, 5 and 10.

Problem 9: W1'lat difliculties exist in implerueuring e-learning in resolHce

disadvantaged schools?

In chapter 9 and 10, the author identifies schools that do not tmplement any form of e

learning and estoblishes problems that are present in its implementation.

AIMS

The aims of this dissertation are:

(a) To work out what forms of e-learning exist m disadvantaged schools;

(b) To determine advantages ofe-learning in schools that offer e-Iearning to learners;

(c) To determine the relevance of e-learning to learners;

(d) To determine how e-Iearning can increase the productiVIty of teachers and learners;

(e) To determine what difficulries exist in implemenring e-learning m the lower socio

economic schools.

RESEARCH PROCEDURE

The project combines qualitative and quantitative forms of research. The qualitattve aspect

relates to the development of a conceptual theoretical framework for e-education, based on a

comprehensive literature renew of current and completed research obout e-education 10 South

Africa and abroad. It looks specifically at current mnovations m the information

communication technology that are required to introduce e-education 10 KwaZulu-Natal

public schools. The quantitative aspect of the study relates to an exploratoty survey'

conducted among 266 learners of prenously rlisadvantaged schools m rural and uthan

communities of KwaZulu-Natal to determine

3 The empirical part for this study is of an exploratory nature. The researcher is aware of a coordinated cluster
research project in the School of Infor:r:nation SysteIllS and Technology (IS&:1) at the University of KwaZulu
Natal (UK:Z~').Here a group of researchers are conducting comprehensive surveys among Iea.mers, educators,
school management teams and community leaders in. nIcl as well as urbm communities regarding the
prospects and problems around the introduction ofe-education in KZN public schools.
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Problem 8: Can e-learning increase productivity in the teaching and learning

environment?

The author examines the challenges of access dunng formal school periods and outside

normal school hours in remote areas. Further analysts of the produet:lvity of e-learning are

studied in chapters 4, 5 and 10.

Problem 9: If1u.lt difliculties exist in implementing e-learning in resource

disadvantaged schools?

In chapter 9 and 10, the author identifies schools that do not implement any form of e

learning and establishes problems that are present in its unplementation.

AIMS

The aims of this dissertation are:

(a) To work out what forms of e-learrung exist m disadvantaged schools;

(b) To determine advantages ofe-leaming in schools that offer e-learning to learners;

(c) To determine the relevance of e-leaming to leamers;

(d) To deteanine how e-learning can increase the produet:l,~tyof teachers and leamers;

(e) To determine what difficulties exist in implementing e-leam1Og in the lower socio

economic schools.

RESEARCH PROCEDURE

The project combines qualitative and quantitative forms of research. The qualitative aspect

relates to the development 0 f a conceptual theoretical framework for e-education, based on a

comprehensive literature re,~ew of current and completed research about e-education in South

Africa and abroad. It looks specifically at current innovations m the 1Oformation

communication technology that are required to introduce e-education in KwaZuIu-Natal

public schools. The quantitative aspect of the study relates to an exploratory survey'

conducted among 266 learners of pre,~ously disadvantaged schools 10 rural and urban

cominunities of KwaZuIu-Natal to determine

~ The empirical part for this study is of an exploratory nature. The researcher is aware of a coordiruued duster~

research project in the School of Infon:nation Systems and Technology (IS&1) at the University of KwaZulu
Natal (lTKZl'·...). Here a group of researchers are conducting comprehensive surveys among learners, educators,
school management teams and community leaders in I:Ur:ll as well as UIban communities regarding the
prospects and problems around the introduction of e-education in KZN public schools.
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o The cesources availwle in the public schools that they attended;

o The cesources available in the communities whece they lived;

o The cesoucees availwle in their homes;

o The perceptions of the leamers wout the desirwility of e-education;

o The perceptions of the leamers wout theic parents' attltudes towards e-education;

o The perceptions of the learners about the South Afncan Government's

responsibilities towards the provision of e-education;

o Preliminary recommendations regarding the illtroduction of e-education in KZN

public schools, based on the findings of thts study.

NATURE OF LITERATURE SURVEYS TO BE CONDUCfED

The literature survey of this project will be conducted ill two phases. The first phase is an

initial exploratory survey to determine what aspects of the pmblems regarding the

intmduction of e~education in South African public schools have already been addressed in

order to ensure that ongoing or completed research is not being duplicated.

The second phase of the survey will entail an in depth, multi-disciplinary critical analysis of

current reseacch regarding the conceptual basis of leammg and e-leacnmg. It also entails the

relationship between e-learning and e-education, and technical and psycho-soClal aspects of

intmducing e-education in under-serviced South African urban and rural communities. The

analysis is based on the practical experience gained with the illrroducnon of e-education in

countries like India, Malaysia, Nepal and Brazil.

For the initial survey a l':exus' search has already been conducted to determine the n·ature

and extent of research in South Africa cegarding e-education and e-Iearning. The search

revealed that there is no ongoing or completed research ill South Mrica regarding e-education

or e-learning in KwaZulu-Natal, but that some research IS ill progress, or has been completed

regarding e-learning at South African tetriary institutions. The researcher has taken these bcts

into cognisance when he formulated the reseacch problem for tlus study.

4 Nexus database system http://stardata-nrfac.zalforrn<;/neXl.l51oginhtml
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OVERVIEW

In the last section of this chapter the researcher provides the reader WIth a bnef overview

ofwhat is to be encountered in the chapters that follow.

In chapter 2, the author defines and discusses the key concepts used in this study. Concepts

such as Broadband are expIained. The reader is also introduced to new concepts that have

evolved from new technology.

An in-depth analysis of the theoretical grounding for e-education 15 proVIded in Chapter 3.

Ths chapter deals with the pertinent concepts of commwllcation and leammg, the

relationship between these concepts, and how they fonn the baSIS for e-educatlOn. The

chapter is divided into three parts

o Theories ofLearning, Which Relate To Communication and E-Education

o Theories of Representation, \Vhich Relate To Commlll1lcation and E-Educaoon

Chapter 4 deals with communication and learning. Ths chapter 15 divided mto the

following sections:

o Communication

o Communication and Technology

o Communication In e-Education

o Communication and e-Education: beyond Shannon and Mersham

The properties of mobile devices, which impact on the rate of assimilaoon of mLearning

into these communities, are also investigated. Further, the author calculates how mLearning

can change the work situation of education.

The nature of virtual soeialisation and its association with learnmg IS discussed m Chapter

5. The similarities and differences in physical and virtual associations (relations), as well as their

impact on learning styles are studied. Furthennore, simulated learnmg environments are also

explored. The author also discusses the concept of e-educaoon and new Information

Communication Technologies and its relation to teaching and learnmg. Ths chapter examines

why and how ICTs can be used to enhance teaching and learning.
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In chapter 6 the author examines approaches to e-educanon and attitudes of education

authorities, principals, teachers and learners to e-education in the following countries:

o India

o Nepal

o Brazil and Latin America

o United States ofAmerica

o l'Yfalaysia

o Europe

In chapter 7 the author examines the draft proposal (by Department of Education and

Culture: 2003) for the introducing of Information Communication Technology into South

African Schools. The proposal includes the purpose of ICTs in schools, government's

response to the growing digital divide and the various stages for its mtroduetton into our

schools. The draft paper also suggests guidelines for implementation and mamtenance of

ICTs.

The research fieldwork is outlined in Chapter 8. The use of SPSS as a stattstical tool is

explained and how it was used to analyse and interpret results of the quantitative study of this

project.

By using a series ofbar graphs, pie charts and correlation tables the results of the research

are presented and interpreted in Chapter 9.

The conclusions of the research and recommendations ",cith regard to e-education in KZN

are provided in Chapter 10.

CONCLUSION

The problems that exist with regard to e-education in KwaZulu-Natal are stated in the first

section of this chapter. Thereafter the aims of this research are stated, and the research

methodology, which is used to find solutions to these problems, is indicated in order to fulfil

the aims ofthis research.
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Chapter 2

DEFINITION OF TE!Li\lS

INTRODUCTION

The key concepts rehting to this rese.ttch concerning e-education are defmed m this

chapter. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the main concepts that are necessary to

understand the analysis of e-education. In general, the definitlon ofconcepts relates to those

aspects ofcognition and communication that deal with how e-educatlon can be used as forms

of electronic communication with the intention of improving teachltlg and learning.

BROADBAND

In general terms broadband is the latest in high speed Internet access technology, delivering

access at speeds hundreds of times faster than a Dial-up modem can provide.

According to EarthWeb-Connect (2001: http://\vww.earthweb-connect.com/whansbroad

band.htm), broadband is the non-specific term for high-speed digital Internet access mcIuding

Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL) and the brand new satellite Internet connection. DSL

technology is an always-on Internet connection thatuses avwable ordinary copper phone line

for both your phone service and a high-speed Internet conneCtion. You can surfthe Web and

talk on the phone at the same time over your existing phone line, WIthout having to Install a

new one. DSL takes the existing voice cables that connect customer prenuses to the company

and turns them into a high-speed digital link to the Internet. DSL is a new technology perfect

for all aspects of Internet use.

Satellite Internet technology is much the same as DSL except it uses a satellite dish Instead

of telephone wires to connect to the Internet, which enables anyone, regardless of their

distance from the telephone company, to get high speed digital Internet access.

Digital SubscnberLine (DSL) technology uses ordinary copper telephone wire to transmit

data at broadband speeds ofup to 7+ Mbps. This is the same wire that IS already installed Itl

hundreds of millions ofhomes and businesses throughout the world. DSL is an "always-on"

service, meaning you don't need to dial-in every time you want to connect to the Internet In

many cases DSL solves the bottleneck problems often associated with the "last mile" - the link

between the end-user and their network service provider. Before DSL became avaihble, thIS
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link was achieved by using dial-up analogue modems with speeds ranging up to 56 Kbps and

ISDN' with speeds up to 124 Kbps

According to Main (2004: http://viww.ovum.com/1, it cannot yet be said that voice over

broadband has entered the mainstream, because overall market penetration is still around 1

2%.

According to Freeman (2004: BBC News), broadband is available but it is patchy. Rural

areas tend to give people the quality of life they are looking for, but these are Just the places

they cannot get the broadband communications enabled.

According to Pearson (2004: BBC News), many rural communities have already been

campaigning to bring broadband to their locality. This demonstrates the demand for the

service and having it available to every household in Northern Ireland will ensure that a

rural/urban divide does not open up. This is very good news for rural families and rural

businesses. The government is keen to promote its take-up, saying use of broadband could

produce £4.7bn in productivity and cost savings for small and medium-sized businesses in the

UK

3G WIRELESS NETWORKS

According to Dunne (2004: http:! hvww.darwinmog.com!learn lcurve Icolumn.h trnP

ArticleID=187), 3G "Tireless networks are capable of transferring data at speeds of up to

384Kbps. AVer:lge speeds for 3G networks will range from high-speed or broadband mobile

Internet access, and in the future 3G networks are e"pected to reach speeds of more than

2.c'vfbps. 3G technologies are tuming cellular phones and other mobile devices into multimedia

players, making it possible to download music and video clips.

BACKBONE

According to the Drafr White Paper on e-education 2003 a backbone holds a network (or

several networks) together. It is the main (or trunk) line in a network. All other networks and

computers are attached to this backbone. In South Africa, the State Information Technology

Agency (SITA) maintains the backbone for government departments. According to

5 Integrated Services Digitlll Network (ISDl'.') is a digital telephone service that provides fast, accurate data

transmission over existing copper telephone wiring.
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Webopaedia., (2004: http:/hvww.webopedia.com/TEIUMB/bus.html), a backbone is the

central cable that connects all devices on a local area network

BANDWIDTH

The Draft White Paper on e-education 2003 describes bandwidth as the capacity of a

transmission channel to move data between locations.

According to Webopaedia (2004:http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/b Iban&mdth.html),

bandwidth is the amount ofdata that can be transmitted in a fixed amount of time. For digital

devices, the bandwidth is usually expressed in bits per second (bps) or bytes per second. For

analogue devices, the bandwidth is expressed in cycles per second, or Hertz (Hz).

Bandwidth posed a problem for Internet users in South Africa during the inu:taI stages of

Internet introduction. During the course of 2002, great stndes were taken to improve

banmvidth size, Telkom now provides a faster Internet service using a wider bandwidth. Wider

bandwidth means that it will be faster and easier to download information or graphiC material.

CD-ROM

Compact disc, (read-only-memory) is a round disk (CD) that IS designed to store computer

data in the fonn of text and graphics, as well as sound (Draft White Paper on e-education

2003).

According to Webopaedia (2004: http://w\\w.webopedia.com/TER\[(c!

compact disc.html), a compact disc is a polycarbonate compound with one or more metal

layers capable of storing digital information. The most prevalent types of compact discs are

those used by the music industry to store digital recordings and CD-ROMs used to store

computer data. Both of these types ofcompact disc are read-only, which means that once the

data has been recorded onto them, they can only be read, or played.

COGNITION

According to The East Campus (2004: http://w\vw.bhc.edu/EastCampns!leeb

Ipsy101 !psy101ch07Itsld003.htm), cognition is the intellectual processes through which

information is obtained, transfonned, stored, retrieved, and used, Cognition IS an active

process that is, for better or worse, affected by our cognitive abilities/skills. A "concept" IS

the basic unit of cognition.
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The American neurologist Paul MacLean is a supporter of "miero genesis", the view that

the structure of our brain mirrors its evolution over the ages. 1\facLean (2000:

htlJ>:/lviww.thymos.com/mind/maclean.html), believes that our head contains not one but

three brains: a "triune" brain. The elegance of MacLean's model is that it neatly separates

mechanical behaviour, emotional behaviour and rational behavlOuc. It shows how they arose

chronologically and for what purpose and it shows how they coexist and complement each

other. They constitute three steps towards modern "intelligence".

COMMUNICATION

According to Barker and Gaut (2000: 5), the communicanon process is the process in

which two or more elements of a system interact in order to achIeve a destred goal or

outcome. De Beer 1998: 8 explains that the purpose of communication can be found m the

human need to discover, to relate, to persuade and to play. Graphical representations of the

communication proc~s, found in standard textbooks (e.g. Mersham and Skinner (1999: 7-10)),

identifY the main elements involved in a communication event. These are the

originating!sending communicator, the receiving communicator, the message, the

communication codes, and the medium through which the message IS transmitted. The

Mersham and Skinner model stresses the importance ofthe expression of the message and the

interpretation by the recipient. It also focuses on the necessary coding withm the medium

chosen. These are key concerns of educators.

INTRAPERSONAL COMMUNICATION

According to Mersham and Skinner (1999: 89), intrapersonal communIcation occurs when

an individual sends and receives a message internally, that is, when a person communicates

with himself or herself. Mersham and Skinner further assert that we all have imagmary

conversations in our minds. Only one person participates in intrapersonal communication, and

that is the self.

A person is able to express and interpret his/her o'Wn messages in order to make sense of

the world. This process takes place while a person is communicating m all other settings.

Intrapersonal communication is the basis ofcommunication in all other conte.xts and occurs ID

all communication acts.

The ascription of meaning in intrapersonal communication IS an important part of ones

ability to act as communicators. Intrapersonal communicanon is a prereqwsite for all
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communication. Self-awareness, self-acceptmce and self-actualisation arise in the process of

inttapersonal communication.

INTERPERSONAL COl\.1MUNICATION

The most common form of daily communication is interpersona>--that is, face-to-face, at

the same time and in the same place. According to Mersham and Skinner (1999: 90),

interpersonal communication occurs between people in a face-to-face situation. They are able

to see each other and observe facial expressions and other non-verbal behaviour-while they are

exchanging verbal images.

The most basic form of interpersonal communication IS a tfyad (an encounter or

conversation between two people). Some dyads exist over a long peuod of tune, as in a

marriage or partnership. Communicating weD in a dyad requrres good conversational skills.

Communication may also occur in small groups, such as families, clubs, religious groups,

friendship groups, or work groups. Most smaD-group interaetton involves fewer than ten

people, and the communicators need the same communIcation skills as in a dyadic

conversation.

Interpersonal communication occurs with larger groups as well, such as when a speaker

gives a talk to a large crowd (a political candidate giving a speech at a campatgn rally, or a

teacher leettrring to a large class). However, the audience can respond in only limited ways

(such as with applause, nodding, whistles, boos, or silence). The speaker usually wants to be

persuasive or informative, so the words chosen md the style of delivery or perfonnance are

very imPOrtlnt. A speaker who wants to reach m even larger audience than the people who

cm physicaUy hear the speech in one place would use inftrmation communication technology or

media to get the message across distmce and even time.

DIDACTICTluANGLE

The didactic triangle refers to the communication relationshIp between teacher, learner and

learning material. It shows that there e...ats a unique relationshIp between the teacher and

learner, learner and subject matter and teacher and subject matter.
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LEARNER

Figure 1: The Didactic Triangle

With aid of the didactic triangle, the pedagogical relation between the teacher and learner

can be examined. The core of didactics is outlined as the teacher's relation to another relation,

that between the learner and subject.

According to ShuIinan (1987: 8-9), the didactic triangle is usually drawn Wlth teacher,

learner and content as its end points (refer to figure 1). There are, however, numerous

variations depending on how the points are understood in a larger context where the societal

factors are probed.

Although the didactic triangle should be treated as a whole, it is nearly impossible in

practice, therefore, it is usually analysed in pairs. The most usual approach is to take the

relation between the teacher and the learners as a startingpointc When this relation IS seen as a

pedagogical relation it brings with it certain special meanings. In the pedagogtcal relation the

teacher has something that the learner not yet has. ShuIman considers the relationship

between teacher and subject matrer inflexible. In the relation between the teacher and the

content the teacher's competence in content is in focus. To be a teacher s/he should have

something that the learners do not have. In the area of content knowledge thts means

sufficient academic or professional studies. In principle the competence ofthe teacher IS never

too high. The traditional understanding ofcontent in the didactic mangle has meant discipline

based content.

The learner's relation to the subjects (or more generally to the content) is the key to

didactic understanding. The content is defined in the curriculum as subjects and other contentc

The whole instructional process aims at achieving the aims and goals stated m the curriculum.

Most of the outcomes from the teaching-studying-learning process are learning results but
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behaviour changes through one's own free will on impulse of the activities in the mstructional

process. Learningand other desirable changes, or more generally said the defined development

ofa learner's personality, are the primary purpose of the teaching-studymg-learnmg process.

It is a well-known fact that teaching in itself does not necessarily imply learnmg. Rather,

teaching is a kind ofaction that is aimed at pupils' learning or other kinds ofoutcomes without

any guarantee on the teacher's part (Smith (1987: 11-15»). Ifwe describe the actmties of the

teacher as teaching, we would prefer to call the activities of the learners as studymg (Uljens

(1997:34-43)). It is this studying we can see and observe in the instrucbonal process. In other

words, the relation between the learner and the content is visible as studymg, domg somethmg

in order to achieve the aims and goals in the curriculum. The invisible part ofthis relation may

be learning and other consequences of the instructional process. Leammg is takmg place in a

learner's mind and in order to learn the learner is expected to do something, to study. The

teacher is able to control or guide studying. The most important determmant in the teaching

studying-learning process is the learner and his/her achieving the :urns and goals of the

eurriculUITL The teacher's task is to try to guide this relation. First, there IS a relabon between

the learner and the content. This is rmnifest as studying and latent as learning and other

changes. Secondly, the teacher has a relation to the relation between the learner and the

content. In other words, the teacher has a relation to studying and at the same time thIS

relation is also to the learning and other changes. That very relation may be called a didacbc

relation. It is important to notice that the didactic relation means a relation to another relation.

To emphasise the importance of the didactic relation it may be brought out that

concentrating on the content makes the teacher an expert and concentrating on a learner

makes the teacher a caretaker of the pedagogical relation. To concentrate on the relation

between the learner and the content or on studying is, however, the core of a teacher's

profession.

Although it is true that the didactic triangle is an abstract construct it IS always situated m

some context. The question is how much of these outer conditions should be e.""pliotly stated

and how much of it belong to that context where the triangle is situated. In school didactics

the instructional process is always guided by some curriculum and the relations to larger

sonetal determinants are defined through it. Teaching is currently a broader concept which

also occurs outside schools. Further, didactics is not limited to schools.
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SOCIAL INFLUENCE

Gass and Seiter (2003: 127) reveal that families, peer groups, workplaces, even

classrooms exert strongpressure on their members to behave in certain ways. Peer groups act as

powerful persuasive force. Gass and Seiter (2003: 130) explain that we have a desire to be right

and we conform to a group because we think the group may be correct. At other times when we

know that the group is wrong, we may conform so that we gain rewards (e.g., liking) and aVOId

punishment (e.g., scorn) that are associated with agreement and disagreement.

PERsuASION

Gass and Seiter (2003: 34) describe persuasion as the attempt to 111fluence another

person's beliefs, attitudes, or actions through communication. People use communication in

order to persuade others to think in the way that they do or to act 111 the way that they do.

Dirnbleby (1991: 16) show that persuasion is more common than we may realise :md is not

confined to flamboy:mt examples of advertising. One may want to persuade someone to lo:m

one some money, or join one's drama group, or help one with repairing one's car. It IS true that

the word persuasion has a certain sense ofrn:mipulation - to get what one w:mts. In this sense

we are all manipulators everyday.

COMPliANCE GAINING

Gass and Seiter (2003: 236) illustrate that compliance gaining generally focuses on

persuasion aimed at getting others to do some thing or to act in a certam way. Compliance

gaining research primarily focuses on changing behaviour. Studies on compliance gaining have

concentrated on influence in interpersonal, face-to-face contexts rather th:m one to many

contexts. Gass and Seiter (2003: 244) add that regardless of the type of power that IS at work:,

one thing remains clear: power affects compliance gaining behaviour.

DIGITAL ENCODING

Mersham :md Skinner (2oo1a: 18) states that all information :md communicatlon can be

cligitally encoded, whether it is text:, voice, pictures, sound or video. Dig1ttsatton refers to the

conversion of analogue information - whether audio, visual or textual- 111to the computer

readable format of 15 and Os. This cligitally formatted information can be easily accessed by a

variety of cligital devices, not just computer as we commonly think of them. This IS because

the cligital chip can now be placed in :my appliance or object:, turning it 111tO a communicating
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device. Digitisations makes communications from persons to machines, between machines,

and even from machines to persons, appear as easy as it is between persons who are m close

physical proximity to each other.

DIGITAL LITERACY

Digital literacy refers to the ability to appreciate the potential ofIeTs to support innovation

in industrial, business, learning and creative processes. Learners and educators need to have

the confidence, skills and discrimination to adopt leTs in appropriate ways. Digital literacy is

seen as a "life skill" in the same category as literacy and numeracy (Draft White Paper on e

education: 2003).

E-1..EARNING

Kurtus, (2000: http://,,,\vw.school-for-champions.com/eleaming/whatts.htm), describes e

learning as a range ofinstructional authoring that can be delivered through a CD-ROM, over

the LAN, or on the Internet. It includes Computer-Based Training (CBT), Electronic

Pertormance Support Systems (EPSS) and Web-Based Training (WB1), as well as distance

learning. e-Learning is flexible learning using leT resources, tools and applications, focusing

on interaction among teachers, learners, and the online environment, and on collaborative

learning. e-Learning usually refers to structured and managed learnmg expenences, and may

involve the use ofInternet, CD-ROM, software, other media and telecommunications (Draft

White Paper on e-education: 2003).

According to Grimes (2002: http://www.cisco.com/global/ZA.lsolullOns/ent/bus

solutions/elhome.shtml), ifwireless communication is srill in its in£mey, WIreless e-learningis

in an embryonic stage. Delivery of e-learning content to wireless handheld devices such as

Internet-enabled cellular phones, personal digital assistants, and even mobile computers is

ready to take corporations by storm. The principal advantage ofusing a WIrelesS deVIce for e

learning is sheer convenience. A centrally located knowledgebase IS essenttal, and a wrreless

device makes such access possible virtually anywhere. Also, a wireless deVlce can increase

productivity by allowing learners to engage in learning at any rime of the day or night.

According to Frankola (2001:14), people attending a lecture remember only 5% of ",nat

they heard. e-Learning CID do much better through stimulations, probmg discussions and

practising skills.
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The e-learning industry is moving towards a future in which the most important product IS

not a course, but learningobjects (smaIl chunks ofinstruetion that take about 15 to 20 minutes

of study. They are easy to revise and update so learning becomes much more topical and

relevant. Instructors can mix and match learning objects to create a course. E-learners can

create their own courses by deciding which learning objects they need for learning a particular

skill. As learners take responsibility for their learning, the traditional concept ofthe prescribed

course should become less relevant, and with it, the drop out rate.En~gand satisfying the

e-learner will continue to be crucial.

ELECfRONIC COMMUNICATION

The Electronic Communication Policy (2000: http://w\Vw.ucop.edu!

ucophome/policies/ec/html/ecppoliey "PpendL'L",. defmitions.htm), defines eleCtroUlC

communication as any communication that is broadcast, created, sent, forwarded, replied to,

transmitted, stored, ~eld, copied, downloaded, displayed, vi=ed, read, or printed by one or

several electronic communications systems or services. For purposes of this research, an

electronic @e that has not been transmitted is not electronic communIcation.

ELECfRONICWlllTE BOARD

According to Computer Hope (2004: http://w\Vw.computerhope.com

Ijargon/e/elecwb.htm), an electronic white board is a hardware devIce that is similar to a

white board found in schools and businesses that transmit information written on a white

board to a computer or multiple computers.

A software program that resembles a white board found in schools :Jnd businesses however

is used through the computer. Users can type/draw on the electrOUlC whiteboard :Jnd

commonly have the data beingwritten down displayed on multiple computers.

E-MAIL

!vlackinnon (2003: 18) describes electronic mail as a form of communication whereby

messages are sent via the Internet. This is a quick, efficient:Jnd cheap communication method

- the cost is the same as that ofa local telephone call. E-~fail evolved to tntegrate e-learning. It

offers a personal channel of communication between tutor and learner.

GLOBAL VIT.LAGE

A village is normally a community ofpeople who are familiar or vaguely f.:uniliarwith each

other. The concept ofa village is normally associated with a smaIl community. A global ...-illage
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gives the idea that all people in the world have the ability to be connected to each other. This

is possible because of the World Wide Web, which is created by the Internet. The global

village will then suggest that because ofIntemet connection people across continents have the

ability to associate with each other.

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES (lCfs)

Information and communication technology refer to the mechanISms which are used for

distributing messages, including postal systems, radio and television broadcasting companIes,

telephone, satellite and computer networks used to handle

information and aid communication (Google definition, 2004: http://dictionary

.reference.com/search?q=information +and+communication+technology&r=61).

ICT represent the union ofinformation technology and commumcauon technology. lCTs

are the combination of hardware, software and means of communication that bnngs people

together and that ena-ble the processing, management and e.xchange of data, information and

knowledge in order to expand the range of human capabilities (Draft White Paper on e

education 2003).

According to Kenny et aI (2001: http:/(\vww.worldbank.org/

poverty/strategies /chapters/ictlict.htm), ICTs are increasingly central tt1 the effort to escape

poverty. lCTs provide access to information that can create earnings opportuniues, improve

access to basic services, or increase the impact of education and health intervenUons. lCTs

also give the poor a voice to demand government support and reform. Recent advances tt1

lCT can also provide people with sensory disabilities an effective channel to access

information and communicate efficiently with the rest of society.

INFORMATION LITERACY

Information literacy is the ability to locate, evaluate, manipulate, manage and communicate

information from different sources. As learners become increasingly information-literate, they

develop skills in discrimination, interpretation and critical analysis. leTs offer opportunities

for higher-order thinking and creativity in processing, constructing and conveying knowledge

(Draft White Paper on e-education: 20(3).

INTERACITVE WEBs1TEs

Interactive websites provide standards-based cross-eurricuIar web resources designed to

enhance online learningopportunities. These sites interactwith the userustully through either
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a text-based or graphical user interface. Interactive websites enable real-time communicaTIon

and/or transactions between the user and the website (Draft White Paper on e-education:

2003).

INFORMA.TIONAL WEBSITES

Infonnational Websites are websites that present infonnation only and do not allow for any

interactivity or transactions (Draft Wbite Paper on e-education 2003).

SYNCHRONIC COMMUNICA.TION

According to The Free Dictionary (2004: http:U,,·ww.thefreedicnonarv.coml),

synchronous refers to thatwhich occurs or exists at the same time or having the same period

or phase.

Synchronous digital communication pertains to a transmission technique that reqtUres a

common clock signal (a timing reference) between the communicating deVICes in order to

coordinate their transmissions.

According to Numminen (2004: http:Uwww.uta.fi/laitokset!fill/english!onp!

2000m.htm), synchronic communication, for example chatting (writing) on the net, usually

motivates the learner, because the communication is spontaneous in the same way as it IS in

oral communication. This spontaneity makes it possible for the persons communicating to

give and receive immediate response and feedback.

>'\nother clear advantage of synchronic communication is the fact that more learners take

part in the conversation compared to ordinary classroom conversation exereses. When the

conversation takes place on the screen, the learners usually feel that they have more time to

consider their answers. Moreover, the learners are freed from "steppmg on the stage". In other

words, they feel it is easier to take part in the conversation, because they can do that without

having ~erybodylooking at them. However, there is always the risk that in bIgger chat groups

the learners with lower language skills do not have enough time to read the responses on the

screen and therefore are unable to take part in the conversation. Also, one rrught be a bit

sceptical as to how a chat room could be organized in a language classroom in such a way that

itwould really serve educational purposes. The infomtal style of the conversaTIon may lead the

learners to discuss themes quite different from those given by the teacher. On the other hand,

if the main goal ofa chat room is to encourage the learners to communicate then a chat room

might be an effective tool.
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AsYNCHRONIC CO~fiJNICATION

According to The Free Dictionary (2004:http:1 hvww.thefreedicnonary.com/),

asynchronous refers to thatwhich does not occur or exist at the same tlme orhaVlflg the same

period or phase.

Asynchronous digital communication pertains to a transmission technique that does not

require a common dock between the communicating devices.

Probably the most well known form of asynchronic commumcation is e~mail. Other

possibilities ofasynchronic written communication are, for example, newsgroups and bulletin

boards.

As an e.xample of asynchronic written communication, Numrrunen (2004:

http://\V"W\v.uta.fi/laitokset/fi11/english lonpl 2000m.htm), mentions a study conducted by

Seppo Tella, in which he observed one~school semester Finnish senIor secondary school

learners and their e~mail correspondence with learners in different countries. Tella stated that

compared to traditional classrooms, the teaching in these groups were more learner~oriented.

Moreover, the learners began to help each other in reading, understanding and writing texts.

They started to adapt features of process writing without being espeaaIIy gwded to do so.

They rewrote their texts several times in order to end up 'with as comprehensible and

grammatically correct text as possible, which could then be sent to their English speaking

friends. In addition to that, the learners used a variety of different genres, including some not

normally practised that much in language classes. Besides narrative and descripnve genres, the

learners used personal, expressive and argumentative genres. The quality ofthe texts improved

significandy and TeIla argues that this is due to the fact that writing to a foreign learner

motivated the learners much more than writing merely for a grade.

Compared to synchronicwritten communication, asychronic communication has one clear

advantage and that is the fact that it gives the learner more time to consider and prepare

his/her answer. In otherwords, there is not such time pressure when writing e~mai1 as there IS

when one takes part in a chat conversation. Therefore, synchronic communicanon like e~mail

for example, can be a very useful tool ",,-hen ttying to encourage the shyer or less advanced

I=ers to take part in communication. E~mai1 allows them plenty of time to prepare therr

answers before sending them and to process the responses received.
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INTERNET

According to Challoner (2002: 35), the prefix 'inter' means between and 'net' refers to

something that is linked in various directions. Think ofmany spiders and webs that are linked

to each other - that could then be called a network. The Internet consists of thousands of

computers all over the world that is connected to each other. It is a set of networks across

which text, graphics, pictures, and even sound can be transported. Mackmnon 2003: 18

explains that it is possible to sit at a computer that is connected to the World Wide Web and

access information from all over the world.

According to Resnick (1997:106--108), the Internet is often called a global village, suggestmg

a huge but close-knit community that shares common values and experiences. The metaphor

is misleading. Many cultures coexist on the Internet and at times clash. In its public spaces,

people interact commercially and socially with strangers as well as with acquamtances and

friends. The city is a more apt metaphor, with its suggestion of unlirruted opportunities and

myriad dangers.

INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER (ISP)

An Internet service provider is a company or organisation that provides a user WIth a

connection to the Internet (Draft White Paper on e-education 2003).

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The Brint Institute (1994--2004: http://\vww.kmnetwork.com/kmdefs.htm), explains that

Knowledge Jl.fanagement caters to the important issues oforganizational adjustment, SUrvIval,

and competence in the face ofescalating environmental change. Mersharn and Skinner (2001a:

137) state that today we live in an information society in an information age, also called the

Digital Age. Knowledge Management is based on recognition that an organisatton's people,

and the knowledge that they have, are central to success in the Digital age.

Mersharn and Skinner (2001a: 137), further deftne knowledge management as the disctpline

of capturing knowledge-based competencies, and storing and diffusing them In order to add

value to a business. Knowledge management seeks to set up a technIque whereby the implied

knowledge of a member of an organisation is externalised into precise knowledge that is

accessible through an information technology system
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LoCALAREA NETWORK(LAN)

A local area network is computers and other devices that are spread over a limited area and

that interact through a common platform (Draft White Paper on e-educatton: 2003).

NETWORK INFRAsTRUCTURE

The physical plant ofwires, switches, routers, hubs, satellites, broadcast towers, dishes and

other hardware that allows communications signals to be delivered across networks (Draft

White Paper on e-education: 2003).

NETWORKSECURUY

Any effort made to protect a network from danger, risk ofloss or unauthorised access; in

otberwords, to make the network safe from intruders, errors and other threats (Draft White

Paper on e-education: 2003).

ONLINE 1..EARNING

Online learning refers more specifically to the use ofthe Internet and assoCIated web-based

applications as the delivery medium for the learning experience (Draft White Paper on e

education: 2003).

ONLINE BOOKS

Online books are electronic books, which can be downloaded from the Internet or used

while a person is connected to the Internet. These books (or magazmes) may be in html or

portable document format' (pDF) format. As examples the author refers to an electroniC book

by SuIer in chapter 5 and the online version of the Scientific American magazine in various

chapters on this dissertation. Probably as an advantage, online books are easily and constantly

updated to reflect new changes or ideas. This reflects the ephemeral natl1re of the Internet.

6 PDF is the file furmat for representing documents in a manner that is independent of the original application

software, haidware, and operating system used to create those documents- A PDF file can describe documents

containing any combination of text, graphics, and images in a device-mdependent and resolution independent

format. These documents can be one page or thousands ofpages, very simple or extremely complex with a rich

use of funts, graphics, colour, and images.
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PORTAL

According to The Free Dictionary (2004: http://www.thefreedictlonary.comD, a port:l1is a

website which is considered as an entry point to other websites, often by being or providing

access to a search engine.

A portal is a website that collects content and provides a method for accessmg that content.

It is a centrally managed tool, a content and information~sharingwebsite, contaming

communications and group effort applications for teachers and learners. It can serve as a

basis for building web~based resources for teachers, learners and the community (Draft

White Paper on e-education: 2003).

PIuvACYPOUCY

The privacy policy is the policy under ,-vhich the company or organization operating a Web

site handles the personal information collected about visitors to the site. Many Web site

operators publish their privacy policy on their Web site. The policy usually includes a

description of the personal information, which is collected by the Site, how the information

will be used, with whom it will be shared, and whether the visitors have the option to exercise

control over how their information will be used. It is the stated methodology used by a

website for handling information collected about users of thatwebsite (Draft \'li'hite Paper on

e~education:2003).

SATELUTE

Wtlliarns (1992: 396) defines a satellite in communications as a radio or television recemng

and transmitting device orbiting the earth and capable ofbroadcasting Signals over a wide area.

According to Iridis Encyclopaedia (2004: http://www.rr:idis.com/

glivarIArthur C. Cbrke), Arthur Charles Clarke proposed that geo~stationarysatelliteswould

make ideal telecommunications relays. He proposed this concept in a scientific paper titled

"Can Rocket Stations Give Worldwide Radio Coverage?" published in Wireless Wor!d m

October 1945. His concept was a success. The geo~stationaryorbit is now known as the

Cbrke orbit in his honour.

SCALABIUTY

According to the Free On~line Dictionary of Computmg (2004:

http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=scalability&r=61), scalability refers to how well a

solution to some problem will work when the size of the problem increases? For example, a
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central server of some kind with ten clients may perfonn adequately but with a thousand

clients it might fail to meet response time requirements. In this case, the average response time

probably scales linearly with the number of clients. We say it has a complexity of UN" but

there are problems with other complexities that need to be addressed.

Scalability is the ability to expand the number of users or increase the capabilities of a

computing solution without making major changes to the systems or application sottware. It is

the ability of a system - including both hardware and sottware - to handle larger loads when

required (Draft White Paper on e-education: 2003).

TELECONFERENCING

The use ofaudio, video or computer equipment linked through a communications system

to enable geographically separated individuals to participate in a meeting or diSCUSSIOn (Draft

White Paper on e-education: 2003).

TERMINAL

A terminal is a device that allows one to send commands to a computer somewhere else.

At a minimum, this usually means a keyboard and display screen and some simple arcuitry.

Usually one will use terminal sottware in a personal computer - the so&ware pretends to be a

physical terminal and allows one to type commands to a computer somewhere else. It may

refer to an access device that enables the user to view web pages and transmit e-mail (Draft

White Paper on e-education: 2003).

UNIVERSAL SERVICE AGENCY

The Universal Service Agency (USA) was established under the Telecommunicatlons Act

103 of 1996. It operates under the regulatory and policy framework enshrined in the Act as

amended in the year 2001 and i\finisteriaI Policy Directions issued in the same year. Universal

services are a reliable connection to the communication network that enables any fonn of

communication to and from any part ofSouth Africa. Universal access is the ability to use the

communication network at a reasonable distance and affordable price, whIch provides relevant

information and has the necessary capacity in under-serviced areas where over 60% of the

South Afi:i= population resides (Draft White Paper on e-education: 2003).

CONCLUSION

The key concepts relating to the understanding of this research on e-education are defined

in this chapter. In subsequent chapters, the author discusses how each ofthese concepts forms
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an essential part of e-education. In chapter 4 he discusses theories, wh1ch relate to

communication and e-education. These theories form the theoretical framework againstwhlch

he evaluates the status of e-education in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN).
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Chapter 3

THEORETICAL GROUNDING FORE-EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with the pertinent concepts of communication and learning, the

relationship between these concepts, and how they form the basis for e-education. The

chapter is divided into two parts:

o Theories of l=ing, which relate to communication and e-education

o Theories of Representation, which relate to communication and e-education

THEORIES OF LEARNING THAT RELATE TO COMMUNICATION

AND e-EDUCATION

INTRODUCIION

With e-learning and e-education there is a real danger that the use of electronIc resources

becomes an end in itself, nota means to an end. To ensure that the end goal-learning-IS

kept in mind, this section focuses on critical aspects ofthe nature oflearning. Towards the end

of this section the principles of learning are related to e-learning specifically.

ExpERIENTIALLEARNING

Henderson (2004: 184--189), suggests that experiential education should ask questions about

the type ofnidel1cc that exists and how evidence leads to future practice. Theory \vith evidence

can further build the body of knowledge. Education needs to combine theory WIth evidence.

Also learning should consider learner inputs and outcomes. Henderson argues that good

instruments to assist with providing experiential learning are a necessity.

Galloway (2004: 200-2002) strongly asserts that continued exploration of qualitaTIve

methods of leammg develops our understanding of the process and depth of experiential

education. Experiential education cannot be explained in terms of outcomes v.~thout

understanding the inputs of l:-'qJerience. l=ing has to be supplemented by an tnereastng

interplay of theory and evidence. Knowing is accompanied by the lived experience.
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Rogers7 (2003: http://tip.psychology.org/rogers.html),distinguished two types oflearning:

cognitive and experiential. The fonner corresponds to academic knowledge such as learning

vocabulary or multiplication tables and the latter refers to applied knowledge such as learning

about engines in order to repair a car. Experiential learning addresses the needs and wants of

the learner. Rogers lists these qualities of experiential learning: personal involvement, self·

initiated, evaluated by learner, and pervasive effects on learner.

To Rogers, experiential learning is equivalent to personal change and growth. Rogers

proposes that all human beings have a natural propensity to learn; the role of the teacher is to

facilitate such learning. This includes:

o Setting a positive climate for learning;

o ClarifYing the purposes of the learner(s);

o Organizing and making available learning resources;

o Balancing intellectual and emotional components oflearning;

o Sharing feelings and thoughts with learners but not dominating.

According to Rogers, learning is facilitated when the learner participates completely in the

learning process and has conttol over its nature and direction. It is primarily based upon direct

confrontation with practical, social, personal or research problems.

Self·evaluation is the key method of assessing progress or success in experientiallearnmg.

Rogers also emphasizes the importance of learning to learn and an openness to change.

Roger's theory oflearning evolved as patt of the humanistic education movement.

Scope and Application of Experiential Learning

Roger's theory of learning originates from his views about psychotherapy and humamstic

approach to psychology. Itapplies primarily to adult learners and has influenced other theones

of adult learning and e.xamines the significance of learning to education:

o Signifi=t learning takes place when the subject matter is relevant to the personal

interests of the learner.

7 "'\Iso refeo:ed to Rogers & Freiberg 1994, Frntfom to LeOT1l (3" edition).
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o Learning which is threatening to the self (e.g., new attitudes or perspectives) is

more easily assimilated when external threats are at a minimum.

o Learning proceeds faster when the threat to the self is low.

o Self-initiated learning is the most lasting and pervasive.

It is selfevident that experiential learning involves full participation of the learner in acquiring

new knowledge. Participation allows the learner the freedom of exploration and the

opportunity ofpurposefully learning in a non-threatening environment. The author proposes

the learning theory of constructivism as a foundation for online experiential learning. What

follows is an expose of how online learning can be applied "constructively" to facilitate

experientialleaming. Constructivism facilitates personal involvement in learning. \'i/hat follows

is an approach in which online leamingprovides an environment for e.'<perimentalleaming to

succeed in urban and rural environments even in the absence of physical experimental/

experiential environments.

CONSTRUCTIVlSM

According to Gold (2001:4), constructivism is an epistemology of how people learn and

assimilate new knowledge. Humans are active, knowledge-searching creatures that transform

and interpret expmenceusing developed biological and mental structures. They assimilate new

knowledge by producing cognitive structures that are similar to the experiences they are

engaged in. They then accommodate themselves to these newly developed knowledge

structures and use them within their collection ofexperiences as they continue to interact with

the environment. Knowledge is not separate from but rather embedded within e.'<periences

and interpreted by the learner. Knowledge then is about interpretation, and making meaning

of the environment. In other words, though we may more or less share one reality, each of us

conceives of it in different ways based on our prior experiences, belief structures and

perspective. To learn, therefore, is to communicate and demonstrate understanding of the

world.

According to Doolittle (2004: http://edpsvchserrer.ed.vt.edu/workshops Itohe1999Irexrl

doo2.doc), constructivism is a theory of learning that has roots in both philosophy and

psychology. He deduces that constructivism occurs when learners actively construct their mm

knowledge and meaning from their experiences. The following are derivatives of

constructivism:
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o Knowledge is not passively accumulated, but rather, is the result ofactive cognising

by the individual;

o Cognition is an adaptive process that functions to make an individual's behaviour

more viable given a particular environment;

o Cognition organises and makes sense of one's experience, and is not a process to

render an accurate representation of reality;

o Knowing has roots in both biological/neurological construction, and social,

cultural, and language based interactions.

Constructivism acknowledges the learner's active role in the personal creation of

knowledge, the importance of experience (both individual and social) in this knowledge

creation process, and the realisation that the knowledge created will vary in its degree of

validity as an accurate representation of reality.

CONSTRUCTIVISM AND ONLINE EDUCATION

Doolittle further outlines the following basic principles of constructivism, which forms a

foundation for optimising teaching and online learning.

o The Essence of Experience in Learning;

o The Role of Social Interaction in Learning;

o The Relevance of Content and Skills to the Learner;

o Using the Learner's Prior Knowledge to Encourage Learning;

o The Role of Formative Assessment in Online Learning Environments;

o Training Learners to Construct Knowledge in Online Learning Environments;

o The Role of the Teacher in Online Learning Environments;

o The Use ofMultiple Perspectives in Online Learning.

The Essence of Experience in Learning

Whether building accurate representations ofreality, common meanings in social activities,

or personal coherent models ofreality, e.xperience is vital. As Galloway, (2004: 200-2002), and

Henderson (2004: 184--189), mentions earlier, effective learning can occur when theory is

combined with experience; thus, experience is a primary catalyst of knowledge construction.

Experience provides the activity upon which the mind operates. In addition, knowledge
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construction is enhanced when the experience is authentic. For the cognitive constructivist,

authentic experiences are essential so that the individual can construct an accurate

representation of the "real" world, not an unnatural world. For the social and radical

constructivists, authentic experiences are important so that the individual may construct

mental structures that are viable in meaningful situations.

Henderson (2004: 184-189), suggests that good instruments to assist with providing

experiential learning are a necessity. Online education is very effective in providing virtual

environments in which one can simulate real-world events. In order for online education to

adequately satisfy this pedagogical statement the online environment should provide complex,

culturally relevant, ill-structured domains within which the user can operate and "live." Virtual

reality, simulators and micro worlds focus on this concept.

The Role ofSocial Interaction in Learning

Gunawardena, Lowe and Anderson (1997: 397-431), state that constructivism emphasizes

social interaction as a basis for knowledge construction. Social interaction provides for the

development ofsocially relevant skills and knowledge. In some cases, such as cultural customs

and culturally arbitrary rituals (e.g., greetings, gender relations, dress), knowledge can only be

attained through social contact. In addition, as an individual gains experience in a social

situation, this experience may verifY an individual's knowledge structures or it may contradict

those structures. If there is contradiction or confusion, then the individual should

accommodate this contradiction in order to maintain either an accurate model of reality or a

coherent personal or social model of reality.

Online education provides a unique opportunity for learners to engage in social negotiation

and mediation. The use of both asynchronous (e.g., email and threaded discussions) and

synchronous (e.g. chat rooms) online communications allow for social negotiation and

mediation to occur across both time and distance.

The Relevance ofContent and Skills to the Learner

Constructivism emphasizes the concept that knowledge serves an adaptive function..Mason

(1992: 10')..116) suggests that if knowledge is to enhance one's adaptation and functioning,

then the knowledge attained (t.e., content and skills) should be relevant to the indi,,;dual's

current situation, understanding, and goal. This relevancy is likely to lead to an increase in

motivation, as the individual comes to understand the need for certain knowledge. Ultimately,
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experience with relevant tasks will provide the individual with the mental processes, social

infonnation, and personal experiences necessary for enhanced functioning within one's

practical environment.

Online education is capable of making vast amounts of very diverse information,

knowledge, and skills available to the learner. Online education is capable of providing

relevance as long as the learner is able to self-select a relevant topic, process, or skill.

However, the volume and diversity ofinfonnation raises its own problems. \V'hile the learner

should be able to self-select, the role of the teacher as facilitator' ofknowledge construction is

to provide direction in terms of relevancy, and to ensure that the learner is not frustrated by

infonnation overload. This suggests that the mentor/teacher has to carefully research a

selection of online material that meets the course outcomes as a basic starting point. The

Communication Science Department at the University of Zululand has an effective online

education programme. It is based on a hybrid programme of tradition and online education.

Lectures are available online and the lecturer acts as facilitator and knowledge manager. The

teacher thus guides the learner to work with the relevant knowledge.

Using the Learner's Prior Knowledge to Encourage Learning

Facilitating the different phases oflearning, among others requires that the teacher act as a

knowledge manager. According to Mason (1992: 105-116), this process of knowledge

management requires that the teacher should begin with an individual learner's prior

knowledge and guide her/him to fIrst construct knowledge of absent or poorly-learnt

infonnation before proceeding to analogically construct new knowledge beyond what s/he

already knows.

Therefore, understanding a learner's behaviour requires an understanding of the learner's

mindset, that is, an understanding of the learner's understanding. Only by attempting to

understand a learner's prior knowledge will the teacher be able to create effective experiences,

resulting in optimalleaming.

It is, therefore, necessary to ensure that a well-constructed method is in place to ensure that

there is a significant rappott between the learner and the online educational environment. In a

8 The educational system is now .fOcused on learning rather than on teaching. The developments of leaming
theory have dw>ged the nature of le=ling and the peteeption of the learner. Knowledge is considered as
socially constmeted through action, communication aIId .reflectiorl involving learners. Teachers then will
grnduaIly become advisors, managers and fucilitators ofleaming rather than proriders of information (Bates,
1993).
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synchronous environment mediated by the teacher, a learner's prior knowledge may be probed

at the beginning of instruction and instruction may then be adjusted based on the feedback

from the learner; however, in an asynchronous environment, this type of probing and

responding is less fluid and flexible.

The Role of Formative Assessment in Online Learning Environments

The acquisition of knowledge and tmderstanding is an ongoing process that is heavily

influenced by a learner's prior knowledge. Unforttmately, knowledge and tmderstanding are

not directly visible, but rather should be inferred from outcomes (activities). According to

Henri (1992:115~136),a teacher should contim12lly assess the individual's knowledge, to take

into accotmt an individual's current level oftmderstanding in on ongoing teaching and learning

process. This formative assessment is necessary to accurately create the next series of

experiences and activities for learners.

\,;Jhile online environments are capable of frequently assessing learners during instruction,

difficulty arises in using this formative assessment to guide further instruction. The reason for

assessing learners formatively is to make adjustments to instruction that takes into account the

learner's current level of tmderstanding. Instructors will often provide learners with "self~

check" quizzes that assess learners during various parts of instruction; however, the use of

these quizzes is usually marginal, providing feedback to learners so that learners have a better

tmderstanding oftheir learning. Rarely is this knowledge used to alter subsequent instruction.

Training Learners to Construct Knowledge in Online Learning Environments

The tmderlying theory of constructivism is that learners are active in their construction of

knowledge and meaning. According to Ahem, Peck and Laycock (1992: 291 ~309), this activity

involves cognitive management and self-organisation ofe-xperience, and requires that learners

regulate their own cognitive functions, reconcile new meanings from e-xisting knowledge, and

form an awareness ofcurrent knowledge structures. Learners mentally reflect on the use and

nature of objects and then construct new knowledge by generalising, or abstracting, new

relationships.

In most online education environments, self~regulation,self~mediation,and self~awareness

are requirements for successfully engaging in that environment. Online education typically

requires learners to be more involved and more persistent relative to the educational

environment. One aspect ofonline education that is currently lacking is educating the learner
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in the processes necessary to successfully engage in online education. Learners often begin an

online educational experience with no instruction concerning how online education differs

from tradition classroom education. This pedagogical statement is attainable, but is currently

not being addressed adeguately.

The Role of the Teacher in Online Learning Environments

Teachers, in the cognitive constructivist perspective, are usually portrayed as instructors

who "transmit knowledge." The teacher instructs, while the learner learns. According to

Mowrer (1996:207-241), in the cognitive constructivist perspective, the role of the teacher is to

create experiences in which the learners will participate that will lead to appropriate processing

and knowledge acquisition.

The "teacher as guide" metaphor indicates that the teacher is to motivate, provide

examples, discuss, facilitate, support, and challenge, but not to attempt to act as a knowledge

conduit.

While it is still possible for instructors to teach and to use direct instruction during an

online educational experience, it is not nearly as easy as it is when one is teaching in a

classroom. As a result, one is likely to fmd less "instructing" and more guiding and facilitating

in online education. In addition, online education can be effectively constructed to emphasize

a facilitating role for instructors while learners engage in simulations, web-based data

collection, and ill-structured problem solving. The self-regulatory and self-mediated nature of

online education promotes the instructor taking the role of guide or coach.

The Use of Multiple Perspectives in Online Learning

A learner's understandingand adaptability is increased ",-hen he or she is able to examine an

experience from multiple perspectives. These perspectives provide the learner with a greater

opportunity to develop a more viable model of their experiences and social interactions.

According to, Anderson and Garrison (1995: 183--199), online education with a diverse

group ofleamers, is ripe for the presentation and experience ofmultiple perspectives. Online

education .has easy access to international and culturally diverse resources, including diverse

populations. With the passing of time, a greater amount ofdiverse articles and presentations

are accessible online, providing learners with the resources for multiple perspectives.
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THEORIES OF REPRESENTATION

OVERVIEW OFnrnORIES OF REPRESENTATION

In an article on lhe essential differences between scientific reasoning and every-day

reasoning, entitled "How science reveals, and how humans perceive lhe universe to be,"

KIopper (1999: 248-272), points out lhat lheory of knowledge can broadly be classified into

phenomenological lheories and interpretivist lheories. According to KIopper

phenomenologicallheories are predominantly used in lhe natural sciences. Such lheories are

based on lhe assumption that one primarily has to make a detailed observation ofphenomena

and systematically describe one's observations in order to give a good account ofhow things

are and interrelate in nature. According to KIopper interpretivist lheories, by contrast,

predominantly are used in lhe human sciences, and assert lhat human existence and lhe

activities in which humans engage, are more comple.x than might be initially seem lhe case,

based on observatiof! alone. Interpretivist lheories state that humans construct internal mental

representations, also known as mental models, of lhemselves and lheir place in lhe

environment. Interpretivism implies lhat humans have different understandings of events

. because oflheir prior life experience and lhe knowledge lhat lhey have abstracted from lhose

experiences in lhe form ofmemories. In lhis chapter lhe aulhor takes an interpretivist point of

departure to give an account of current lheories ofhow people learn, of analogy as a primary

process of learning and of conceptual blending as a precise e.xplanation of how analogical

learning takes place.

AN ExPLANATION OF How HUMANS PERCEIVE THEIR ENVIRONMENT

According to KIopper (1999: 248-272), lhe average learner uses personal mental models to

conceptualise lhe natural order of lhings. Our everyday perceptions ofhow lhings are differ

markedly from lhe mental model ofreality lhat science reveals to us. These models are based

on each individual's perception ofenvironment and are structured according to set cognitive

principles. In lhe course oflhe 20'" century humanity has formulated a number oflheories of

knowledge to give an account for our understanding ofreality.

Popular lheories (folk lheories) represent learning in terms ofits physical rnanifestation i.e.:

what one sees is what one gets. The perception of lhe learning environment is based on its

physical attributes. Scientific theories ofleaming emerge as a contrast to popular lheories of

learning. Scientific theories suggest lhat reality is more comple.x lhan it appears to be, lhus

knowledge acquisition has to be formalised.
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Acconling to Klopper (1999: 248-272), the major lesson of 20" century science for the

learner is that nothing is, as it seems, that reality differs markedly from the personal mental

models thatwe individually construct to make sense ofour place in the natural order ofthings.

For instance, Klopper says a person reclining against a rock under a tree on a cloudless,

windless day, looking at a field where not even a blade of grass stirs, perceives everything

around him to be motionless. He does not have the sensation of spinning around the axis of

planet earth, which in turn revolves around the sun, which in turn is thundering around the

core of the Milky Way at thousands ofki1ometres an hour. According to Klopper one way in

which humans create folk models thatunderdetennine the complexity of their environment, is

through metaphors. The entities that are analogically equated in metaphors (e.g. time is monry),

cannot be considered to be literal equivalents. Pertinent examples in the case of e-learning are

the concepts ryberspace, web surfing, bran/sing, cbatting and rybersex. The naive folk model approach

sees cyberspace or a chat room as a physical entity. Although we logically know that

cyberspace is not a physical space, but a sort ofmental space in a virtual environment. Because

of the capacity that humans have for envisaging, imagining and make-believing, such mental

constructs in the knowledge domain of virtual "ality nonetheless have attained psychological

reality as explanations for how instruments such as networked computers communicate ""i.th

accessible servers world-wide that contain knowledge that can be retrieved and used on one's

local computer. While in reality intemet communication entails protocols that send electrons

over copper cables, light pulses through fibre optic cables, or radio waves through space, from

a local computer to a remote one and that returns retrieved information in the same way,

computer users experience the process as going on a journey, as travelling somewhere, etc.

The virtual world that becomes accessible in this way can be used to assist a child sitting in

a typical South African rural class to gain real understanding ofhow people live elsewhere, and

how other environments are in relation to her/his own local environment. \i;'here chalkboard

representation are sure to fail, the use ofimages, text and sounds about "elsewhere" can help

such a learner to tirtuaJ!y experience and to comprehend marine ecology or the geography of the

Nile. The stimulation that e-education provides can, therefore simulate the real learning

environment to provide greaterunderstanding of those physical attributes that are beyond the

boundaries of our present horizon. The effect of simulation is further deliberated later in this

dissertation.

By using virtual means, e-leaming, could render concepts about people, places, events

elsewhere, and even abstract relationships, more readily understandable. Wbat learners learn,
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should relate to the three-dimensional environment in which the live. When children spin

around like a top while playmg, and then stand still, itwill seem to them as if everything else in

the room is spinning around them. The virtual reality of eyberspace can however provide the

resources to teach them that contrary to what they feel, it is not the room that is spinning

around them, but the fluid in the balance organs in their inner ear that momentarily keeps on

spinning while they are already stationary.

Virtual learning environments, also sometimes called viftual worlds, while by definition not

being n:al, can therefore enable learners to construct realistic and scientific mental models of

complex relationships in their physical environment that would otherwise remain abstract.

When a mathematics or physics teacher teaches learners about the sine curve (y=sin x) in the

traditional classroom, the three dimensional waveforms of sine waves are reduced to two

dimensional representations. A learner may go through an entire lifetime ,vithout having a true

perspective of sine '<Naves in the three-dimensional world. Online virtual laboratories are able

to provide the learner with true reflections of the real world. Refer to two and three

dimensional reflex ions of the equation y= sin x in figure 2. Note that in the figure 2 below,

the waves would actually be moving when observed online.

Virtual laboratories simulate the real world on the learner's desktop with minimal costs

when compared to doing the actual experiment in class. In the current public school it is

unaffordable to perform experiments in the classroom. Most experiments are expensive and

unobtainable. Raoul is a grade 9 pupil at Richards Bay secondary school. His learning

experiences are based purely on textbook theory without any practical examples from the

physical environment. For example, he has an entire set ofnotes on cam shafrs (with a host of

incorrect sketches) and is required to understand movement of these shafrs without even

seeing a dead cam shaft. Fortunately, he is able to go online at home and virtually experience

movement of earns in various settings. This experience enables him to provide a clearer

perspective of this topic to his peers and teacher.

Figure 2: Virtual laboratories transform one dimensional settings to 2 and 3-D settings.
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Learners I people are intrigued by the idea of seeing things move, of moving themselves,

and of being part of some event. KIopper (2004: manuscript) argues that the emergence of

the Internet as redefining feature for living, learning and relaxation in the 21" century is related

to the importance that humans ascribe to a metaphor that associates leamingwith moving and
. .

go1I1g on a Journey.

At the beach "surfing" entails a range of pleasurable physical activities involving

precariously balancing on a board while being carried along by waves that break on the beach.

By contrast "surfing the net" involves minimal activity, but a strong a belief system that

metaphorically associates the emotive state of pleasure wd exhilaration, caused by visual

experiences evoked by material downloaded onto one's computer, with the hedonic real

surfing experience. The two sets ofactivities are equitable metaphorically because they both

evoke the emotion of exhilaration. Surfing the net is actually a mental journey, which one

undertakes in the World Wide Web. People, who reason by means of naive folk model

principles, use metaphors to portray a sort of journey. A person gains new knowledge as s/he

progresses on a journey. The use of metaphors in e-leaming suggests a kind of learning

experience as the learner goes on the journey (into cyberspace). When the learner "travels"

through cyberspace, s/he undertakes a journey of experience and s/he begins to resolve inner

conflicts associated "vith mundane forms of learning. The learner engages in an internal

dialogue, also knuwn as intrapersonal communication, in the process ofmaking sense ofinner

experiences. The inner reasoning that forms part ofgainingnew insights on one's own, means

that learning is an intrapersonal act of communication. e-Learning enhances intrapersonal

communication as part ofexperiential learning. It should be understood that communication

is a form of survival. Humans have a natural affinity to learn and to share knowledge to

survrve.

ANALOGICAL THINKING AS LEARNING

Learning is an analogical process. We learn by comparing something unfamiliar ",,-ith

something familiar to make it easier to understand the unfamiliar thing. To use an image, we

see what is new by standing on the shoulders of those that have come before us. KIopper 2003:

3 schemattses analogical thinking as follows:
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Figure 3: Klopper 2003's representation ofanalogical thinking

Analogical thinking displays a leaning towards imagery. The strong point of these

representations is that the high level computer generated graphical irruJges can be used to

describe physical objects in the didactic environment ",'ith more flexibility.

Fauconnier and Turner 2002's theory of conceptual blending is a prominent theory of

how humans interrelate and integrate concepts while they gain new insights about their

environment and about our knowledge of our environment. Taking Fauconnier and Turner

2002 as point ofdeparture Klopper (2003: 293), explains that one extracts apparently unrelated,

but comparable concepts from one's broad domains ofknowledge by associating them",'ith one

another in two smaller sets of knowledge. These smaller sets are termed source and target

spaces, or in Fauconnier and Turner's (Fauconnier and Turner (2002: 217» theory, input spaces.

Such theories imply that the resultant insights are obtained when well-understood concepts

from a source space are interrelated with concepts from a target space. This process of

interrelation serves as basis for new insights by foregrounding similarities between the sets of

knowledge, while keeping differences in the background.

Foregrounrung similarities and keeping differences m the background analogically

interpret target space concepts interpreted in relation to source space concepts. Such source

space concepts can therefore be seen as a sort of a template for foregrounding major aspects of

poorly understood target space concepts. By superimposing source space concepts onto target

space concepts, one forms new insights about the target entity by suppressing dissimilar

concepts. Well established e-education practices would for example allow the learner to examine

youth programmes in his I her rural or disadvantaged community against those of youths in

another village of another country. Similarities in beha''iour patterns may be fore-grounded

whilst keeping differences in the background.
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CONCEPTUAL BLENDING AS ANALOGICAL THINKING

According to Fauconnier and Turner (2002: 217), people consider alternatives, simulate,

make models, and propose hypotheses. Our species has an extraordinary ability to operate

mentally on the simulated environment, and this ability depends on our capacity for advanced

conceptual integration.

According to Fauconnier and Turner (2002: 17-101), conceptual blending accounts for a

person's cognitive capacity to interrelate and blend concepts extracted from his vast

conceptual network of knowledge. It is a symbolisation process that selectively inter-relates

concepts from two separate cognitive domains, a source space and a target space to

conceptualise a new perceived relationship known as a blended space. The process is used in

the perception of all kinds of symbolic interrelationships; such as discovery, conceptual

projection during mathematical calculations, and of course in perceiving grammatical and me

taphoric interrelationships.

People in different disciplines have different ways of thinking. Fauconnier and Turner,

(2002: 17), stress that the adult and child do not think alike. The mind of the genius differs

from that of the average person and that automatic thinking, of the sort we do when reading a

simple sentence, is far beneath the imaginative thinking that goes on during the writing of a

poem. Automatic thinking would be possible if the learner has had the opportunity of

engaging in experiential learning. For the rural and most public schools in K'W<tZulu-Natal,

online classrooms (as explained above) provide the most feasible means of offering virtual

experiences that could stimulate cognitive imagination.

Conceptual framing has been shown to arise very early in the infant and to operate in

every social and conceptual domain. Metaphoric thinking, regarded in the common sense view

as a special instrument of art and rhetoric, operates at every level of cognition and shmvs

uniform structural and dynamic principles, regardless ofwhether it is spectacular and noticeable

or conventional and unremarkable. The skilled orator, the everyday conversationalist, and the

child can use the various schemes of form and meaning, studied by rhetoricians.

Conceptual integration is another basic mental operation, which is highly imaginative,

but crucial to even the simplest kinds ofthought-It shows the expected properties ofspeed and

invisibility.
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Conceptual integration, as emphasised by Fauconnier and Turner (2002: 21), is

indispensable not only for intelleetual work, but also for everyday teaching and learning. ~ben

the science teacher helps us learn how to do titration by simulating the entire process via

computer, it may look as ifwe are actually doing the titration. Performing the exact action may

cause chemical spillage and results in burns or chemical wastage. Rather we should selectively

combine the action ofsimulated chemical mixingwith the action oftitration and develop in the

blend a new emergent process of titration.

The general purpose of conceptual blending is to understand that which is new or

abstract in terms of that which is known or concrete. The act of blending entails that we

analogically equate entities that we generally consider to be different in significant aspects by

focusing on similarities between them. It is the similarities that enable us to project the features

of the concrete entity onto the abstract entity, thereby arriving at a new understanding or blend

of the abstract entity.

Cognitive pressures and principles guide the creation of blends, but in the case of

titration·, it is also guided by real-world affordances, including biophysics and chemistry. Most

measurements that the scientist (learner I teacher) can imagine are impossible or undesirable to

execute. But within the conceptual blend prompted by the instructor, and under the conditions

afforded by the laboratory, the desired mi."ture will be emergent.

SYSTEMS THEORY IN EDUCATION

Systems theory, as described by Mersham and Skinner (2001a: 29), regards society as an

integral whole, whose components work together. This approach emphasises the importance

of equilibrium, balance, interdependence and the comple..xity of the various components or

sub-systems that make up society. These sub-systems include the political order, the church,

the media and commerce and industry. According to this view, communication is an

integrating factor, which regulates and organises the sub-systems.

The primary functions of the system and its sub-systems are to maintain themselves. To

reach this goal the system should maintain dynamic equilibriurn or balance. This means that

the components should provide for the needs of the system. Since what goes on in a system is

• Titratil11< a method ofcaIculatillg the concentnltion ofa dissolved substance by adding quantities ofa reagent of
known concerttration to a known volume of test solution until a reaction occurs. Encarta® World English
Dictionary © 1999 ~Iicrosoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Developed for Microsoft by Bloomsburv
Publishing Plc. .
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not always positive, and since society is never stagnant, the process is distinguished by

integrative and disintegrative processes of social change. If negative changes are introduced

that endanger the system's survival, feedback (communication) becomes the means used to

restore equilibrium.

Essential to a system's theory perspective on new media technology is the notion of

complexity and feedback. Complexity, which refers to the level of diversity in a system, is a

basic quality of all systems. It acts as an important means as to how any system responds to

input stimuli or change in its environment.

One of lhe pioneers in lhe study of complexity in systems theory is GeII-Mann, a Nobel

Prize winner. Gell-Mann (1994: http://www.santafe.edufsfifPeople/mgmfmgm qU3rk.html),

suggests lhat complex systems are capable of adaptive behaviour, and is able to evolve. The

functioning of an adaptive system is dependent on the important role of feedback, as

communication.

Such complex adaptive systems are especially relevant to an understanding of new media

technologies. This is apparent with the advent of artificial intelligence and artificial life, the

interplay between complex systems ofbusiness, govemment and other institutions and media

technology.

e-Education speciaIists have developed educational games "ihich are capable of adaptive

behaviour. As lhe learner "plays" the programme mutates to cater for individual skill and

ability levels. For e..xample, the game Tibia 726 allows lhe learner to develop at his I her o-wn

pace and lhe game develop or change to accommodate the le:rrner.

e-Learning is a powerful learning tool because it uses dynamic visual images. It allows lhe

learner to invoke lhe folk theory that one is moving while one is stationary. Computer games

are the new development of story telling. These games allow the learner the opportunity to

reside within the artificial virtuaI environment and engage in roles as an active participant of

lhegame.

THE GLOBAL VILLAGE AND INTERNAL REPRESENTATION

According to elapin (2000: http:f /w\\w.phil.m q.edu.aufstlfff jsutton fPHI

L363Iecture3.htmD, it is relatively acceptable lhat minds have a representation of the world. If
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one have the belief that the world is warming, it means that one represents the world as being

in a certain way. Accepting this does not commit one to accept this state of the world.

According to The Free Dictionary.com (2004:http:lhvww.thefreedictionary.com/),

intem21 representation is a presentation to the mind in the form of an idea or image. The

theoretical claim behind much of cognitive science is that objects similar to these familiar

extem21 representations exist in our brains and minds, and that these inner representational

states play a cruci2l part, in explaining our behaviour and how we think.

Current cognitive sciences infer that there are inner ment2l representations, which cause

and explain behaviour. Ment2l representation thus holds a cruci2l place in contemporary study

of the mind. Thorough understanding of ment2l representation will make a significant

contribution to the theoretical underpinnings ofall the cognitive sciences.

A learner's intemal representation is channelled by the amount of his I her exposure to

environmental stimuli. As the transition to a knowledge-based economy accelerates, learners

should have access to communication and information technologies in the classroom. Without

these tools, learners will lack the necessary computer skills to compete in a digit2l world.

Deploying computers in classrooms and connecting them to the Internet will enhance the

learning process by providing learners and educators with access to information and teaching

materi2ls from around the world. Information technologies that offer new opportunities,

efficiencies, and improvements in the education process are highly desirable because of the

wider stimulation for intem21 representation.

Having a wider spectrum of stimuli encourages a more open forum for intem21

representation, which is more coherent with reality as it e.xists. Access to communication and

intormation technologies in the classroom provides a learner \vith a wider scope for intern21

representation thus broadening his I her cognitive development. According to Greenspan

(2004: http://\vww.c1ickz.com!stats 1markets 1education!article.php 13373681), despite

findings that indicate problems with unsupervised exposure to ICTs in the classroom, learners

are producing relatively good grades.

The modem programmable computer, through its forebear the Turing Machine, is capable

ofcarrying out any finitely specifiable task (given enough time and memory). Such a powerful,

flexible apparatus operates on the basis ofintem21 representations; specifically, on the basis of

binary representations ofnumbers, letters and truth-values.
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Modem computers provide a small degree of proof of representational minds. Internal

representations are essential to their operation, and there is good reason to believe that they

can behave 'intelligently'. Computers demonstrate that internal representations may have a

critical role in explaining intelligent behaviour.

USING REPRESENTATION IN E-LEARNING

When we irrugine a scene or an object, it seems to us that we are observing a picture of

that scene or object. The debate arises in interpreting the implication of this for understanding

cognitive construction.

According to un-authored article (2004:http://w.;••v.gis.net/- tbirch /mi12.htnJ),

pictorialism refers to mental images which are represented in the manner of pictures and

according to Clapin (2004: http://host.uniroma3.it/progetti/ bnt/tield/mr.htm),

descriptionalism refers to mental images represented in the manner of sentences. One needs
-

to distinguish between the pictorial nature of the experience ofthinking of the image, and the

pictorial nature of the representation, which gives rise to the experience. It seems quite possible

that a symbolic representation10 (e.g. list of sentences) could give rise to an imagistic

experience (e.g. a matri.-.:).

A key point is that all systems of representation require decoding. Even pictures can be

culturally specific (e.g. photographs, mirrors), illustrating that one has to learn how to interpret

the visual images contained in them. When children are allowed the chance of being part of

the global village, there is little discrepancy in decoding. Whilst images may be culturally

specific, we observe that cultural boarders begin to disintegrate to form global cultures of a

global village.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Learning entails a dual purpose:

o Cognition for individual construction of meaning and

o Communication for social construction of meaning

Individual learning is based on cognitive principals. Fauconnier and Turner's theory of

conceptual blending is a prime example of a cognitive theory. The theory of conceptu:II

10 In the morie Matri:" RrwIuti01f J (2()()4), the use of words 'LOVE' and 'KAfu\L'\' reflect symbolic
representJitiollS ofindividual's perception. This also relates to the process ofdecoding wbich is discussed iD the
next paragraph.
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blending is important because it indicates how learning could take place in physical as well as

virtual environments. It emphasises the metaphoric basis of thinking, according to which

symbolic relationships can be used to let one thing represent another, also in the virtual

environment. This implies that the use ofvirtual delivery ofinformation, by means ofICTs in

global networks or on personal computers, is not incompatible with experiential learning. It

actually intensifies the learning process.

The theory of conceptual blending presents a rationale for how metaphoric thinking

enables one to represent one thing with another using symbolic representation. The virtual

environment actually enhances one's ability to learn to represent items. In real terms the

symbols on the computer screen (monitor) are pixels. Such representations have a greater

degree of reliability. E.xample: the river Nile is more realistically represented in a virtual

environment rather than by using a white line on the traditional chalkboard or any other

school textbook.

CONCLUSION

This chapter focussed on critical aspects of the nature oflearning and representation, \vhich

relate to communication and e-education. Later in the chapter the principles of learning are

related to e-learning specifically.

Constructivism, as an example of experiential learning, is discussed to show how

experience corresponds to acquisition of academic knowledge. Constructivism is an

epistemology ofhow people learn and assimilate new knowledge. The essence of experience in

learning, whether in building accurate representations ofreality, creating common meanings in

social activities, or for generating personal coherent models of reality, is vital. This concept

was used to express the viability ofusing virtual reality as a tool for experientialleaming.

Later KIopper's 1999 model of how humans' perceive the environment was used as a

comerstone to e.xamine theories of representation. Fauconnier and Turner's 2002 theory of

conceptual blendingis used to show how humans interrelate and integrate concepts while they

gain new insights and knowledge oftheir environment. The concept ofconceptual blendingas

a theory of representation has been used to explain how virtual environments are used

favourably as learning environments. The stimulation that e-education provides can, therefore

simulate the real learning environment to pm.ide greater understanding of those physical

attributes that are beyond the boundaries ofour present horizon. This implies that the use of
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virtual delivery of infonnation, by means of leTs in global networks or on personal

computers, is not incompatible with experientiallcaming. It actually intensifies the lcaming

process. This chapter reveals that virtual environments actually enhance one's ability to lcam

to represent items.
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Chapter 4

CO!l{MUNICATION

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the author traces the development of learning from the combination of

small group and to a lesser extent interpersonal communication to current Information

Communication Technology and all contexts of mobile education. lCT to enable e-learning

has been discussed. In the previous chapter the author discussed theories of learning and

representation, which relate to communication. The concept of mobility has been a recent

development ofInformation Communication Technology. With this developmentmentorand

trainer are released from fixed geographical positions, e.g., in the physical classroom or from

home to web server at school. Mobile devices allow both teacher and learner to be in any

geographical locatiorr to engage in the communication process. A definition of mobile

education is analysed. The technologies and factors that impact positively on the assimilation

ofmobile learning (mLeaming) into education communities of KwaZulu-Natal are examined.

The properties ofmobile devices, which impact on the rate ofassimilation of mLeaming in to

these communities are scrutinised. Further, the author predicts how mLeaming could change

the work situation of education.

This chapter is divided into the following sections:

o Communication

o Communication and Technology

o Communication In e-Education

o Communication and e-Education: beyond Shannon and Mersham

COMMUNICATION

Encarta® World English Dictionary (1999) defines communication as:

"'The exchange of information between individuals, for e-umple, by means of speaking,

writing, or using a common system of signs or behaviour."
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According to Encyclopaedia Britannica Shanon in 1948 proposed a mathematical theory of

communication in order to account for the quality of information transmitted over copper

lines during telephonic communications. Shanon's original model has suhsequently been

represented graphically in one way or another by dozens of authors writing about the

communication process. In the following section Shanon's original model is briefly explained.

In the section thereafter Mersham and Skinner's 1999 adaptation of the General

Communication Model is briefly explained as an example of such adapted models.

Shanon's original model is dealt with because it is pertinent to the quality ofsignals transmitted

over electtonic communication networks. These networks may include cases where electtons

are transmitted over copper or networks where photons are pulsed through fibre optic rebys,

or networks where long-range radio frequency waves are transmitted via satellite. It could also

include microwaves relayed between land-based towers, or Bluetooth empowered

communication devices.

Mersham and Skinner's version of the general communication model is discussed because it

firstly provides a useful starting point for an e.xplanation of the general elements of any

communication event. Secondly, it presents a springboard for a discussion ofwhy one has to

go beyond the limitations of the General Communication ]\[odel in order to address complex

and dynamic aspects of communication such as the nature of intrapersonal

communication/cognition (as manifested in the individual and social construction of

meaning). Also, it accounts for the differences between cooperative, competitive and

confrontational forms of communication.

SHANNON: COMMUNICATION INFORMATION THEORY

Shannon postulates a communication information theory, "ftich is constructed against a

mathematical framework. Shannon's Information Communication theory focuses on the

problems embedded in sending and receiving messages and information. The theory is based

on the idea that communication involves uncertain processes, both in the selection of the

message to be transmitted and in the transmission of the message itself. His theory provides a

way to measure this uncertainty precisely.

McEliece (1993-2001) states that in Shannon's theory, the actual meaning ofthe message is

unimportant. Instead, the important qualities of communication are the amount of

information that the message contains the accuracy of the transmission, and the quality of the
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reception. All of these values are represented mathematically; so different messages and

different communication systems can be compared, studied, and improved.

Shannon's theory measures the amount of information in a message by using units called

bits, short for binary digits, which use only the numbers 0 and 1. Information theory provides

a way to fmd the minimum number of bits required to communicate a given message.

Information theory can also determine the maximum rate, in bits per second, atwhich a given

communication medium can transmit reliable information.

Shannon's theory is primarily a theoretical study. However, it has had a profound impact

on the design of practical data communication and storage system s, such as telephones and

computers. The theory can be applied to both the transmission and the storage of messages,

because storage is nothing more than transmission in time. For example, both making a

telephone call to a friend in another city and tape recording a message for a friend to play later

in the day involve the same issues ofsending and receiving messages. In Shannon's theory, no

fundamental distinction is made between these two types of problems.

Parts ofa Communication System

When a message is sent from a sender to a receIver, the different parts of the

communication system can be represented by the accompanying schematic figure 4, titled

"Shannon's communication model," adapted from Shannon's work on information theory.

The model he devised to represent a communication system consists of five major parts: the

information source, the transmirter, the medium, the receiver, and the destination.

C'NoISE)ra- r~J.'~~-{~a
Figure 4: Shannon's communication model: 2000 Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.

The information source produces or selects the message or the sequence ofmessages to be

transmitted to the destination. For example, the information source could be a distant

spacecrafr and the message could be an image ofa planet, or the information source could he

a rock-and-roll band and the message could be a new song.
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The transmitter encodes the message into a signal suitable for transmission over the

medium. For example, the transmitter could be the spacecraft telecommunication system that

converts a photograph of Jupiter into a television signal. Another example would be the

recording studio's audio equipment, which converts the rock-and-roll song into a sequence of

tiny bits on the mirror like surface of a compact disc (CD).

According to McEIiece (1993-2001), the medium in Shannon's model is the channel that is

used to transmit the signal. The medium often contains disturbances, in the sense that when

the signal arrives at the receiver, it may be slightly distorted. For example, the medium could

be the millions of kilometres of empty space between Jupiter and Earth, with noise arising

because the received signal is so weak:. Or it could be the surface of a CD, with noise

occurring because of fingerprints, dust, or scratches on the surface.

The receiver is a device that decodes (either exactly or approximately) the message ftom the

received signal. It could be a Iarge dish antenna or the electronics in a CD player.

The destination is the person (or thing) for which the message is intended. For example,

the destination could be a teenager interested in planetary science or an astronomer interested

in rock and roll.

Shannon's theory is the mathematical study of these five components, individually and in

combination. Existing communication systems can be studied this way, and new systems can

be designed based on the knowledge gained. For e.xample, information theory can provide a

way to measure the amount ofinformation produced by a source or to measure the ability ofa

noisy medium to transmit information reliably.

Measuring Information: The Bit

In any communication system the message produced by the source is one of several

possible messages. The receiver ",CiII know what these possibilities are butwill not know which

one has been selected. Shannon observed that any such message can be represented by a

sequence of fundamental units called bits, consisting of either Os or Is. The number of bits

required for a message depends on the number of possible messages: the more possible

messages (and hence the more initial uncertainty at the receiver), the more bits required.

McEIiece (1993-2001), uses a coin, as an e.xample, which is flipped so that the outcome

(heads or tails) is to be communicated to a person in the next room. The outcome of the Hip
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ofa coin can be represented using one bit ofinformation: 0 for heads and 1 for tails. Similarly,

the outcome of a football game might also be represented with one bit: 0 if the home team

loses and 1 if the home team wins. These examples emphasize one of the limitations of

information theory--it cannot measure (and does not attempt to measure) the meaning or the

importance of a message. It requires the same amount of information to distinguish heads

from tails as it does to distinguish a win from a loss: one bit.

For an example with more than two outcomes, more bits are required. Suppose a playing

card is chosen at random from a 52-eard deck, and the suit chosen (hearts, spades, clubs, or

diamonds) is to be communicated. Communicating the chosen suit (one of four possible

messages) requires two bits of information, using the follo\Ving simple scheme:

o u le 0 m e Bit P a tte rn

Spades 00

He arts 01
o la man d 1 0

C tu b s 1 1

Figure 5: Shannon's communication model: Using two bit information

Information Content ofa Message

Shannon determined that the information content of a message is inversely related to its

probability of occurrence. The more unlikely a message is, the more information it contains.

Based on this concept, the exact information value of a message can be determined

mathematically.

0.2 M 0.6 0.8 1
Probobilily of even!

Figure 6: Shannon's communication model: Probability ofan event
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In the graph, the less likely or probable :m event:, the more information it conveys.

The more possibilities a source contains, the more information it contains :md, therefore, the

more bits needed to represent the information content.

Medium Capacity and Disturbances

Shannon's theory is often used to design communication systems. An import:mt property

of a tr:msmission system is its medium capacity. Sometimes known as the Sh:mnon limit:,

medium capacity is a measure of the ultimate speed or rate at which a medium c:m transmit

information reliably. The capacity of a particular system c:m be approached but never

exceeded.

Sh:mnon's theory says that if the tr:msmitter is properly designed, information can be

tr:msmitted perfectly reliably at:my speed up to the medium's capacity. However, ifcapacity is

c-xceeded, then inevitably the message "rill be received at the destination with errors.

One factor that decreases capacity is unwanted information. .Most communication

mediums introduce some amount of distortion into the message. Disturbances interfere with

messages and often cause errors to occur during tr:msmission.

Disturbances in the medium may corrupt the data bits. However, Sh:mnon showed that if

the bits were computed in just the right way, the pattern in the code word would be so sttong

that the pattern will almost always be recognizable despite the medium disturbances. A

pattern-recognizing device, which is called a decoder, forms part of the receiver. Its job is to

reconstruct the original data, using the distorted data and the bits as clues.

Shannon did not show how the encoder and decoder should be designed; he only showed

that the use ofdigits is possible. Later generations ofmathematicians and engineers went on to

design practical error-eorrecting systems so that it is now possible to communicate reliably at

speeds near capacity.

Information Theory Applications

Information theory began as a theoretical scrence. Nevertheless, its insights led to a

revolution in the design of digital transmission and storage systems. Three major areas that

have directly benefited from information theory are transmission systems, storage S)"Sterns,:md

the Intemet. Computer modems have also benefited from information theory.
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Computer storage systems are also designed using the guidelines provided by information

theory. The random-access memory, or RAM, in modem computers would be impossible

without error--eontrol coding designed by infonnation theorists. High--eapacity hard disks and

CD ROMs are similarly protected. J\1any oftoday's consumer electronic devices would also be

impossible without infonnation theory. Recording engineers have used concepts such as

medium capacity and entropy to guide the design of compact disc, OAT (digital audio tape),

and DVD (digital video disc) players and recorders.

The Internet and the World Wide Web are computer networks that store and transmit large

amounts of data. Sending and receiving large amounts of information accurately over these

networks require large amounts of medium capacity. Infonnation theory, especially its data

compression algorithms, has played a large part in making the Internet practical. For example,

sending and receiving still or moving colour images require large amounts of memory and

would ordinarily OVerwhelm the capacity of the Internet. With data compression algorithms,

large images can be reduced to an efficient and manageable size, making rapid exchanges of

information possible.

The basic theorern ofinfonnation theory rests, first, upon the assumption that the message

transmitted is well organized, consistent, and characterized by relatively low and determinable

degrees of disturbances.

Transmission ofcompressed messages

Under these circumstances, by devising proper coding procedures for the transmitter, it

becomes possible to transmit symbols over a medium at an average rate that is nearly the

capacity ofunits per second of the medium. It is interesting to e.xamine fractal theory, 'which

is applied to the process of encoding or decoding in computer networks. Furthermore,

Green's (1998: electronic manuscript; explanation of the fractal theory highlights the appearance

of disturbances in message transmission, which compliments Shannon's model of

cormnunication.

According to Green (1998: ele,tronic manuscript), a fractal demonstrates a limit. Fractals

represent complex physical processes and dynamical systems. The underlying principle of

fractals is that a simple process that goes through infinitely much iteration becomes a very

complex process. Fractals build up a comple.' graphical representation by repeating the

identical configuration of patterns on an ever-smaller scale.
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]\[ost fraetals operate on the principle ofa feedback loop. A simple operation is carried out

on a piece of data and then fed back in again. This process is repeated infinitely many times.

The limit of the process produced is the fractaL

Almost all fraetals are at least partially self-similar. This means that a part of the fracta! is

identical to the entire fractal itself e.xcept smaller. Fraetals can look very complicated yet;

usually they are very simple processes that produce complicated results.

Ifsomethinghas complicated results, it does not necessarily mean that it had a complicated

input. Chaos may have crept in Cm something as simple as round-off error for a calculation),

producing complicated results. Fractal Dimensions are used to measure the complexity of

objects. We now have ways of measuring things that were traditionally meaningless or

impossible to measure.

Thanks to computers, we can now generate and decode fractals with graphical

representations. One of the prominent areas ofresearch in electronic communications today is

Fractal Image Compression. Many websites devote themselves to discussions of it. The

advantage that modern computers have is that they can encode and decode images using

Fractal Image Compression techniques.

Fractal research has shown that many entities in the physical universe repeatedly instantiate

self-similar patterns of organisation at the microscopic, macroscopic and telescopic levels of

organisations. An object is self-similar only ifone can decompose the object into an arbitrary

number of small pieces, and each of those pieces is a replica of the entire structure. Some

examples of self-similarity follow. The red outlining indicates a few of the self-similarities of

the object.

~.• '! I
, I
, I
, I,

Figure 7: Repetitions indicatingfractalloops. (Green 1998)
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Fractals are used to determine redundancies in messages and removing the redundancies at

the sending end (encoding) of the message by applying a number of iterations that will strip

the same patterns out of the message. On the receiving end, the stripped down version of the

message is reconstituted by applying the same number of iterations to restore the elements

that have been stripped out so that one can send a vast message by encoding and then

simplifYing it on the receiving end by the receiver.

MERsHMIAND SKINNER: COMMUNICATION IS A PRODUcr OFnIREE KEY ELEMENTS

According to Mersham and Skinner (1999), there are certain elements that form the

essential structure of the communication process. These elements are the communicator, a

medium that carries the message and the recipient. Communication cannot occur unless all

three of these elements are present. One cannot directly exchange meanings (or thoughts) in

messages. Messages first have to be converted into signs and symbols that have a physical

form called the medium. The medium may be speech, \vriting, or images and sounds, which

the recipient of the messages can physically experience, that is, something that one can see,

hear or feel. Once the recipient has received these symbols, he or she interprets them and

gives a meaning to them.

The collection of signs and symbols that is shared by the communicator and recipient

contains the message and the meaning that one wishes to convey. The message may be a

spoken, written language or some other kind ofsign system, such as pictures. 1he medium is

the physical base for the exchange of messages. One way to think of a medium is to imagine

that it is a carrier or bearer of the message signs and symbols.

Mersham and Skinner (1999) use the e-xample ofone living in a rural area where one has to

collect water from a nearby river. One might use a number of different containers for the

purpose: a bucket, a drum, a bottle, and a calabash. In this analogy, the bucket is the carrier

(medium) that carries the water (message) to its destination.

In the same way a container may be used to carry water from one place to another, so a

medium 'ttansports' the message. Just as the container can have a variety of shapes and sizes,

and can be made out of simple or complicated materials, so it is with the mediums, or media.,

of communication.

For speech, the medium is provided by sound \vaves that travel invisibly through the air. In

vision, it is the light waves reflected from the surface of an object or coming directly from a
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light source such as a television screen. Our human capability for touching each other is

another medium. The air could also be a medium when it carries tiny particles that we can

smell and taste. All have a physical basis for linking the communicator and recipient, and can

have a pattern of symbols imposed upon them.

Sound waves, light waves, touch, and the air are all 'natural media'. But people have

extended these 'natural media' by using technologies. In earlier times humans carved messages

on bones, masks and sticks. Later they painted and sculpted. Eventually, the development of

technologies extended visual, spoken and written symbols beyond the reach of human voice

and eye in both distance and time.

Many people, who refer to a medium, mean the mass media: print:, film or broadcasting,

such as radio or television, or even tapes and compact disks.

Com.munication is a two-way process

Mersham and Skinner's (1999) model includes a two-way, or interactive, nature of

communication. Figure 8 shows how individuals are both the 'communicator' and the

'recipient'; both individuals participate equally in the exchange. This is called interpersonal

communication.

Autobiographical
CIrcumstances

COMMUNICATOR

I ENCODING>

<§ECOOJN1< I

Figure 8: Communication as a Two-w~ Process.
A Model of the Bi-directional Communication Process.

Adapted from Mersham and Skinner 1999:10.

Figure 8 is used to describes how the communicator encodes a message according to his/her

socio-cultural and autobiographical circumstances. This message is then sent to the recipient

via a medium. The recipient then decodes the message according to his/her socio cultural and

autobiographical circumstances.

Dynamic models of communication

While the different flavours ofthe General Communication Model, ofwhich Mersham and

Skinner's is a typical example, all allow one to make generalisations about the communication

process, they lack some of the predictive, descriptive, and analytic powers required for
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characterising the complexities of different forms of communication. A major weakness of

General Communication Models is that they assume that human communication is value

neutral. 'While it is often contested, it entails unequal distributions of power during

communication, which manifests themselves as dominance and submissiveness, and above all

complex and subtle relationships that relate to persuasion, social influence and compliance

gaining (Gass and Seiter 2003).

Learners, concerned mainly with such persuasive and artistic forms of communication,

often centre atrention upon different kinds or modes of communication (i.e., narrative,

pictorial, and dramatic). Further, they theorise that these messages, including messages of

emotional quality and artistic content, are communicated in various manners to and from

different sorts ofpeople. For them, the stability and function ofchannel or medium are more

variable and less mechanistically related to the process than they are for followers of Shannon

or proponents of the post-Shanon General Communication Model. McLuhan (1975) asserts

that the channel aetuaIIy dictates, or severely influences, the message-both as sent and

received. According to Encyclopaedia Britannica (2004), various dynamic models of

communication have been proposed by analysts of communication, linguistic philosophers,

and others who are concerned with the nature of messages, particularly their compatibility

with sense and emotion, their style, and the intentions behind them. Learners ofcomplex and

dynamic aspects of human communication find linear as well as geometric models of

communication of little interest to their concerns, although considerations related to these

models, particularly those of entropy, redundancy, and feedback, have provided significant and

productive concepts for most learners of communication.

In summary:

o The General Communication Model seriously underdetermines the complexity of

communication in psychological, sociological and interculturaI contexts.

o The General Communication Model imposes an egalitarian heuristicll on different

forms of communication, of which many entail the negotiation of power

relationships where one party effectively controls more power that others, as is the

case in teachers in a classroom, a judge in court, a minister delivering a sermon.

11 According to Encarta (1999), heuristics is a method ofsolving a problem for which no funnulaemts,based

nn informal methods or experience, and employing a fonn of trial and error (iteration), lteratinn is a process of

achieving a desired result by repeating a sequence of steps and successively getting doser to that result.
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COMMUNICATION AND TECHNOLOGY

COMMUNICATION AND CULTURAL CHANGE

The term "Information Communication Technology" is now used to refer to present-day

electronic instruments that enable digital communications. However, the stylus and clay tablets

used by a scribe in Mesopotamia about 5000 thousand years ago to write pictographic

messages, should rightfully also be considered to be information communication instruments.

lCT, ancient and modem, have a transformative effect on the societies that employ them.

According to Levrouw 2002, Egypt was transformed by papyrus and written hieroglyphics in

3100BC. By using cuneiform writing in ancient Babylonia, King Hammurabi (1795-1750 Bq

presented the world with the first recorded legal codes carved onto the Rosetta Stone. Other

scribes used styluses and clay tablets to develop a great economic system (The British Museum

©, Mesopotamia time !ine. 2004: http://www.mesopotarnia.co.uk/

time/explore/frame mes.h!m!).

The Greeks recorded the first philosophical writings, epic poems and classical dramas that

not only transformed the Greek society ofthe day, but also still form the bedrock ofpresent

day western culture. The Romans used "'Titing to invent a multi regional government that at

the height ofits power stretched from Britain in the North West to the shores ofBosporus in

the East (Constantinople). The Romans developed an unparalIeled system ofgovernment that

depended on the Roman alphabet; and of course paper and the printing press extended new

"'""ys of thinking across Europe and paved the way for the European Renaissance and the

Protestant Reformation.

The last quarter of the 20'" century ushered in another renaissance in information

communication technology. The continuous improvement of Information Communication

Technologies have enabled users of the Internet to transmit ever increasing volumes of

inforntltion between networked computers over Iarger distances in increasingly shorter time

spans, irrespective of their physical locations. Currently a typical computer hard drive can

contain the equivalents ofhtmdreds of textbooks, depending on the needs and desires of its

owner. With this explosion in the dissemination ofinformation academics and scholars were

forced to employ principles of knowledge management to cope with the information being

gathered. The new nature of information transmission favoured efficient and effective

interaction with end users. It also transformed the nature ofmass communication. Feedback

has become instantaneous. McLuhan's 1975, concept of the global viIIage needs to be re-
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conceptualised in the light ofdevelopments arising from Internet communication. Refer to my

discussion on "The working situation of the learner I teacher" later on in this chapter.

McLuhan (1975: 74-78) pointed out that the television could be a very effective teaching

tool in the classroom and at home. He argues that television has been more responsible for

creating the global tiUage than any other technology because we can see and hear events

anywhere in the world as they happen and so can feel more connected to other places. He

argued that radio, movies, and television had just as much impact, ifnot more, on modern

society as printing. Electronic media create the sense ofexperiencing everything at once, in no

particular order.

Communication media and technologies have contributed to a society that is changing very

rapidly. Three key issues bave arisen in the tide of this rapid change: inditidualprivacy, cot'ef"age of
politics in the media, and the availability ofinformation.

'THE TRANSFORMATIVE POWER OF THE INFORMATION AGE

Marchant (1988: 53) describes communication as a process in which a source makes data

available to a recipient by means ofa channel, signs and symbols with the intention of letting

the recipient process the data into information with a meaning intended by the source. The

process entails sharing, through which understanding develops. Without the elements of

information and response, communication is incomplete. Therefore, the key factor is

participation-acceptingor rejeetinginformation. It is feedback, which provides ideas leading

to the modification of the original input and result in positive action.

Marchant (1988: 51) stated that more than a decade prior to his 'writing, the electronic

revolution in communications 'was transforming the quality of life beyond all historical

precedents of cultural change. Mankind is experiencing a new informational upheaval. The

resulting socio-economic impact leads to inequalities as the gap between the information-poor

and the information-rich widens. It is important that communication analysts and decision

makers are conversantwith the key concepts and models of communication relevant to their

fields.

In the past the main concern of communication research was the investigation of effects,

that is, ofthe changes in an individual's behaviour, which occur as a result of the transmission

of a message. The concept "interactivity,"-the result of the new communication

technologies----has resulted in an epistemological approach to communication science.
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The current infonnation revolution has been the focus of much discussion, mainly from

the point of view of the developed world. The crux of the matter is that a society's

communication facilities are among its most important resources. As development proceeds,

the goals of communication programmes, and of the system, change. Indeed, the only

certainty in life today is change.

THE MATURING OF INFORMATION AGE TECHNOLOGIES

Graham (1988: 8) says the way we communicate with each other now is the result of

research and developments in computer technology, microelectronics and space research in

the last 25 years. During that time, the transistor has replaced the radio valve and, in turn, the

integrated circuit or silicon chip replaced the transistor. As 'chip' manufacturing technology

has improved, more and more individual electronic components have been packed into the

same size of chip. The latest chips contain the equivalent of several rooms full of valve-based

equipment.

Advances in space research enable messages to be relayed rOlmd the world by satellite!2.

The earth is now encircled by dozens of satellites that provide invaluable information

gathering and communications services to weather forecasters, geologists, telephone

companies, television broadcasters and many others. Research and development in laser

technology is continually producing new uses for lasers, especially in communications and

information storage.

According to Steinberg (1999: 180-1), scientists agree that we are in the midst of a new

stage in the development of communication: the infonnation age, also called the computer

age. With the introduction of wideband-24/7 connectivity, there is no clear-cut distinction

anymore between the use of mass media and the individualistic forms of communication

characteristic of the information age. A person could be word-processing while listening to

online talk radio in the background, or even while watching online TV in the corner of the

computer screen. During the current presidential elections in the United States, influential

commentators are Blogging (web-logging political commentaries) in real time, on community

websites, deconstructing the speeches of the presidential candidates, Senator Kerry and

President Bush as the debate unfolds, thereby besting the commentators in the print media

and television networks. The information age is the inevitable outcome ofthe maturingnew

12 fu:fer to "Satcl1ite" in Definition ofTerms (Chapter 2).
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technologies of the new century. The significance of the information age is that it has created

vtttuaI 'information societies'. These societies depend on access to large amounts of

information on a global scale that can be accessed at any time from anywhere and use in any

way that they see fit for their economic survival.

We can trace the beginnings ofglobal wireless communication to the introduction of the

computer and satellite technology after the Second World War. Most of the satellites are today

used for broadcast services-that is, television and radio signals are sent up to the satellite and

are then relayed to different stations all over the world. Important news events happening in

one country can be broadcast around the world via satellite as they are happening and are seen

simultaneously by millions ofpeople in many countries.

Vlhile the invention of the printing press made possible the sharing of large amounts of

information on a massive scale, computer technology has made this process even more

efficient. According to Steinberg (1999: 181), computers are basically machines capable of

processing and storing information. Originally used in large organisations to perform

complicated mathematical calculations and to aid administration, they are used today in

industry, medical research, the military, and the e..xploration ofouter space, to name but a few

examples. Computers are the basis of the Internet, the worlcNride network that carries

information and entertainment along what has become known as the Information Highway.

Fang (1997) remarks that while scientists are yet to find a satisfactory definition of the

Internet; it is not difficult to eJ>-plain how it works. A person using a computer connected via a

telephone to another computer anywhere in the world can send and receive large amounts of

information on almost any imaginable topic along the Information Highway. Being connected

to the Internet allows one to find out, for instance, the latest cricket score in a match being

played in Australia, what courses are offered at University of South Africa, stock exchange

prices in New York, or weather conditions in Paris.

Writing could justifiably be considered to be one of the most significant inventions of

humankind, because it formed the basis of knowledge creation, knowledge management and

the development ofhuman culture and science. Second to the invention ofwriting, arguably, is

the invention of digital communications. It not only g10balises "'-riting but it also enables

humans to use nonverbal and verbal communication as part ofthe array ofevery-day forms of

communication. Digital communications seamlessly fuses "'-riting, visual representation and

spoken communication. Today we therefore have multimodal vtttuaI media that move
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information across time and space. The difference is that information reaches unlimited

numbers of people over vast distances at speeds unimagined before the rise of information

communication technology. Some innovative forms of digital communication that enable e

education and e-leaming are examined in the following paragraphs.

INNOVATIONS IN DIGITAL COM~fiJNICATION

The following innovations in software and hardware have relevance to e-education.

The Multilingual Web

Mersham and Skinner (2001a: 189) states that the Internet has rapidly expanded to cover

the globe, but the vast majority of Internet websites are in English. This is acceptable in

countries where English is commonly used or widely understood. To address these needs, the

Web is becoming increasingly multilinguaL For example, there are more than one million Thai

Internet users, 60 per cent of who are domestic. The remainder are Thai nationals living or

travelling abroad.

Where business is transacted trans-nationally, '.vhether it is BZB (business to business) or

B2C (business to consumer), individual multilingual websites are needed. For example, it is

estimated that by 2004, 50 per cent of all on-line sales in the US will originate outside the

country. For this reason, it's vital that customers are offered the same services such as product

data sheets and technical FAQs13 in their 0'-""11 languages. These services enable support costs

to be lowered and brand loyalty to be more fully developed.

Mersham and Skinner (2001a: 190) add that some companies already offer alternative

versions of their websites in different languages. For example Euronews, a free-to-air satellite

television channel currently available to Europe, North and South America and Africa, has a

website14 that provides options for the user to access its news updates in Italian, Spanish,

Portuguese, French and English. However, the cost ofcreating and hosting multiple language

sites atpresent is beyond the reach of developing countries.

Nevertheless, globalisation software and services will soon become widely available. Global

site infrastructure will include a set of applications that can be customised for any user in any

country. So, for example, a user ",ill choose a language in which he or she wishes to interact

13 Frequently Asked Questions

14 WT.-w.euroneWS.oet
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from several hundred languages and lfulects listed on the site. Successful trials, using the

written word, have bem conducted between two participants, one speaking Gennan and the

other French. The participants were able to engage in a conversation, although neither ofthem

understood the other language. Each response was immediately ttanslated into the language of

the respective user. Future developments include interactive voice recognition soft,vare that

wilhllow fur a spoken interaction that functions in the same"''"ay. A Japanese person, speaking

Japanese, will he heard by a Zulu-speaking person in Zulu, and vice versa.

Intuactive Trle..ision - A View of the Future

According to Mersham and Skinner (2001a: 193), television, as we know it, is the most

popular medium of mass communication used for entertainment and education. In recent

years there has been a move towards enhanced television -where the viewer ofTV is much

more involved in the communication process. These advances are turning TV into a new

exciting medium of the future.

This technological move sees the TV, Internet and PC converge into a new 'interactive

TV. One can use one's TV instead ofa PC for the Internet and simple computing functions.

Many people would be more comfottable sitting in front of the TV screen than in front of

their PC monitor. Advertisers like the idea because interactive, web-enabled television allows

consumers to make a purchase instantly, without having to move out of their seat.

Interactive elements such as on-screen links, interactive panels and displays during TV

shows and TV commercials, as well as the expected full-screen access to the Internet, are soon

to grace our TV screen. We will soon see digital video recorder functions and digital video

discs (DVDs) replacing the familiar videotape and the videocassette recorder (VCR).

DStv (Digital Satellite Television) is Multichoice's package ofpay channels that subscribers

receive via satellite. DStv offers 4S video channels, si:, data channels and S1 audio channels

(radio and music channels) on its satellite scrnce. DStv reaches across Africa, with subscribers

exceeding SOO 000. Apart from other interests, Multichoice Africa has direct investments in or

franchises for television platforms in South Africa, Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho,

Malawi, Mauritius, Namibia, Nigeria, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

DStv first introduced its range ofinteractive channels at the end of 1999. The new data or

information channels allow the viewer to find out the weather forecast, access fin3Ilei2l

information, do electronic banking, play games on TV, access intellectual puzzles and teasers,
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get daily horoscopes, obt:Jin 'as it happens' news, sports and business updates, and monito~16

channels simultaneously on the screen. Furth~ interactive developments, such as allO'wing

viewer.; to select the camera-view at sporting events and pay-p~-view on demand of any

progrnmme, will charnct~e the fuMe.

Music, Youth and the Digital Revolution

MffSham and Skinncr (2001a: 194) state that empowered by Internet technology, music

loving youth have for several years been obtaining and sharing their favourite recordings for

free.

Utilising digital formats like MP3 sound files and music-S"'-apping Internet sites, young

Net-savvy SurfffS have forced the recording industry to reassess the value of the media that

they have long relied on, such as CDs and for-sale music videos. }Jready more than 11 million

i\mmcans have downloaded music free over the Internet, with no regard for copyright. This

revolution could eventually consign music CDs to history's bargain basement bin, along with

vinyl albums, cassettes and eight-track tapes.

Going to the Movies - On the Internet

It has bem called 'the ultimate horror movie' for Hollywood executives -millions of

people watching the latest movies for fre~. Following the impact of the Internet on the music

industry, it was not long before full-length movies could be sent ovcr the Web. More than :;

000 films already issued on a DVDIS can now be copied and sent on-line. And thanks to

advanced digital video recorders and a cadre ofenthusiasts, even current movies can be on the

Net within 48 hoUI'S of screening in the cin~. Pirates copy first-run movies from

projectionists' booths, using a digital video camera on a tripod and taking audio directly from

the projector. Mersham and Skinn~(2001a: 191) state that these copies that are only a fraction

below DVD quality, are then distributed ovcr the Internet.

Hollywood is now facing the same issues plaguing the music industry - and much soon~

than expected. Now that so many people have adopted digital do",.,loading, the adoption

curve has become exponential. Movie industry executives are watching the case of the music

recording industry, which, as a consortium, is suing Internet companies that make sottware

allowing users to swap digital music files.

15 Digit:l1 Video Disc
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The Internet and Video

The integration of video into websites is a common practice, with live webcams

proliferating and vidoo-confermcing becoming a common corporate activity. New

developments in digital tools allow the broadcast, recording, editingand publishing ofany on

screen video. While largely a tool for trainers, video allows instructors to eq)ort existing

information rather than having to create learning content.

Employing a screen camcorder and video production tool, ,"-xact copies of on-screen

activity can be recorded and formatted into the most common Internetvidco formats such as

AVI video files, Microsoft Wmdmlls Media Player files or Real Networks Real Player G2 fues.

Alternatively, live output can be captured and sent over the Internet in real time.

Specific areas in a video scre~ area can be highlighted, in the form ofgraphic shapes and

images, through the use of 'floating annotations'. Objects can be dragged, dropped and

repositioned on the computer's screen. For identification ofsource, each video can be digitally

'watermarked'.

The Semantic Web

Most of the web's content today is designed for humans to read, not for computer

programs to manipulate meaningfully. Computers can describe web pages for layout and

routine processing but in general, computers have no reliable way to process the semantics

(meaning in language).

The semantic web is aimed at bring structure to the meaningful content of web pages,

creating an environment where software agents roaming from page to page can readily carry

out sophisticated tasks for users. It will be able to do all this without needing artificial

intelligence.

According to Berners-Lee et aI, (2002:37), the semantic web is not a separate web but an

extension of the current one, in which information is given well-defined meaning, better

enabling computers and people to work in cooperation. The first steps in weaving the

semantic web into the structure of the existingweb are already under way. In the near future,

these developments will usher in significant new functionality, as machines become much

better able to process and interpret (understand) the data that they merely display at present.
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The essential property of the World Wide Web is its universality. The power ofa hypettext

link is that "tJ1!Ything can link to anything." Web technology, therefore, should not discriminate

between the scribbled draft and the polished perfonnance, between commercial and academic

information, or among cultures, languages, and media and so on. Information varies along

many axes. One ofthese is the difference between information produced primarily for human

consumption and that produced mainly for machines. At one end of the scale we have

everything from the five-second TV commercial to poetry. At the other end we have



, L

medium ofdocuments for people rather thm for data md infonnation that cm be processed

automatically. The semantic web aims to make up for this.

Like the Internet, the semantic web will be as decentralized as possible. Such web-like

systems generate a lot of excitement at every level, from major corporations to individual

users, md provide benefits that are hard or impossible to predict in advmce.

The Power of the Semantic Web

For the semantic web to fimction well, computers should have access to structured

collections of infonnation. Furthermore computers should have sets of inference rules that

they cm use to conduct automated reasoning. The semantic web community has the task of

adding logic md the ability to make inferences to the web.

Two important technologies for developing the semantic web are already in place:

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) md the Resource Description Framework (RDF). XML

lets everyone create their own ttgs-hidden labels such as <zip code> or <a1ma mater> that

annotate Web pages or sections of text on a pag€. XML allows users to add arbitrary structure

to theirdocumoots but says nothingaboutwhat the structures mean. Meaning is expressed by

RDF, which encodes ie.

The powcr of the semantic web will be appreciated when people create many programs

that collect Web content from diverse sources, process the information and exchange the

results with other programs. The effectiveness of such software agents will increase

CA-ponentially, as more machine-readable Web content and automated services (mcludingother

..gents) become available. The semantic web promotes this synergy: even ..gents thatwere not

expressly designed to work together cm transfer data among themselves when the data come

with scrnantics.
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Properly designed, the semantic web can assist the evolution of human knowledge as a

whole.

A Revolution in the Office

Mersham and Skinner, (2001a: 204), considers one of the problems with mobile office

products and non-mobile office products is the ability to facilitate communication between the

two products. For example, getting a notebook computer to 'talk' to a printer in the past

meant re-plugging cables and moving things around. Infrared architecture solved some of

these problems, but itwas slow and devices that used it to communicate had to be virtually on

top of one another.

Bluetooth is a communication technology set to revolutionise the modem office.

Essentially Bluetooth is a wireless standard that lets virtually any device communicate with

other office machines. Unlike infrared, Bluetooth does not require line of sight to work.

Bluetooth is also ten times faster than infrared.

Bluetooth works by embedding tiny and inexpensive short-range trans-receivers into

mobile devices :md office machinery such as printers and digital copiers. Once a new

Bluetooth device, like a cell phone, hand-held or mobile computer comes into range,

Bluetooth allows it to communicate with similarly equipped machinery.

Bluetooth connects devices such as cell phones, printers, cordless headsets, mobile PCs and

computer networks, and automates all communication protocols between them. Ifone writes

e-mail on one's notebook personal computer (PC) while travelling on an aircraft, the message

will be sent automatically as soon as one l:mds and switches on one's cell phone. Connection

cables in offices will be an item ofhistory. Notebook personal computers will communicate

wirelessly with anything from the ptinter and fax machine to the modem or mouse one

happens to be using.

Mersham and skinner (2001a: 205) state that all information between devices such as a

notebook and a desktop PC is automatically updated as soon as the units are ",'ithin range of

one another. One could even transfer digital images from a digital camera via one's cell phone

and the Internet to a PC anywhere in the world without touching anything as antiquated as a

cable.
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Bluetooth is in its infancy, but devices equipped with the new technology will increasingly

become the norm.

The Electronic Newsletter

Online newsletters are used to promote businesses, goods or services. One can either create

one's own newsletter or advertise one's busi...,esses in a newsletter created by others. In most

cases electronic newsletters are used to inform customers periodically about new product

offerings, sales, discounts and other promotions that are on offer. J\fost browsers support

html e-mail, which is e-mail that can also display graphics and text in colour. This means that

e-mail can be used much like standard print media, but often at a fraction of the cost of design

and delivery.

Electronic newsletters can also be used to generate revenue \vhere they contain some form

of advertising for products, whether offered by the same business or by other businesses. In

forging relationships with other on-line ventures, links with affiliates can be inserted into the

newsletter. The insertion of codes keeps trJck of customers thar have clicked through on the

inserted link and purchased something on-line. In this way, referral commissions can be

earned.

It is also possible to sell sponsorships of newsletters to companies that are interested in

their audiences. Conversely the sponsorship of newsletters from other companies is effeeti,-e if

their target audiences correspond to that of the organisation.

From a marketing perspective, newsletters are an e},.'tremely cost-effective way of

advertising. Subscriber e-mail lists generally exhibit a lot of 'chum' (that is, people initially

subscribe and then unsubscribe to a variety of newsletters) unless the newsletter prmides

quality content that keeps audiences and customers coming back for more. For example,

although some visitors sign up and agree to receive mailings along the way, they may be

interested only in registering for a one-off competition and will wlsubscribe unless the content

continues to interest them.

DIGITAL CONVERGENCE

McLuhan (1975: 74-78) compared each new medium to a rear-view mirror. McLuhan states

that it will contain all or parts of previous media, and something 'new'. One can think of

digital coding communication as a 'shopping trolley' incorporating all existing media forms -
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text, speech, graphics, ,~deo, film and sounds. What is new is the increased possibility of rwo

way communication that digitised media present.

The most clistinctive feature of the unfolding digital present is a proliferation of new media

and new forms of communicative interaction. Media will continue to multiply. Everybody's

daily life will become a whole ecology of media; some of these will be voluntarily chosen, and

others will be inescapable parts of He in public spaces and the workplace (Agee 1998: 69

70).

Therefore, while on the one hand we see convergence as a narrowing to a singularity, \vhat

we tend to see on the other hand, is an additive model of change leading to multiplication of

applications, de~ces and the means to communicate, that which are linked to each other.

Another dominant related idea is that technological convergence forces other forms of

convergence. Ths is \vhere convergence theory becomes the convergence mo\'ement: where

changes in services indust.ries, corporate structures and policy are explained as respunses to

technological convergence.

Mersham and Skinner (200la: 221) add that the more things com-erge the more they

produce knock-on effects, which cannot be predicted from the contemporary teclulOlogical

horizon of understanding. For example, these include significant privacy copyright and

security issues, control issues and breakdowns in systems integrity in the drive to greater

personalisation or customisation. \Ve are all familiar with the problem of the number of

passv..rords and 'pins' we have to carry around in our heads - if we 'are smm - or in our

bags and wallets - ifwe are not.

The World \Vide Web represents the first truly converged medium. There will be further

major deVelopments of convergence through the availability yet unimagined bandwidth and

speed of transmission, and the fact that the digital chip will soon form part of every appliance,

machine and technology we encounter. Already a large percentage of digital chips are going

into appliances and machines other than deshop compurers.

A most important form of convergence has taken place between corporate/commercial

interests and the Internet. A reliable example of digital convergence at corporate level is the
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work done at Hirt and Carter". This org:misation does, among others, creative advertising at

an intemationalleve!' Although their staff are situated in a brick and mortar building most of

their work is done online. They source work from countries across the globe and also work in

conjunction \vith colleagues who are situated anywhere in the world. Most of their work is

done in a virtual environment.

Initially the Internet portrayed promises of romantic dreams of information sharing and

free access to information with the view of connecting the world together. The term

'globalisation' became the keynote of politicians and policy makers. Mackinnon (2003:116)

maintains that the Intemet has recently been subject to a third wave of hackers that looks to

the Internet simply as a means of increasing profit. The spectacular collapse of the so-called

Dot Coms!7 in 2000 restored a bit of the original ethos that characterised the fledgling

Intemet.

\Vhether this original spirit of freely sharing information ultimately manages to prevail

against future- attempts to co-modifY information or not, the emerging new digital

communication that drives the Inteolet is based on four important ideas, namely:

o Digital encoding

o Navigation and recipient control

o Convergence

o Interactivity

The first is that information and communication can be digitally encoded, whether text,

voice, pictures, sowld or video. This digital formatted infomlation can then be easily accessed

by a variety of digital devices, not just computers. This is because the digital chip can now be

placed in any appliance or object, turning it into a communicating de\~ce. E\"erything becomes

a cornmurucating computer.

According to Negroponte (1995) the second inlportant idea that has revolutionised

communications is the concept of hypermedia, which allows recipients much greater

navigational control in finding knowledge. This refers to the way in which web-based

16 Hirt & Carter is a company, which deals in all a..<:pects of digitil commercial communication. They haw
branches in Dmban, Cape Town ani Gauteng. They welcome educational tours to their offices.

17 Basically Intemet-based business ventures without m mm capital base, \\.-ith vague business plans t:hat were run
on public investments until the bubble burst
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infomution is struerured. In the digitally converged world, the depth/breadth problem

disappears and we can move freely between generalities and specifics through what is called

'hyper linking'.

Hyper linking is consistent throughout all web-based media. Basically it allows one to look

more deeply at a particular finer point and to move effortlessly back to the main body ofwork.

Hyper linking is a term describing the interconnection of different parts of information with

each other. In a printed book, sentences, paragraphs, pages and chapters follow one another in

an order determined not only by the author but also by the physical and sequential

construction of the book itself. Although a book may be randomly accessible and our eyes

may browse quite haphazardly it is nonetheless fixed by the confines of its physical

dimensions.

The third idea concems the dissolving of traditional media boundaries, or conwrgence.

The medium is not the message in a digital world. It is an embodiment of it. A message might

have several embodiments automatically derivable from the same digital data. In the future,

the broadcaster \vill send out one stream of bits, such as the weather, for example, which the

receiver can convert in many different \vays. The ,ie\ver can look at the same data from many

perspewves.

Mersham and Skinner (2001a: 225) state that all of these different media representations are

encoded in a common digiral fonn, even though they are separately crafted in the multimedIa

experience. Digiral convergence allows the fluid movement from one medium to the ne~"

saying the same thing in different ways, and calling upon one human sense or ·another. If one

did not understand something when one reads it the first time, one can see it as a cartoon or 3

D diagram. 1bis kind of media movement can include anything from \;deos or mo\;e,. The

common digital fonn, in parallel with developments in voice recognition, means that we will

increasingly talk to devices, rather than input instructions through some form of keypad.

COMMUl'>'ICATION NElWORKS

Graham (1988: 14) states that communication networks now use digital electronic

technologies. Signals no longer travel as varying waves of electrical current, but as discrete

pulses. This has resulted in new communications opportunities. Telephones can now be

programmed like computers to remember numbers wd re-dial engaged numbers. Sewral

callers can talk to each other in a telecon£erence, or see each other in a \;deoconference. The
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copper cables that used to carry telephone calls are being replaced with optical fibres. These

are more reliable, they can carry more information down a thinner cable, !and they are made

from cheaper materials. Optical Charaerer Recognition (OCR) machines read typed addresses

on envelopes and code mail for electronic sorting machines.

Electronic communication presents challenges and opportunities for the ways humans do

business and interaer with members and other organizations, and how they participate in the

current reshaping of work, institutional responsibilities, higher education and the social

contexts of generating and distributing knowledge. Meetings, publications, member senices

and public awareness are all affeered by electronic communication. Tedmology changes how

we work and the possibilities ofwork.

INFORMATION EQUITY

Newspapers, radio, 2nd tele\i-lsion were for many years the major sources of day-to-day

information, and they were very inexpensive for the audience. Broadcast signals could be

received free ofcharge, and daily newspapers supported themselves mainly with advertising so

that per-copy price stayed low.

The media today, however, are charging more than ever for their products and sen-ices.

More households pay for television than settle for over-the-air, or free, television. Local

telephone rates have gone up. Newspaper, magazine subscriptions and book prices have

increased sharply. On-line services (Intemet senice providers) charge customers by the hour

to connect to their net\votXs. Communication equipment is more sophisticated, and costs

more, than in the past; even the prices of computers, which have become vastly more

powerful in the past few years, have stayed about level. In short, people who can afford more

and berrer services may become more informed than people who cannot afford them.

TRANSFORMED COMMU!'.'lCATION

Since the McLuhan era., commwllcation has experienced the following positive changes:

o Increased speed in information delivery and

o High-speed interaction and feedback ofvoice, text and graphics

These faerors changed the manner in which people work and communication. Earlier on it

is argued that communication is a survival strategy. Traditional offices operated in dosed brick

and mortar buildings to facilitate immediate commUlllcation between members of an
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organisation. These types of work settings, tn certaill instances, may be dissolved in the

presence ofmobile communication rechnology.

COMMUNICATION IN E-EDUCATION

AMoVE FROM DIRECT COMMUNICATION To ONUNE EDUCATION

Conventional education has been offered in a classroom situation where the teacher and

learner interact with each using face~to-fuce communication. This form of communication is

group-based, and technology acts as a supplement to the teacher. For the learners this means

that their physical presence and participation in group discussions, forms an integral part of

the reaching and learning. The teacher has the challenge of meeting classroom schedules as

well as the preparation and assessment of teaching materials. Despite these challenges, the

traditional classroom 0 ffers a unique opportunity for teachers and leanlers alike, to interact

with their peer$~ However, there is a problem that not everyone has the opportunity to get to

scllOot For instance, they may be h,~ng too far away, may be physically handicapped and the

like. These limitations called for other forms of education that had the capability of reaching

out to a larger audience.

According to Neville (2004: 145-158), in 'lay !mm', traditional training, is regarded as a

training environment which encourages passive leanling, does not develop problem-soh-ing

skills and ignores the individual needs of the learners, therefore it ignores the requirements of

its end users. Traditional training has always incurred criticism; it is felt that despite huge

advances in technology, the training room will always remain the same, that is, dysfunctional.

It could be argued that advances in teclmology, such as multimedia and ,-irtual simulations,

have left the traditional classroom trailing behind ",-ith learners expecting more and more. The

intensity ofcompetition in the business market ,,-ith advances in technology, and a strong shift

towards a knowledge-based economy have each contributed to the demand for virtual

(electronic) learning em-ironments.

Distance learning, electronic leanling and mobile leanling (mLearning) offer solutions that

address the shortcomings of the traditional classroom. Leanling /training environments can

help create and maintain skills and therefore the corporate knowledge base. Thev both

alle,-iate the strain on corporate resources and facilitate learners changing training needs.
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A Web-based classroom includes resources such as discussion forums to support collaboration

between learners and ultimately it should also support the needs of both the no,~ce and

advanced leamer. A training environment is composed of a number of components that are

integral to the effective operation of the environment and implementation

The advent of communications and transport technologies during the industrial revolution

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuties, paved the way for offering tutorial services

at a dist=ce. According to Dye (2004: ejot/mal; distance education is education where teacher

and pupils/leamers are separated by space and/or time. Technical media are used to impart

knowledge and to make possible real to-way- commwlication, in support of the process of

teaching.

Prior to the advent of Internet in South Africa, University of South Africa was the largest

distance education Universities in the CO\.Ultry. Leanlers were offered the opportwlity to work

or stay at home and study course materials when they find it convenient. Course materials

took the fomf of printed material sent by posr. This called for improved road and rail

transport especially to marginal areas. Advancements in information technology in the 80s,

lead to the introduction of audio-,isual aids, cable and sarellite that further enhanced rhe

learning experience. Through the application of these new technologies, it then also me=t

that it would be possible to link several geographically dispersed locations simultaneously, 'Uld

thus extended the distance experience from one that was solely individual to one offering

group-based, face-to-face teaching ar a distance.

The electronics revolution in the 1980s also marked the era of personal computing. Since

then, we have witnessed technological advances in processor speed, and significant drops in

the price of personal computers. This facilitated the process of online leanling or electronic

learning (e-Leanling). Bates (2004: 213--233) pro,~des the following definition of online

education:

"Online education is characterized by:

o The separation of teachers and learners, which distinguishes it from face-to-face

education.

o The influence ofan educational organization, which disringuishes it from self-studv

and private tutoring.

o The use ofa computer network to present or distribute some educational content.
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o The provision of two-way communication ,i.a a computer net\vork so that leanlers

may benefit from communication ",th each other, teachers, and staff".

Figure 9 pro"des a sl.lfllJ11a!Y of differences between traditional learning and e-leaming. A

striking advantage of e-Ieaming is that it places the leamer at the centre of the leaming

process, giving him/her control over both content and process. Further, the advantage of the

World Wide Web is that it is not dependent on any particular operating system and supports

several media types. It is also available g1obmly. From an educational perspective, it meant that

teaching could now take place both synchronously and asynchronously (Keegan 2002: online

book'~.

TRADITIONAL LEARNING E-LEARNING I
i

Delivery
Teacher detennines when the The learner is in control of the

!learner will learn. learning process. ,
I

Responsiveness
Presumes to know what the learner Lets the learner set the agenda and

ioughr ro leam. solve his 0\\'11 leanling problems.

Access
fvfoves sequeJ1tially, like studying AllO\.vs the learner to set the order i

- from a text or scnot. and agenda. i
Remains phys ically and mentally Helps make leanling part of the i

Symmetry separated from the work work or task. I
I

experience.
,

Requires a dearly defined Takes place \vhenever, however. in ,

Modality I

becinning, middle and end. just the right amounts. I

Authority
Places content responsibility on the Allows the learners and educators Ieducator or administrator. determine collaboratively. ,

Conveys little. if any. sense of Intensely targets the individlL'l1
Personalization relationship between the learner learner.

and the material.
Remains fi..~ed in time and space Places the learner at the centre of the

Adaptability until the training stops and new learning process, giving him control
materials replace the old. over both content and process.

DaI\.\'Ul - Newsletter.
2004:http://www.darwinmag.com/read/090101/releamsidebar 2.html

Figure 9: Comparison ojTradilionallearning and e-learning

The impact on leamers is that they may study course content from their computer screens,

and thus are not dependent on being physically present at school. Time and place are no

longer restrictions as the leaming experience can be tapped anywhere one has a computer 'md

access to the Intemet. The teacher's role is made more flexible in that they can now tutor from

the confines of their offices or homes. Learner-teacher / leamer-leamer interaction ID

eLeaming is mediated through the use of e-mail, discussion forums and chat rooms
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DISTANCE EDUCATION AND MOBILE EDUCATION

According to Fagerberg et aI (2002: ejotlma!~ learning is an acti,~ty or process and shown

as a change in a person's perceptions, attitudes or cognitive or physical skills. 11,e term, e

learning, seems to be used to convince users that some supernatural things happen to ones

brain when one places oneself in front of a computer screen. This miracle is very unlikely to

happen, as learning in the real world is mainly hard work.

According to Dichantz (2001: ejotlma~ electronic learning is the collection of teaching and

information packages in education, which is available at any time and any place and is

delivered to learners electronically. They contain units of information, self-testing batteries ,md

tests, whid1 allow a quick self-e,,,uuation for quick placement. Eleerronic learning offers lower

level learning goals. Higher order goals like understanding, reasoning and (moral) judging are

more r1ifficult to achieve. They require an inrli\~dualised interactive r1iscourse and can hardly

be plalmed. Even though we do not totally agree with Dichantz that higher level learning goals

CaJUlot be planned, we agree that such goals are much more difficult to plall.

Learners are probably more alld more mobile, and they use mobile technology. In

connection with the term mobile learning has lately emerged to be associated with the use of

mobile technology in education. However, according to Sariola et al (2001:1), it is used more

in commercial putposes rather than as an educational concept. Sariola et al (2001:1) argue

whether the term is a commercial trick to market technology al1d educational sen~ces or if it is

an emerging concept that educationalists should take seriously.

It should be noted that, although mobile learning is a new concept, serving mobile learners

is not a new idea. Distance education has a history of more than 150 years, where institutions

have offered high quality educdtion to learners free of time al1d place. This means, that if we

are willing to accept the concept mobile learning, distance-teaching institutions have prO\~ded

mobile learning since its invention. Gadden (1973) in Fagerberg et aI (2002: 104) offer the

eXaIl1ple of the history of Hermods: once one of the world's largest correspondence

institutions. He says that the original idea that resulted in establishing the institution in 1898

came when Hermods as a local language teacher in Malmb started to support one of his

learners who moved to another city.

19 e--Jou.rruU..s can be accessed by keying the relevant authors or tides in the google search engme.
wwwggqgJe.com.
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Thus, dist::!nce education institutions have provided mobile learning for many years. In fact,

the correspondence courses of the firsr generation of dist::!nce education could be studied at

any time anywhere. The introduction of the desk-top computer (and other learning

technologies), which required the learner to study at a certain place, often also at a certain time,

reduced flexibility of distance learning. It is the introduction of mobile electronic equipment

and communications technologies, which reintroduces mobility to the distance leamer (and

teacher). Kjell Askeland (2000) in Fagerberg et aI (2002: 142), goes even further, and points to

the fact that, if we disregard the need for an institution to plan and conduct teaching, mobile

learning started when the printing technique was invented, and learners could leam without

coming to schools and universities.

Others define mobile learning closely to distance education. According to Fagerberg et al

(2002: ISO), mobile learning is the ability to receive learning anytime, anywhere and on any

device. Harris (2001) in Fagerberg et al, (2002: 162), combines technology and the flexibility

concept of dist::!nce education in his definition: Mobile learning occurs at the point at which

mobile computing and electronic leanling intersect to produce an anytime, anywhere teaming

expenence.

MOBILE LEARNING (Ml.EARNING)

According to Donna (2001: 20) mobile learning should prove to be a useful rool for

blended training that employs face-to-face and remote methods. mLeaming can include

anything from job aids and courseware downloaded on one's personal digital assistant to :"et

based, instructor-facilitated training via laptop. The keyword is wireless leaming.

According to Dye (2004: ejournal) mLeaming is learning that can take place ·anytime,

anywhere with the help of a mobile computer device. The device should be capable of

presenting learning content and providing wireless two-way communication between

teacher(s) and leamer(s). Generally, an educational organisation administrates both the course

content and the communication services.

. Donna concludes that wireless Intemet is a must for mLeaming to take off To cater for

huge chunks of data that is common in most educational websites, there is a need for high

speed wireless data transfer. However, this should be at affordable costs to the general public.

The biggest impact mLearning will have on both learners and teachers are increased flexibility.

As a result, a learner will be able to access educational resources from a variety of locations,
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like for instance a classroom., a media centre, from home, or even from a netw"ork~empowered

restau=t. Increased flexibility will place some demands on both teacher and learner. Itwill

require of the learner to have a high level of self-discipline and self-motivation in order to

achieve his or her academic goals.

According to Donna (2001: 20) the vISlOn of mlearning is the tntersection of mobile

computing and e-learni"g that includes anytime, anywhere resources; strong search capabilities;

rich interaction; powerful support for effective learning, and performance-based assessment.

Donna explains that we will realize that learning should move from an organizational

function to an individual necessity. Eventually, learners will not know or care where rhe

learner model is kept, where the content resides, nor how the communication is handled. n,is

will happen as cost drops, product power improves, and design takes into accowlt a wider

range oflearning styles and lifest}1e needs. That will be true mobile learnin.g

The use of-information communication technology (lCT) in education can pro\ide

effortless ways of communicating among peers as well as between learners and reachers. The

possibility of instant help from a peer or tutor creates an ideal environment for collaborative

learning.

E-EDUCATION (ELECTRONIC EDUCATION)

E-Education in schools is about effectively integrating new Communication Information

Technologies (lCTs) in the entire education process. It should be an integral part of the

didactic trian@e as well as a vital component of the management structure of a school or the

entire school district. If e-education is properly set up in the school environment then the

following ideas should be addressed:

o ASSESS~ruNT: A hybrid system of traditional and electronic forms of assessment

has to be set in place. Educational specialists should set electronic on1ine testing so

that testing can be standardized to meet global standards. The idea is to ensure that

rural or previously disadvantaged public schools are not left isolated and that

learners are part of the global village. The current System of Controlled Term

Assessmenrs (CTAs) used in KZL"i is inefficient because hard copies of testing or

instructions never reach ·all schools timeously and this nor onlv creates chaos in
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rural 2lld um'an schools but also marginalizes many learners, A data bank 0 f

questions should be available to educators to streamline indi,~dual testing.

o SYLLABUS: A standardized core syllabus should be extracted from the curriculum

by a team of educarionsist from various districts in a region to ensure that learners

are exposed to a mixture ofglobal and local cultural content. This can be presented

online or on compact discs (CDs).

o LESSON PLI\1"JS: Especially in KZN, where there is a shortage of qualified

educators, there has to be a blueprint lesson plan for specific lessons. This can act

as a guide when new educators are brought into a system and there is a lack of

suitable guidance for these educators in the area. Generic electronic lesson plans

should allow the educator to indicate the number of periods allocated for each

seerion that is being taught 2lld to comp'are this against suggested norms. Further,

the educator should be provided with 'a suggested framework for the followmg so

that he / she can customise requirements according a school's individual needs

V'" Form of assessment

./ Notional time

./ Method of teaching

./ Types of responses

o NOTICEBOARD: A system of allowing information to educators, learners,

parents and other role players in education should be set in place. Among other

items this should include core rurricu1um, timetables, testing process, course

weightings and reference material.

SOUIE'S RESEARCH

Soule (2003: 1) conducted research with short-term volunteers to assess the import"Ulce of

ICT integration. She states that teachers do not need to learn about technology; they need to

learn how to use technology to enhance their learners' underst211ding and critical thinking

skills. Enh211cing basic information 2lld communication skills, like reading, writing, and

speaking should be the focus of using Information Communication Technologies (leTs) Ul

education, not simply ICT hteracy



REsEARCH SKILLS

Smue (2003:6) argues that there is a need for leamers to develop basic research skills.

Learners need guidance in developing their questions, in finding, selecting, and evaluating

information, as well as understanding the meaning ofplagiarism and how to cite references.

LEARNER MOTIVATION

Many learners think computers are fun and exciting. As such, ICTs can potentially provide

a forum for cultivating research skills and intellectual curiosity. Soule (2003:6) states that this

finding is similar to that of Robert Hawkins who manages the ICTs and Education Program at

the World Bank Institute. Hawkins extracts ten lessons that policymakers, business and

community leaders could bear in mind as they attempt to incolporate the lntemet into the

educational process.

Learning involves more man just motivation. Once the lean,ers' attention is fixed, it does

not mean mer v.cilllearn better because they are using technology. It is important to use learner

motivation as an opportunity to design learning experiences that require learners to use

technology as a tool to help them build and demonstrate understanding.

USING TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATIONALLY MEANINGFUL WAYS

Soule and her volunteers observed that learners tend to explore their interests in pop

culture and play ganaes when they are given time and access to computers without guidance.

Wbile this enables leamers to cultivate their interests and to develop their computer skills, if is

questionable if mese pursuits provide learners with access to any academically relewnt

information. Wben coupled with school work and learner-centred direction, time and access

to lCTs can enhance learning because learners can practice researching, and specifically have

the opportunity to explore academically relevant information not available in school libraries.

lCfSAND CO-CURRICULAR EDUCATION

Co-curricular activities are not given the same amount of time 'and priorit;: as core

curriculum subjects. Information Communication Technologies can add to the learners' ·,md

teachers' motivation to work on these important themes by providing access to resources

which are not readily a,-ailable in print in most schools. This was the case at K.W. von '1[arees

Primary Schoofo where teachers used lCTs to enhance entrepreneurial education, and at

20 \\7EBSlTE: http://wwy.t...choolnetnal1ogs/viewschool. pbp~Iogin~b,:trulree:Schoolnetna.,JLn1e 0-+
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Tarnariskia21 Prilmrry School where educators used computers as tools to enhance

understl11ding of civic education, and at Oshakati Senior Secondary School21
, where

volunteers addressed reproductive health education by having learners research HIV/ AIDS

on the Internet.

USING COMPAcrDISCS (CDS) IN E-LEARNING

Compact discs can be used as tools for accessing information in core subject areas. In

addition, compact discs simulates the web e>qJerience, and by using them, learners can dewlap

relevant web navigation skills. SchoolNet Namibia", put the Development Education

Program's website on the internal server so all SchoolNet schools in Namibia as well as

Teachers' Resource Centres could access the Development Education Program materials

without being on-line. Microsoft donated the full version of Encarta encyclopaedia to

Aoration2
' Primary School. The school's improvised print library could not compare to the

wealth of information available from these compact discs. Compact discs offer cost effective

solutions to e"""ducation in the absence of the Internet. They can hold vast ,unowlts of

information "lithout requiring large storage space. TIlese discs are relatively cheap and in most

cases acquired free for education21 purposes.

THE COMPUTER SCIENCE CURRICULUM

Some principals and teachers assume that the best \'lay to use computers at their schools is

through teaching courses based on the computer science curriculum \vhile th,S may help a

select group ofle"J.mers prepare for a career in computer science, this approach to computer

training for the average learner is similar to teaching learners every part of a pencil before

allowing them to draw. The problem is that, it brings the learners to ,-iew computers as

exceedingly complex pieces of electronics without giving them any particular idea of how to

effectively use them toward any v21uable end in the real world. Much of the computer science

curriculum is "outdated" because it requires learners to master such skills as using dos

commands that they say the average computer user has not needed since the introduction 0 f

l\1icrosoft windows 98.

21 \"t'EBSITE: http://www.schooInet.nal1og.s/vie\\"5choolphp~login-tam.arisk:: Schoolnetllil, June 04

22 ~'EBSI1E: http:(!W'\\<'W.graduates.com(ss.a..".P?id=276.508,SchooL"-Tet,Jtme04-

23 \l;EBSlTE: h.ttp.JL~~~sch~9.lP~1,-,n.:~LSchooL""'Jet L\:"amibia,]une Q-I.

" Aqwdene, Ricb=ls Bay
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USE OF ICTs AS EDUCATIONAL TOOLS

Pressure to prepare learners for exams discourages teachers from using class time for

learner-centred activities. Some principals and teachers view the computers as a distraction.

Frequently, the only time left for Iefs is after school when most learners and teachers often

have commitments outside of school. There is no policy for public schools in KwaZulu-'\;atal

that directs integration of ICT teaching to the entire cunticulurn While it is positive that a few

learners are using computers to enhance their extra-curricular interests, many learners remain

ignorant about how computers can assist them with enhancing their learning and developing

relevant and meaningful life skills through their academic studies. It is interesting that Cuban

(2004: http://sustainability.terc.edu! inde'l.chnLp.;Jge!4066), a professor of education at

Stanford Uruversity in the United States, reporrs that the most common use of technolog\' in

schools is word processing and Internet searching. He drew these conclusions based on

research he conducted in the Silicon Valley, area in northern California. Specifically, he says

that teachers are using technology mainly for administrative tasks such as communicating with

parents, preparing syllabi, or recording grades. In cases where teachers report that they use

technology, it is usually to maintain existing practice and not to teach in a new way. 111is

suggests that teachers are not afraid to use technology. Teachers are using technology for

many tasks, but it is questionable if technology is being used to enhance teaching and le-Aming.

CURRENT INITIATIVES To STIMULATE E-LEARNING

The revised history syllabus relating to post apartheid era conception of history in South

Africa will now be available on the Internet. Omar Badsha, the initiator of History Online in

South Africa, has made this possible25
• All schools and pupilS, including those who live in the

most remote parts of South Africa, can log on to www.sahistoryonline.org.za and download

the new syllabus and textbooks with current updates.

On 6 June 2004, Sunday Times published an article "Education At The Click OfA Button"

by Gle-nde-nhuys. It explained how virtUal schooling allowed childre-n like 16-year-old model

and dancer Nastassja van Loggerenberg to pursue a career in show business while getting her

education at home. She is arnong 5000 pupils being taught by Brainline School on Computer,

which is a South African Initiative that offers schooling via the Internet.

25 E-t>:ews, 2OHOO, 16 July 2003.
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The virtual school is part of an independent sector, which has tripled in size since 1990. It

offers the entire South curriculum, from Grade 1 to 12 on a single CD. Its biggest growth

occurred after 1997 when home-based schooling was legalized. Both Independent schooling

and home education have grown for parents wanting something different for their children to

what the standard system provides.

The Oxford dictionary defines school as an orgaruzation for educating or giving

instruction. One prospect is that the Internee' becomes such a school.

On Thursday 10 April 2003, SADTU- Gauteng, SchoolNet SA, the University of]vvash,'la

and Immenti Ltd presented the e-:Journal (www.eioumal.schoolnet.org.za) as one mechanism

to take learning to the learner, using the \Vorld \V,de \Vebz7 as the classroom. As part of the

Global Action Week, the e-Journal was presented at a workshop as one platform to facil,tate

education for all. (News from SACE'S: Professional Development, A Monthly Update. :,[ay

2002. Editor Rod'W-yn Grewan -Chief Executive Officer, SchoolNet)

The e-]oumaf' provides an mdividually populated, interactive, multimedia platform for the

dissemination, sharing, collaboration and dialogoe of any subject of interest. By using the

W'W\V to host the e-Journal information is taken on to a digital platform.

IMPLEMENTING E-LEARNING IN KwAZuLU-NATAL

Valuable information is freely available online. According to University of South ""frica,

2002, one of the criticisms of curriculum 2005 is that schools lack the necessary material and

human resources. This is the very area that the \V\VW can be an excellent tool and once the

structure is put in place, could have a favourable effect on the educational budget.

WIth increased access to technology in schools and classrooms and with public support for

its use, we can now look to a future \vhere the Internet and other emerging information

technologies have the potential to foster even more drWlatic improvements in education. \'\'e

have the potential to create an educational system enhanced by technology that could be better

26-The Intemet is the linking of computers and similar COmmurllQltion devices via telephone lines and simila.r
commun:ication chJmneIs so that a neN'Ork of computers (or similar devices) are linked to each other. An
auxiliary network link is pro~ded to an outside establishment, which is generally referred to as an Internet
service provider, which subsequently links this net\\.Tork to other neNtorks.

27 Henceforth referred to as ~,\,\\,"fi;r. Computers on the Internet that store information ",hich can be accessed by
other computers are considered to be part of the ~'orld W'ide \X'eb. Info.anation am be stored in many ways..
One of these is through \l;'eb Page. Ifan Intemet computer has a W-eb Page it may be part of the \\'\\\.'\'.

28 e-Jol.ln'lills are also used as :references in this study.
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suited to the needs of educators, learners and their fumilies. Visionary school leaders foresee

advances in our understanding of what learning really is, how diversified it is, and which

methods are flexible enough to meet the learning needs of all learners.

DIGITAL CONTENT

Hendricks and Bryanr (2000:5) state that digital content is the multimedia material that calls

upon learners to seek and manipulate information in the collaborative, creative, and engaging

ways that make digital learning possible. It includes video on demand, CD-RO:'.ls, Web sites,

e-mail, on-line lean1ing management systems, computer simulations, streamed discusslOns,

data files, databases, and audio. Digital content is ctitid to digital learning because it is:

o Randomly accessed 29;

o Relevant, up to date, and authentic;

o Explored on many levels;

o Easily manip u1ated;

o Instantaneous;

o Creative.

The National Academy of Science (2004: on/ine book") produced a report on HOll' People

Learn. They found that new and emerging technologies have the potential to enhance learning

and the development of new knowledge in many exciting ways. For instance, technologies can

help learners visualize difficult-to-understand concepts, such as differentiating heat from

temperature. There are also visualization and modelling software, (similar to the rools used in

the workplace) which increase learners' conceptual understanding. Since new technologies are

interactive, it is now easier to create environments in which learners can engage in learning,

receive feedback, and continually refine their understanding. In addition, new technologies

pro,~de access to a vast array of information, including digital libraries, real-world data for

analysis, and connections to other people who provide information, feedback and inspiration.

Finally, new and emerging technologies also offer opportunities to individualize insttlletion

29 According Fteigenbaum (2003:79), video on demand \\'ill ultimately supplement liw transmission by the use of

v..ideband technology. Electronic delivery of entertainment -w-ill be enhanced so that it ",ill. be a,,~aihblewhenewr

the viewer wants it. This will also become part of the e-education scenario.
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and assessment in promising ways for all learners, including especially those learners at the

greatest risk for school f2ilure.

HELPING LEARNERS TO COMPREHEND DIFACULT To UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS

For many learners, the lack of visual representation of many higher-order concepts makes

learning them difficult. In this regard, teachers have been limited in what they can teach by the

tools to which they have access. New technologies allow teachers to teach complex ideas and

address intellectual challenges more easily. In me near future, learners who have difficulties

understanding text will be able ro access multimedia resources in real-time through the

Internet or standalone software, allowing mem to better understand the relevant underh~ng

principles.

According to Angelo (1999: htt:p://www.intac.com/-aboutcmp/Graphics99-?htmI)m.my

learners find difficulty in making connections between mamematical expressions and its

related context. Computers, which can draw graphs and omer mamematical objects, allow

learners to "pIa?' wim them and help learners relate mathematical e"l'ressions to images in the

~~real" world.

Exploratory data analysis software (and omer visualization techniques) allows learners to

see patterns in data mey would never glimpse if they had to do me calculations or even draw

me graphs mernselves, thus emphasizing me meaning of mamematical objects and the beauty

ofme panerns mey exhibit.

According to Frankfurt (1996: ht:tp://www.parricles.deLpm-.adocs/ bbb/laban/w\\:WL

griesbec Ichoreoe.htm!) technology can be used in dance to dowment and analyse the

dynamics of movement. For example, computer-aided choreography gi\-es dance educators

me ability to work out ideas of space and movement on screen wimout bringing me dancers

togemer. Computer software created for movement notation allows teachers and learners to

create and edit dance notation scores very quickly.

HELPING LEARNERS TO ENGAGE IN l..EAR1'.'1NG

One of the most promising uses of technology in education involves teachers helping

learners actively engage in learning. Teclmologies such as CD-ROMs and robotics prO\-ide

incredible resources for teachers. The increasing power and versatility of computers create

teaching and learning possibilities dramatically different from those mat were pre\lously
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available, providing teachers with the opportunity to enrich their instrucrion and learners with

the opportunity to contribute useful resources to others. Technology resources and tools allow

learners to explore their areas of interest and to investigate topics that have been mere words

in a textbook.

EDUCATION FORA SUSTAINABLE FUTIJRE

Through the Internet, learners also have a chance to work interacrively in the "real" world.

M:my links have been established between praeticing professionals and schools where learners

actually assist in solving problems that professionals in the field are currently working on. In

such situations, learners are able to work on and develop problem-solving skills in realistic

workplace situations.

One of the most powerful opportunities afforded to education by rechnology is the

opportunity to improve learners' indi,~dual learning needs. In addition to creating more

engaging content, rurrent new technology allows better and more accurate assessments 0 f

what learners kfiow; where they are having difficulties, and how their teachers could best

convey the knowledge and skills learners need.

Access to real-time tutoring increases when opportunities are made ",-ailable via the

Internet. ICfs work in a direcrion that meets learners' individual needs. All learners benefit,

including learners with disabilities and learners considered at-risk of school failure. KTs

display a promise of making a difference for gifted and talented children, allowing them ro

learn at their own pace and explore subjects in greater depth. Every child has special needs <md

every child deserves indi,~dualized instrucrion. Effecrive use of ICfs shows great potential to

be able to aid teachers meet challenges ofall learners.

VIRTUAL LABORATORIES

According to Huang (2004: 734), because of the explosive growth in our scientific

understanding, today's leamers are required to learn and maintain a rapidlY expanding

knowledge base. Learners are also expected to understand and follow the crossover of

information between different disciplines. As a result, they often have to understand the

fundamentlls of several disciplines, and be able to integrate that knowledge. Learners of ewry

discipline are facing these new challenges, and it is clear that today's learners are markedlv

different from those of the past. Influenced by a lifetime surrounded by media, computers,
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and the Internet, they bring with them different expectations. Educators need to meet these

expectations in order to motivate kuners to move forward.

It is not just the learner population that is driving change. The National Institutes of

Health, which sponsors many biological and medical advances in the United States, has a new

initiative called "Digital Biology The Emerging Paradigm," whose goal is to merge biomedical

computation ",~th biology and medicine over the ne"1: ten years. One way to facilitate this

movement is to use Information Communication Technology (leT) as a teaching tool, so that

learners, in tunl, learn how to use ICT most effectively.

ICT presents educators and teachers ",~th a uruque opportunity to de,~se innontive

methods of teaching. Learners today are more likely than ever to use new tools and

technologies to advance their understanding of the sciences. Currently, this usage is mainly

limited to searching the \Veb for information. However, computers and the Web can be used

for much more. ~'ith computers, one can create learning scenarios like virrual patient

sinlulations, and witll the Web, tIlese leanling resources can be disseminated to the global

community. Educators need to hamess the power of these enabling teclulOlogies, which

learners have already adopted, to create new and more powerful metllods of teaching that will

better prepare the learners for the next phase of tIleir Lves.

The Virtual Laboratory material is currently hosted on a password-protected site and is

freely available to interested parties for educational use.

The Virtual Laboratory not only uses pictures, but also animations and mteracOye

simulations. Learners are able to visualize and interact with d}TIanUc processes U1 saenee.

Virtual Labs also striyes to make learning science fun. The more engaged the user is, the more

likely the learning experience is to be positive. For example, after learning about how the

kidney filters blood and controls water levels, learners apply their new knowledge by pla}~ng a

simulation game. The goal of the game is to maintain water balance in order to sUr\-;~;e 011 a

deserted island, which helps to reinforce conceptual understanding and to ensore tIlat learners

understand how those concepts fit together.

TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF MLE~""ING

According to Bates (2004: 176) politics is a central issue, which can influence the extent to

which broadband mobile technologies will be available to tile general public. Political agenda

influences the cost of wireless technologies since politicians influence legal policies that
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regulate the operation of telecommunication companies. The cost of buying a mobile de,~ce

suitable for mLeaming and the ptice of the mobile courses will also influence the spread of

mLeaming

Internet Connectivity

Web pages presented on the Internet are not static and text based. The Internet is dynamic

and interactive, offering the possibility to include multimedia and advanced scripting

capabilities. These enhancements increase learning possibilities ,~a the Internet.

Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)

The most widely used modus operandi for mobile communication is currently GS"-!.

Mobile phones can be used for calls, Internet access and mobile telephony services, howe,-er,

the slow data transfer rates offered by GSi\{ (9.6 Kbps) does not warrant its use for

mLeaming.

Short Messaging System (SMS)

The ability to send limited amounts of text from one mobile phone to another is called

Short Messaging System (SMS). With respect to mLeaming, it can be used to convey small

amounts of important information. The disadvantage of using SMS is that it can be distracting,

particularly when one might be tending to other issues. This is a service that could also be used

to send short messages to the leamers or teachers as well as an automated reply from a server

to say that one may now see one's grade on one's last assignment.

Muhimedia Messaging System (MMS)

The use of multimedia on mobile phones is gaining ground at the moment with the

introduction of the Multimedia Messaging System (M:YlS) to send pictures from one mobile

phone to another. It is an extended version of SMS. Pictures may improve leamers' ability to

recall actual situations (K}naslahti and SeppaJa 2002: htt:p:!h~vw.pjb.co.uk(m

leaming/mleamigpd~.

Mobile Phones

When mobile phones was first introduced to our country they were bullT de,xes and

offered a limited range of semces. A new wave of fushion was ushered in as cell phones

became smaller and lighter. With a mobile phone, one could be reachable independent 0 f time

and place.
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Current mobile phones have the improved capability of managing SMS, e-rmil, music,

sound and pictures, including the added capability of connecting to the Internet. Although this

technology is relatively new it displays great potential for improvement.

In South Africa data transmission speed is a bottleneck when mobile phones are used on

the Internet. There is a lot ofwork being put into resolving this issue, and it is hoped that 3G

technologies will be the answer. Asian countties have worked on developing 3G technologies,

and have reached greater heights in this regard, compared to their European counterparts

(S0i1and, 2002: http://,,,-ww.computerwodd.no / cwi .nsflprint/ El\709707.06.?002.).

Great technological advances have been made in the field of mobile telephony over the

past years. This has resulted in increased functionality on smaller units. In the future, we will

see mobile phones being used in a wide array of products and services; for instance drivers'

licenses, identification cards, and the like. i\ll this functionality will be integrated in a single

mobile unit (Seines, Mobilnyheter.com,

http://www.mobilnyheter.com/guider/guide.asp?artikkelid-1).

2001:

In South Africa, usability features of mobile devices, such as small screen size; high data

transfer costs and bandwidth limitations are some drawbacks to the use of mobile phones as a

mLearning tooL Usability limitations will have to be addressed.

ONUNE TEACHING SYSTEM

According to William and Owen (2004: 208), the teacher's role in mobile education is a

facilitator31 in the learning process. The main challenge is to provide pedagogical support to

mobile learners independent of time and location.

According to Swob et al (2001: 254) tight classroom schedules are non-existent for mobile

education and most educaDonal content is readily available ro the tutor on mobile de,-ices or

can be accessed using a \vireless Inte111et connection

31 1be educational system is now focused on leanring rather than on teaching. The developments of learning
theory have changed the nature of learning and the perception of the learner. Knov.iedge is considered as
socially constructed through action, communication and reflection involving leamers. Teachers then v.-ill
gradually become ~sors, managers and facilitators of learning rather th.an providers of information (Bates,
1993).
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The learner's role is that of an information and skills seeker. To assist them in realizing this

objective, wireless data solutions allow them to access a wide range of internal and e'-1:emal

learning resources.

mLearning would promote non-exhaustive methods of study. Studying often and for

shorter periods of time may give pedagogic advantages such as improved focus and better

concentration on the subject.

THEWORKINGSlTUATIONOFALEARNER

There are implications that broadband technology is an important part of emerging

communications so that people will be able to download information whenever they need

them. According Freigenbaum (2003:79) video on demand will ultimately supplement li,·e

transmission by the use of wideband technology. Electronic delivery of entertainment will be

enhanced so that it "\vill be available \vhenever the vie\ver wants it. 111is is already part of the e

education scenario. This gives facilitators the option of cfe'abng lessons or assessments

according to predetermined schedules or H an demand", i.e. whenever the learner \Vill1ts to

view the lesson. Traditional education is restrictive in that the recipient is bOWld by the

constraints of the sender.

Video on demand blends easily with education to create education on demand. 11,is

innovation changes the manner in \vhich traditional mass communication was portrayed.

Previously mass communication was restricted by tight schedules and the inability to timeously

receive feedback from the recipient. Education on demand alters and even owrrides the

constraints of traditional mass communication.

1\10bile learning provides the learner with an assortment of flexibiliry both with regards to

the choice of \.vhen and \.vhere to study as \veil as personalization of the mobile devices to suit

their individual needs. The le-arner may be able to study in real life situations and be able to

work in the field while being mentored by a teacher at a remote location. TIus situation au,,'UfS

well for both learners and teachers in rural, semi rural and previouslv disadvantaged distncts

for KwaZulu-Natal.

The freedom gained from mobile learning may be too demanding for some le-amers to

manage. Schools may need to run self-discipline courses with pupils in order to ensure that

they cope with these new modes of study.
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THE WORKING SITIJATION OFATEACHER

By assimilating a culture of mobile learning, the teacher and the mobile learner will benefit

from increased flexibility. Learners ,viII expect teachers to respond to queries prompdy,

irrespective of rime and place. There will be no clear-cut division between rototing hours and

spare time.

There is much promise that teachers will not be overloaded, as long as adequate learner

support services are in place and the course content is ofa pedagogicalIy and academically high

standard.

THE FuTIJRE OF MLEARNING

mLearning has to be a comfortable and practical way of studying. The ordinary mobile

units today are equipped with a small screen with rather poor quality. The ne,,-r generation

units provide true colour, great resolution and can present crisp clear colour images and

movies as the ",ore advanced models do today. These units <llSO come with speakers and can

play music in compact disk quality or even better. For mLean-ung leamers this me-ans the

opportunity of a great audiovisuallean-ung experience.

The problem today is that these multimedia units are rather expensive and only limited

amounts of supporting services are available. \Ve believe that in a few years the situation will

be quite the opposite. Mobile multimedia units at reasonable prices will probably dominate the

marker, not the ordinary GSM-phones. There will be a broad range of seC\ices available for

the users: Hopefully also educational services.

Battery capacity is a critical factor for any mobile device. There is no use offering

mLearning Courses if batteries run out after a short duration. Current mobile de\ices have

reasonably good battery usage, but it is still not common to srream live ,ideo/music and

display high-resolution graphics, which drains much more power than pla)ing simple games

on a GSM-phone.

Mobile units suitable for mLeaming have to be equipped with a wireless communication

device of some sort. Bluetooth, GSM and similar technologies use radio wa,-es to transfer dara

without the need of a physical link between the units that are communicating. A concem is the

extent to which users of mobile units are exposed to dangerous radiation. Research in the are-a

does not unanimously indicate that the radiation from GSM- devices can lead to diseases like
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brain tumour and cancer. Thus research has proven that people using the old fashioned NJ\!T

system have a higher chance of developing brain cancer (Neset, 2001:

h!!RL.LW\V:w_itavisel1,1.!~agl1296729bJ!I!1)-

The Internet is a perquisite for mLeaming to take off The Internet should be at affordable

costs to the general public_ The biggest impact mLearning will have on both learner and

teacher is increased flexibility_ Learning will be able to take place in other environments

beyond the restrictions of time_

COMMUNICATION AND E-EDUCATION BEYOND SHANNON AND

MERSHAM

INTRODUCfION

The author has been an educator in KwaZulu-Natal for twenty years (1985 - 2003). He has

been involved in school management and grassroot education that included parental

involvement via the school governing bodies_ Most p-art of these years has been in an urban or

suburban environment The latter part introduced him to the rural as well as pre\iously

disadvantaged public schools_ It was during this time that he was exposed to the problems of

rural and previously disadvantaged public schools_ Among other problems, one of the major

problems was the lack of qualified staff \"\'hen unqualified personnel are employed there is

always the problem of inability to provide suitable guidance. TI,e main source of ,,'lJidance

normally comes from a textbook, a curriculum and some notes, '\vhich the principal Ut,I!" h;1\T

borrowed from his/her kind relative. \"\11at needs to be stronglv argued here is that e\-en if a

library full of textbooks or an overload of information from the intemet is made available to a

novice teacher, it will not be of much assistance unless the material ...ia these sources are

"tailor made32n to suit the curriculwn. It has also been noted that this scenario is not absent

within urban schools_ Teachers in urban schools also have the problem of having to cope with

vague curricula and varied assessment methods and standards_

321bi.s h:l.S relevance to "Kno~i.edge~hI1agernent"which is discussed in Clupter 2.
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THE IMPACT OF E-EDUCATION ON TRADITIONAL EDUCATION

In the first section of this chapter Shannon's model of communication is unpacked to

explain how it permits flexible accOlUlts of human behaviour and its variable relationships.

The channel actUally dictates, or severely influences, the message-both as sent and received.

,'\Iso the elements of encoding and decoding in Mersham's model of communication, and the

manner in which these processes influence the interpretation of the message are explored.

According to Schramm 1964:187, it is very helpful to know who makes the key decisions,

who are the leaders, how great is their influence, what the importance of public opinion is,

how is it formed and what influence the group norms exert on the individual. In the following

paragraphs Diamond's representation of bureaucracy and po\ver sharing is examined in

conjunction with Gass and Seitee's model of compliance gaining to illustrate how bureaucracv

will evolve in the context 0 f e~education ..

The psyche as well as the metabolism of modem humans was fashioned during the hwuer

gatherer forms of nomadic existence. Even though 1300 years ago humans started forming a

sedentary life style (Diamond 1999:240), our bodies still require the exercise and physical

movement that we were programmed for as hunter-gatherers. Diamond (1999:268)

distinguishes between the following cultural communities:

0 Bands;

0 Tribes;

0 Chiefdoms;

0 States.

According to Diamond (1999:268) the mobility of these commwut1es '-antS from

significantly mobile/nomadic to principally sedentary (in the same order as they appear abm'e).

Governance in these communities also progresses from a loose form of go\·ernance in the

Bands, where there is no chief gm-eming figure to a fLxed bureaucratic form of gm'emance in

the States. The type of governance determined the type of communication in each "pe of

corrununity. In the "Band" commWl.ication was of a linear type where members

conununicated \vith each other on an equal status. The status of communication changes as

communities- progress from Bands to States. Commwucation at State level occurs bet\\"een

members ofunequal power settings which influences the mJ1Uler in which they commul11cate.
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In the above commwlities, communication occurs in small groups or clusters of small

groups within the governing structures. In small group communication people normally form

smaller nuclear groups to enable conversation. Conversation is the natural form of small group

communication. In modem day governing structures, commwucation occurs in a (ante),..""!

where participants occupy unequal power settings. The General Communication Model c=

explain communication in the '"Band" communities where cOffiITIlll1ication occurs on a hnear

plane i.e. where there are equal power relationships between participants.

Metaphorically, "Bands" would represent clusters of learners in playgroups or class groups

where there is evidence of small group communication in an egalitarian context. Similarly,

'Tribes"" are representative of school districts. According to Diamond (1999:263), there are

clear differences between the various Tribes. For example, the "Big Man" tribe has a clear

form of leadership. Big Man Tribes evoked into "Chiefdoms". Chiefdoms are elementary

illustrations of bureaucracy'·. Central laws promulgate hierarchy" of leadership within

Chiefdoms, which stretch over a consolidated territory and the various tribes that form part of

the tribunal.

In summary Bands display an egalitarian type of power sharing in a nomadic lifesrvle. The

Tribes display behaviour that entailed an elementary form of authoriry ',ll1d a sedentary

lifestyle. Authority was commanded by a singular power figure. This form of authority

progressively became more organised as these communities developed from Bands to States.

In the States there was a highly org.lJlised hierarchy of power and a purely sedentary lifestyle.

The education system displays a similar pattern 0 f bureaucracy as displaved bl' the

communities, which Diamond describes. If the school is divided into class groups, school

teaching staff, middle management (heads of departments / deputy principals) and the

principal, then each of these groups are likened to the Bands, Tribes, Chiefdoms and States

respeetiwly. The type of bureaucracy in Diamond's structure becomes a prototype for that

which is represented in the school. This type of bureaucracy is actually replicated in all the

structures of the Department of Education as illustrated in the table below. People with

positions ofpower are seated at higher levels of authority.

33 Ousters of "Bands".

3""- Marugement or administration marked by hierarchical authority among numerous offices and bv fixed
procedure_

35 A body ofpersons hal,-Ing authority.
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DIAMOND SCHOOL
NATIONAL I
EDUCATION i

Highest level of
National i

bureaucracy
States Principal Department of

iEducation

!
Intermediate level

Chiefdoms
lV[iddle

School Regions
I

ofbureaucracy !
management

EleIllentary level
Tribes Teaching 5taff School Districts

!of bureaucracy

Flexible levels of
Bands Pupils The School

bureaucracy
FIgure 10. Levels afhIerarchy

Compliance gaining was an essential tool in maintaining power and authority in the tribal

communities, which Diamond describes. Gass and Sciter (2003: 236) illustrate that compliance

gaining generally focuses on persuasion aimed at getting others to do some thing or to act in a

certain way. Gass and Seiter (2003: 244) add that regardless of the type of power that is at

work, one thing remains clear: power affects compliance-gaining beha,~our. As an example it

is interesting'6 to note that Diamond (1999:377) refers to Dingiswayo and how he

consolidated the Zulu empire. Dingiswayo was wligue among clan chiefs of the era. He

offered members of the Mthethwa confederation protection and a relati,-e!y autonomous rule.

In exchange, clans paid him tribute and provided warriors for military campaigns. By trading

their tribute the Mthethwa became one of the most powerful peoples in the region.

The form of governance and hierarchy, which exists within an educational "'stem, GU1 be

traced back to the bureaucratic form of governance, which Diamond speaks of in the

"States"". According to Diamond (1999: 268) bureaucratic governance existed in the era of

Chiefdoms and States. The function of forms of bureaucratic governance is to maintain

control within communities.

Diamond's model of hierarchy has become a metaphor for how school is managed at

school, district or regional!eve!. \Vben a band evolves to become a tribe it does not denounce

its properties but incorporates it into the new system to form a hybrid system of functioning.

36 This rese.uch is based in :and on KwaZulu-Natal.

37 Oustering of Chiefdoms.
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According to Stewart (2004: SABCNews.com) the rate of Internet penetration in South

Africa is 6.5%. TIlls has sparked many debates as to whether assistance should be given to

feed the hungry or to find ways to stimulate Internet penetration in South Aftica. One such

forum may be found at hnp://www.ojr.org/ojr/forums/newforurn.php;

forumID=S3389&order=subject. Discussions based on the following themes ye a common

occurrence:

o Feed the poor and ignore Internet connection;

o Promote Internet access or;

o Provide Internet for education to enable sustainable self-sustenance.

Assuming that e-education is ideally implemented it would be expected that, just as

previous education inspectors have become education managers, Education managers \vould

become online Education Facilitators38
. This ell'\-isaged online scenario \vould result in

Education Facilitators ensuring that all schools including rural and urban schools will ha,-e

easy access to administrative and educational material promptly. Expectedly, principals ,md

teachers will have passwords to selected material. Education gate keeping will ensure that all

schools have access to proper education material such as sample lesson plans, sample

assessment guides and sample year plans to ensure that even the most disadvantaged school

has meaningful guidance. Schools such as those in Aquadene and Brakenham that are without

many specialist teachers can have novice teachers log on to such a well planned website and

dowruoad the necessary lessons and merely pass these to learners. ~(n~ice teachers in these

yeas have very little professional guidance and are struggling with textbooks, which do not

provide much guidance in terms of lesson plans, depth of curriculum coverage, levels of

assessment.

It is further envisaged that in an ideal e-education climate in KwaZulu-:'\atal, Educational

Facilitators (ex-educational managers) will be able to provide a more feasible senice by

ensuring all schools receive all circulys simultaneously by electronic means. TIlls mav be in the

form of e-mails and small message reminders via cellular phones. For exunple, a small remote

school which always received circulars a few weeks after urban schools received them or do

3~ According to Bates 1993, the educational system is now focused on leanring rather than on te"~ching. The
developmentS of learning theory have clunged the na.ture of lea.rning and the perception of the learner.
KnOv.1.edge is co!lSidered as socially constructed th.-rough action., communication and reflection UlYolving
learners. Teachers then ""ill gradwlly become advisors, managers and facilitators of learning rather th.'lll
providers ofinfoanation.
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not receive some circulars at all will be able to receive an S1fS39 from an education facilitator

to inform her/him that s/he needs to go to the nearest mobile communication centre and

download circulars or educational material.

In the ideal e-education scenario, the education fucilitators will be able to centralise

education management with fewer visits to advantaged schools and optimise \'sits to

disadvantaged schools. Feedback to struggling schools / teachers from education gatekeepers

could be appropriately structured. The education gatekeeper will be able to compile a database

of specific lesson plans, assessments, record keeping criteria and year plan with assistance from

competent teachers. These can be irrunediately made available to those who need assistance,

rather than waiting for a fe"" weeks to arrange an appointment \vith someone who can assist.

The education gatekeeper will have the same powers as Dingiswayo as illustrJted by

Diamond in his analysis of bureaucratic ~'States". Bureaucracy in the e-education scenario

poses greater advantages since the education gatekeeper can be virtually in many places at the

same time. ThIs was an essential characteristic in the strengthening of the Zulu empire.

Unfortunately, in the tradirional tribal era, chiefs had to travel great distances to meet all eLms

and they also had to make use of aides to assist them in performing some of these \lsits.

Traditional teaching authority was derived by the use of autocratic compliance gJining

(detention or corporal punishment) techniques. A teacher's status was determined in how

much negative power s/he could w'eld. In the new e-education scenario, levels of knowledge

will determine the teacher's status ofpower. Although there is no systematic research result yet

that confirms or disconfirms the possibility, it is generally believed that children more

effortlessly adopt computer commwlication as a pomary U1strument of electronic

corrununication. This has implications for the authority of educators in an e-educarion

environment since learners could ha\-e a better cOnU1land of computer-mediated [eaoling.

Diamond's model of hierarchy suggests that who ever controls the resources controls the

power. Adults have more power/ authority because they control the resources in the

organisation (fanlily). According to Diamond where there is equal distribution of power,

authority and control are derived by compliance gaining. Compliance gaining became the

motivating fuctor in who acquires cOnU1land.

3/1 Small messaging service.
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For e-Ieaming (within e-education) to be successful, teachers have to use non-authoritative

means of commanding educational power and control such as techniques of positive

compliance gaining. Within the revie\ved education context, there is a strong emphasis of

eliminating corporal punishment in the classrooms. The source of the teacher's higher power

is no more derived from corporal punishment. Compkmce gaining is used to give the teacher

the sense of authority in the classroom. Further, a good command of the subject provides the

teacher ,,~th a strengthened relationship of power. Because of the varying roles that are

occupied by the teacher and learner, channels of communication vary according to the level of

authority of the sender or the receiver. Therefore, models of communication for learning are

required to accommodate these unequal relationships.

During teaching and learning, the process of communication involves persuasion,

confrontation and negotiarion. An example is when a learner encowlters new knowledge sihe

may ftnd difftculty in assimilating this new knowledge, which lends to a confrontational

situation between learner and teacher. The teacher may use this situation to negotiate the

terms ofunderstanding to prO\~de lucid meaning to the new knowledge.

The teacher could use forms of persuasion to entice the leamer tn placidly accept new

knowledge. This could be achieved by creating an element of trust between the teacher :ll1d

learner. In teaching and learning there is no negative meaning attached to the persuasive,

confrontational or consultative type of communication. When persuasion is applied in

communication during teaching, the learner is intrinsically moti'c-ated to work on his/her O,\VI1

without expecring external rewards. S/he thereafter works for personal gratiftcation. It is

therefore advisable for the teacher to direct confrontational communication to a persuasi,-e

fonn of commtmication. Persuasive communication is important in the OBE paradigm

because of the existence of wlequaI po\ver relationships in education.

In e-education, the position and authority of the teacher is dynamic. This situation is

potentially explosive because children have a tendency to learn how to use new technology

faster than adults. It is possible that their knowledge if leTs may outstrip that of their

educator. In OBE, expert knowledge of the subject places the teacher in a superior position of

authority whereas in e-education it is their expert knowledge of the subject as well as practical

operational knowledge of the Iers that are required to give the teacher the sense of authority.

People are very chary of new technology because it destabilises their sense of control if they
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do not have command over the technology. e-Education further complicates education if it is

not introduced in the correct way.

Knowledge acquisition is not based on a linear model, which dictates that knowledge is

poured into a learner. Leamers consciously determine what knowledge they accept or reject

based on their relationship with their facilitator40
. This relationship may be based on the level

of trust that they have of the facilitator. If the teacher is extremely persuasive slhe may be able

to change the learner's belief and enable the learner to accept what is being presented

otherwise it will be negotiated.

The author of educational software will be referred to as the primary communicator in this

dissertation. The primary communicator is the mass communicator since slhe is designing

(mtetlctive) leaming material for large population groups. The primary communicator can

influence acceptance of knowledge by attaching pleasure to the deli,-ery of knowledge in the

form of edutainment. When learning is combined with games and entertainment, it underpbys

failure and rewards success emotionally. This form of ,~rtual learning allows brighter leamers

to progress to higher levels ofIeaming at a faster rate and permits the average learner or the

undetlchiever to progress at the individual's comfortable rate of learning. The use of

edutairunellt in e-Ieaming combines the p·,unful task of learning with pleasure. lncorpurating

comic characters that are familiar to the le=er further enhances the learning process. \\hen

compared to a learner going through a traditional worksheet, a blend of e-learning 'md

edurainment makes leaming pleasurable. In this case the primary communicator uses covert

knowledge to represent ideas. Virtual educational games pro,~de the learner with targets,

which should be achieved.

E-LEARNING WJrulNTHE CONTEXT OF EDUCATION

e-Learning can be delivered through a CD-RQ.\!, over the LW, or on the Intemet. It

includes Computer-Based Training (CBT), Electronic Performance Support Systems (EPSS)

and Web-Based Training (\VBT), as well as distance learning. e-Leaming is flexible leaming

using lCT resources, tools and applications, focusing on interaction among teachers, leamers,

and the online environment, and on collaborative leaming. e-Ledrnillg usually refers tu

40 According to Bates 1993, the educa.tional system is nour focused on learning rather than 011 teaching. The
developments of learning theory bve changed the nature of learoing and the pernption of the learner.
Knomedge is considered as socially constructed through action., communication and reflection lm-oking
learners. Teachers then will gradually become advisors, ~s and facilitarors of leaming rather than
pcmiders of information.
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structured and managed learning experiences, and may involve the use of Intemer, CD-ROM,

software, television, other media and telecommunications.

e-Learning, for the most part of the leaming situarion, occurs in a \~rtual environment. The

virtual environment simulates the natural / physical environment in its ideal form. This

implies that the virtual environment "filters'" the natural environment of distortions at the

point of learning, to produce an ideal learning environment. Therefore, all forms of

communication, which exists in the physical, are replicated in a "pure" form in the ,~rtual

learning environment. Mass communication, Intrapersonal communication, Online Small

Group communication, Interpersonal communication and Organisational communication in

the form of Digital corrununication are present in the virtualleaming environment.

When the leamer opts to engage in self-turoring (in the ,~rtual environment) by using

information technology such as an interactive compact disc, slhe is engaged in a form of

Intrapersonal Digital communication. In this instance the role of the facilitator is taken (wer

by the learner. Simply, the leamer becomes the facilitator and the leamer.

Content responsibility is placed on the facilitator in both the physical and ,~rtual learning

environments. In the virtual leaming em~ronment both parties can collaboratively determine

other aspects of learning such as choice of content or the rate of leaming. The learner in the

virtual learning environment is at the centre of the learning process, giving him control over

both content and process. \\'hen the leamer opts to use an education CD, such as a maths

CD, the leamer is facilitator and leamer. The teacher's role as communicator is minirrused to

pro,~de instruction as to which CD to use and probably instructions relating to its technical

use. The facilitator pro,~des support when required.

In the traditional classroom, a teacher was able to gain the compliance 0 f learners by means

of the range ofpunitive options at his/her disposal, e.g. detention, writing lines, awarding poor

grades, ridiculing, physical punishmenr, all backed up by the support of fellow staff members,

the principal. In present-day settings a teacher's ability to gain compliilllCe resides in herl his

persuasive / motivational abilities and her I his command of knowledge. A teacher who

persuades wields just as much power as one that punishes, its just different kinds of power

v.~th different degrees of visibility. Persuasion is used covertly, while bullying, ridiculing,

insulting etc. are used overtly. In e-leaming there are a nwnber of in,-isiblel cowrt minor co

communicators along with the major one that oyertly wields the po\ver.
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Learners concerned mainly with such persuasive and artistic forms of communication often

centre attention upon different kinds, or modes, of communication (t.e., narrative, pictorial,

and dramatic) and theotize that the messages they contain, including messages of emotional

quality and artistic content, are communicated in various manners to and from different sorts

of people. For them, the stability and function of channel or medium are more variable and

less mechanistically related to the process than they are for followers of Shannon or

proponents of the post-Shanon General Communication Model. (McLuhan asserts that the

channel actually dictates, or severely influences, the messag~oth as sent and received.)

According to Encyclopaedia Britannica (2004), various dynamic models of communication

have been proposed by analysts of commwucation, linguistic philosophers, and others who

are concerned with the nature of messages, particularly their compatibility with sense 'md

emotion, their style, and the intentions behind them. Learners of complex and dynanlic

aspects of human commwlication find linear as well as geometric models of commUlucation

of little interest to their concerns, although considerations related to these models, particularly

those of entropy, redW1dancy, and feedback, have provided significant and productive

concepts for: most learners of communication.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter the author traces the link between new commW1ication technology and Its

association with learning and communication. This chapter further acknowledges that new

communication technologies have altered the way we work and leam because of the complex

nature of electronic commw-ucation, The concept "interaeti'vity/'--the result of the ne\v

communication technologies--has resulted in an epistemological approach to communication.

Humans need to be schooled on methods of communication and effective use thereof since it

is common for people to continually desire more and more information, but thev make the

mistake of confusing information with knowledge. Infoffi1ation overload fuels stress and

promote faulty thinking.

Electronic commW1ication has effectively revolutionized our society. An unexpected by

product of this revolution has been the emergence of a generation of learners weaned on

multidimensional, interactive media sources, a generation \vhose understanding and

expectations of the world differ profoW1dly from that of the generations preceding them. If

we are to give these children the education necessary to succeed in our teclUlologically intense,

global future a new form of educational practice, one d,at builds on children's native leaming

abilities =d technological competence, should replace our existing methods. The theoretical
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foundation for such changes exists, and the time to implement them is now. We have allowed

our schools to remain in the past, while our children have been born in the future. The result

is a mismatch of learner and educator. But it is not the children who are mismatched to the

schools; the schools are mismatched to the children. Only by revising educational practice in

light of how our culture has changed can we close this gap, and rewlite our schools with our

children and the rest ofour sociery.

According Diamond (1999:268) real world communication occurs in a context of unequal

power relationships. Unequal status relationship is based on knowledge and ability. Unequal

distribution of power U1 relationships determines the nature of commUtl1CatlOl1.

Communication, especially in the educational scenario bet\veen learner and teacher or

fucilitator is not a linear process. e~Education in combination with OBE alters the manner in

which teachers and leamers traditionally communicate, therefore, all role players in education

need to look at innovative ways of ensuring effective delivery of info 1111ati 011.

The following chapter deals with the psychology and sociology of cyberspace.
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Chapter 5

VIRTUAL MOBIUIY

INTRODUCTION

TIlls chapter focuses on the nature of virtual socialisation and its association with leanling.

The similarities and differences in physical and virtual associations (relations), as well as their

impact on learning styles, are studied. Furthermore, simulated learning environments are

investigated.

PSYCHIC MOBILITY

According to Colombi41 (2003), social mobility occurs whenever people move acrosS social

class bO\ll1daries or from one occupational level to another. Mobility can be upwards or

downwards. Physical mobility is bound to space and time. It can involve a mental state of

mobility such as when people progress from one social class to another and can be restricti,-e

in terms of perSonality characteristics. Virtual mobility is flexible with virtually no bowldaries

in space, time or personality. Digital relationships are democratic, econonllcal and strongly

supporting of long-life learning approaches. They also renllnd us that "virtual" does not

simply means "unreal" or synthetic.

!\Iodemisation was for Lemer (1964: 412) a psychological process, which carried cert<lln

institutional implications. He argued that modernization required that individuals shed the

vestiges of traditionalism and develop a modem consciousness. 'Empathy' \vas for Lemer the

most ,'ital psychological attribute of individuals in situations of transition. This mechanism

enables ne'\vly mobile persons to be interested in '''.vhat's going on in the \vorId" and to "get

out ofhis hole".

Lerner (1964: 53-54), considered the media crucial to the fostering of empathy through its

ability to affect a transplant of Western ideological and institutional forms into traditional

societies. He ,'iewed US television and radio programming as highly desirable catalysts in this

modernising process_ Movies and radio/television dramas provided: dIe daily world of their

audience with sustAined, even intimate, experience of the lives 0 f others. He argued dlat dIe

media open to people an infinite vicarious universe from within which \Vestem mm was

clisciplined in empathic skills ofa modem world.

4: \'\'orkshop on lCf mdlea.rner mobility: Combining l/irtud I111d PI!)'sical mobili!;l
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Schramm (1964:33-34) believed the mass media to be vital to the inculcation of the

required psychological and institutional changes. Schramm was concerned about the

educational potential of the media. According to him, education entails the induction of

certain values, which closely approximate those of the modernizing consciousness. These

centre on those who manifest anabitious, hard working, upwardly mobile, value innovation,

risk taking and responsible characteristics.

Lemer and Schramm (1976: 287-301), define western consciousness as mobile; possessed

with empathy where empathy is a form of psychic mobility: Empathy is the ability to see

oneself in other's situation. This involves personal detachment from tradition and stability.

Prior to the advent of computers and Internet in schools, jtmior primary teachers used

story telling to transport learners into a world of fantasy. This world of fantasy was wlique to

each individual. Their imagination of the story depended on their own concept of reality (refer

to my chapter on construeti,~sm).

Role-playing was the generic means of transforming oneself into another and another's

reality. Role-playing allowed the learner to perceive another's belief system as related to one's

own, without perceiving one's own as principles.

As an example, one may refer to the following. After a hard day's work the writer needed

to engage m some inspirational aeti,~ty and indulged 1I1

Drive on Mars, 2004: www.drivepn=s.cD.m.l. The researcher was transformed into a "re-al'

astronaut. Upon 1anding' on mars, he 'drove' a 4X4 on the dusty terrain. Being an wlskilled

off road driver the author almost somersaulted into a huge crater but ir eventually tumed out

to be an entertaining ride. Subsequently he tried to fmd a water hole but his efforts were in

vain. After many ,~rtual hours of driving and discovering, the author was tired and logged off.

He shut down the computer, locked up the office, sat in the car and headed for home in peak

hour traffic.

The researcher was able to create an avatar of himself and share in a world, which was only

possible in cyberspace. According to Av.ttar (2004: http://,,·ww.digitalspace.comlavat2Is/) an

Av.ttar is one's body double in Cyberspace. It is one's presence in the virtual communities

growing inside two and three-dimensional virtual worlds online. With the Internet and

increased bandwidth, one can now leave simple chat rooms behind and venture forth into the

true frontiers of virtual world cyberspace.
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Figure JJ.- Cyberspace.- An example oJan Active world

In response to the growing demand for online education tools, Activeworlds 1nc.2004:

www.acti.eworlds.com/edu/awedu.asp. launched The Active Worlds Educational Universe

(AWEDlJ). The AWEDU is a unique educational community that rrokes the Active \Vorlds

technology available to educational institutions, teachers, learners, and individual programs in a

focused setting. Via this community, educators are able to explore new concepts, learning

theories, creative curriculum design, and discover new paradigms in socialleaming.

In digital space, life has finally found a place to evolve beyond its age-old restrictions of

time and space. Life is no longer limited by the supply of available atoms or slow chemical

reactions. Life is no more trapped by the bonds of the natural environment, for it can travel

rrulSsless and at the speed of light across the solar system.

The idea of virtual reality entertainment creates a challenging potential in education. Refer

to my discussion in chapter 4, section three and four.

THE AVAJAR

According to The Free Dictionary (2004: http://www.thefreedictlOn:u;.com/) an avatar is

a temporary manifestation or aspect ofa continuing entity. According to Suler (2004: Electronic

book"), in cyberspaee, the term "avatar" is used to describe one's personal manifestation in a

virtual world. It may be the visual image oRe creates for oneself, as well as the psychological

character or persona one presents to others. The term comes from the Hindu religion in

<2 1bis is an example of an electrooic book, which may be downloaded free from
www.cider.edu/suler/psycyberlb3S;cfeal-hqnl.la oaler to locm: a reference down/oad the book and use me
"edit" and "seaxdl" function OCI your rooIbar. 'The concept ofooIine books is discussed in Chapter 2.
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which it refers tD the variDus fDrms that gDds chDse tD manifest themselves in the human

realm. Using computer-generated virtual en\~ronments, "avatar psychDtherapy" could be the

explDration of the client's healthy and problematic identities by exploring the manifestarion of

those identities within imaginary scenarios. Using psychoanalytic terms, we would say that the

client teases out, amplifies, explores, and therapeutically develops the vanous

"representations," "identifications," and Ilintemwsations" that make up their intra-psychic

world, that are the nuts and bolts of their overall sense of self.

Simply, an avatar is a \~rtuaI representation Df oneself in cyberspace. The individual who

enters cyberspace creates this representation. This means that one is in control of crearing

one's image. The indi\~dual is responsible for the personality characteristics, which 51he

discloses in the communication environment slhe finds herself/himself. A cyber profile on

the other hand, refers tD information which others glean about one by examining one's

participation in cyberspace.

Mersham arid Skinner (1999: 99) uses the model of the Johari window to assist us in

assessing the type of information we disclDse, whD we make disclosures to, and the

communication environment we find ourselves in. They further postulate that the anlQU11t of

infDrmation we disclDse in Dur interpersonal relationships also influences our relationships.

The Johari \Vmdow, named after the first names of its inventors, Joseph Luft and Harry

Ingham, is one of the most useful models describing the process of human interaction. A four

paned lIwindow," divides personal awareness into four different types, as represented by its

four qu<ldrants: open, hidden, blind, and unknown. The lines di\~ding the four panes are like

windDw shades, which can mDve as an interaction progresses. In this mDdel, people are

represented in their own \vindo\v.

o WINDOW ONE: The area of free activity or public area (OPE",) refers to

behaviour and motivation known to selfand known to others;

o \Xl1NDOW T"IX'O: The blind area, where others can see things in ourselves of

which we are una\vare;

o WINDOW THREE: The avoided or hidden areas, represents things we know but

do not re,ea1 to others, (e.g., a hidden agenda, or matters about which we have

sensitive feelings);
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o WINDOW FOUR: Areas of illlknOwn activity, in which neither the individual nor

others are aware of certain behaviours or motives. Yet, we c~, asslh'TIe their

existence because eventually some of these behaviours and motives were

influencing our relationship all along.

The process of enlarging the open quadrant is called self-disclosure, a give and take

process between a person and the people slhe interacts with. As one shares somethL'1g about

oneself and if the other party is interested in getting to know t.;"e person, they will reciprocate,

by similarly disclosing information 1.'1 their hidden quadr;mt. We are often better off not

telling secrets regarding our sexual behaviour, mental healt'J problems or large-scale failures. If

one gives information about oneself~ one gives ot.~er peop!e po\ver over one. 1">-s on.e's leve~ of

confidence and self~esteem develops, one may actively invite oL~ers to corr.L.1TIent on one's

blind spots.

We all have defences, protecting the pac-u; of ourselves t..'Jat we feel vuL'oerable about. The

blind quadrant contains behaviour, feelings and rnotivations not accessible to the person, belt

which others can see. Feelings of inadequacy, incompetence, 1..'11potence, unwort.l-ri!1ess,

rejection, guilt, dependency, arnbivalence for loved ones, needs to control ;L,d manipulate, are

all difficult to face, and yet can be seen by others. To forcibly reveal what ac'1other wishes not

to see, is "psychological rape," and can be traumatic.

When one's avat2r enters eyberspace, one "viII most probably be i....lteractin.g 1!1 "Johrrl

window one" and as one's association develops one may move to '\vindow t\.VO" \\t-1t.!:. certain

chosen avatars.

CUES 'JI'F.AT YAUDATE A PERSON'S PRESENCE 2N iL"I E]\,~nPDNf{3l'IT

According to Levinson (2003: 46), improvement in technologies of =sJorta'ion ,me

those of communication should go hand in hand. Victorian engsceers mc.de 1:licyc:es and

railways extend our physical reach, while the telegraph speeded up communications.

Thereafter air travel and the telephone developed.

Levinson (2D03: 46) <Lnticipates t~at the virt.lc.lity of t">:e Internet wodd be rna'ched by

improved travel into the sensuality of real space, Surer (2804: Electronic book) SUp?o:ts -:..1.:e idea

that in order for a person to form ffi..<>arlingfill relationships <L"1d experience life kEy, one needs

to be physically present, wholly awc.re of the physical environment \V~Llc all ene's senses and

fully involved psychologically 2A""ld emotionally \vith others - rather than Derr:g preoccup:e::c
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with distracting thoughts, memories of the past, and anticipations of the future t}lat fog our

minds. Furthermore he contends L'lat the notion of acknowledging t.1-,e presence of people was

born il1 a time and place before anyone stJrted going onlL'1e. To create a positive lea.-ning

environment the instructor should create a leaming environment where L'Je students feel

comfortable, non-threatened, stimulated, challenged and important. They need to feel that

they can ask questions without feeling stupid; LJ.,ey ca.'1 laugh at thei: o\vn mista.'<es md realize

L'Jey can move on to discovery. The instructor needs to make every effort to keep the

classroom lively and certainly the instructor needs to present material that will challenge the

students' intellectual abilities. Furthermore, they need to feel that they are L'TIportant, L'Jat they

have control over their outcomes. Suler (2004: Electronic book) proposes four cues for

perceiving the presence of individuals within an environment

o Sensory stimulation from the enviromnent;

o Change in the environment;

o Interactivity with the environment;

o The degree of familiarity.

As a general rule, the more multi modal sensory stL'Tlulation we receive from our

surroundings, the more that environment feels real a.'1d the more present we feel in !t. If we

can see, hear, smell, and touch, we know we indeed are somewhere. Cyberspace environments

currently fall short on the dimensions of smell a.'1d touch, but they are becoming L'1creasingly

more sophisticated in the visual and auditory stimulation provided. Each degree of added

sensory complexity and detail can heighten our perception of environmental preserlce because

the setting acquires more sensory character.

According to Doman (20044
) Multi-Sensory Env1ronrnents consists of specific !ntense

visual, auditory, a."ld lcinaest.l,etic stL'TIuli. Tnese environc.."en+s l)fovide for

developmental needs of normal L"lfa.'1ts. Tne strrdatior: provided to chilcre'1 T- hig±:

stimulation environments is great enough to get t.1.-rough even the poores~ se~sory C~1a..L-~eL

The level of fu...~cti.on aG'-lieved by an individual is a retlectic:1 0: the sSsu1aton 2..c-:'~

opportunities afforded the individual by his or her environment. Stir::daton, which is

produced in slLfficient frequency, intensity, a."ld dU!'at:o!l, e-xcites the braL'1, 11'T:proYeS the

4' ]ollntolofthe NationolAcademyfor Child Det'elopment. Electronic "rion available at: http://www.%cd.oro/
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organization of the brain, and permits increased iTh..,ctional activity. Suier (2004: Electronic book)

maintains that we can also feel comfortable within environments which possess low sensory

character, such as no-frills teA1: communication involving email, chat, instant messaging, web

logs, and message boards. Even though there may be no pictures or sounds, a rJdimentary

visual setti..ng still arises from the very basic elements of text bexes, bClttons, fonts, 21d over211

Win' c'ow desl'gn The Sl!'mplo rect°~a"l"-wln' dow l··solfc-~.os - v'su--' -o~s-';o~ ~f~J-co -r,.!"•. .1. '. ~~ aJ.:lb~ ",-,-' l.... ....-. .... .::;. ...'- a. ~ .<:..1 ::;, .....L~ <::. ... _ "L v L'..ILa..... --.. ~.'- <.4.

perceptual invitation to enter it. Even the word "window" itself conjures Clp sensations of

entering a new cyberspace. Particular visual features within a window can m2.-1<:e it more

inviting. Even simple design elements like colour, the use of space, 2.-nd suggestive text make a

difference.

Throughout the life span, especially during childhood, humans rely heavily on t.loe clese

stimulation of touch and smell in developing the awareness of, and intimacy wit.". significant

others. Although Suler (2004: Electronic book) acbowledges that Cybeospace currently f211s very

short on the dimensions touch and smell, it is becoming increasingly mere sophisticated in the

visual and auditory stimulation provided. Each degree of added se"scry wmplesity and eetal:

can heighten our perception of the other person's presence because the perso!1 aCSClires more

sensory character.

The Impact of C1h.2.3ge in fhe En~.,.:'(;~~,.tL~1

Our natural physical environmel1t is occupied by r:1Gv:ng objects or i~err.s \vhich nave

become ubiquitous to our lives. A tree swaying in the wind, a barking dog, a moving car or the

old man walking down the road are familiar scenes, which make the environment friendly 2.-nd

real to us. Adding movement, as in motion pictures, may irltensify even more the sensation of

experiencing a real place. A cyberspace environment embodying movement tends to be

perceived as more life-like. Suler (2004: Electronic book) states that 2!1y online erlvirot:Tent dut

allows the person to mOve, change, or does something enna..'1ces that perscnls p:-esence. \~reb

cams offer the oppottilinity to see facial expressions, shifting body langclage, ar:d phys;cal

motion - but even much more sinlple indications of action 2nd char:ge car: be effective ~'1

generati.tlg presence. In multimedia communities where members use real and LC"lag"nary

. 'Id"" th 1 1 ,... ..L ,·-rptet....l!'es Cal. e avata...rs to represent emselves, the aD1i.:ty to moye ~Le avatz to Qlt::erent

positions irl a room mimics physical body m01'ement. S\v1tch:ng ITo:n one aV2.ta to a...'.o0.er

can create body language and a ch2!1ge in identity expression. E,en in rloe pure te-,1:

environments of chat, message boards, and web communities, a person's presence can be

enhanced by the ability to move from one section of the environment to another, assum~"g
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other people are able to see the person's movement In any environment, multimedia or te.xt,

the opportunity to add, remove, or ch,mge something enhances one's presence in t.'oe minds of

others who experience that alteration of t.he setting.

So too entering, leaving, and re-entering arl environment - which is possible in ab1Qst any

online setting - signifies one's actions and presence. Similar to t.he peek-a-boo iSJr.e t.hat

delights children, cycles of appea..ring and disappearing reinforce one's existence in the mi.....lds

of others. When one vanishes, the other's :mticipation of one's return remains in his or her

mind of one's continuous presence over time. Only after a sustained period of no longer

reappearing does one's anticipated presence begin to fade in the ot.l,er's consciousness.

Intec-aetiVJity with the Env'.;rc=e:1t

The Free Dictionary defines the verb to interact as "tral"lsmit thoughts or fedi..'lg;". Kirsh"

(2004: http://icl-serveLucsd.edu/-kirsh/Artides/Interac11vity /brock-sini?-\e.htmD asserts t.'tat

if we consider examples of interactivity in daily life, our clearest e.xamples come from social

contexts: a conversation, playing a game of tennis, dancing a waltz, dressing a child,

performing as a member in a choir, reacti.'lg to the audience in theatre. l\ll these highly

interactive recreations teach us something about the nature of interaction. Each requires

cooperation; the involved parties should coordinate their activity or else t.l-,.e process collapses

into chaos. Kitsh deems that all parties exercise power over each othec, influenci..'lg what the

other will do, a..1ld usually there is Sor:1e degree ofnegc~ationover who \vill do \vhat, w::--~en 2.J1"ld

how. Multimedia technology offers instructional designers an unprecedented opportunity to

create richly interactive lea.'"TIing environlTlents. Inter2.ctive le2..-ning offers t.c,e lea,.-ne: freedom

to learn in a stimulating environment. Freedom seerns necessary for learning environments in

order to emphasise lea.rner control. Kirsh fur+.her asserts that perception itself is L'1terachve.

Khrsh (2004: http://icl-server.ucsd.edu/-kirsh /...i\rticles /lnteracti,~ity/brock -single.htmD

argues that lessons should be interactive and explorative. Leami..'lg environments are s12pposed

to create a conte.xt where users Carl discover interesting phenomena, pose their own q'-lestions,

sketG1. out their mVI1 plans for deeper inquiry, and yet change t'teir mi.."1ds in 2....., adaptive <L'1d

responsive man.'1er depending on ,-vhat they e..nCOlli"1ter. This me<L.'1S L~at \vhile users probably

engage in some degree of advance pl<L'L'1i..'lg they are equally i.....,volved i::1 cor:tinuous, onbe

44 HOD: Dept of Cognitive Science - Uciv. Califoda, San Diego ~ ki.,.-<::!~@llc5d.edu
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improvisation. The interactivity built into a multi-media environment should be sensitive to the

goals of users, and help to direct them in fruitful directions.

Kirsh (2004: http://icl-server.ucsd.edu/ -kirsh!lLrticleslInteractivityIbrock-single.htmD

further affinns that multimedia technology offers LnstructionaJ designers a!1 unprecedented

opportunity to design richly interactive leamL'1g environmencs. lilieady it is possib'e cc offer

students the capacity to invoke 2..'1llnaced and highly specific advice of experts, to pass

visualization filters over tables of numbers to better reveal their statistical structure, to design

and simulate experiments, and to ""-plore mathematical relations.

As the degrees of freedom of both designers a.'1d users increases, it is more L-nPOfC2-'1t ilia-Cl

ever to understand the process of interaction in eyberspace. Accordmg to Suler, (200L :

Electronic book), we reach a fuller level of presence when we can L'1teract with the environment

rather th211 srnply witness it. Very basic elements of interaction involve the ability to enter,

move within, and leave a virtual setting. Any sensory or verbal cue that heightens the sensation

of entering and leaving an environment enhances its presence as a setting distinct fro", o,,1-rer

settings. A window that springs forward from the hard drive icon augme:1ts the feeling ,,"at

one has entered that space. A voice saying "\Velcome" when one signs on 'ets O:1e know tha'

one has crossed a threshold from one area to another. So too the ability to move withL'1 the

environment - to see it from different perspectives - adds to its spatial quality and power of

presence. In a multi-page web site, a navigation bar on each page creates the perception of

being in one "room" among many possible rooms. In sophisticaced 3D graphical

environments, ~I,e ability to look 360 degrees aro:.h'ld a room~ and to move around z: objec'

and see it from various viewpoints, simulates life-like perspectives and life-IL,:e presence.

\Ve know we are somewhere when we can have an effect on the settL'Cg, wnen ;c re2cts to

our actions. Reciprocal reactivity between one and one's environment enn2-'Cces one's sense of

presence in that erlvironment. Even somet.l.ting as sirnple as beLi.g a)Ie to click er: 2. key to

make something happen enhances the feeling of doing and being L'1 that sp2.ce. As

opportunities to interact with 2.fl onli.t"le environrnent become more sophistcated 2nd less

predictably routine, the more fully present that en~.ronmentfeels.

To appreciate the power of movement a.f'ld reciprocal interz.::.:tic:1 in crec.:ilg presence

within an onEne settL'lg, notice what happens "nen one's progra'T. cralnes. NOL"0g respo::ds
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to one's mouse clicks. Everything freezes. The environme.tlt becomes dead 2nd one's

sensation ofpresence in it evaporates almost immediately.

Kushner (2004: 52) asserts that multiplayer online computer gaInes, such as EverQuest and

Asheron's Call, have become popular by emphasizing te'h'!1 play and com:nunity participation.

Participants meet iJl these fantasy-themed online wo,lds not to com?ete but to :-:2.c"1g out. As a

result, one of the missing links L~at caused earEer virtual worlds to crumble seems to be

emerging: an audience. According to the teclmology research fIrm IDe, 87.3 million people

are playing online games. Around 400,000 are paying $13 per month to play EverQuest, by far

the most popular pay-to-play game. An.d these onEne gvnes have become the tra'nir,g wheels

for vi.rtual worlds.

Suler (2004: Electronic book) maintains that if others do not react to one's being 'h"1d doing,

one's subjective s;:nse of one's own presence tends to wane. \v'hen ignored, Ll-,at sense of self

and presence fades, perhaps resulting in feeling lost, powerless, frustrated, angry, lonely, or

depressed. People whose presence is not acknowledged may avoid the environment or act Ollt

in negative ways to attain some kind of attention. Lacking eye contact, handshakes, 2.c,d hugs,

people in t=-only environments may be especially susceptible to feeling overlooked. =f no

one replies to one's email or post, one's very e..xistence in Ll-,at setting comes into question.

One's sense of the others as being real a!1d present also may fade, because real people respond

to each other's presence.

Any person's identity and the ways to convey it are highly complex. People feel more

present to others - and even to thell15elves - when they are able to express a wide r'h'1ge of

thoughts, memories, emotions, and motives. An online environment providL'1g tools Ll.,at

ma.'<:imize these expressions of personal identity will enha.'1ce the experience of SOGecne L"1

particular reillly being there.

Our ability to e.xplore and interact wit..'-l the presence of another person er,hznces oc:

knowing not only that someone is here, but also who that someone is. A person may say

nothing, but one may see their avatar in Ll-,e room or their name in L'ce chat room user Est.

One may feel uneasy about that person bec2.l.:se C:1e is r..ot s:.:re \V[}O he C~ she is; Q~ eye:: :f

that person is a male or female. One may not even be sure if Ll-,e person is present 2t all. /1

Str<h"'1ge sense arises when one can..."'1ot be certin if someone is here, and, if in.deed they are here
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or who exactly that person is. This is a common situation L'l eyberspace. Interacting more and

knowing more about the other provides the remedy to t.l-jat apprehens;on,

U .. ",,~=T' -'-'JP T'"",erntan~ 1L ernltOCR<lJl almJlllil!Jlty

Unfamiliar territory and the unknown tend to make people a'1xious 2lld uncomfor"cable.

This situation no=aJly leads to confusion, which causes people to leave a probable learning

environment. Based upon research, Kelly 2lld Cool, (2002: Electronic jOllrna!), deduce that as

one's familia.-rity with a topic increases, one's searching efficacy incre2.Ses a'1c o:-:e's reading

time decreases. Suler (2004: Electronic book) reasons t.l-jat we tend to feel at home and

comfortable in a familiar setting. We have "been" t.J.,ere before which makes it easier to "be"

there now. Among the almost limitless choices of onEne environments to inhabit, we tend to

stick to just a few - those fa..-niliar ones where presence has ta..~en root 1.'1 O~r consciousr:ess.

To the contra}', al'y settL'1g that looks confusing or unL'ltelligible, d1at doesn't make visud or

linguistic sense, onhat offers no meaning to us, will tend to make us feel uncomfortable t.J.,ere.

Without overstating the importlnce of familiarity it needs to be noted that novel settL'1gs

and situations can appeal to our attention a'1d clLnosity. New environments create a challenge

to explore, learn, and master them, thereby heightenLTJ.g irn.!ne:-sion 2...'1d presence. 'I':.~e fa,:ltasy

quality of onlh'le gh'l1es 2lld cornmunities also appeals to the unconscious: the huma.rl mind

seeks out a drea.'1l·1ife. Although far from fa-milia, 2nd sometimes even :ncrecible, on';"e

fantasy environments can stL'11ulate presence by addressing t.J.,e basic human r:eee for an

altered state of experience and consciousness.

Relationships feel more alive as we discover new ",ings about our companion. People seem

more real when they occasionally act in ways we did not anticipate. lhis is why software"

robots" 2lld other forms of artificial intelligence (AI) possess more presence in ,,"e early stages

of encounter, but tend to lose some or all of its presence over tL'TIe. Even if t}le avatar u'--ley

create possesses high sensory character, most AI programs are not complex enough to sustain

their presence as a human-like entity. Th.ey become too predictable, too mecna.'1icaL Some

people, in a controlled text environment, may not at first be able to tel! the difference between

a machine and a human - but over tL'11e, very few if any progrs-ns cze sustxn the \,~ee rar:ge

ofcomple..xity, chmge, xi.d interactivity t~at \,ve interp:-et as hG~an p:-ese::c:e.

_t\s along as an onfuie environrnent is fle..xible enough to allovl peo;Jle to e.xc:-ess tr,e

complexities of d1eir identity . ~lnd as long as people use that fle.xibility - they ca.'": maintain as



well as enrich their presence. People also may apply the fantasy features of onlL'le galnes 2-"lcl

communities to enhance t,l-,e presentation of their identity wit,1-, a dose of Lrnag'~,ation. It is the

effective balance between the familiar and new - between reality and vision - that raises

presence to new levels. With all its numerous options for manipulating and combining text,

visuals, sound, movement, change, and interactivity, eyberspace offers mmy possibilities for

the creative e..xpression of presence.

THE DIMENSIONS OF AWARENESS

Suler (2004: Electronic books) maintains that relationships in eyberspace encourage us to re

examine many of the traditional assumptions about physical presence ;L,cl time. The

environmental presence of a physical settL'1g always manifests itself in our c\.:rrent state of

technology, via a computer screen. All of the many" here's" we can experience onL,e emerge

from that screen. Our actual physical location has not ch2-..,ged at ",ll, which pOL'!:s to :he

power of the mind to shape sensory character and interaction into a psychologically real 2-"ld

meaningful environment. As we sit and look L'1tO our monitors, cyberspace remL'1ds us tJ-,at

what we see and experience is always shaped by what we think ;L,d feel.

Despite the powerful possibilities for presence onEne, we shodd remind ou!'selves tJ-,at

indeed our body sits in a room, in front of a computer, in a setting that is quite different from

the online encounter. We may not even be consciously aware of that setting arol'nd us, which

points to the importance of dissociation in allowing us to experience presence o"line. To fuliy

immerse ourselves L'1tO the environments and relationships of cyberspace, we shou'd be al:Jle

to minirnize awareness of the settL'lg around us - at least for a tL-ne. If the phone rings or the

dog barks to go out, we shift our attention back to Oll!" physical surcocndL,gs. We cannot

immerse ourselves fully into eyberspace a.'ld in-person presences simult2.,eously, no more tha.'1

we can completely immerse ourselves into different onEne settil"1gs or re;"tionships

simultaneously.

\Vith practice, we learn how to manage a multi-tasking of presence. We C<h'1 be here 2-'1<'

now in one particular online system of environmental and interpersonal presences, while

keeping an eye and ear open for something that might call our attention to ;L"1other system -

either the in-person setting or another onli.~e setting. LTsually it is a c.!12.:-ige 1..11 C:1e ef ~::e ct~e:-

enviromnents that signals us to attend to it For e..xanple, while fully e::grossed wit'l a-, e::mil

companio~ part of US notices all L\1 icon blinking, the call te presence of z:cther cor:-::;)2..--:10r:.- -

The process resembles mindfulness meditation in which we focus our presence on a-..,d with
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one thing, but also allow another part of our rnind to silently notice "''ld then shift

concentration to other things that might arise from the wide range of possible presences in the

periphery of our field of awareness. Rather than being one-dimensional, presence involves

shifts in magnitude, direction, and juxtaposition as we balance and redirect our awareness

from here to there.

The sense of presence anses from the objective cues of sensory stin:mlation, change,

interactivity, and degree of familiarity - but that L'le iJnpact of those c"es is heavily int1uercced

by the subjective interpretation of the individual. The worlds ;md relationships of cyberspace

remind us that the being, here, and now ofpresence resides in the human mind.

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT IN CYBERSPACE

According to Suler (2004: Electronic book), one of the interesting thir:gs abo·"t the Internet is

the opportunity if offers people to present themselves in a v","';ety of different ways. One can

alter one's style of beirlg just slightly or indulge in wild experiments wiLt., one's identity by

cha-nging one's age, history, personality, "''ld physical appearance, even one's gender. The

usemame one chooses, the details that one does or does not indicate ZbOLt oneself, ±e

infonnation presented on one's personal web page, the persona or avatar one assumes in ar:

online community 2Ie important aspects of how people m"''lage their identity ir: eyoerspace.

Identity is a very complex aspect of huma-n nature.

Suler (2004: Electronic book) proposes five interlocking factors, which are useful in r:2.vigating

the maze of how people manage who they are in eyberspace:

According to Suler (2004: Electronic book), a single person's identity embodies multiple

identities. One possesses many sectors "'~thi:l one's personality and plays numerO\2S roles in

one's life - such as child, parent, learner, employee, neighbour, or friend. Cybespace offers 2.

niche for each of these specific facets of se!fhood. Some people e,-en talk abOl:t how we can

"d "I lin 0 d h ' , . l'econstruet ou....rse ves on' e. ne oes not aye to present one s selves m tota.:. - now or:e

looks, talks, moves, one's history, thoughts, feelings, and personality, all in one big package. In

different envU:onrne..nts, '\ve can divvy up <L.'1d present ocr cha:actenstcs L"1 p2.ckets of va-r1C"CS

sizes and content. Thanks to thous",'lds of onlil"le groups each devoted to a diSti:let

professional, vocational, or personal topic, we cm express, highlight, a-"1d de,-e'op specific

interests and life experiences while setting aside others. One does not have to mention to one's
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stock trading e-mail list that one also hang out at the "I Dream ofleannie" fan cLb site. \Y,~~e::

one joins an online com..rnu.T1ity, one often has a choice about ho~l.l ml1ch~ if atlY, personal

information one places into the members! profile database. Onhne com.'TIunicatiorr tools even

give one the choice about whether one wants people to see how one looks or hears one's

voice. The desire to remain anonymous reflects the need to eliminate those critical features of

one's identity that one does notwant to display's in that particular environment or group. Tne

desire to lurk - to hide completely - indicates the person's need to split off her/his eCltire

personal identity from her/his observh'lg of those around her/his; s/he wa-'lts to look, buc r:oc

be seen.

Compartmentalizing or dissociating one's vwous online identities like this can be an

efficient, focused way to manage the multiplicities of selfhood. Cyberspace gives people che

opportunity to focus on a-'ld develop a particular 2-spect of who they <?re. lt ",ay even gi'"

people the chance to express and explore facets of their identity thac they do r:oc express in

their face-ta-face world. Everyone in Gary's in-person wodd may not know that he is a

romantic medieval knight in an online role-playing g3-'Tle.

However, the importance of integrating t.'Je assorted components of selfhooG shoClld noc

be ignored. Br'illging together the various components of onEne ".,d omine iden:ity into one

balanced, harmonious whole may be the hallmark ofmental healL'>.

The Development of Posi.tive or Negative F.1tib::tz§

According to Suler (2004' Electronic book), the different components of who we Ut ca'l be

categorized as either positive or negative. There are some ::nive,sal ccite:-ia :.'oat car: help LS

distinguish the two. Most of the time we w'JI criticize a person's need to hurt ot.'-Jer people a-'lG

applaud compassion. But it's not necessary to present universal truisms about good ""d bad.

Subjectively, a person can feel shame, guilt, fear, an.xiety, or hatred about some aspect of L'Jei:

identity, while accepting and appreciating other aspects. People also strive to attain new,

idealized ways of being. Those who act out in cyberspace are h'l some way hurt'~~ga, vioking

the rights of others, or hurti..'lg them. Others may use cyberspace as a-., opportunity to e.xercise

their positive characteristics, or to develop new ones in a process of 11 self-actlalisatior:. ii

Onli.!le romances, even those h'lvolving a clearly recognized element of fa'ltasy, ca-'l be 6-owt:::

promoting. In some cases people may e'''7ress a negative tr""clt i,'1 a..'1 a!tempt:o \vo::-k t.~:-o'JS-: i:

45Th..is has relevance to the Johari window, wbch is ruscJSseci, at the beg6ni::J.g of 1'is chzpter.
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A gay person who lea..ms to accept his homos(e'illality as a result of pattcipation in arl onEne

support group has changed the valence from negative to positive.

Whether we view something about ourselves as positive or negative can become a complex

issue. The various environments and styles of commu11ication on the Internet serve as a

flexible testing ground for exploring one's personality. In a chat room, a quiet person comes to

realize the freedom and delight of spontaneously opening up, and how that leads to

friendships.

Level of JPamtt2§y ox lRe:ility in EnvUorunent§

According to Moltenbrey (2004:1) the virtual environment allows one a "second life" to

reinvent oneself to reflect your true personality. It opens the possibility to allow Or'e to be who

ever one wanted to be "vithin this envrronInent "Seco!1d Life" is a place \vhere one can

completely stretch one's inugination and the boundaries of reality by exploring pecsonal

fantasy that is outside the realm of possibility wi1>l-,in real life.

According to Suler (2004: Electronic book), in some onEne irlteractions or'e :s expected to

present one as one truly is. One does not pretend to be sorroeone ot.'-ler rh"n or,e's true

identity. Other groups in eyberspace encourage or even require that one assumes an ilnagu-.2-'

persona, as in the fantasy worlds of MOOs, Ml.JDs, and other game environments. In

multimedia chat communities, one has no choice but to wear an i!n~J1ative lookL"'g avatar to

represent oneself. Many other environments fall somewhere in between reality a.'·d fantasy.

One could get away with pretending to be someone very different t.l-,an who one is, or one

could alter just a fevr features - like one's na.'Tle, ccccpation, or p1:.ys:czl a?peza.:.-:ce - wr:ile

retaining one's other true characteristics. This ca..'" go un-noticed, especially in text-only

environments. In fact, one does not know for sure if other people are altering their identities,

or how many people are altering their identities. Hidden positive and negative pa.'ts ef onese'f

may seek (expression in an imagina..ry identity that comes to life online.

1fany people walk around in their face-to-face lives wea..ring "masks" that are quite different

from how they think and feel internally. All the time people are discoveri,g tcl-,ings about their

personality that they never realized before. Our daydreams and fac..,tasies often reveal hidder

aspects ofwhat we need or wish to be. If people drop t.:\e usual perso"a a.,d bri"g to ::fe ±ose

hidden or fantasized identities onEne, the dilem..'"Yla that surfaces is \vhethe: ir:e o:11Le

personality is the true personality.
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Level. of Conscious AWaTeJtJl!:§s am!!. iCoillltrol

According to Suler (2004: Electronic book), how we decide to present ourselves in cyberspace

is not always a purely conscious choice, Some aspects of identity 2Te hidde" below 6e sur:~ce.

Covert wishes and inclinations leak out in roundabout or disguised ways wit.f,out our even

knowing it. We're not always aw2Te of how we dissociate parts of our identity or even of the

emotional valence we attach to them. A person selects a USem2Jne or avat2T on a whim,

because it appeals to him, without fully understa....ding the deeper symbolic mexIings of t.'cat

choice. Or she joins an online group because it seerns interestiJlg while failing to realize the

motives concealed in that decision. The anonymity, fantasy, and nU'nerous v;h";eties ef online

environments give ample opport\.mity for this expression of unconscious needs a....d emotions.

This becomes evident in the psychological concept of transference.

People vary greatly in the degree to which they are consciously aware of md control thei

identity in cyberspace. They temporady surrender their normal identity to t"le imaginary

persona. Some people, on their own, make a fully intentional choice about who 6ey want to

be in cyberspace. Some are partially awace of 6eir choice a....d witl, help or through experie:1ce

become more aware. Others resist any self-iJlsight at all. They live under the iEusion that they

are in control of themselves.

According to Suler (2004: Electronic book), we express our identity in the clot.hes we wear, in

our body language, through the careers and hobbies we pursue. These are the media, which we

use to communicate who we are, Similarly, in cyberspace, people choose a specific

communication cha.'111e1 to e.xpress them. There are a v;h";ety of possibilities and combinations

ofpossibilities, each choice giving rise to specific attributes of ide.'1tity. People who rely on text

communication prefer the semantics of languoge via written discourse, There are also the

" b~l;- ,,_..1.. d l!' r I! h ' th 1 ,.. ..ver =ers WIlO are oppose to vlSuallsers w 0 may enJoy t e more symoo,lC, 11D.2gJSt1C,

and holistic reasoning that is expressed via the creation of avatars a.,d we':J gc2?bcs. So"'e

people prefer synchronous communication (such as chat), which reflects the spor:t,,"c:eous, free

form, witty, and temporally current self. 06ers are dra"m to t'ce mo,e tIlOUghtfd, reflective,

and measured style of asynchronous commu.rlication, as in message boards and e-mail. There

are personalities that wa..~t to sho\v and not receive too much by using web CS"":1S or creaS-:g

web poges; to receive and not show too much by lurking or web browsing; arrd still others

who want to dive into highly interactive social environrnents where both sh0'.v'~'1g a.cc:d

receiving tlLrive.
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The media chosen call intimately intedock with the degree of identity ;nteg.-at:on 3o"d

dissociation, ""'lcl with the extent to which a person presents a real or irnagillary self.

PERSONALITY TYPES IN CYBERSPACE

According to Suler (2004: Electronic book), the basic psychological features of online

environments shape how people and groups behave in those realms. Onlil1e behaviour will

always be determined by how those features interact with t.J..,e characteristics of r,'Je people ;10

those environments. A variety of systems might be useful in classifying those characteristics,

We might focus on specific features of the user, such as the person;s computer skills, goals for

using the Intemet, demographic cl1aracteristics (age, social-economic status and occupation).

There is several comprehensive theoretical systems in psychology that could help us eX30"TIine

how va.-ious personality types behave in cyberspace: for exa..nple, !.'le Myers-3,iggs system,

Cyberspace is a psycl1ological space dut ca.t] stin1Ulate the processes of projection, acting

out, and transference. It can alter sensory experience and can even create a dre=-like state of

mind.

1l'HE ]POWER OF §!J\I-rUlAT!ON

According to Linser (2004: http://www.ausis.org/SimPhy/papers! supposehtrnl), role·

play simulation allows learners to explore attitudes and beliefs, which they may not hold, It

also enables them to explore modes of action, which they would not ot.herwise ta.k:e. A fairly

standard method of inquiry occurs when one ass~-nes t.1;e position of me other :r: order to

explore their L-npllcations. Thus in suspending r,1;eir O\vn beliefs, lea.--ners oper: up to

possibilities for understanding beliefS and ideas that they may not hold. In plaYL'1g a role in a

simulation however they also become aware of me consequences when these attitudes a.'ld

beliefS serve as me basis for action.

Simulation offers consequences of action in a safe environment. in a safe em'i:onment

personal beliefs are sheltered by the persona beL'lg played and t.'Je re21 identity of Iea.r:1ers is

hidden from view. Learners can explore modes of action they would not have ot.J.,erwIse take",

Moreover, ",nere vL-ruaI effects substitute me real consequences of actions, ie'"~-ners

become free to e.''Plore issues, values, beliefs a.'"Id attitudes they wou'd otherwise fee'

emotionally constrained to explore. If just a g-ame, al'1y chalienge to these e:n.otQnally It.der.

issues would not threaten the edifice of identity to ~·hich they ?-re h11.ked, Fl:r+,-~e:, ,-vhen

playing a role, lea..'"ners become aware of, and indeed as pa.""t of the gao-ne of ma.k:e believe, the
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defence mechanisms that challenge these values are normally aroused. The emotional

consequences that would have been provoked under real conditions are thus prevented <le..,d

learners can deal with issues, perhaps it1 a more rational manner.

Playing in teams allows learners to c."allenge and e."Plore their own ideas and beliefs a,nong

peers without the constraints, which the authoritarian position of teachers might impose.

Moreover, the ability to discuss an issue with peers, to test ideas and modes of action creates

an atmosphere of exploration much more difficult to achieve otherwise. Not only do the

weaker learners get the benefit of helpful attention from the stronger lea..rners, but the group as

a whole seems to become infused with a 'buzz' or 'adrenalin rush' often found in te2ffi sports.

Learners motivate their peers and share views v;~th each other in a more profound way than

they would have in doing individual assessment work-

Using different media forms of communication creates sigr:ificantly diffe,.e"t spztial a"e
t=poral effects for social relations. This directs attention to t."'e structu,.al CO:1StraL'lts

in"lposed by the medium and the way it can both limit wd create new opportu!'.cties fo!"

learning.

The absence of paralinguistic non-verbal cues and status markers become <le'l opportclncty

to explicitly reflect on their in"lportance in face-to-face interaction. Their absence had an

in"lportant function for learning as the need to explicitly point t.\-jem out in textclal form

required participants to reflect on t."'eir use in the different interactive contexts.

The sin"lulation medium effects sigr:ificant alterations to a whole ra..'lge of ,.elatons; the

sin"lulated, the collaborative and itlstitutional. It separates the lea..'Tling space ftom the

institutional space, the virtually interactive from the organizational procedural a.....d replaces the

cont= dependent verbal "-,<change with the content ofwritten te.'<t.

The technology as a medium for learning t.\-jus helps lea..rners by providing a secure

environment for 'taking on the attitude of the other'. By using the identity of the role as t."'e

bearer of the beliefs, values and actions to be challenged, the identity of t."e learner remaL'1s

protected. It allows the learners to suspend belief so that they can 'play' ,vith these beliefs,

values and actions, investigate them a..'ld expe..rience their cO:lsequences.
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ROLE PLAYING, §TORY TEulNGAND §IMULATION

Story telling is w important form role-playing takes in leam'ng environments bot'-! i"fom:al

wd formal. During story telling, the storyteller assumes a role and personality often different,

or in a different state of mind thw his or her 0\1,". Thus, the storyteller role-plays a person or

situation different from the current one to convey information to waudience.

Schwk a.\1.d Abelson (1995: 1-18) propose a theory of memory entirely based on stories.

They claim that memory is indexed by stories a.'1d cog,-,ition is the process of stor~,g, indexL'1g

wd retrieving these stories in the right context. If memory were constructed like te'l.is, it would

seem natura.! to use storytelling wd role-playing L'1 lea.'1ling environments. The more cues used

to store wd recall information, the easier it is to do so. Embedding factual information in 2.

story ensures a better chance of recalling its uses later because of the large nun.,ber of mental

cues a story provides.

Storytelling affords a more 'likable' conte,:t to le2.c'11.ing rather thw a normal lecture.

Bettelheim (1976: 78) writes a psychoanalytic account of fairy-tales in storytellL'1g for children.

He describes many of the emotional reasons children need fairy-tales to cope with their lives.

Specifically he lists the functions of a story are to entertaL'l, arouse curiosity, stimulate

imagination, develop intellect, clarify emotions, attlL'1e to anxieties ",.,d aspirations, give

recognition to difficulties, and suggest solutions to personally meaningful problems. In

essence, stories build children's coping strategies and get them thL'1.king about real life

probleJ11.S.

The entertainment and a..rt:s world is filled with exa.'Ilples of role-playing. Entertainment

value is evidence for the highly motivating aspects of role-playL'g. The trend is te'l.at more

immersed environments for entertainment captures t...~e attention of the audiITce better than

more passive environments. For example, watchL'1g TV is not as e.xcitir.g as going to a lTD\"ie

theatre as a theatre provides a more imc'11.ersed environment for viewing.

Television has become a standard for storytelling in modem culture. The majority of ±e

viewing audience watches television prograrns that involve stories. That is, cL'<L'Ilas, movies,

and comedies. Dramas tell serious stories both fact and fictional to audiences to cO:1.,ey

emotion a.'1.d explore moral dilemmas.

Games are a promising medium to e.xplore storytelling. They provide all te'l.e same functions

of television, movies, novels and plays, but add aspeGs of collaboratiof', a.."".d u:teraction



Early graphical games engaged players by offering a form of role-playing. Games such as

Sony's EverQuest46
, Virtual Fighter, Capcom's Street Fighter II, ~'1d Midway's Mortal Kombat

offer engaging graphics and a pick of various fighting characters. 'When playing, a user 2.SSl.unes

these characters' means and goals in a given game scenario. That is, one possesses 1J'oeir ability

to fight in certain ways to win a tournament or defend oneself. Midway's Mortal Kombat takes

this one step further by using actual choreographed moves from real life actors. Their

successes have been enormous. These types of g"dffies add captive motiva~ion "-,,,d

entertainment to the list of functions of role-playing. The lCc"TIitarion here is ir, vac-ia'ion ""d

content quantity. There is usually only one goal even though 1J'Jere are many different role

playing aspects to attaining 1J'oat goal. T'ne website,

http://secondlife.comi?a=51be5f4405b5022428eb4e4d9.c132dc2, by vendor "Second Life"

provides a superior example ofvirtual role-playing.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter the nature of virtual socialisation and its association with learning is

discussed. Similarities ac'1d differences in physical and virtual associations and their impact on

learning styles are also examined. Simulated learning environments are also investiga~ed.

Parallels and differences of hUl'Tlan behaviour in physical and vCc--rual enviroroments are

studied. In exploring the psychology of both physical ac"ld virtual space, the author illustrates

heightened levels of stil'Tlulation in virtual learning environments. Learning occurs when

reflection on e.xperience leads to new paths L'1 handling situations. 'X'hen the rela~ion between

experience and knowledge becomes kr1owledge/e.xperie,,-ce, that is whe,,- they are ""sed into a

dynamic resource for handling situations, learning h2.S occurred.

Chapter 8 deals with education in cyberspace in six countries other than South Africa.

46 Eve:rQuest (2IXlO) is a registered trademrl of Sony Enterni..~_ent and. Ver:!L1.': Inte:2.C'iy~, ccpy::cgr:t 2000.
http://v.T\Vw.ev't~roue5t.com/



Chapter 6

ADoPTION OF E-EDUCATION IN OTIffiR COUNTRlES

lINrRODUCIION

Subsequent to taking the reader through an understanding of e-education 1." the previous

chapter, the author examines approaches to e-education and attitudes of education autllorities,

principals, teachers and learners to e-education in the following countries:

0 India

0 Nepal

0 Brazil and Latin America

0 United States ofAmerica

0 Malaysia

0 Europe

A brief overview of the status of e-educat1on at a.'"l international level is provided prior to

examining its status in the above countries.

According to Gokam47 (2004:http://w\1;w.ewh.ieee.org/rlO/bombay! lecture/

34wtd.htnil, people all over the world are becoming incre2Sir.gly deper.dant or. =CTs t'lat

range from radio a."d telephones to television a."d Internet. Unwittingly, we ue using one

form of technology or the other to obtain. on daily information needs ir. the form of the news,

the market, education, health weather or travel a.t1d tourism and ba.'"lking. The avaihbility of

rCl' infrastructure is not evenly distributed in the world "'CId hence a knowledge gap h2S

developed between 'information poor' and 'infomution ric.~' countries, "'-Cl imbahr.ce betweer.

urban and rurcal arezs ~md even between young"-.!" "'-'ld older generations, ",-"d 1., some societies,

between men and women.

"Lecture on 34th World Teiecom Day by Lt Gen Prakash GOk""" PVSM, }\.VSM
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This technological inequality between individuals, societies and nations is known as the

digital divide. Since ICTs, whether mobile telephones, personal computers a\1d Internet, are

tools that are used to generate wealth and prosperity, inaccessibility to r,c,ese devices can

deepen economic disparities. Gobm presents the following disparities:

o 70% ofthe world's poor have little access to leTs leave alone a telephone;

o Consequently over 1/3 of the world's population has NEVER made a telephone

call;

o The developed world has 50% telephone lines per 100 people. In developing

countries the ratio is 1-4 telephone lines per 100 people;

o Most of the information exchanged on Internet is in English - a language spoken

by just 10% of the world's population.

It is also a reality that the power of infonnation technology and teleccmrm.::::iG\tions has

given birth to a globalised economy, which will greatly influence the economy 0: nations. The

nature of ICTs therefore offers a golden opportunity to raise the large masses of people to

higher levels of education, health and prosperity.
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Lecture on 34" World Telecom Day: http://w'N'W.ewh.ieee.org/r10/bombav/
Figure 12: Estimated Internet users

According to Utsumi" (2004: http:! hV'Nw.ewh.ieee.org!rl0!bombav! lecture!34\vtd.htm),

the speed of Information and Communications Technologies, especially L'cle Internet, is

revolutionizing whole aspects of social, cultural <L'1d economic life. ICTs are creatir-g r'1ar:y

opportunities to improve our quality of life. But because of their uneven spread, d-ley are also

creating new challenges; notably the emergences of a digital divide.

Goka..-n uses figure 12a and 12b (above) to show t.~at Asia md Africa, which toget.~er

forms % of t.~e world population, has access to '/. of the Internet <L,d t'ixed telepho::e IL'es. If

we look at the distribution of Internet and E.xed telephone lines between ce:::L,e:::a' regio::s

we notice that in relation to population and poverty the digital inIFa.Str'uct"re ef Afr'.ca is :he

lowest. Some developing countries in the Asia Pacific region appear to be growing rapidly.

" Lectu..re on 34th World Telecom Day in Mumbai
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There are billions of people in Africa and remote areas of Asia who remain untouched by

the ICT revolution because of:

o Ignorance of the English language ;

o Complexity ofleaming PC usage;

o High cost ofPC's;

o Non-availability or high rates of access to the Internet.

"India is the on!J country other than US where we hat~ done significant SoflWaT'! business

in lIT The amount ofwork going on has actuaf!y helped us. Firrt ofall the quality gets

very high marks and India has been able to keep improting and increasing the number of

trainedpeople coming out ofits univerrities. So even the number ofjobs has gone up and there

are goodpeople taking thosejobs. India has weathered this tough periodfir IT and that is a

verygood sign. India has done incredib!J IINll in the senices area. Distance is not a barrier ill

getting talent. India should be proud. " Gates: (2002:

http://mvlI:g!oballearning.de(gleam«gibin! gl-ise~tJage.cgi?StmctredCo!lt<'nt~Jlll303.QZ).

E-LEARNING IN Il'.'DIA

Accorclirlg to Sri.nivasan" (2002: http://w\.;w.global-lea..rning.delg·leCJ~l/cgibin !

gluser:pqge.cgi?Struetured Content=m13030l), "the Net" has found a strong hold on the way

education is imparted in India.

The India.'l government prelneditated that by ensur.ng that every child is e.xposed to basic

literacy and basic ICT skills by the time he or she e.'1ds primae; schools the county can trdy

bridge t.~e digital divide. Accorcb.g to Gok= (2CDC::

http://wv.w.ewh.ieee.org!r10!bombay!lecture!34wtd.htm5~. ICT 3-"d cO!Y'~-nl'1ica:ior: jobs

49 Srinivasan, B. (2002) Or...line Thstanee Education~ Ur~versity News~ 4D (47), Nov 25 - 8ec :, p. 18.

50 Lectu...-re on 34th ~rorld Telecom Day in Mumbai
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do not delllilIld too much physical effort and encourage bOG~ genders. They provide equal

opportunity to women to progress in society. Gradually, computer education is being made

an essential part of the school curriculum. For school level education, interactive TV and

infrastructure developed by IGNOU ;llld NIC wiG~ VSAT technology h2.s m2.de TV the

"Second Teacher" or "Third Parent".

THE JaEGL"JNING

e~Education was introduced when the Prime Minister of India constituted a N2.tional Task

Force on Information Technology and Software Development in May 1998. The purpose of

this taskforce was to formulate a long~term Indian National IT Policy to develop India into an

IT software superpower. It was emphasized that the Government in association wiG" IT

companies will aim to achieve 100% IT literacy at senior secondary level (10 + 2) in 5 ye2!"s

and at secondary level in 10 years (Srinivasan 2002: http://w\v\.i.global-leaming.de/g

learn!cgi-bin /g! userpage.cgi? StructuredContenFm130301).

The main factors contributing to the success of e-learning in India include cheap labouc,

good English speaki!lg skills and the hard~workingnature of Indians. Supplemented by these

qualities, and to be on par \vith the emerging international st;L'1dards for onl~'1e course content,

leading organizations like Aptech, NIIT, Zee, IGNOU, HMs, etc., lmdertook initi"tives in the

online learni.'1g field.

Informational and e-learning portals like zeeleam.com, c1assteacher.com, schoolciccle.com,

egurucool.com, piewebrnaster.com, vidyainfo.com, entr;L'1Ceeg.lru.com ;L"d bizkool.com

provide onlh....e e~leaming solutions to India.

These initiatives promoted anytime, ;L'1ywhere lea.'Tjng. Tne restrictions in terms of job

requirements and modern lifestyle and Illrjted available time, h"d been one of the mli'1 f"ctocs

in the growth of online education. l\S on today, India st;L'1ds out as a leader ;L"TIOng Asian

countn'es :'n tho "old of An1:~e educat1'A~ fo1thougn' "ne ta~:l:t1' os ~"~_A' ).,A ec:' '~.A~ P':+ .;"AS".L.. ~ ...... ~.... v ll.:. v.l.~ \...... l. l...i. .........u ..... ....a...._~v~ ...."... " ......c.~_1... ""~ .l. _.,-, .....

of developed countries like the USA, Australia, and Europe;L....).

Owing to G~e efficient system of education, India can boast to be one of the largest

producers of CBT and WBT (computer~based ;L'1d Web-based trzi'1ing). They now supply

1 .~.,
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instructional designers, Web designers, technical writers and educational subject matter experts

to other countries. Due to the high level of scientific ""'Id technical skills of Indian

professionals, more than 25% of the world's custom software was Indian in 2002 (Sr,nivasan

2002:http:; !"lww.globallearning.de;gleam!cglbin!gluserpage.cgi?StructuredContent=m13030

7).

PROJECTS RELATED TO E~lLEAc'RNlNGIN ][NDlA

The Maharastra Industrial and Technical Consultancy Services (1';HTCONj initiated

computer courses through e-learning with 530 centres bridging the digital divide in mral areas

and smaller townships in the interior locales of Ma-ha..'""aStra. Learners can register themselves at

any of their e-schools and access the course content either at these e-schools, a cybercafe of

their convenience, or at home. Another MITCON experiment in e-lea..-ning is launching e

vidya in the Ma..rathi language in the Maharastra State, targeted to benefit more th"""1 7,500

learners (Sr.nivasan 2002: http://W\Vw.global-leaming.de!g-bm /cgl

bin/gl userpage.cgl?StructuredContent=m130301).

INDIAl", leT INDICATORS

India's Internet user base increased 27% to 7 million in calendar ye21' 2001 - 2002 as

against 5.5 million in 2000 - 2001. In comparison to India's growing passion for Internet,

China's Internet user based grew at 51% to 3.4 corers as against 2.25 corers 12.St year. J2pan

recorded the highest user base of 4547 i.e. almost 50%. In terms of population in India, lout

of every 160 persons uses Internet, while in Japan every 2nd person does. The mL'Tlber of

hostsSl or Internet website in India grew by 132% to 82979 in 2001 as ag-'di.,1St 34810 in 2000.

China and India are evenly matched in Inte..'Tlet host sites. In t.!.,e case of deployment of PC's

China has 2.5 corers, India a mere 6 million i.e. 1 out of every 1600 people (Indis.,) o"ns a PC

(Gokam 2004: http://v,ww.ewh.ieee.org/r10Ibombay!lecture; 34wtd.html.

New developme...,ts wd initiatives clearly indicate that 6e e-lezming mode of im?srtL"1g

education will give a new face to the educational system in bdl.a The government 2.nd non

governmental agencies are making considerable efforts to establish and promote online

51 NumberofPC's di..-ecrlyIink to www
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education. This is clearly reflected through the fact that many schools, colleges and universities

have gone online and learners have got a new platform to obtain education through the NET.

Figure 13 shows an "e-Govemance Cart" which is used for:

o Govt. information - forms, Schemes;

o Land records;

o Education;

o Agriculture;

o Weather;

o Healthcare;

o Email, fax, Internet;

o Entertainment;

o Video conference.

Figure /3: Mobile IITs in rural IndiaJ]

51 ICJ1) Project Workshop HYDERABAD July 8--9th 2004 R.Chandrnshekhar Ooint Secretary, E-Govemanc,
Department of lnfulltllltion Technology, Goveonnent of India)
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In India, mobile cOITLTTIunication is enabled by using personal computers that are connected

via wireless technology on Rickshaw. Such mobile platforms are used for bringing Infonnation

Communication Technologies directly to the rural user at his/her doorstep.

NEPAL

NEPAL COlID.7RY lE'APER

According to Dhakal (2004: website5
'), 23.4 million people irmabit Nepal. It is estirnated

that 44% of the rural households arId 23% of t.~e urban households subsist below t'-1e poveet;'

line. 88% ofthe population lives in rural areas. The literacy rate ill the COutltry is 53.7%.

Poverty alleviation is the sole objective of Nepal's National Development Plan. lCT

(Information Communication Technology) is one of the meatls to achieve its objective 2nd

accorded high priority in the plan. Nepal believes lCT can bring t.~e rural poor ino t.f,e r!12n

stream of the national as well as global market. Further, Nepal believes lCT can:

o Empower the civil society;

o Strengthen democratic institutions;

o Make government more transparent and more accountable;

o Eliminate the geographic barriers in the flow of information;

o Be used in all areas of public interests such as education, heakJ.:t, economy ar>d more

in a cost effective way;

Nepal's National Development Pb.:l incorporated the following lCT infrastructwces:

o Print Media;

o Radio Broadcasting System;

o Television Broadcasting System;

o Telephone;

o Computer and E-education.

53 httn://66.102.11.104/search?a=cache: 7R6wV1iK?\'fbacJ:wviw.aptsec.orglse!T'inarimeewg-2(Xl2!dipital
op IIer-08 Mr.Dhkal-N~al.ppt+e-education+mobile+edu.cation+in~"1dU+!le~"':al&!,j~eE&e- 'LnF-8"),



JPRINT MEDIIA

There are 3 192 newspapers registered in Nepal. Most of t.he newsp"pers are circulated in

Kathmandu valley. Newspapers from Kathmandu can reach 25 districts within 24 hours. Half

of the districts in Nepal still have no newspapers.

RADIO BROADCASTING §ERVICE

Radio Nepal, a government controlled bro"dcasting st"tien, was eS3blished in :951. Its

transmission has reached to 80% of the population. Since 1998 Nepal government has granted

the license to the local broadcasting corporation. At present, 25 licenses have been issued to

private and commercial sectors for radio broadcasting. It is estimated that 1.8 million radio

sets are currently being used in the country.

TELEVISION BROADCASTING §YSTEM

Nepal Television started broadcasting its regular programs in 1985. Nepal Television

(NTV) now covers 55% of the COU11try'S population and 40% of the land area. NTV has

recently started broadcasting its programs via satellite. Recently licenses have been granted to

three private operators. A total of 200 licenses have been given to the cable operaters all over

the country.

'TELEPHONE SERVICES

There are 384 462 installed telephone lines in the cOlmtry and 20 696 mobile telephone

subscribers. Nepal is linked to 131 countries via telephone. Rural telecomrm.L,ic"tior: services

are given priority. One of the rural telecommunication services is provided by l\LA.JUS

(Multiple access radio telephone system) who has 693 terminals in rural settlements.

COMPUIERAND E~EDUCATION

Computer was introduced in Nepal itl 1971 and there re 18 current Interr:et service

providers in the country. Now, there are about 40 000 Internet subscribers !L'1d 18 I:1ternet

service providers. It is estimated that there are about 200 000 computers Lfl. ±e KLlgdoD of

Nepal. lCT related education include computer courses offered at High school level. The

government has resolved to provide free Internet access to high schools. The eS3blis!:Lments

of Information Technology parks are in process.

INSTITUTIONAL J'RAM.l:.WORK To DEVELOP ieT IN NEPAL

The Ministry of Infonnation and Cornrnunication (MOIq and t."e "t\linistry of Science and

Technology (MOST) are acting as promoter, facilitator and regulator in t.h.e lCT sector. His



Majesty's Government has established a separate autonomous body. The Nepal

Telecommunication Authority (NTA), which is responsible for the national and foreigr

private investors in the telecommunication sector. Nepal Te1ecommu!1ication Cooperation

(NTC) is the only operator providing basic telephone and mobile services. National

Information Technology Development Council (NITDq is constituted for policy making,

under the chairmanship of the Prime 1\1inister. National InfOrrGltion Technology

Coordination Cornlnittee (NITcq has been the coordinating marlpower for 6is sector.

National Infonnation Technology Centre (NITC) executes a!1d implements His Majesty's

Govemment's plans and policies. Information Technology Park Development Committee

manages ar.,d coordinates the construction of L'lfo-cities md info-villages.

TELECO~CATIONS¥OllCY

The main objectives of the telecommunications policy are:

o To make available the various types of high standard reliable telecorrununication

servtces;

o To make available the telephone service as per L1.:e Cer:1lid of :he rr~zket m

addition to basic telephone service in remote and inaccessible rural a;-eas;

o To provide new and recent telecomrmmications services with L'-1e objective of

making Nepal an international connection hub;

o To empower the regulatory authority to foster healt.'-ly co:npetitior:: ar:d protectio:o

of consumer's interest;

o To enhance the quality of servlces at reasonable prices in a competitive

environment through private p2rticipation;

o To establish an lCT infrastructure to assist comprehensive developrner::t of all

sectors, namely: agriculture, tourism, healt.~, education, cornmerce, postal se!'.r:ices

etc, \vith maintai.'ling the regional balance as well.

L"'FORMATION TECHNOLOGY POLICY

Nepal's vision is to place itself on the global map of L..,formatio:l technology withi:: the

ne-xt five years Le. from 2000 to 2004 and to build a lmow1edge-based society. 'Che

govemment hopes to achieve t.'-lis by making Information Tecb.nology accessi':Jle to ::he

general public and to create employment through these means. The policy alms to identify

Lnforrnation Technology as a strongL'lfrastrueture to boost national economy.
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Research and development in the field of Infonnation Technology and other related

activities are prioritised. The policy encourages the private sector's role in the development of

Information Technology field by creating an atmosphere conducive to zttract ;:1vestr:'1ent in

the private sector. Information Technology policy aims to establish a venture czpital fJ:1d

with joint participation ofpublic and private sectors.

REGUlATIONS

In furtherance of high priority assigned to ICT policies, appropriate plans of action are

being implemented for short term, mid terms and long term visions. The folloWL"1g plans have

been identified:

o Intellectual Property Act is enacted to regulate transactions to be earned out

through ICT;

o Private sectors are encouraged to develop infrasL'Ucture to bridge the Digital

Divide;

o There are plans to provide telephone lines in each village before 2004;

o Public and private schools are encouraged to provide basic computer education in

high school level;

o Developing infrastructure and communicztion Infrastructure;

o Formulated laws/rules/policies to encourage private sector investment.

All universities in Nepal offer IT courses ;h"1d lea..'11ers are encouraged to use Internet for

their educational materials.

TARGETS TO DEVELOP leT

His Majesty's" Government has a target of providing basie telecommunication services in

every district by 2005. It specifically aims to:

o Provide satellite phones to remote areas;

o To establish 2.-'1 Information TeGlmology based sofuvce L"1dustry;

o Provide telelnedicine to IT'.ajor health centres;

o To establish Internet nodes iIl district headqus"'ters by 2004;

54 King Gyanen±:a Bir BilL."", Sh:ili Dev.
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o To provide computer education to all by 2010;

o Tax concession on import and export of Infonnation Technology hardware and

software;

o To introduce distance learning systems.

CONSTRAINTS

Nepal believes t.1clat due to its strategic location, it Ca!l have the advantage of a flourishing

software industry and have possibilities of exporting software and other IT services. Nepal can

be a place for offshore sources of software and data processing but t.1cle IT industry is in its

infancy stage. The country lacks local IT content. With the Nepali font not yet standardized,

language barrier poses a further problem for transfer of infonnation.

The country is plagued by the following added problems:

o Low telephone penetration and long waiting tL'Tles for CO:1coectO:1S (3 to 5 yez.rs);

o Limited points of presence ofISPs;

o Lack of appropriate bandwidth up to the village;

o Lack of reliable public Electricity supply;

o High up-front costs (a computer costs over $700 and a new phone hne over $i30);

o Low level of computer education;

o Little public awareness about the Internet and use of computers;

o Inadequate hurnan resource development and a brain dram of qu21ifec specii.is~s;

o Lack of sufficient funds needed for huge investments in :he lCT sector.

The ICI sector hopes to create telecommunications infr2Strueture, help computerization in

school, start up IT industries, provide web hosting for organizations, set up IT ?arks ar'd

inlprove human resource development.

1-+7



OVERVlE'\1V'S

According to Castro (1997: http://'A'ww.knight-moore.com! pubs/halflife,htmp,

universities in Latin America and Brazil are bei..l1g inspired by t.l}e British Open University's

ideology and are rapidly incorporating Internet and other computer-based technologies 1.l1to its

range of instructional tools.

The Virtual University of Monterey in Mexico is the largest, most 1.'1temational, ;md most

technologically advanced university in the country. Costs at this private institution ace not yet

lower than conventional universities.

Another good example of the use of technology in formal education in Latin America is

incorporated in primary and secondary school education targeted on 15-30 year-olds who are

already in the labour force. The Funda~ao Roberto MWJ1ho's Te!ecurso 200d' progrS'TI is

delivered by television to millions of people every day 1.'1 Brazil. T'nis progra'TI was developed

by a private foundation and fmanced by the Federation of Industries of Sao Paulo State, but it

is increasingly being used in public primary and secondary schools. Educational prograInming

including the Te!ecurso 2000 is now being delivered direct to home by satellite on a special

educational channel (CanalFutura).

In Brazi~ Chile, Costa Rica, JS'Tlaica, al1d Me.xico major progra'T's are now unde:way with

government support to bring computers to the classroom of public as well as private schools.

There is already a good deal of experience aCClh'TIulated in the United States and ot.l}er

countries as well.

Educational television is an area where Latin America is a world le2.der, md StrCClg

economic arguments can be made for giving priority to e.xploiting t.his existL'1g cO:Tlparative

55 This overview has been inspired by the Forum on Education in the Info::r::!.ation Age, Cartage::a, Colomb:2.,

9-11 July 1997. The following authors contributed to the forum: Castro, Ondio Moura (1997). Educa'iw. in

the Information Age: Promises a.'1d Frustrations". Washll:g:or:, D.e, Th~ Be::to::

Foundation, Communications Policy and Practice Progra:n. \\nat's Gong 0:1 senes. Da..'iel, Sir 3or~ (lS96).

Mega-Universities 211d Knowledge tvfedia: Teclmolagy Strategies for l-'igher Education. London, KOg&-:l

Page. Knight, Peter T. (1996). ''Destined to Leapfrog: \'\'b.y a Revolution i:l Le<m;cg wil: occur in BraZl,

Russia, 211d South lurica".

56 These are education.al softw-are.
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advantage. But given the rapid development of wireless technologies, which permit more

personalized and interactive approaches; it is important to at least experiment 1.'1 the use of

Internet and other computer-based training and education technologies to complement

television. Brazil's Telecurso 2000 is now moving to develop complementa-ry Internet-based

instruction and support to its televised programs and print-based instruction.

UNTJrED §TATES OF AMEIIWCA

UNITED §TATESiL~1J.[CA:DE?AIlTMEl'.'T OF EDDCA'EON

According to Vai! (2003: http:! ;",-,vw,asbi,com!specialreports/0902Specia]

%20ReportsIS1.hJIn!), over the past few years, states in America have sta-'1:ed to embrace the

idea of incorporatin& online instruction into the standard curriculum, and some have crafted

policies to guide schools in how they should use online instruction, Alab=a, for exa:nple,

requires online teachers to receive special training, according to Education Weel<:. And ilve

states now require at least one in-person meeting between learners 1.'1 online courses and their

teachers.

According to Riley et al (2003: http://www.ed.g.ov! technology;elea-111ing!e-education.pd\),

the United States Department of Education has outlined five technology goals to facilitate

qualitative e-education. For each of these goals", there are several optio::s 61at can be

undertaken to ensure sustained development in implementi.'1g technology successfJlIy for e

education.

Goal!: All learners and teachers nill hat~ access to infOrmation technology in their classroom,-, schools,

communities and homes.

An essential component of school development and transfonnation efforts 1.'1 the 21st

century, in the United States and abroad, will be learner a-'1d teacher access to educational

technology, such as computers connected to the L'1ternet. Universal access to the Internet will

help end the isolation of teachers; e<ponentially expa-,d te>,e reSC8Cces for tea~..,ing a-'1d

57 Refer to the pie graph above in order to examine the ~ct proportion that exists bet\veen the goals listed

there and the success ofe-education in US-A...



learning in schools and classrooms; provide more challengJlg, authentic and higher-order

learning experiences for learners; and make schools al1d teachers more accountable to parents

and communities.

The quality of Internet access is crucial to the American government. Broadbal1d access

will be the new standard. Slow, tmreliable connections that cannot support irlteractivity or rich

multimedia content will no longer be sufficient. To take adval1tage of access to technology for

in1proved teaching and learning, it will become increasingly in1portant to build ~'1d support

network infrastructures wired or wireless, desktop or handheld devices that allow multiple

devices to connect sin1ultaneously to the Internet throughout every school building and

community in the nation.

To realize the goal of universal access to educational technology for le2ffiers and teachers,

the American e-edu_cation policy strives to ensure sustained ~'1d predictable funding for

technology to ensure that technology plans reflect the educational needs of learners 2nd are

regularly updated. The policy ain1s to in1prove the affordability, reliability of educational

technology; ensure that school buildings and facilities are modem; strengd:en the;"

commitment to eliminating the digital divide; and ensure that all le~"Tlers have equal

opportunities to access and the use of technology.

Goal2: Allteacherr will use technology efficti,~!y to help !earners achief,~ high academic standards.

Most teachers have been prepared for a model of teaching dramatically out of step wiL'l

what is needed to prepare the nation's lea-rners for t.he challenges they will face in the futJre.

Opportunities have been identified to enhance teacher quality ~'1d teacher preparation,

particularly as they relate to the effective use of technology in education.

Ensuring that the nation has effective 21st-century teachers requires more L"~n )USC

providing sufficient access to technology for teaching and lezmi..ng. The United States

Department of Education has pledged to i..'11prove L'oe preparation of new teachers, i..'1cludi..'1g

their knowledge of how to use technology for effective teachi..'lg and lea-'TIi..'1g; increase the

quantity, quality and cohere,'1ce of technology-focused activities aL'11ed at L'oe professional

development of teac.hers; me!, improve the instructional support available to teachers who use

technology.

Goal3:Alllearnerr ~ill hat~ technology and infOrmation literary skills.



The need to prepare learners with the skills they need to participate fully in 0..'1 increasingly

technological society has become a major priority for the American nation. A meaningful,

unified approach to providing learners with the skills they will need for the future is being

more than a checklist of isolated technology skills. These skills are only a first step in assuring

all American children will become proficient infOlmation and technology users.

Also necessary are information problem-solving skills, such as how to define tasks, identify

information seeking strategies, locate o..'1d access information, determine information's

relevance, organize and communicate the results of the information problem-solving effort

and evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the solution. The call for this new "21 st

century literacy" does not supplant current efforts by states and districts to set 2nd even raise

academic standards for learners.

The opportunities made possible through the use of technology will be available to all

learners as they progress through school, regardless of personal or socio-economic factors.

Even for those lea'"tlers who do not ptL.'"Sue technology careers, ensurng technology and

information literacy skills will provide a number of benefits.

The United States Department of Education includes technology and information literacy

in state and local standards for what learners should know and be able to do. Measures have

been set to ensure learners use technology appropriately a.'1Q responsibly; to develop new

learner assessment tools; and to strengthen pa.'1nerships with indllStry to help !:1eet t!,e

workforce needs of the future.

Goal4: Research and e,'a!t/ation will improve the ne-"\t generation of technolo!!J applications for teaching

and learning.

The United States Department of Education deem D'>at we are still at the beginnings of a

technological revolution that is bringing dramatic changes to our society. They aclmowledge

that this technological revolution "rill not automatically translate ir.to a sL.,.,i'ar revolutio:: ire

teaching and learning. Therefore, they realise the need for an expa...,ded, ongoing ::ational

research and evaluation program to improve the next generc.tion of technology applications.

The Americas noted that to implement s~cn a p:-cgr2.:.."T: req'J:res a Sl.:sta:---:eCj :r.;..._t

discipli.'1aty collaboration of leaT.ing scientists, technologists, :L'1d sllbject-matter expetts,

Numerous organizations have pointed out the urgency of this national need, including the



President's Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology, the U.S. Dep2rtment of

Education, the National Science Foundation, the National Research Council, private charitable

foundations, independent research institutes a.'ld represematives of academia.

To ensure that research and evaluation will improve the ne.xt generation of technology

applications for teaching and learning. The USA initiated a systematic agenda of research and

evaluation on technology applications for teaching and learning; encouraged state and local

evaluations of technology programs; and supported the dissemination and use of researcn

based infonnation to improve teaching and learning.

Goal5: Digital content and networked applications will transfOrm teaching and learning.

The United States Dep2rtment of Education have deliberated that digital content and

networked applications will support transformative ch"''1ges in t"eir approaches to teacbng

and learning. In order for these changes to lead to increased educational opportunities for all

I=ers, digital content and networked applications are independently judged to be of high

quality (both in terms of grounding in I=ing science and pedagogical effectiveness), are well

documented, comprehensive and are available for all grades and subject areas, and have the

power to inspire or motivate learners. They are also easy to fmd ,md access, easy for learners

and teachers to use, and accessible to people with disabilities.

Distance learning in Malaysia has been in trend for the last four decades. The mode of

delivery was print-based because of the absence of t>,e Internet at that time <L'1d most of the

tuition was conducted face-to-face.

The demand for education increased by leaps and bounds, because of the acUe shortage c"
university places in the public institutions, and the considerable hL1;:e in tuition fees. The

country ",-[tnessed a proliferation ofprivate institutions, especially i,'1 the early 1980's.

58 Papa p.t:el~ ar!he A6:ic:s.-Asa Workshop OIl PromotiDg Co-cpe:mtion in Info=tion md C=unic1oon Te6nc1ogi.es u:vdopme:1t, otg1=oo by l'r-,trd !"1!lCr'.:l

D~ Prog!:mIme (UNDp) and the Govemmmt ofMili.~at the N'l!iona.l hitute cfPcl>1ic _~ta.'.ion ~.""""'), Bukit~MU; C=p.:s,~ l.l=po.;:, er.

261h M=:h 2lXJ2.
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According to Alhabsh~ 2002: 3, the advent of Internet in the e;rrly 1980's did not attract e

learning instantaneously. Two reasons may be suggested for such a lack of enthusiasm in e

learning: Firstly, the Internet was still not very stable and its lack of penetration would not

attract the critical consumers required. Secondly, face-to-face teaching and learning is still very

much preferred for lack of confidence in independent study.

e-Leamingwas introduced by Universiti Tun Abdul Razak (UNITAR) in September 1998.

Only 162 learners registered for the two undergraduate degree prograrnmes nomeiy Bachelor

of Business Administration (BBA) and Bachelor of L..,formation Technology (BIT). At least

half of that number who registered was from working individuals who have either failed to get

a place in other universities or who have had some post secondary qualification ;L..,d intended

to improve them-selves. They were strongly motivated to study by the fl~xibility offered by

UNITAR through its e-leaning programme.

Unlike most of the global institutions, particubrly in the USA, which depends heavily on

the Internet to deliver materials and provide active interaction between learners ac"'ld faculty,

UNITAR offers a hybrid model that combh..,es three important components. The three

components ;rre the interactive, multimedia content on CD's and on the web, the race-to-face

meeth..,gs and the Internet-based support system that provides conVJ1uous interacticOl :::etween

the learners and faculty.

The production of interactive, multimedia content is available both on CD and the web

because of the wireless broadband technology that is now available. The web-based

interactive, multimedia content is often cheaper to produce and easy to modify or update. A

special outfit has been established by UNITI\.,1{ to develop all its contents.

The face-to-face meetings are h'1lportant, especially for those coming straight from high

school, as a means of building confidence in them and for those who are still sceptical of the

e-leaming mode. UNITAR has established seven centres throughout the country to cater for

the widely distributed population of its learners, who now number more thm 7500.

COURSE W"~NAGEMR."'ITSYSlEM

The Vtrtual On-line Instructional Support System (VOISS) is the main course mac'lagement

system for learners and instructors at UNITA-lt. The system contah'ls more than ten different

modules or fimctions, such as the on-Ih'le tutorial, foturn, frequently asked questions (FAQ), e-

~ bulletin board, armouncemen4 asSign..fJ1.e..11~ quiz a...'1d e..xammaton. illl moddes, e..xcept
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the on-line tutorial (OLT) fall under the category of asynchronous communicaton tools. The

synchronous on-line tutorial is implemented rather cautiously due to network instabiliry ~..,d

narrow bandwidth even though most people tend to associate real-time, multi..-nedia learner

instructor interaction as defining the e-education academic model. The VOISS is currently on

version 20, which is a considerable improvement of its predecessor version 1.0. Local

software engineers have developed both versions.

VIRTUAL LIBRARY

The main library of UNITAR, meant to support L>,e reference needs of learners, holds

more electronic, on-line collection than the physical fonn. Learners can gain access to the

library anywhere, anytime from any computer. This makes it possible for ~"'y registered learner

in any region to use one single source of library materials. The strengt'o of Lhe VlrtUal library

rests on its on-line database subscription such as ProQuest, ERIC, EuroMonitor ~..,d

ABI/INFORl\![ Global'9 with more than 1000 titles accessible by alllea.rners in real time.

This concept is very much in line with that of a virtual universiry environmen, pioCleering

e-education in the country.

OTHER SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN A V'"-,,,TUAL RNVIROMJffi.c"IT

Apart from the tutorials, learners may send e-mails directly to L>,eir course co-ordmator or

to the Customer Relations Manager (CR."v!) whenever d1ey have a.'1Y problems. If they send

any query through e-mail, fa.x or telephone to the CRt"f, they ca..., rest assClted that the'" queries

will be attended to in less than 24 hours. AJI queries that are made u'trough CRL'vf are recorded

and forwarded to the right personnel for immediate response. The person who sends the

query would be given a ticket number with which they could use to check me status of the

query. Those personnel who do not respond in time will receive a remirlder from CR.\f to do

so immediately. The service is provided 24 x 7 or 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

The learners are also receiving support from the virtuallibrac-y at any time u'tey like or need.

Apart from the electronic materials that they could access from anywhere at any ti,ne, they

have also established a system whereby course co-ordinators will post additioClal refereClce

materials in the form or notes or a.."ticles for their lea..."11ers to benefit from in a specizl sec:1cf:

ofthe virtuallibra...-ryo Le2ffiers can access these materials at a..'1y tr::e v:~cJly \vit.~ou:: r.a\~Llg::O

go to the lmiversiry as is done in conventional iibra.ries.

59 These are digita11ibra--y semce providers. They are also softwa.:..~ '\!""""E:r:.dms.
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A branch in Cambodia has also been established, and negotiations are in progress to

establish partners in Indonesia. Accreditation from the National Board of Accreditation foc

seven programmes" has been received. lJNITAR has obtained the l'vlultirnedia Super Corridor

(Msq status, which implies that they have been recognised for their ability to produce the

right type of knowledge workers for the country's future needs.

UNITAR holds the opinion that e-education is the way of the future a-.,d hence dJey are

completely cornmitted to it. They have realised that for them to be successful they have to be

ahead of the others because competition is becoming much stronger.

OVERVIEW

According to Perspectives of ICT m the New Europe (2004:

htt;p:/ /www.e1earningeuropa.info/doc.php?id=4987&1ng=1&doclng=1). tb.e largest

development ever undertaken by the European Union (EO) has become a reality. Ten new

countries are running fast through the full adoption of new technologies into education.

Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hung-J], Latvia Lit!1U~mia, Malta, Poland, the

Slovack Republic and Slovenia had entered the European Union, incre2.SL"g 6e population by

75 million citizens. They have been referred to by the term 'Acceding countries' and now !c'ley

are the new member states.

In the new members and candidate countries 66% of households do not possess a PC and

81% do not have access to the Internet. Instead of t.'lese difficulties, the mnnber ef Internet

users has grown by almost 60% since the year 2001, from 8,6 users to 13.9 users per 100

population, while in the rest of the EU the average growth was only 29%. Als'-rough the

60 These a...~ Certificate in Business Ad:rninistratio~ urtificate L~ Ir.ior:m:.t.orr Ted-s.ology, BBA, BIT, .\3A.,
MlTM and MD-IT



percentage of Internet users is much less than the rest of the EU, some countries are close to

the average level (Cyprus, Czeck Republic, Estonia and Malta).

PC penetration has increased visibly since 2001 211d some countries, like Cyprus, Malta and

Slovenia have penetration rates close to the average of the rest of Lhe European Union.

AFFORDABILITY OF COMP;ifUMCATIONS

The affordability of a PC is obviously a key factor to spread Internet use. In some countries

this equipment can be quite expensive. The cost of a PC as the percentage of mont}lly Or:come

can rise to 366% (Lithuania), 213% (Bulgaria), 204% (Latvia) or 196% (Romarlia). In other

countries the percentage goes dO'wn to 47% (Malta), 59% (Cyprus), 83% (poland) or 86%

(Slovenia) .

In the countries wiLh higher costs, the decision to buy a PC would requie sigrlific211t

justification in terms of 'added value' provided by the services on the Internet. The user would

need stronger reasons to be connected rather than the simple goods purchasing or the

possibility to use eGovemment services. This fact suggests that t'-:ere are 2 lot of opportunities

to create new services.

OPPORTUNITIES FORALTE.'<NATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

Data from Estonia and Lithuania show that 46% of households are without a fLxed line

service. This percentage includes 23% of rural households, 15% of urban households an.d 8%

of metropolitan households. Obviously there are good opportunities for the use of alternative

technologies such as cable TV and ,,-ireless to gain access to the Internet. An e.xample of the

use of alternative technologies can be found in Czech Republic where one of Lhe mobile

operators has launched a service providing a wireless internet connection (Dased on GPRS

technology) covering the whole country. A fixed monthly fee provides unlimited Internet

access. On the other hand, the 85% of Malta is covered by cable TV se.-vices, heClce providing

an alternative medium to connect to broadband.

USAGE Ac"ID If'REQUEc"'lCY

Significant increases i'l the number of regular users i'l the Internet can be found Or: the

Czech Republic, Estonia and Slovenia, possibly due to economic conditions and t"e lower

relative costs ofa PC and Internet access.
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The average percentage of regular Internet users in all countries is 31 %. Only 7% are

irregular users, while the percentage ofnon-users climbs to 62%. The Czech Republic, Estonia

and Slovenia are the three countries with at least 50% of users.

The most widespread usage of the Internet in the Acceding and Candidate Countries is for

information searches, with over 80% of regular users making this claim. Obtaining games and

music is an activity pursued by almost 40% of users. Over 75% of users claim that they send

and receive e-mail and on average 32% of users say they use Internet to participate in chat

rooms and discussion forums.

EQUIPMENT

Approximatdy half of the countries concerned have achieved, and several other countries

are approaching, the target of 5 - 15 computers per 100 pupils. There has been significant

progress in the provision of computers for learners in secondary level. Cyprus, Czech Republic

and Hungary have increased by fifty percent from 2001 to 2003. At the secondary education

level ICf is on the whole a compulsory subject. In most cases, national curricula combine the

two approaches to ICf: as a separate subject and its use as a tool for other subjects.

D
Generic Resources

D
Art

D
Biology

D
History

Natural Sciences Philosophy and
Literature

Social Sciences

-Languages Technology ]l.fathematics Other Teaching
Figure J4: Visual description ofan active European "'-eb page that is used by pupils and educators

who engage in e_Iearning61

There has been significan t progress in the provision ofwebsites for learners and educators

in secondary levd. Figure 14 illustrates one e.umple of such in teraetive websites.

•, Web page:
hI!!': / /..-ww.e!earningeumpa.l!1fo/dir school<.php°lng-I &,icl -:<:066362c602"74eOI>17cl 1264a-la-la6d2&1'3-1
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OBSTACLES TO USAGE

'The cost of a computer and the cost of the Internet connection were cited as reasons for

not accessing the Internet by 11% and 8% of respondents respectively. In the cOLmtries with a

lower GPD per capita, sufficient Public Internet Access Points could be established as atl

interesting alternative to home computers.

Only 11% of respondents claimed to have not exact knowledge on what the Internet

aetu2lly is. On average, 23% of the people claimed that they do not know how to use a

computer. Finally, t,l,e main teclLnical reason given for not USL.'1g the Internet is the lack of an

access device at home (17% on average).

CONCLUSION

'Ibe development of e-education in SLX different countries was eX2IT1L'1ed in this chapter.

Considerable progress has been made in many areas related to the Information Society in the

reced years. Ma.TlY countries have made significatlt efforts towards th.e impIementz.tio!1 of the

Knowledge-based society.

Some highlights of the review were the noticeable desire to stimulate development of

inte.ractive, media rich and multilingual knowledge management. The L.-nplementation of e

gm'emment services, the integration of ICT training into every pupils' education or the

deployment of lifelong leT training was identified.

~\ review of literature and studies pertinent to t.l,is study was underta.1;cen in order to

particularly explore the use and impact of ICTs in developed ,n1d developing camtries. An

atte.'11pt was made to look at the area of teaching a.nd learning as well as the adrninistrative,

managerial and technical prerequisites that are necessa.)' for sustah'1ed ICI develo?ment a.'1d

use, The I1terature L.'"1dicates strongly that u~e effective use of lCTs ::-:. a COU:1c:y ~-npacts

strongly on the competitiveness of that economy witc>,in the global marketplace as well as the

ability ofgovernments to deliver on their social goals.

The development of leTs in education is seen as a."l L'TIpOrta.'1t priority by mos! couTltries.

Exreriences from other countries (v.rhatever t-herr stages of developme~t) show ~l:-2.t factors,

wEch accompa.t"ly t.l,.e successful implementation of lCTs L.l schools, 2Ie s-'::""~c"'l::'ed re
cor.:inuous. Effective prograrrunes are designed to train educators to use d1e new technology

for educational pu.'P0ses. Tne literature also shows that ICTs should be L"ltegrated from the

begnnL'lg i"to Ll,e teachL"lg and learning process, as well as the aci!nir",strztio~ ;L'1Q
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m:magement systems for the path of development to be effective. At the same tL.-ne studies

from other cmmtries show that as educators become more confident so the levels of

integration :md innovation increase.

The next chapter focuses on KZN's proposed policy on e-education. Tne ex-minister of

education has requested invitations for comments on the proposed policy.
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Chapter 7

E-EDUCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA

INTRODUCTION

The Indian model of e-education (among other models) was eX~L'nined in. the previous

chapter. In this chapter the speech by the President of India, which was delivered at The

University of KwaZulu-Natal during September 2004, is reviewed. E-Ie uses develcpments in

India as a possible model for how e-education can be implemented it1 South Africa.

The draft proposal for the introducing of leTs into South Mrican Schools (as outEned by

the Department of Education and Culture: 2003) is inspected. The proposal incbdes the

purpose of ICTs in schools, govemment's response to ~1.e growing digital divide and the

various stages for)ts introduction into our schools. The draft peper also suggests guidel;nes

for implementation and maintenance of ICTs in schools.

EVOLUTION OF ENRICHED §OCIETIES

On 17 September 2004, the President of India addressed a congregation at the University

of KwaZulu-Natal. His address \vas based on the evolution of enriched societies. \~'~'1a~

follows is a surnma..ry of key aspects of his message.

"Friends let me recite thefour beautiful lines:

o Learninggu'es mariti!];

o Creatiz7!] leads to thinking;

o ThinkingprOlides knawledge;

o Knawledge makesyougreat.

My presentation will be ftcused on hOOd! to achim a prosperous, a beautiful and an enlightened

Africa and haw India can be a partner in such a great mission, a mission for the people u,ho haie

become independentfmm apartheid andforeign m!e." (president of India: 2004)

The President of India went on to explain 6at we have multiple societies in every natiot",

starting from agricu.ltu.ral society, industrial society, wd inform2ton society le2.d~-:g to

knowledge society. Du..ring the 20th cenrury, soc:eties L:.:":def\vent 2. ch2.r:.ge ::om ±e
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agricultural society, where manual labour was the critical factor to the irldustrial society, where

the m:magement of technology, capital, a.'ld labour provided the competitive advantage. The

information era was born in the last decade. Networkingwite'lin the country and with the ot,'ler

nations and the software products drove the economies. Some of the nations includ:"g India

exploited this opportunity well. In the 21st century these nations have entered into the

knowledge society.

He explained how we can work together to make our societies enriched by lLl10wledge a.'ld

transforming them into knowledge societies. This encompassed efficient utilization of existing

knowledge to create a comprehensive wealth for the nation and also improve the quality of

life, in the form of better health, education, infrastructure, and other societal needs. The ability

to create and maintain a knowledge society infrastructure, develop the needed k..'1owledge

workers, and enhance their productivity through the creation, growth, and exploitatio!1 of new

knowledge, "viIl be the key factor in deciding the prosperity of t,!'is knowledge society.

Whether or not a nation has developed into a knowledge society is judged by the way it creates

and deploys knowledge in sectors like lCT, M;mufacturing, Agriculture, and Healthcare.

The President of India outlined that in the knowledge economy the objective of a society

changes from fulfilling the basic needs of all round development to empowerment. He offered

the following suggestions for the development of our country:

o The education system instead of going by text book teachirlg win be promoted by

creative, interactive self learning - fonnal a.'ld informal wit,!, focus on values, merit

and quality. The workers instead of being skilled or semi-skilled will be

knowledgeable, self-empowered and t1e.xibly skilled and wodd adapt to r:ewer

technologies seamlessly. The type of work instead of beir:g stuctu:-ed a.'1d

hardware driven will be less structured and software driven.

o M.anagement style will emphasize more on delegation raL'ter le",,"'l givi.'1g corrmand.

Impact on environment and ecology will be strJcingly less cocp2.red to ±-e

industrial economy.

o The economy 'will be knowledge driven a.'ld not i.'ldustry driven for wr:ich spec:a:

capacities need to be built and nurtured a.-nong the students.

o All the ingredients for capacity buildh'lg should be embedded right from ±-e

beg1nning of the students' life. it good educationzl model is t.~e need of ~~e hour



to ensure that the students grow to contribute towards the economic growth of a

nation.

o For participating in the nation building tasks, the following capacities are required

to be built among the students tt1 their formative years by the edLcational

institutions are: The Capacity for research or inquiry, t.~e capacity fo!" Creat:vi~y ar:d

Innovation, particularly the creative tra'lsfer of knowledge, the capacity to use high

technology, the capacity for R'ltrepreneurial Leadership and t.l,e capacity for Moral

Leadership.

o Teachers should give lea'TIers the skills wit.l, which they fmd a way ±rot:gh L,>e se"

of knowledge that we have created and continue with life-long learning. Today, we

have the ability, through technology, to really and truly teach ourselves to become

the life-long learners. This is required for sustained economic development.

o Leamets should learn how to manage knowledge collectively. \Vhen the

information is ner.\rorked the po\ver a'1d utility 0: the Liformatior: 6~O\VS as

squared as predicted by Metcalfe's law. Information that is static does not gcow. In

the new digital economy information that is circulated creates innovation and

contributes to national wealth.

o Every learner should continuously learn to kI10W how to use the latest techr:ologies

for aiding their lea,."TIL'1g process. Universities should eq:.:ip L~e:nselves \V1t.~

adequate computing equipment, laboratory equipffients, rod Internet f"ciEties and

provide an environment for the students to enhance their learning ability. In the

midst of all of the technological innovations and revolutions we cronot thL'lk t.l,at

the role of the teachers will be diminished. In fact t.he teacher will become even

more important and the whole world of education will become teacher assisted a'ld

would help in "tele-porting" the best teacher to every nook md corner of the

countries and propagate the knowledge.

o The aptitude for entreprenelh'Ship should be cultiV2.ted r'ght from 6e begin:l0.g

and in the university environment ",\(le should te2.ch 01J.t students to t:L..;:e c~eula!ec

also cultivate a disposition to do things right. This capacity \vill en2.cle t.\em ~o ta..~e

up challenging tasks later.
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His summary indicated that inquiry, creativity, technology, entreprenelrial md mora;

leadership are the five capacities required to be built through te'te education process. If teachers

develop in all learners these five capacities, they will produce"Autonomous Learner" a seif

directed, self controlled, life-long learner who will have the capacity to both, respect authority

and at the same time is capable of questioning authority, in ain appropriate manner. These are

the leaders who would work together as a "Self-org'illizing Network" and transform any

nation into a developed nation in a time-bound manner.

TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT: NON·LIl'F"~'lGROWJ[H

Further, the President elaborated on the issue of technology for developrr.ent Technology

IS the non-linear tool available to humanity, which Cain affect fiJnda-rnental ch"-,"1ges in the

ground rules of economic competitiveness. TeclL'lology is born when science is applied to

progress. The technology results into cost effective and high quality products, leading to

economic growth. and a clean green environment. Sustained economic grmv+.h ai"1d a clean

green environment with technology value addition leads to prosperity of the society. The

President felt that the prosperity of society brings happiness and peace L'1 the nation and t.'tat

technology can help in providing cost effective quality education to a large nUlnber of students

located in far away places through Virtual Classrooms.

A MULTI·PRONGED APPROACH !FOR LEI£·EDUCATlON

The president adopted a three-proGged approach to make dist2r.ce education progr"-,-:1me

viable and spoke of successful propositions needed to serve as a universal tele-education

system to all remote parts of the country. The three essential components are Connectivity, an

efficient Tele-Education System "-,"1d generation <L'1d deployment of quality content.

Remote locations could still be reached through space corrJnunication with its low costs,

high bandwidth a."1d networking capability. Also data compression techniques can be of great

help in increasing bandwidth utilizations. These network syste!ns should provide a highway for

reaching quality education, tele-medicine, e-govem,mce, e-commerce and enter-,.airunent to all

parts of the country.

He e..f"Jlphasised that once we have the connectivity, then there could be a t:n:versal tele

education system in place to bti'lg vLrtual classrooms in a to1ulti class envirorunent \v~th

searrJess tVlO-\.vay interaction between the tea:::cl:ers 2...:.~d students 1..:.'"1 2. collaborative

enviroflJnent This system should not only enable the lectures to be delivered from the
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university to reach any remote corner but also enable a good teacher in t>'cte remote area to

lecture to other participants of the progranune.

The President narrated an experience in the tele-education delivery system piloted at

Rashtrapati Bhavan (president's house) for providing satellite connec'"civity for t>'cte PREVIK

(president's Virtual Institute for Knowledge) members. The connectivity was t>'ctrough V-SATs

provided by ISRO, Voice Over-IF and Internet. It provides for both synchronous and

asynchronous communication, from text to voice, to video; one-to-one, one-to-many and

many-to-many connectivity. On this platform, a live virtual studio environment was created to

connect a number of remote locations and provide searrJess connectivity. It was possible for

him to give a presentation and address the p1.'1icipal1ts in L'cte remote locatio"s 1.'1d also

interact through various collaborative tools. He could refer to a..'1y informariofl or: t.he web 2nd

push them to all the remote locations. He could also delegate the remote expert to give a

lecture to all those who are connected.

According to the President, they have established a Digital Libr2.c) and digi'ized arou"d

two million pages. He explained how he could search for a p""'-'1icular page a!ld push the page

to all the participants t.hrough tele-education. It is 1.'1 integrated solution, which made h1.'11 feel

as ifhe was virtually connected to all participants in multiple locations.

According to t,'cte president, there are three L's of le2.c'111.'1g lectures, laboratory and libr1.j.

The content encompasses all the three L's. Content can be generated 1.'1 many ways. The Erst

one is the assimilation of the subject by 1.'1 expert teacher Lhrough research study of many

books and articles leading to the generation of quality lmd creative content in a presentable

formaL The teacher presents in a unique and innovative way to m1.1,:e the content appealing

and easily understandable to the students. The second form of content could be based on a

self-learning method by breaking down the content 1.'1to a senes of question and "",-'1swer

models and FAQs. Third, content may be from various books, which cz: be ~xtracted

through a digital library and presented just 1.'1 time to all the remote students. Four.h may be

content from the Internet, where a wealth of i..'1fonnation is available. A teacher may search

for the information on the Internet and push the content live LlrrOUgh t,'le tele-education

system

The content should have supportive 3.J."1il'TIations, \vhich may even brillg virtual laboratories

and virtual i:rrunersion effects to the remote stu.dents. \'Xrnen the content is generated, it should
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be a sharable learning object across the nation and across all platforms. The content may be

generated making use of the student's creative a.'1d i.'lnovative thoughts under L,>e guidance of

the expert teachers as a group activity based on a pre-determined standard. This is possible

since the educational institution has developed Lhe capacity within the student to teach while

studying. The generated content through this process may be validated aI,d deployed for

delivery of lectures through the tele-education system.

Teachers after delivering the talk will also be asked a number of questions by the students.

The proceedings of the questions and a.'1swers session can be added to the content docmnent

for enriching it.

The President of India offered v.-illingness to work together wiLh SOUL'> Africa in focused

mission areas, establishing connectivity through satellites and high speed networks 1.'1 all

educational missions. He stated that India is also willing to work togeL'>er with SouLh Africa in

creating quality contents, be it the lectures, the courseware or the digital library and also

provide a well tested tele-education software suite for immediate deployment.

"Through this world of education we the people of India are nilling to walk nithyou - a long n'alk to

freedomfmm poverrJ·" (The President ofIndia: 2004)

DRAFT WHITE PAPER ON E-EDUCATION: §OUIH I!FRlCA'S E'JSS?ONS3

][]IEVELOP~""'1'AN KeT ENVIRO!'<'MENT

According to the South .African delegate at Lhe "e-Space" world conference in Yasmine

H:ammamet Tunisia, South Africa does not identify leTs as a priority-working tool. (SA3C

news: 2July 2004 - 08h30)

According to Asmal, (Draft White Paper. Sept 2003), Information a.,d c01Y'~'11,micatio"

technologies (ICTs) are central to Lhe changes taking place throughout t.lce world. Digital

media has revolutionised the inEarrnation society 2Jl~d adv211ces in leTs h~ve d:aITI2..hcily

changed the lea..'TIing and teaching process. This has opened up new leam1.'g opportunities

and provided access to educational resources well beyond those traditionally available. The

provision of a telecommunication i..,frastructure available for leam1."g and teachi.-,g is gradually

increasing, ;md many schools are e.xploiting t:.'J.e be..,efits of ICTs to eru'J.ance the quality of

teaching an.d lea..'11i.'1g. The introduction of ICTs to schools is creating new ways for iea..-ners



and teachers to engage in information selection, gathering, sorting and analysis. In addition,

ICfs have the potential to enhance the management al1d adrn..inistrative capacity of schools.

The White Paper sets out Gove..-nment's response to a new information and

communication technology environment in education. Government wants to ensure that every

school has access to a wide choice of diverse, high-quality coffilnunication services, which will

benefit all learners and local communities. The service provided by the initiative will enha"1ce

life-long learning and provide unlimited opportunities for personal growth and development

to all. The challenge of providing modern technologies to schools in order to enhance the

quality of learning and teaching will require a significant investment. Given the magnitude of

the task ahead, and in the true spirit ofTirisano, the public 311d private sectors wiE have to join

hands to ensure that children receive high-quality learning and teaching. This W'1ite Paper

represents a new fuunework for the collaboration of Government 2nd the private sector in the

provision of ICfs in education. Through this irlitiative, it is hoped schools will turn into

centres of quality learning and teaching for the twenty-first Century. It is hoped that t'Ie White

Paper will enable the education sector and all its pal1nerS to ensure optimal availability and use

ofICTs in education, in a manner that will create better access to quality education for all, 311d

bridge the digital divide, both ,,>ithin our COU11try, and between our cotmtry and other parts of

thewodd.

THE USE OF Icrs 1,"l SOCIETY AND EDUCATION

A global revolution is currently taking place in education and trainirlg. It is driven by the

changing nature of work, the realities of the information age, new global partnerships and w

awareness of the need for equal distribution of educational opport,mities.

Education systems have an obligation to deliver on public e.xpectations of quality education

for economic grmvth 311d social development However, in the context of developing

countries, quality in1provement a"d the enhancement of excellence should ta<:e L"1to

consideration the need for increased access, equity and redress. T'lese effo:1:s are, TI most

instances, undennined by factors such as fiscal constraints} spatial Ofu-:1ers wd ot.~er capacity

related limitations to delivery. As de.monstrated in V<L-ious conte,,'tS, irtformation and

communication teclh'lologies (ICfs) have the potential 311d capacity to overcome ::lost of

these barriers.
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The expansion of Iers is driving significant cha..'lges in many aspects of hUlnan endeavour

throughout the world At both micro al1d national levels, ICTs have il1creased the

effectiveness and reach of development interventions, enhwced good govemar"ce, ~.,d

lowered the cost of delivering basic social services.

As in other spheres of social and economic development, Iers have improved the quality

of education and training. It is for these reasons that Government has been quick to seize the

opportunity presented by the practical benefits of lCTs as a key for teaching ~.,d learning in

the twenty-first century.

The Ier revolution has had an in"lpact on curriculum development and delivery ~.,d

continues to pose new challenges for education wd training systems around tl"le world. These

challenges can be summarised into three broad areas, narnely:

o Participation in the infonnation society;

o Impact of Iers on access, cost effectiveness and quality of education; and

o Integration of ICTs into the learning and teaching process.

These challenges present themselves within the context of globalisation and pol~-ization.

They occur in a world experiencing increasing disparities between the rich and poor, ~'TIong

and within nations. The use of Iers in Africa recorded a 20% increase in 2002, mostly due to

increased usage in urban areas and countries with a higher GDP per capita. However, while

72.7% of Americans currently use the Internet, only 6.4% of South Afuc2Ils have access to

and use the Internet.

The digital divide is not only about connectivity and infrastrJcture disp~-ities, it is also

about: local content development in tenns of t:.'>e number and quality of local websites, local

language content and the use of local online content by key sectors; collective kn.owledge

g"J1eration; building a domestic knowledge economy and promoting onlil1e ttms"ctionz]

capabilities for the consun1er, business, and government sectors; developing the capacity of

the workforce by i.'TIpro~.ng L.,temet access and educational offerings in schools 2l1d colleges,

creating digital libraries for unive..'"Sities, promoting professional trai..,ing institdes, ~.,d

stimulating the economy to absorb people '-'1ith a v~-iety of leT skills; overco!I'J.,."g cul1:'J!Cal

i.'lhibitions and insecurities about developing competence for surviving the bre~"1eck speed of

the Internet age and creati."g a risk-taking culture; co-operation ~.,d collaboration cetween
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different sectors and also within the private sector; creating open investment climates for the

incubation, launch, acceleration and initial-public-offering phases of leT-related SMMEs; 3-,.,d

lCfs as a core feature of innovation and competitiveness.

THE USE OF ECEs To REDUCE }POVERTY IN F.LFFJCA

Africa is a developing continent The lack of developed infrastructure for information and

communication technologies is widening the gap between Africa and the developed world. In

response to this under-development, Africa has adopted a rene\val framework, t>,e New

Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD), which identifies leTs as central in the

struggle to reduce poverty on the continent leTs provide hope for overCOmL"1g b2rriers of

social and geographical isolation, increase access to infonnation and education, and enable the

poor to participate in the making of decisions that have 3-'1 impact on their lives.

Within educati.on and training specifically, NEPAD recognises the pivotal role of ICTs in

the establishment of regional distance learning and heak>, education p,.ogr3-'nmes to L'Tlprove

the situation in the health and education sectors. In order to realise ti-te benefits of ICTs,

Africa should develop and produce a pool of ICf-proficient youth alld lea-rners, from which

the country can draw trainee leT engineers, programmers and software developers. In pursuit

of this objective, a network of training and rese<Jrch L"1stitutions that build high-level persord

knowledge should be established and e.."isting projects to connect schools and YO:.:dl cent,.es

should be accelerated.

GoVERNMENT'S RESPONSES TO THE DIGITAL DmDE

If South Africans are to participate in the knowledge economy, every effort should be

made to prevent social exclusion. President Thabo Mbeki issued the follo\ving statement at the

Irnbizo for African youth: "We must continue the fight for liberation against pwerl), against IInder

det~lopment, against mClfJinalisation" and "... itifOrmation and communication technology ... is a criticallY

important toolin that struggle':

In 2001 the Presidential National Cornmission on Information Society a.:1d Deve1oprr:ent

(pNe on ISAD), consisting of representatives from t1.:e public £L'1Q priva<:e secto:s) was

estililished. The COffirnission advises Govem.rnent on the optimal USe of ICTs to address

South Africa's development challenges and enhance South l\frica's global competitiveness. At

the same time, the Presidential Int=ational Advisory Council on Information Society ,,,,d

Development (pL'\C on ISAD) was established. The Council consists of chef e."ecucive
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officers from major international corporations and expem active irl the field of information

and communication technologies. The role of the Advisory Council is to advise Government

on addressing the digital divide. At its second meeting in September 2002, the Advisory

Council identified three focus areas for developing ICfs:

o Education;

o Health; and

o Small, medium and micro enterprises (SMMEs)

Through the Department of COITL.111unications, tt1:.e Electronic CO~11W11C2.ti0:1S 2.....d

Transactions Act (2002) lead all leT initiatives in South Africa. It calls for the development of

a five-year national e-strategy that aims to enable and facilitate electronic transactions in the

public interest, including in the education sector.

Various government departments in support of integrating ICfs into teaching and learni."1g

have provided other enabling legislative and policy frameworks. The challenge is to roll cut

ICf infrastructure that is specifically suited to Africa. Through appropriate technologies, it is

hoped that South Africa will leapfrog into the new century, bypassing the unnecessary

adoption cycle, and implement a solution that works now, and has the capacity to hmdle

future developments.

Three critical elements will determine ICfs future as a."1 effective tool for social :ne

economic development. The first is cost. Any solution that SCUL" Africa adopts has to be cost

effective if we are to meet our developmental demands :md reach the most remote parts of

our COUlltry. Second is the question of sustainability. It is no use having state-of-t."e-art

technology unless it can be sustained. Third is the efficient utilisation of ICTs. Deployment of

ICfs does not guarantee their efficient utilisation. Capacity building a.rtd effective support

mechanisms should accompany deployment. Despite the difficulties that constrain the

integration of ICfs into management, teaching and learning, the Ministry is determined to

direct the implementation ofa progressive progra.'l'.rne for cha.rtge.

It is to this end that the Depa.-tment of Education 'will invest in national i."1itiatives to

increase access, boost the capacity of ma."1agers, teachers and le=ers, and provide electronic

resources of the llighest quality.
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THE CU"WffiNT lE'ROFILE AND DlSTIl.ffiUTION OF TIiCTs IN SCHOOLS

Compiling an ICT profile for South African schools presents a challenge. Statistics are

influenced by various factors, including the rapid redundancy rate, the level of usage and the

sharing of ICT resources. Provinces are at different levels of lCT integration in education.

Significant progress has been made wit.l-t provincial implementatio:1 mainly in t.l-te Western

Cape (Khanya); Gauteng (Gauteng OnLine) and Northern Cape (Connectivity Project).

Over the last five years, Government, the private sector, para-statals, :L'ld non

governmental organisations have responded positively to the challenge of bridgL'lg the digital

divide. Efforts in bridging the digital divide include, among ot.l-ters, the follov.ring:

IiCTs fOE IF'mfessi[cIlllaJ[Devdopmem!

SCOPE (Finnish Development Support), SchoolNet SA :L'ld the South A..frican Institute

for Distance Edu,:ation has developed 11 Teacher Development Modules for introducing

ICTs into schools. SchoolNet SA provides online, mentor-based in-service training for

teachers on introducing ICTs into the curriculum :L'ld management;

The IN'Fd "Teach to the Future" Teacher Development ?rograrmne provides teacher

training in ICT integration into teaching and learning. Mindset develops content resources and

makes it available via satellite television, Internet multimedia :L'ld print supplements. ./".n

Educational Portal initiated by the Department of Education provides digital content

resources.

o The Telecommunications Act 103 of 1996 and aInended in 2001, called for t.l-te

development of an Educational Network :L'ld ti'le implementation of an e-rate" (a

discounted connectivity rate) for GET and FET institutions;

o ivficrosoft has donated software :L'ld provides teacher developmerlt :L..,d support;

6l The e-rate, or Education Rate, was established in the Arr..erican Teleco:rrilllun':cations A.ct of 1996 to pro~ce

discounts to schools and libraries to connect to the Inte~t. According to Fee Chairrr-Xl \\'illi&'"!1 Ker.SJ.ard,
$3.65 billion in E-r21e funds have been distributed since the subsidies beg2'1 in 1998, acd 1 milliO!l pablic
school classrooms have been wired A study released in September by tt.e Ed'..lCarion Depac-m:ent !L1d the
Uruan Institu.te found t.t:rat 75 percent of public school districts 2..:.'1d individl:al schccls l:ave app:':ed for 2-n:.te
funds. and nearly 84 percent of the money has gone to public schools. _About half of public libraries ar..d 15
percenr ofprivate schools have applied fur the fc1IlCs
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o The Digital Partnership Programme provides 188 000 refurbished computers and

20 000 laptops;

o SENTEC is obliged to provide 500 schools wit.I-, computer labs and te2.cher

development, through licensing obligations;

o The 1800 MHz/3G Frequency Spectrum available to mobile operators obliges

them to provide universal services to SG'1ools;

o Telkom Foundation h2.S established SuperCentres" in more t.1c2.rl 1 3GG schools

providing computers, software applications, Internet connection, monthly

subscription and a rent-free telephone line; and

o Telkom Foundation, together with TeL~om's strategic partner Thintana, h2.S

committed over R200m to support education and training Ltl the are2.S of lCT,

mathematics and science.

While such initiatives may be dispersed and uIlCoordinated, they represent a!l i.'TIportant

base from which we can learn and on which to build. Disparities reflected in South African

society also find expression in ICT integration i...\to education. AltilOugh the number of

schools with computers for teaching and learning increased from 12.3% in 1999 to 26.5% in

2002, there are still more than 19 000 schools without computers for teaching a:1d ieam:r:g.

Based on data from the Education Mallagement Information System (Department of

Education, Pretoria) and information received from provinces, Figure 15 (on the following

page) reflects the distribution ofICTs in schools across all provinces.

Analysis of the data reveals that the growth rate of schools that 2.cquired computers

between 2000 and 2002 averages 59% a.'1d was higher a.mong secondary schools thm primary

schools. If the same growth rate is maintained over the next two years, only 9 278 schools

will have computers by the end of 2004.

D · " h t'G Nth C ""1· resplte some extreme va..-~tIons, se ~OOJ.S ill ~auteng _ ort ..er:: 2.pe a..:."1C "l'~, es::ern ........c..pe

have, on average, a better ICT L'1frastructure t~arl SG'1ools in Eastern Cape wd Li."EpOpO.

Schools in Free State, KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga a.'1d Nort.h West hold a middle position.

E-mail facilities are begL'1ning to be used more ~xtensively in m2.nY schools as a

mmagement and a.c!ro...i.tlistrative resource, and also in some casesJ as a teaChL"1g and lea.,,·Tling

63 Refer to my discussion on Supe..--rCentres later in this chapter.



resource. Internet access is becoming more common, but the use of the Internet for

teaching and learning purposes is very limited, due to high connectivity and

telecommunication costs, lack of local content and exaJnples, and L"ladequate technical and

pedagogical support at local level.

Schools with
Provinces Schools with computers Computers for

Teaching and learning
Eastern Cape

8.8% 4.5%

Free State
25.6% 12.6%

Gauteng
88.5% 45.4%

KwaZulu-Natal
16.6% 10.4%

Mpumalanga
22.9% 12.4%

.~

Northern Cape
76.3% 43.3%

Limpopo
13.3% 4.9%

North West
30.5% 22.9%

Western Cape 82.4% 56.8°/e

National 39.2%
26.5%

Figure 15. Tabulanon ofSchools With computers, by province (2002)
(Dra.'l WPite Paper: Sept 2003)

In both primary and secondary schools, the teaching of basic computer prrciples and

word processL"lg skills fonns the most L'T1port:mt component in the teaching of computer

literacy. Limited integration into teaching and lea..rning is also evident. Beyond 6e issue of

access, there is a gap in the ability of learners and teachers to use these technolOgies

effectively, to access high quality and diverse content, to create content of their own, and to

communicate, collaborate and integrate lOs into teaching and lea..rning.

The present situation, as illustrated above, C21Ulot be mah"ltalned if Sout,;" Abca is to

address t.;"e digital divide. Like most parts of the wode!, t,;"e Sout,;" Africa.., education and

training system has to respond to the pressures ;L"1d challe!'.ges posed by the info=atio!'.

revolution. It is for this reason t,>,at Government has expressed a stro!'.g COIL..,1itment to the

use of lers in education.
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nm FUNCTION AND jp>URPOSE OF E·]EDUCATION

The challenge is to go beyond the mere exchange of information and to transform e

Education into a range of learning activities that meet educational objectives. e-Education is

more than developing computer literacy and the skills necessa..ry to operate various types of

information and communication technologies. It is the ability to:

o Apply ICT skills to access, analyse, evaluate, integrate, present and communicate

information;

o Create knowledge and new information by adapting, applying, designing,

inventing and authoring information;

o Function in a knowledge society by using appropriate technology md mastering

communication and collaboration skills.

e-Education views leTs as a resource for reorganising schooling, a..'ld a tool to assist whole

school development. It includes ICTs as:

o A tool for management and administration;

o A resource for curriculum integration;

o A communication tool;

o A collaborative tool for teachers and learners; and

o A learning environment that advmces creativity, communication, collabor2.tion

and engagement.

lCTs, when successfully i...'ltegrated into teaching and learning, ca..'l ensure t.'1e mea..'lL'lgful

interaction of learners with information. ICTs can adva..nce high order t.hi!1kL"lg skills such as,

comprehension, reasoning, problem-solving and creative thinki"lg. Success in Lhe ir:fJsion of

lCTs into teaching and learning will ensure t.'1at ail learners ",-ill be equipped for full

participation in the knowledge society before they leave fu.'"ther education and trair.ing (FE1)

institutions. ~1oreover, these lea..rners are likely to utilise e-Goverrunent p!'ccesses, not only to

acquire and use information, but also to implement public sector reforms that caIl enhance

transparency in govemlnent operations. These lea..'"Ilers will use lCTs to enha..""'.ce L"lte,-aCt1on

between citi2.ens, governmental org-d.'lisations 2nd public a..'ld elected officials.
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These learners will invent new ways of using leTs to realise the Department of Education's

vision of developing citizens who are critical and active lifelong learners. The challenge facing

our education and training system is to create a learning culture that keeps pace with these

changes, and equips people with the knowledge, skills, ideas and values needed for lifelong

learning. Our education system should create graduates who use L'1formation effectively 2nd

keep abreast of technological advances.

Information and communication technologies (leTs) represent the convergence of

information technology and communication technology. ICTs are the combination of

networks, hardware and software as well as the meam of communication, collaboration and

engagement that enable the processing, management a!1d e..xchange of data, information 2nd

knowledge.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF E-EDUCATION

New models of learning are radically changing our concept of education. Education for

human development in the lea'11ing society requires collaborative !ea,,,ir:g, a."1d focuses of'

building knowledge. These c.l,anges a-rise from shifts ill educational gaels, a,"d from new

concepts in lea,.'11ing and knowledge creation. The Department of Education believes t.l,at

developments in leTs create access to learning opportunities, redress inequelities, L'1lprove the

quality of learning and teaching, and deliver lifelong lea'11ing. lCTs cm accommodl'te

differences in learning styles and remove barriers to leami.'1g by providi.'1g expanded

opportunities and individualised 1e:L'11ing experiences.

Experience worldwide suggests that lCTs play an important role in the transformation of

education and training. leTs can enhance educational reform by enabling teachers an.d

learners to move away from ttaditionel approaches to teaching and le:Lming. In a

transformed teaching and learning environment, t.!-,ere is a shift from tel'cher~centred, tl'sk~

oriented, memory-based education (",-ith technology at t.he periphery), to an inclusive and

integrated practice where learners work collaboratively, develop shared practices, engage ir:

meaningful contexts :L'1d develop creative thinki.'1g aDd problem-solving skills.

There is sufficient empirical evidence that mvestnents i.., leTs yield positive res"Jlts for

learners :L'1d teachers. Studies have demonstrated improved learner achievenen in:

o Application and production ofknowledge for the real world;
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o The ability of learners to manage learning;

o The ability to promote achievement for learners who experience bat,iers to

learning;

o Accessing information that increases knowledge, inquiry and depth of

investigation.

Furthermore, the use of lCTs has demonstrated improved inventive thinking skiEs, such as

creativity, problem solving, higher-order thinking skills and reasoning, along with i:nproved

effective communication. Improvements in interpersonal skills, such as writing, public

speaking, teamwork and collaboration, and improved productivity skills, including creating

high-quaJity products, have also been reported. lCTs encourage a teaching and learning

milieu, which recognises that people operate differently, have different learning styles and

have culturally diverse perspectives. lCTs embrace inclusive education ':Jy providing

opportunities, alternative methods of instruction and flexible assessments for learners who

experience barriers to learning.

Benefits to the broader society include increased opportunities for lifelong Ie2.c'Tling,

communication and eXG'tange essential to democratic living, and L"e creation of a poel of

globally competitive human resources.

Professor Kader Asmal further believed that every South l'JriC2.c'1 learner 1.'1 Llcle general 2.c'1d

further education and training bands would be lCT capable (that is, use lCTs confidently and

creatively to help develop the skills and knowledge they need to achieve perso:lal goals ;u:d

to be full participants in the global community) by 2013.

E·§CHOOL DEVEWPM&"iT

In order to achieve the e-Education goal, schools \,rJ] have to develop into leamL'1g

org<misations consisting of a community of both teachers and learners. In such schools,

teachers and learners will be able to function across tr.ree dimensions:

o The Operational DL'TIension;

o The Cultural Dimension;

o The Critical Dimension.
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The operational dimension refers to the skills that are necessary for the use of new

infonnation and communication technologies. Demonstrated acquisition of these skills is as

important as the process by which they are acquired. In order to facilitate collective learning,

provincial departments will establish opportunities for schools to learn together and from

each other about ICTs in education.

The cultural dimension involves stepping into the culture that supports the practice of

using ICTs for educational purposes, regardless of one's level of expertise. This requires

teachers to move beyond a purely instrumental role that views ICTs as an educational add-on,

to regarding technology as something that poses interesti!lg and important questions for

administration, curricula and pedagogy.

The critical dimension invites teachers and learners to step outside the cultJ!e and

challenge assump~ons that are embedded in the success stories about ICTs inside a'1d outside

of schools. This requires a critical dialogue, analysis among teachers, and research resources to

provoke and expand teachers' perspectives on the benefits ofICTs. e-Schools will therefore be

characterised as institutions that have:

o Learners who utilise ICTs to enhance learning;

o Qualified and competent leaders who use ICTs for planning, management a"d

administration;

o Qualified and competent teachers who use ICTs to enhance teaching and

learning;

o Access to ICT resources that support curriculum delivery; and

o Cmu"lections to ICT infFa.Strueture.

e-Schools will connect with the community by:

o Allowing comnlUnity access to its computer facilities after hours;

o Receiving support from the community a'"ld 10c2.1 SMMEs to !Y1<S1t2in a,d

sustain ICT interventions; a'1d

o Serving as a venue for business advisory services and training for comrnunity

based small computer ~l!1d repair businesses.
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The Department of Education will determine the basic leT tools to be supplied to each

institution defined as an e-schooL

THE USE OF ][!CTs IN EDUCATION

The introduction of information and communication technologies (leTs) in education

represents an important part of Government's strategy to improve the quality of le"-''''ing and

teaching across the education and training system. The policy intention is to focus on

learning and teaching for a new generation of young people who are grovring up in a digital

world and are comfortable with technology. Our schools should reflect these realities. The

policy intention is not just to build technical skills, but also to use lCTs to extend mc enrich

educational experiences across the curriculum. The objective is to build d;gital and

information literacy so that all learners become confident and competent m usmg

technology to contribute to an innovative and developing South African society.

e-Le2rtling is about learning and teaching philosophies and methodologies wit.l-,in the

context of outcomes-based education, using leTs in the learning environment. Enriching the

learning environment through the use of leTs is a continuum; it is a process t.'-Jat takes

learners and teachers through learning about leTs (e.xploring what can be done with Ius),

learning with leTs (using leTs to supplement normal processes or resources), "-'nd learnLng

through the use ofICTs (using lCTs to support new ways of teaching and le"-'rning).

While e-learning will not replace teachers, it will enhance t.he quality wd "each of t.'-Jeir

teaching and reduce the time spent on administrative chores. In introducing e-learning, we

should make sure that we balance it wit.l-, other teaching and learning methods. e-Leamirlg

should recognise that its value is linked to its suitability to individual le"-''''ing and teaching

styles and strategies. Learning through t.l-,e use of ICTs is arguably one of the most powerfu'

means of supporting learners to achieve t.he nationally stated curriculum goals. In particular,

the use of leTs for learning encourages:

o Learner-centred learni.ng;

o Active, exploratory, inquiry-based learring:.

o Collaborative work "-,'Tlong learners and teachers; 2nd

o Creativity, analytical skills, critical t.hi.nking and informed decision-making.
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e-Learning will be introduced as an integral part of an enviro:1ment where teaching is

transformed and where learning is an ongoing, creative process. This requires a chang~'1g

teaching and learning methodology in which teachers and lea,.'Tlers will have access to:

o High quality, relevant and diverse resources, beyond what schoollibra,.";es are

currently providing;

o Means of communicating and collaborating with other learners and teachers; and

o Opportunities to create and present new knowledge.

Our quest for active contextual learning to promote understanding will be supplemented by

multimedia applications that require learners to create realistic contexts for problem-solving,

data analysis and the creation of knowledge in the lea,.'Tling process. The introduction of

learning through the use of lCTs is not about creating interesting tasks for lea,.'Tlers, but

rather to deepen .~eir understanding, requiring the use of higher-order t.'Jinking skills and

taking learners beyond recall, recognition and reproduction of information to evaluation,

analysis, synthesis and production of arguments, ideas and performance.

Currently, schools are tackling issues of excellence and equity. They are creating new

learning environments that model a spirit of inquiry, inclusiveness and interdependence wiLl,

learners who represent a wide array of cultures, languages and social backgrolL'1ds. Wit.;'in tbs

context, e-learning has the potential to offer teachers and learners access to a va,.-iety of

learning and teaching support material that promotes the appreciation of diversity, a collective

identity across the school and begins to connect schools to t.'le broader societal goels.

Assessment is an important driver in education and, if not well m,maged, can become a

ba..rrier to irinovation. Once rCTs are embedded in learning md teaching processes, learners

will want to be assured that assessment effectively tests the level of acquisition of skills and

competencies acquired through e-learning. e-Lea,.ming ",-ill require teachers and learners to

reflect upon and improve their approaches ,md strategies to teaching md lea,.'Tling. The

efficient use of e-leaming methodologies has the potential to enhance the quality md value of

assessmellt. Data analysis techniques can assist teachers to track lea,.'Tler achievemer-ts a::d

review teaching strategies according to the insights ~'1ed. Teachers will also be able to give

leamers immediate feedback on progress, ide.'"1tify 2rez.s ef wea.~J.essl ~-:d desig:-_ :1ecessa..-y a-:d

appropriate support systerns in a timely fashion. The administration of assessment is a labour-
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intensive exercise. The use of ICTs in assessment has the potential to illCrease the efficiency

and to streamline and safeguard data-transfer processes. lCTs have the potential to simplify

the administration of assessment. Time saved by teachers on administrative routines cart be

spent on giving direct support to learners and improve the quality of contact time.

In adult education and training, opJine assessment has the potential to increase pac--ticipation

by overcoming barriers such as location, time and cost, through "on demand assessment".

Adult learners who progress at their own pace and wish to demonstrate skills acquired at the

workplace should not be tied down to an infle.xible timetable.

USING iCTs FOR THE EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF MlANAGEMENT ~l'iD

ADMINISTRATION iN EDUCATION

lCTs are increasingly allowing schools md school systems greater access to timely, re1evan:

md detailed infonpation on =y of the functions of schools. More complex il'lformation can

now be collected, malysed md used at both school arld system levels. The rapid development

ofICTs, the increased pressure for effective management of organisational performance, md a

preference for self-managing schools have resulted 1.'1 the development of powerbl

management information systems. As with ot:.~er types of orgznisations, schools and schoo'

systems are increasingly using management information systems for planning, mo::itoring,

improvement md accountability purposes. ICTs have the capacity to automate processes and

save time, thereby freeing school managers to focus on 1.'1structionalleadership.

If =ageria! functions at school md other levels of the education system are to be cac'Tied

out efficiently and effectively, it is necessary that L'1formation of high quality is anilable at all

times to inform decision-making. This highlights the need for a reliable information system

that provides defined objectives arld the right information to the right people, at the right time

and in the right way. Educational leaders do not yet fully appreciate the benefits of e-learning

and e-administration for schools and for provincial and district offices. It is in:portant 6a:

educational leaders at all levels of the system are provided with the necessacy Sl'p?ort·o ena':;le

them to =age the introduction of lCTs and the related change processes.

In order to increase the adrninistration of education through the use of computerised

information syste:r.s, the Department will develop standardised templates for mac'1agemmt,

statistical analysis, record keeping and reporting.
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THE POliCY IF'RAlVIEWORK

The policy framework for the implementation of ICTs in education includes u'l.e following

aspects:

o Ensuring Equal Access to ICT Infrastructure;

o Using ICTs for Capacity Building;

o Creating Norms and Standards for ICTs in Teaching and Learning;

o Professional Development for Management, Teaching and Leac-ning.

JE1!llsming JEqim21 Access to KeT KdJl'2s!rucm:re

The use ofICTs in schools always involves choices about resource allocation. The drive for

additional resources for schools results from prior access to information and resources. The

technically able and well equipped can often make more compelling cases for re-equippLng

than those who have poor or no resources. Technology tends to mnplify advantage. It is for

this reason that the principle of equity should inform our approach and provide an alternative

basis for supplying access to information and the allocation of resources. Equal access and

equal competence should be the objective of our education system. The impact and

effectiveness of ICT rest on the extent to which end-users 0eac-ners, teachers, managers 2I:d

administrators) have access to hardware, software and connectivity. For e-lex-ning to be

successful, learners should have regular access to reliable L'lfrastmcture.

Using leTs fOll" Capacity EWJldi"'g

ICTs are most effectively applied when viewed as i.:1tegral to teaching ar;d leac"TlL'lg by bo~"

learners ;md teachers. ICT integration supports outcomes-based edClcation, which encourages

a learner-centred and activity-based approach to education and training. Any le'l integration

requires that teachers engage in rethinking and reshapi.'lg their engagement with the

curriculum. 11any teachers have grown up in environments with limited electronic teGlmology,

and thus find the adaptation to working with ICTs more difficult than ul,eir lea..-ners do. A

programme that urgently addresses the competencies of teachers to use Ius for their

personal work, in their classrooms, should be developed. Tnis \vill require extef'sive staff

development and support. Thus, ICTs ",,-ill be central to the pre-sen'!ce training of recmits a:.,d

the ongoing professional development of practising teachers.
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C~e2tiJmg Nmm.§ 2nd §tam:dl2:1rQ§ fvr liCT§ ill Tear1l,'l1g:mdlLeG~g

Current initiatives and donations of software and hardware have incited debates on issues

of open source, copyright, licensing, refurbishment alod L'1ter-operability, as well as hu!nan

resource capacity building. The need for national norms and standards for educational Iws

cannot be overemphasised Calls for the scaling up of provi!lcial programInes, in order to

ensure equitable access to learning opportunities and to in1prove learner perform;mce have

been made repeatedly.

The ain1 of creating national standards for ICTs in teaching and learning is to clarify

compliance requirements, responsibilities and irnplementation mech;mis:I1s. Standards of

teacher development, content, connectivity, hardware and software ;md cormrll.miry

engagement cover the following areas:

o Teacher competencies consistent with the National Qualifications Framework

(NQF) levels;

o Educational soundness of electronic content, for example, relevance, reEability,

accessibility and usability;

o Inter-operability of hardware and software, and connectivity to promote

durability, scalability (to be delivered to a large number of learners) and flexibility;

o Rights management, for example, licensing, branding, trading and leg-d

compliance;

o Network and information security; and

o Community engagement.

Educational soundness standards for content will include:

o Content relevance and reliability - the plLrpose of the content is readily apparent

it adds value to teaching and learning tasks, includes processes ;md criteria for

learner assessment, and is compliant with outcomes-based education;

o Accessibility - content is compatible and inter-operable with existing software

and hardware; it complies, where fe;;sible, with accessibility standards for learners

with disabilities a..'ld barriers to learning; and

o Usability - content is easy to use and recognise
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Inter-operability of content st:mdards will include:

o Accessibility - content should be accessible from many locations;

o lnter-operability - learning components developed with one platform or set of

tools can be used in another location \v1t.1-} a different platform or set of tools;

o Durability - technology changes can be made without redesign or recoding;

o Scalability - the ability of a system (both hardware and software) to be distributed

to large numbers of learners in diverse locations; and

o Flexibility - the ability to use and remix learning components from a range of

sources.

Rights management norms will include:

o Equitable rights licensing - negotiation of intellectual property l;censing well

benefit the education sector and investment shareholders, as well as stimulate the

education resource development market;

o Branding - provisions will be made for common structure, format and expression

of rights infonnation;

o Flexible rights trading - rights can be traded in accordance with the digital,

modular and dynamic nature of learning content; and

o Legal rights compliance - licensing rights are honoured and trading rights are

supported.

Every teacher, manager and administrator in General wd FUlt'Jer Education and Trai!lL'lg

should have the knowledge, skills and support they need to integrate lCTs in teaching ,,","1d

learning. The Department of Education should develop a national &a1nework for

competencies for educators (teachers, ma..'1agers and administrators), a..'ld t.'Je use of lCTs

should be integrated into pre-service and in-service training. This will require creating an

appropriate accreditation within the National Qualifications Framework, revisL'lg the Norms

wd St:mdards for Educators, wd reviewing Depa-tment of Edacation in-service training

policies wd programmes to include leTs when appropriate. St2ndards for professional

competency in lCT utilisation w'JI consider the following levels:
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o Entry - computer literate, able to use computers and teach learners to use

computers;

o Adoption - able to use various technologies, including the computer, to support

traditional management, administration, teaching and learning;

o Adaptation - able to use technology to enrich the curriculum and use integrated

systems for management and administration;

o Appropriation - able to integrate technology into teaching and le2-'Tling activities,

and use integrated systems for management and administration within a

community context; and

o Innovation - prepared to develop entirely new le2-'TlL'1g environments that use

technology as a flexible tool, so that learning becomes collaborative and

intera<:.tive. Technology is integrated as a flexible tool for whole-school

development.

The Department of Education will collaborate with t.l-te Education, Tr.jning ,md

Development Practices SETA to access the skills levy for in-service reT trainL'1g programlnes.

Each school will have a dedicated teacher to manage ICT facilities and champion t.l-te use of

ICTs in the school. Support in the form of incentives will encourage teachers, managers 2-'1d

administrators to integrate technology into their daily activities 2-'1d areas of respOClsibi!ity.

This will facilitate technological change, experimentation wiLl-t new ideas, and ris:.c taking.

The Department of Education will, in collaboration with re!ev2-'1t government dqartments,

ascertain possibilities for subsidies and special loans to encourage teachers to purcb.se

computers for personal use. The level of proficiency in the use of ICTs will become an

integral part of the Development Appraisal System and whole-school evaluation.

THE USE OF !CTs FOR flK..ANAGEMENT OF EDUCATION

To realise the e-Education goal, educational management needs to move beyor.d the L'1itial

stages of reI planni..ng and expeli'TIentation and make focused capital i"vestments.

Educational leaders at all levels (national, provincial, district ,md institutional) should leverage

ICTs as a tool for improved educational performance and reorganise educational institutions

accordingly. Ultimately, educational leaders should view ICTs as 2-'1 essential ':'z:s:o=ative

tool for education a...~d tr2ining arId 1!1cllvidually p:ornote and support :::''1e use 0: lCTs ~~

his/her institution. Institutional development phL.,s should incorpora,e leT development

plans. The plans should address the initial cost of ICTs, infrastructure upgrades, security,
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recurring costs, replacement costs, maintenance and support. In addition, plans should address

teacher development, skills transfer, support, and additional hurrdl1 resource req;l;remeClts.

Provincial education departments will plan and budget for training district-level subject

specialists in order to provide ongoing professional and technical support.

INsPIRING LEARNERS AND TEACHERS To ExPLOIT THE lFUlll2'OTR."ITlAL OF liCTs

Integral to the strategy of motivating teachers and schools to integrate leTs into t.!}eir daily

functions, the Department of Education will continue with its incentive programme for the

Most In1proved Schools Awards in the category of Technology-Enhar1Ced Learning Award.

The aim of this award will be to celebrate excellence in the creative use of leTs and to inspire

learners and teachers to exploit the full potential of this rich and exciti.Dg technology. Through

this incentive scheme, models of excellent practice will be identified and used to develop and

promote effective practices in the use of ICfs in teaching, learning a'1d leadership. The award

will allow the Department of Education to share good practice with t.'1e wider teachL'1g

community while rewarding individuals and teams who demonstrate e..xemplary practice h'1 the

use ofICfs in teachh'1g and learning.

THE ROLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN I!'<'TEGRATING liCT liNTO EDUCA710N

The Department of Education and the provincial education departments will collaborate

with higher education institutions to design and deliver in-service and pee-service trainL'g

prograrnmes for teachers, managers aDd administrators. The Department of Education will

ensure the inclusion of rCf integration competencies for teachers, adrninistrators a'1d

managers in accredited pre-service teacher trainL'g progra'nmes delivered by higher ed'Jcatior:

institutions. Accredited pre-service teacher trainL'g prograrmnes wiH provide lea-ners wit.'! the

basic knowledge, skills and attitudes required to integrate reTs into subjects of spec'aEsation.

This will require that each graduati.Dg teacher is able to combine knowledge of the learning

process and instructional systerns theory ",,~th various forms of media and learning

environments, to create the most effective a'1d efficient learning e..xperiences. The training will

model the use of ICfs as a mode of delivery, allowing for greater levels of collaboration,

inquiry, analysis, creativity and content production.

THE DEVELOPMENT AJ'.'D DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTROr-HC CONrEJ'<,'T~"om ?cESOUPDES

The school curriculum in Gene..'"al aCld Furt.1-:ler Education a'1d Training should be

supported through effective and engaging sofu1,-=, electron'c CO:ltent ~..,d online le~-:1L'g

resolh"Ces, and teachers, content developers and admin;strators who cO:ltribute effectively to
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these resources. Conventional print media, as well as the use of devices such as conventional

radio broadcast and tape recorders, will continue to be used in e-schools. However, the system

has relatively under-developed digital teaching and learning resources at present. It is crucial

therefore, that an education-industry partnership be developed to enha'tce im1ovc.tive,

effective and sustainable e-Ieaming resources. In the interim, the Department of Education

will initiate the collection and evaluation of existing digital, multi.'TIedia material that will

stimulate all South African learners to seek and manipulate information in collaborative and

creative ways. Digital content is critical to e-Education because it can be easily a'td rwdorr.ly

accessecl, adapted and manipulated, and is accessible from many locations.

The Department of Education, in collaboration with the Department of Arts and Culture,

will promote the adaptation and development of local content into indigenous languages.

While there is a large amount of curriculum material and resources available on the Internet,

this online content should be evaluated for educational relevance prior to adaptation 2I:d

possible translation into indigenous languages.

The Department of Education ",ill promote the generation of new electronic content that

is aligned with outcomes-based education. Priority areas for national rollout irlclude South

African history, technology, mathematics, sciences and t..'oe biology of, and socii behavio"c

associated with, HIVIAIDS.

School libraries are currently unable to support resource-based learniJlg in outcomes-based

education. The Department of Education wiJl promote access to digitallibra-ies. Information

available in public libraries, museums and government offices should be made available in

digital formats and networked applications.

DEVELOPING A NATIONAL EDUCATION lPORTAl.

The Department of Education, in collaboration with the provincial education departmeClts,

will initiate the development of a national education portal that is linked with pcovincial and

privately owned portals. It wiJ] be a distributive tool a'ld a content 2..'ld i.'lrormation-shari."1g

platform, hosting communications and collaboration applications for learners, teachecs,

administrators, managers and parents. It will serve as a nucleus for buildi,.'1g web-based

resources for teachers, learners and the comrmmity, making it possible to create new

knowledge and add to me existing knowledge base.
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The national education portal will require hosting services that will be distributed and

decentralised in order to maximise efficiency and minimise duplication. A group of experts will

oversee the content development process of the portal and drive the process.

The Educational Management Information System (EMlS) will be accessible L'lroUgh the

national education portal. The Department of Education will improve the electronic system

for the transfer of management Lnformation between GET and FET iIlstitutions, and district,

provincial and national offices. This will require the identification of national~levelreports J..'1d

the development or procurement of administrative software packages accessible to all

institutions.

ACCESS TO [CJ['S INFRA.STRUCTURiE

Every teacher and learner in General and Further Education and Training should have

access to lCT infrastructure. National and provincial hardware and software requirements and

rollout targets should be set by projecting the long~term technological needs of SOUL'"! .Africa.

This will be based on a.'1ticipated educational needs and objectives. The provincial education

departments will establish a desired level of technology resources (nadw2.re a.'1d softwa1Ce) for

each GET and FET imtitution a.nd assess the adequacy of existing equipment 2.nd facilities. At

the very least, every GET a.nd FET institution will have access to technology in order to:

o Manage administrative functions;

o Access electronic learning materials;

o Connect to information sources outside the classroom;

o Communicate with others in and beyond the institutional boundaries;

o Collaborate with others in and beyond the institutional boundaries; a.'1d

o Create and add to the knowledge base.

National and provincial managers and administrators should plan and mobilise funds for

provincial, district and institutional resources to support hardware a.'1d equipment installation,

as well as maintenance and repair thereof. The Depa.'irnent of Trade :m.d Industry, in support

of the provision of ICTs to al1.d within schools, will review L'"!e trade policies for pl"ocuri!1.g

ICT~related goods and services, as well as ensuring balance betwee.'1 (a) reducing import taxes

and bureaucratic processes for imports :and (b) developing local leT industries, ir:cluQL'1g

pricing and taxation of e~serv:ices, tech.n:ical support specialists, local or foreign~O"I,",TIed

computer vendors, computer assembly plants and software manufacturers.
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The Department of Education will develop norms ;L'1d st;L'1dards for new and refurbished

hardware and software for use in GET and FET institutions and revise it 'L'1"ually. These

standards should be consistent with the technical criteria set forth by the Infonnation

Technology Acquisition Centre (ITAq procurement policy and procedures. Criteria for

technical appropriateness include:

o Technical requirements, including durability and ease of maintenance;

o Systems life expectancy, that is, whether the technology under consideration or

tendered is obsolete or relatively new;

o Inter-operability, or the ability ofICTs to communicate between different tools

and platforms;

o Acceptable sources of power;

o Safety and security of equipment and

o Best practices with regard to technical requirements 'L'1d sustainability.

Central to equipping schools with an ICT infrastructure is the provision of electricity and a

physical infrastructure. Although there are ICT provisions that use alternative sources of

energy, the Department of Education will work with the Department of Minerals 'L'1d Energy

to prioritise the electrification programme for GET and FET institutions. The Department of

Education will develop nonns and st;L'1dards for new and refurbished school buildings and

facilities for the use ofICTs.

ENSURING THAT EQUIPMENT IS INTER OPERABLE

The Department of Education will establish minimum inter-operability standards that do

not preclude new or better products, to guide the purchase of hardware, software 'L'1d ou1er

technologies for GET and FET institutions ",~thin prOVll'1Ces. ProvJ1cial ed:.:cation

departments should prepare guidelines for GET ;md FET institutions 'L'1d districts for

acquisition of equipment., including software that is compatible ",~th provincial networks. The

guidelines will describe how the provh'1Cial education departments will ensure that equipment

in GET and FET institutions meets the highest possible level of inter-operability s'1d open

system design as per the ffiL'1.h'TIUffi content ;L'1d hardware/software inter-operabibty stmd2rds.
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MAINTENANCE AND REFmrnISHMill'.'T OF RNFOJRMATION COMMUNICATION

TECHNOLOGY

The Department of Education will promote and support the establishment of trai!1ing

programmes and small business incubators for the mamten<Ll"lce a''1d rerJrbishment of

computers. This will be done in conjunction with relevant government dep<Lrtments and the

providers of further education and training programmes, as well as higher education

institutions that have computer science progt~Jnmes. The Department of Education ",lll

develop norms and standards to ensure the safety and security of lCTs.

DEVELOPING A NATIONAL EDUCATION NETWORK

Every teacher and learner in General and Further Education <Lf1d Training should have

access to an educational network and the Internet. The Telecommunications Act 103 of 1996

and amended in 2001 makes provision for the development of a network for education

(EduNet) that will connect all schools to each oL':er md to the Internet throcgh mdtimedia

laboratories. The Departments of Education and Communications will irlitiate the

development of a national education network in collaboration with other releva..,t government

departments. The education network will be designed to serve the goal of cniversal access for

every e-school. The education network will provide high-speed access fer leanL"'g, teachirlg

and administration. The Department of Education recognises L"e need for high-speed access

and alternative means of access in addition to dial-up Internet access.

NETWORK§ECURITY

The Department of Education, in collaboration with the Depa..rtment of Communications

and the State Information Technology Agency (SITA), will develop adequate IT'eascres, such

as frrewaJ]s and virus protection software, to protect the secu..rity of network resources and to

protect users. The Department of Education will establish st<L'1dards and develop guidelines

for the use of networks and rights management. The standards w'Jl address Internet safety <L'ld

reSponsible and age-appropr'Ulte technology use.

REcURi'liNG COSTS FOR CONl\,'ECnVITY

The J\finister of Communications will determine the formulae for apportionL"'g of universal

service funds for the payment of subsidies to GET <L'1d FET institutions for the proarre.ment

of Internet services and the equipment required to access the bternet, as stated L"l the

TelecomrnU!11cations .!'\ct 103 of 1996 and 3.cTended in 20C1. The legislated e-ra;:e, a

discourlted connectivity rate, is designed to ensure that the cost of basic conneCTIVIty IS
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affordable. Government will implement the e-rate. The discounted e-rate will be reviewed, in

conjunction with the Universal Service Agency obligations, against the recum'lg connectivity

costs.

INVOLVING THE COMMUNITY IN HIE RiCT PROJEct

Schools should work in partnership with families and the wider cO!TLmunity to ensure

shared knowledge about leTs and e-xtended opportunities for leamL'lg and development

through ICTs. Community engagement in leT planning, implementing ~'ld monitoring is

crucial for the formation, maintenance and security of an e-school. The e-scnool wi~l 2lso act

as a hub for multi-purpose services, such as adult continued leaming, primary health care and

other local government services. Moreover, co!TLmunity members will aspire to develop

community-based small, medium and micro enterprises to provide maintenance wd support

services for hardware and connectivity to the e-school.

Government will support community access to e-schools. The objective will be to increase

opportunities for communities to use e-school resources, develop their computer ~'ld Internet

skills, and take advantage of services offered through lCTs. In rellli-n the community will

support the sustainability of lCTs in the e-school. e-Schools will be encouraged to er:gage with

the local community in order to become centres of community life and obtaL'l support

through the community. The local community ",~ll be involved in the mainter:'2.nce and

security of e-school lCT infrastructure, as well as supporting e-schools by availing lCT

experts, specialists and champions in the community who are willing to volunteer their skills

and expertise. Schools can avail their ICT laboratories as study support centres for Ie2n1e~s

and adult learners. Laboratories ,,'ill have to be safe and supportive environments for after

school and work-related studies. These study support centres will become study e!1vironments

for learners whose home environments are not sufficiently conducive to study.

.Government \vill facilitate the establishment of traL'lL'lg progr~'TI.'11es and small-business

incubators to develop community-based computer repair ~.,d maL'lte!lance businesses wd

other lCT enterprises. This will require co-o~dimtion with government depa."t::1ents 2.-'le tt:e

business sector, as well as higher education institutions 2nd institutions prov:ding rJr.ner

education and training Prograrrli'11es. These SM1IEs will provide tedm.ical ~'ld maL'lten2.-'lce

support to GET and FET institutions on an ongoing basis.
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lRESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FORKef ilNrEGlRATION

The research and development community should continuously assess current practices,

and explore and experiment with new technologies, methodologies and techniques te'Iat are

reliable and will support teachers and administrators in e-Ieaming al1d e-dministration. The

best way to leam and understand how to improve practices is through research, evaluation,

experimentation and collaboration. To this end, Government should bring together teachers,

researchers and the leT industry in an action-oriented research and development forum, to

evaluate and develop leading-edge applications for e-Ieaming. Research should be Enked to

practice. The teaching profession has an obligation to play an important role in generating

ideas, testing prototypes and implementing strategies. Research for e-Ieaming should be closely

linked to other general research on learning. Tne Department of Education, in collaboration

the Departments of Communications and Science and Technology, the teac.'Iing profession,

higher education institutions and research agencies, will formulate a research agenda on ICTs

for e-learning.

Cabinet has approved the concept for the establishment of an Advanced Institute for reT

(AIIC1). The AIICT will undertake world~lass, needs-based and applied research in leTs,

leading to development and innovation for the benefit of the economy, to advance the quality

of life of all South Africans and advancement of the region as a whole. The AnCf will also

contribute to the education and training of high-level ICf knowledge workers t..'Jrough

collaboration and partnerships with higher education institutions. The work of t..'Ie ArreT,

through its research and high-level hUlnan resource development, will support t..'Ie

implementation of e-leaming approaches throughout the education system.

FUNDING AND lRE·SOURCING

Need for Investment

While the Ministry of Education is realistic about the fiscal constraints affecting

Government, it also accepts that bridging the digital divide and building an integrated e

Education System will require greater investment in the education sector. Sustained and

predictable funding sources for technology are needed in order to realise a large-scale impact

over time. The initial upfront and long-term investments to achieve e-Education will be huge.

The ongoing costs of providing access to tecr.nology, including teacher develo?mer;t,

pedagogical and technical support, digital content ;L"ld telecormnunication charges, as well as

maintenance, upgrades and repairs are enormous.
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ll"rinciPR\ffi 1fm JF1lJI1TIldmg and Re-sm:urci"g

The Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MmF) will provide a sustainable source for

the implementation of e-Education, with a greater degree of predictability and accountability

for the planning and funding of e-Education. Given the magnitude of the task &"1d additional

resource requirements, investment in ICTs cannot be the sole responsibility of Government.

Investment from the private sector and ot.her resources will be required to supplement

Government contributions.

The programme for rolling out leTs across the system will require a long-term plannL'lg

fuJrnework linked to a funding and resourcing model. The primary objective of such a

planning and co-ordination mechanism will be to ensure that the deployment of funds arld

resources meets the equity and efficiency objectives of the system. Implementing e-Education

should ensure that available resources are maximised and utilised effectively through effective

procurement, value for money, and management for sustainability. FundL'lg models a'ld

procurement mechanisms should achieve economies of scale. Rollout plar.s should be

affordable, scalable and sustainable, based on generic activity-based design tools for teachers

and learners.

Sources cfFun"";"g

Based on the above principles, the Department of Education, with other government

departments and the private sector, will mobilise additional F-h"1ds &"1d resources. Sources of

fundingwill include the following:

o Licensing obligations of telecommunication providers;

o Private sector donations and support from international development assistance

agenCIes;

o Appropriate public-private pa..rt:nerships to ensure the sustainability of the e

Education policy itnplementation; and

o Identification ofresearch fuJrneworks for academic research and development,

for research bodies and institutions to solicit fundi.ng for researG'l in e-Educatlon.

The Department of Education will co-ordinate, with the Depa..--tment of Cor~"Tl'.L...,icatior:s

and the Universal Service Aget1CY, the utilisation of the universal service fur:d, ge:lerated

through universal service agreements and adrnL'listered by the Universal Service Agency. The
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co-ordination will involve direct subsidisation to GET and FET institutions in impoverished

areas and differentiated pricing structures to enable access for all institutions.

One of the critical factors to the success of lCT implementation is sustainable connectivity

and electricity setvlces. The Department of Communications, through the

Telecommunications Act 103 of 1996 and arnended in 2001, called for the implementation of

an e-rate for GET and PET institutions to address the recurrent costs to connectivity, which is

based on ongoing cost requirements reviews. Similar rates will be negotiated for electricity.

STRATEGY FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF10S

A number of lCT initiatives are being implemented across the lengr.h and breadth of the

country. However, these initiatives have not yet reached every school and district. Teacher

access to lCTs is limited, even though, as evidence suggests, personal access has a strong

influence on the_ quality of lCT integration into teachLtlg and learning. Government has the

responsibility to ensure that the benefits of e-learning are enjoyed by all. An implementation

strategy based on the principle of universal excellence for learners, teachers, managers and

schools should inform and direct all efforts. e-Learning should be the maL'1stre<L-n activity of

every school and classroom.

The Department of Education, worki'1g with t.1oe private sector wd social partr:ers in the

deployment of lCTs, will drive a system-wide campaign to ma.ximise the benefits of e-learning

to schools, classrooms, learners, teachers, mwagers a.'1d communities. From the initial

provision of lCTs in schools, sufficient enthusiasm, understandL'1g and expec+ise has been

generated to justifY the move to a system-wide approach that will embed e-lea.'"11ing in ways

that will benefit all learners and teachers across the education system. The Department of

Education will adopt a multi-pronged strategy for the gradual mtegration of ICTs at all levels

of the education and trainmg system. National targets \vill guide the impb-nentatior: of the e

Education policy. Benchmarks and annual targets will be set for t.1oe following:

o Number of e-schools and their level of e-readiness;

o Number of teachers tr-ained at various levels of ICT proficiency;

o Type of conterlt available to learners;

o Ratio oflearners to computers;

o Range of technologies used in classrooms; and
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o Internet connectivity.

CO-ORDINATION AND COLU.BORATION

The White Paper provides a policy frarnework within which govemme"t departments ar.d

other stakeholders will collaborate to ensure that institutions are supported to meet the needs

and interests of learners and communities. The e~Education policy provides a strategic

framework for national co-ordination with the Presidential National Commission on

Information Society and Development, the provincial education depa:tnents, other

governmental departments, business and industry, non~profit organisations, higher education

institutions, general and further education and training institutions, and local comnmnities to

impl=ent e~Education.

The policy directs the establishment of a lVilllisterial e-Education i\dvisory Council

consisting of Ier champions from the public sector, academia, and private "-'"1d civil society.

The Advisory Council will deliver annual reports on L"e status of e-Education L"1 Sout.>' Africa

and advise the Department of Education on implementation. The annual reports will track

and monitor progress on investments in leTs, as well as compare improvements L"1

educational outcomes. The reports ",ill reflect on issues such as the impact of leTs upon the

operation of educational institutions, the relationship between quality and effectjveness of

teachers and ICTs and the impact of ICTs on learner achievement and the development of

skills for the 21st century. The Advisory Council will provide advice on future directions

involving lers in education. An e-Education inter~departmental team ,,~ll monitor and

manage the implementation of the e-Education policy and foster inter-governmental

collaboration. The composition of this team will irlelude senior oHiciais from all the

government departments that have key responsibilities L"1 the implementation of the e

Education policy. Crucial to co-ordination is the development, implementation and

monitoring of targets. This will be reflected in national and provincial ICT plal1S.

MONITORING AND EvALUATION OF iC1' PROGlU.1DlE

Regular revievls and periodic evaluations ",-ill be conducted to inforIT. the implementatio,",

process. The direction and focus will benefit from insights g"'c.L"1ed ,md lessons lea.'TIed from

the reviews. Evidence of success ",-ill be captured agaL"1st rlationally agreed L"1dicators and

targets. The data collected will guide decisions and inform COiltL"1UOUS improvement of the

impl=entation of the e~Education policy. Each generzl a.."1d f.lc~"er educatio:1 and traL"1L"1g
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institution will report data on e-school technology assessment readiness and targets (e

STAR1). Data sets will include baseline data, and set targets to become an e-school.

The data sets will include information on infrastructure, connectivity, mal1agement, teacher

development, learner achievement, assessment and educational benefits to be 6"ined from reT

applications in e-schools. The information will be aggregated at district, provincial ~"ld national

levels.

PLANNING CYClES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF Kef EDUCATION

The achievement of the e-Education policy goal, that every learner in the general and

further education and training bands will be lCT capable by 2013, calls for a long-term strategy

that will provide a framework for specific priorities and actions to be implemented over a

period of time. The implementation strategy set out a multi-year progra.'Ilme of action, nalnely;

Phase I - 2004/07; Phase n - 2007/10 and Phase HI - 2010/13.

The targets set out in the implementation strategy will guide t.\-je initial medium-term

process of integrating lCTs into e-learning, and will identify key national goals, initiatives a."ld

strategic resource allocations. A modest, sustained a.nd systematic grO\vt.~ pLm is preferred.

During this tL'Ile, realistic targets should be set :md cOlIltIlunicated upfront to the Dep~rtment

of Education, and the public and private sectors. The Department of Education recognises

that provinces are at different levels of lCT development and that each province will set its

own targets within the broader framework. Such an approach will allow the provinces time to

set in place the required basics, to develop identified capacities :md to develop effective

growth management strategies within different timefuL'Iles.

PHASE I

and administration

o Build an education and training system to support lCTs integration in teaching

and learning;

o Dedicated expertise is appointed and developed at different levels of t.'1e systerr:

for the planning, management, support, monitoring and evaluation of leTs;

o Ongoing support to managers is provided at different levels of the system;

o Build teachers' and mll!1agers' confidence Le.., the use of ICTs;
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o Every teacher and manager has the means to obtain a personal computer for

personal use, administration and preparation of lessons;

o Every teacher and manager has access to basic training in the use ofICTs;

o Technology incentives for schools 2.'ld teachers to use lCTs are installed through

the "Most Improved Schools Award" progrmnme and other schemes;

o A set of case studies and examples is available to teachers 2.'1d managers on how

to integrate ICTs in management, teaching and lea.-ning.

KCTs into ilie CmriCW1Ulm

o Norms and Standards for Educators are revised to include ICT use and

integration;

o All pre-service teachers training in higher education institutions includes basic

ICT literacy and basic ICT integration into teaching 2.'ld bL.-ning;

o Teachers have access to in-service training on how to integrate lCTs into

teaching and learning;

o Teachers have access to ICT technical support training;

o School managers have access to in-service training on how to integrate lCTs in

management and administration;

o Provincial managers are trained in leT integration to offer support to schools.

o Establish An ICTs Presence In Schools;

o Every school has a computer and software for administrative purposes;

o 50% of all schools have access to a networked compute" facility for teachiEg 2.Ed

learning;

o 50% ofall schools have signed the iY1icrosoft agreement and use t,>te software;

o lCT facilities are being used effectively to facilitate lCT integratio!1 i::to teachi::g

2.'ld learning;

o ICT facilities are safe;

o Schools are using education content of high quality;



o Schools are using educational content that IS developed according to set national

norms and standards;

o Schools have access to an updated database of evaluated content resources 2-'ld

are able to select content for their usage;

o Schools have access to educational content on the Educational Portal "Thutong" 0

o 50% of schools are connected to the Educational Network;

o Networks are safe and information seCurity is monitored;

o Schools use electronic means to cOfILmunicate \,;1th provincial offices;

o All schools have access to an e-rate;

o COtrl!l1unities Support ICTs Facilities;

o SMMEs are developed and trained to provide technical support to schools;

o Communities have access to ICT facilities and services, and in return provide

assistance in sustainability of the intervention.

lE'HASEH

§ystem~Wide ][nteg;r21tion ofICJ['§ mte 'JI'e21CH ""g ~1Dd Le~". ':'g

o Teachers and managers integrate ICTs into management and the Cumcubm;

o 50% of teachers are trained in basic lCT integration into teaching 2-'lG learning;

o Teachers have access to ICT technical support training;

o 80% of school managers integrate ICTs in management and admirlistration;

o Provinces support ICT integration into the curriculum;

o Research and evaluation inform developments and directions in ICT integration.

o 80% ofall schools have access to a networked computer facility for teaching and

learning;

o 80% of all schools have signed the Microsoft agreement and use the softwa::e;

o ICT facilities are safe, effective, designed to facilitate lCT integration into

teaching and learning, 2-'ld in working conditions;
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o All schools with leT facilities have a dedicated teacher to manage the facility and

to champion the use ofICTs in the school.

U§e of High Qu:ility Ed1lllcation ConterrJ.t ill SclJlccE§

o The Educational Portal "Thutong" provides access to resources in allleaming

areas in GET and all subjects in FET;

o Schools use the Educational Portal to communicate, collaborate and access

content resources;

o Schools have access to digital libraries;

o Teachers are producing digital content of high quality and making it available to

other teachers.

Ccnnect All Schooi§ to lIbe ElOC".m:ric Ed1llcatio:nd N e:twl)h~<;

o All schools are connected to the Educational Network;

o Networks are safe and information security is monitored;

o Schools use electronic means to communicate with provincial offices;

o All schools have access to an e-rate.

Involve Community Support in KCJf Education

o SMMEs provide technical support to schools

o Community involvement supports schools to sustain ICT facilities

JPHAsEm

ICf§ Integrated at All. uvel§ ef lIbe Edncatic:n Syst= {fIJ>""g=e:r::, 'Tes::··'~ g,

Learning =d A';m;~;§trotien)

o All departments of education use ICTs seamlessly in planning, management,

communication and monitoring and evaluation;

o Allleamers and teachers are ICT capable;

o ICTs are integrated into teaching and lea..'11ing in all schools;

o All teachers integrate lCIs irlto t.J.,e curriculum;

o All schools have access to a networked computer facility for teachi..-,g "''Id

learning that is safe, effective, designed to facilitate ICT imegration into teaching
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31ld learning, 31ld in working conditions. All schools use educational software of

high quality;

o All schools use the Educational Portal for teachi."'g and lea..rning in an outcomes

based education fashion;

o Communities are integrally involved in e-schools;

o lCT interventions are informed by research.

KZN NEWS: TECHNOLOGY BOOST FOll. KZN IDE'?ARTM'ENI OE' E:clUCATION

According to 3Com news bulletin (2004: http://www.itweb.co.za/

officel3Com/0403260845.htm), The Department of Education and Culture in KwaZulu

Natal has launched a major technology upgrade initiative that will culminate in the linking, via

a wide area network (WAN), of its 60 administrative offices and other sites throughout the

province to its head office complex in Ulundi.

According to AM Moodley, deputy manager (Information Technology) at the department,

the project will also include the Truro building and Esplamde Government Building (EGB) in

Durban.

He says the department is collaborating with 3Com, through its local bra....,ch, on t.'<e design

of the networks and has st31ldardised on 3Com products t."roughout its network. "Apart from

the fact that all our offices, including resource centres, will be linked, key benefits of the

project include a more streamlined and efficient flow of information throughout the

department," says Moodley. "Secu..";ty has also come under the spotlight and we are confident

that the handling of all sensitive material, p<L.-ticularly papers associated wit.'> our senior

certificate examinations, will be foolproof."

. Byron Ainhim, Education Network mamger at the State Information Technology Agency

(SITA), revealed that the depa..rtment's new 3Com network infrastruct.rre centres on the

installation of high speed, 10/100 Megabits-per-second (Mbps) links at each of toe sites,

complemented by a fast, 1GB core, bking enterprise, mail ;md termi...,al servers.

"The result ",,-ill impact on more than 9 000 desktop workstations and ",;ill deliver

measurable response and performance increases," he says.
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"In designing the upgrade, 3Com's brief included an overall improvement of efficiency,

increased network stability, manageability and security for our systems - which include

accOlmting, administration, human resources management and salary systems as well as e

maiI," adds Ainhirn.

The network infrastructure will also be linked to Govnet - the government net<.vork - and

the proposed KZN-online education initiative, whiG" will bring a significant number of the 6

300 schools, 80 000 teachers and more than 2 million pupils in the provi..nce into the network.

According to IPR Strategic Business Information Database, July 21, 2002, cellular phone

mogul Vodacom Foundation announced it is establishing e-learning resource centres throughout

South Africa, to bridge the existing cligital clivide, by donating R1.682 million to ~"e project L'1

which 40 'master facilitators' will train teachers in the use of information ~'1d corrm:mnication

technology. FoU!'dation chairperson Mthobi Tyamzashe said Vodacom's expansion into

several African countries had made it acutely aware of the need to break dO"'TI the digital gap

between Africa ,md the developed world. The E-Learning Centres are p~4: of a unique

international collaboration, known as the Digital Partnership, ofwhich South Africa is the site

of the first pilot programme. The Partnership, L'lVolving private, public and non profit-sectors

across the globe, has been established to facilitate and deliver computer literacy and

developing access for leaming, enterprise and social development L'1 developL'1g countr.es.

UN NEWS: TELKOM §UPER CENTRES

In 1998 Telkom, in conjunction with The Thintana i-Learn, launched a project to sponsor

10 rural schools in KwaZulu-Natal with computer centres. Tne p1.L1'0se ef the SuperCentres

project is to improve the quality of teaching and le~'ning in the selected schools ~"rough ~J.,e

use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), and increase ~"e nlL'nber of

students who are proficient ICT users.

Telkom SA sponsored the Telkom SuperCentres project The TeL~om SuperCentres

Project initially aimed to install computer networks of 21 pes with a server and dialup Internet

connectivity in one hundred schools around the country. However, dele to budgetary

constraints, the number of schools to benefit from the project was reduced to 198 and a

standard configuration for each site was arnended to consist of 10 reFrbished pes ~'1d 4 new

pes with head phones, a server, modem, printer, ~'1d Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS).
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According to t.>te Telkom SuperCentres and Thintarn i-Learn Project Evalu2.tion Report

(2000: http://wv.w.school.za(2.tworkltelkomscilearn.htm!# ftnref46), the Thintan2. i-Learn

and Telkom SuperCentres Projects have delivered and installed computers in schools that are

in deep rural areas. Qantayi Secondary School, situated in Port DU!1fort in KwaZulu-Natal, is

close to 50 kilometers from Richard's Bay and about 35 kilometers from Empangeni. Besides

the distances, it was clear from observation that some of the areas where the schools are

situated are faced with adverse socio~conomic conditions characterised by unemployment

and poverty. Some schools lacked educators with IeI skills and some of the schools

participating in the projects were from deep rural areas. The projects were implemented i'l

schools that have the basic requirements to enable them to succeed

The Thintana i-Learn Project Evaluation Report of the 15th August 2002 shows t."-at theft

of equipment in schools was one of the major problems. Ambitious outcomes are found, for

example, in the claim "Ifwe equip students with information literacy skills, they wiil be able to:

(emphasis added)

o "Make up" their own minds

o Work weil in teams

o Solve problems with independence and ingenuity

o Speak, present, and write persuasively

Many schools which participate in the Thintana i-Learn project experienced many technical

problems. Networks were often out of order. These schools were completely disillusioned r.d

felt that SchoolNet has deserted them. Their frustration and anger is underst:mdab!e given that

their technical problems, which reportedly started late in 2001 had not been attended to.

While there is evidence to suggest th2.t educators and lea,.'T1ers used the COffi?uters, the

above Project Evaluation Report found that most schools were not using t.>te Internet. Where

connectivity has been established reasons for not using the Internet varied. The cormnon

reason though was that educators and learners were being introduced to computers so 6ey

did not possess the necessary skills to use the Internet. Some schools said that they will.,ted to

first develop a policy for Internet use before they allowed educ2.tors wd lea,.-r:ers to use the

Internet.
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The general feeling alTlOng key informants and 1.'1terviewees in school is that t.'oe projects

have brought about changes in various aspects particularly in rural areas. Prakash Morar, the

project manager at SchoolNet said that the projects managed to have empowered lots of rural

schools in ways that no one could. The projects have opened up a whole new world for the

schools and have moved to closing the digital divide.

The Evaluation Report concluded by identifying the need for flli'1her research in t.'oe area of

reT integration into schools. Such research will help interested pa..rties fmd out how to find

methods and strategies that schools would have to use to sustain their centres.

CONCLUSION

Chapter 7 outlines a draft policy for reT integration into the South African Schools. The

policy has some very promising ideas, which require great effort by the initia:or :0 see b'le

mission through W its end. Unfortunately, the initiator, Proffessor Kader Asmal requested to

be replaced for reasons unknown to the author.

The great dilemma that surfaces is whether the new minister will take ownership of the

draft policy. This area of concern surfaced when the new minister of education Lrnrnediately

placed a moratorium on educator promotions, which were already in motion. The moratorium

was sited after the due date for submission of applications for promotions had expired. She

needed to examine the feasibility of such a project before it was concluded. \v'hilst there is

some speculation that these posts will be re-advertised for educators to re-apply, educators are

still waiting in hope that something good will materialise.

Further, with reference to the penultimate paragraph of this chapter, it is dear that offices

other than schools in the Department of Education are given attention to leT upgrades.

Chapter 8 deals with the quantitative research, which the author undertook 1.'1 KwaZulu

Natal. The research is purposed to assist in entrenching a respectable leT policy for KZi"J

schools rather tha..'l for bureaucratic offices.



Chapter 8

F!EI1)WORK

INTRODUCTION

This chapter traces the development of this study from its conception up to the research

results. An account of the questionnaire, which was used in the research, is presented and this

is followed by a discussion of the fieldwork that was carried out for the purposes of this study.

The procedure used to process data from questionnaire to data tables is also explained.

THE NATURE OF THE REsEARCH

This project was analytic ill nature. The qualitative aspect entailed empirical literature study.

The quantitative study entailed research methodology based on sarnpling techniques,

fieldwork, questionnaires, and the appropriate form of statistical quantification USL'lg the

analytical program, SPSS, and the interpretation of the results in terms of para.c-neters of

significance projected by SPSS.

lRATIONALE FOR QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

In September 2003 Professor Kader Asmal (former minister of education- SA) released a

Draft White Paper on e-Education where he also invited "sta.keholder bodies and members or

the public with an interest in Infonnation and Communication Technologies in Education ~'ld

Training to comment on the draft e-Education White Paper". The document proposed that

submissions be done under the following headings:

o Introduction;

o Policy Framework;

o Funding and Resourcing;

o Implementation Strategies;

o Other issues;

o Recommendations.

The draft proposal gave the current prof:le ~md distribution of leTs L'1 schools. Only

10.4% of KwaZulu-Natal schools were equipped wiL':t computers ror teaching and leamL'lg.
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Further to the above in South African Country report (2004: website64
) South Africa's score

on learners' cross-cultural skills is below the score of the WorLD65 impact prog-a.·T!' Wor~

cited the following causes to the above problem:

o The South African has the lowest learner-to-computer ratio alT10ng all WorLD

countries;

o Educators cited a lack of national policy for computer use as an obstacle, and

they reported that they lack time to implement new leT pedagogies.

Thirdly, the author conducted interviews with relevant stakeholders in education in order

to be able to make relevant recommendations for lCT education in KwaZulu-Natal. Dr.

Skosana (Senior Education Manager - Zululand Education District) issued the following

statements:

o The 2003 Draft White Paper on lCT education has been shelved until further

positive recommendations are submitted to pursue its necessity;

o The Department of Education is instead focusing on creating more classrooms in

order to ensure that teaching is not done under trees.

In order to make consistent comments and contributions to the Draft Wnite Paper on e

education the author had to make a reliable assessment of e-education in other countries,

undertake substantial literature study of lCT education a.nd also take on a study of the ClL.'Tent

status of lCT education in KwaZulu-Natal. Since is was not the author's intention to redo

what the previous J\1Lnister of Education did, the author undertook an exploratory study to

evaluate the status and quality of e-education that existed and the mindset of lea.-ners, parents

and teachers with regard to e-education. This exploratory study enabled 6e aULi-jor's mrrent

supervisor to initiate a more intense survey66 of e-education in KwaZulu-Natal SL-,ce Lf>e

problems that surfaced were too numerous to be ca.-ried out by one study (refer to tl1e

problems as listed in chapter 1).

''http://64.233.161.104/se=b?q=cache:I.YvdqTXiOEJ:www.worldbank.oxg!worldJirJ<s!english/assw/World
Links-SourlL'\£rica..pdf+percenrngr+of+schools +that+have+COffinuten+ in+ south+afuC!&bl-e:n&ie-L 1'1'
m,

65 ~'o:dd Links for Development (\VorLD) Otganization was established as a con-profit organi.z2.tion se?arate
from the World Bank Institute.

66 Refer to Research Procedure. Chapter 1, page 5.
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For reasons stated above, the "-xploratory survey was constructed usmg a convement

sample of 266 leamers from previously disadvant;ged public schools along the coast of

KwaZulu-Natal.

FIELDWORK

An anonymous questionnaire targeted at pupils of the general education and training phase

was developed. Fellow postgraduate Communication Science students of the University of

Zululand (who had just completed a course on research and field work methodology) assisted

in disseminating, administering and collecting questionnaires from previously disadvantaged

public schools. At the outset respondents were informed that this was an anonymous survey

and that their responses would remain confidential. Le21TIers were informed 6at their

participation in the su..rvey was voluntary but that their assistance, through their participation,

was needed.

The following is a detailed breakdown of the types of questions that were posed to

respondents in this survey: The questionnaire had three parts:

o Part 1 asks permission to use student's responses for academic research;

o Part 2 asks general personal particulars like age, gender and home language. In

particular Questions 1 - 5 focus on demographic information regarding age,

gender, the area where they grew up, and race of the respondents;

o Pa-Tt 3 focuses on e-learning and the impact of e-le2..rning on eciucation.

In particular Questions 6 - 11 ask respondents to explain in their own words what they

think e-Ie2rning is and whether they have access to computers. Questions 12 - 19 relates to

whether respondents have access to the Internet. Questions 20 to 25 are used to determine the

rate of computer literacy and the availability of assistance in becorr.irlg compc:ter literate in the

community.

Questions 26 and 37 ask respondents about the purpose of available computers 2nd t"eir

preferences relating to teaching and le2rning styles. Questions 38 to 49 are used to determine

how respondents rate the irnportarlce of computers in education ac..,d the need for rclndir:g by

government and non-govetnn1ent organisations.

The questionnaire takes into accou..'1t all t.l,e key aspects or Ll.,is survey i.e. the v'ews of

learners, parents and educators about e-education 2nd t.'Je availability of electronic resources in
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the community. It examines how computers are implemented if they are available md whet.her

communities who do not use computers show any initiative in acquiric'g computers to foster

e-education. Of the 300 questionnaires, which were sent out, 266 were returned.

DATA PROCESSING FROM QUESTIONNAIRES TO DATA TABLES

During the survey session each respondent was required to read questions m the

questionnaire and mark their responses by plac.ng a tick or a cross in the appropriate spaces,

or by writing down the appropriate information where required. The responses were then

entered into the SPSS 11.5 prograrnme.

Setting up me lEll1lcomng I[>2Jr2metern ill §¥§§

There are two views (worksheets) in SPSS 11.5. These are the "variable view" and the "data

view" (as indicated in figure 16).

The parameters of the data, which were gathered from the returned questionnaires, are set

up in the variable view (as indicated in figure 17 below).

Figure 17: Variable mode



Following this, the "values" dialogue box was activated by clicking the appropriate cell as

indicated by the red circles in figure18 below:

ruralareel
.:.,.:-:-".:::.:,:,:.:.:.:< .-:-::::::~::::::~:::::::

i¥l!~~! ~:::~~::,;~> ili;;ji~i~i,ti~.i1[1~7f~;:;;;;~?'~

i:;;;':;i .. ~ :.:~;~=~;~~,answ~" Illllill,lllll I;
,

lPcuse !Numeric i8 10 ipurpose ofho ill, I do no!iJs;;!,No-;:
Figure 18: Setting the correct value label

The questionnaire statement, "I grew up in __", was typed into G'Je m/lle /abel slot

Thereafter, entering the appropriate data code and its relevant area range into the value label

slot set the coding parameters, In the above exarnple the author first typed G'Je nu!nbe, 1,

followed by "rural area" 1!1 the value /abe! slot Thereafter this coding parameter was established

by clicking on the "Add" key, This had to be done for each of the location vari2.bles. The

"Add" key is used to add each location variable to the list of location variables. This process

had to be followed for each question in the questionnaire,

Types ofmeaswement used

There are three types of measurement used in qU:L'ltitative research, namely scalar, ordinal

and nominal measurement (as indicated in figure 19 below), The type of measurement wiE

dictate the statistical procedures that will be used in processing the data md to achieve

inferential analysis, Measurements are quantified so G'Jat means, modes 2..'ld medians cm be

determined. The types of measurements are:

o Scalar measurement is appropriate when respondents express preferences,

attitudes, opinions, etc. measured on a gradually changing continuous scale such

as Never-sometimes--often-----<:onsta.'1tly;

o Ordinal measurement is appropriate whe.'1 respondents make value judgements

such as X is taller than Y; X is more expensive than Y. Ordinal measurement is
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where various pieces of data are brought together and ranked in eit.l,er higher or

lower values than each other;

o Nominal measurement is appropriate when respondents select a particular

subcategory within an overall category such as age, gender, race, etc. According

to Leedy 1997:40, when nominal measurement is used data is usually restricted or

limited. For example when we measure gender, we divide into two groups,

namely, male or female.

Figure 19: Choice a/measurement is done under the "measure" column

JEntering the Data from lEa-ch QUl:stio,.,,,,,i·e in §¥§§

Once the parameters are set in the variable mode, the necessJry headings and colc:mns 2.re

then generated m the data view (as indicated in tigure 20 below). This is where data is entered.

In the data mode, shorthand codes are used as colUITh'1 headings. These headings appear as

labels in graphs and tables.
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Entering the Dat2

Each question m the questionnaire is assigned a pa..'1:icular column in the database. The

appropriate code variant for the individual respondent is entered in L'-le column that deals with

that question. A screen shot of the database for this study is displayed in figure 21 below. It

indicates that numeric as well as abbreviated alphabetical codes were used to represent

particular responses.

1 icomplete igreater tha; male; Ido not wa iSouth Africi_0__~ +,;_.,; :••: : •__~ : ->-'- _-:-.__•••••••••••••••••••••••:: ••_ •._. • __ • ••• • __ •••••••••:.:._.:.,.;

1 i complete i 14 years oil female i urban area; So~th Afric
o

'

---•••••---------.::.••- •••- ••-.-••••••.•- ------ ••••••••••••••- ------------.----------- --••.••.••••.•••••.••... -t.----.--.--.--.---- ,;:::-:::::

1; complete ;14 years 01 i male i urban area iSouth Afric
·,,"------···-··-···tT----compisie!ti-yearsoi-j----O--------;;;-ai;;-:--Lirtian--are;;-j-SouthOAfric.>

1ipartially co i groater tha \spciTire-sp-oj urban ar§j[~~c-Lt~~:r.r~>
1 ; complete ; greater tha i male i urban area; South AfrijJ

i!l:;i,;i;;l~~~~;r~IIIII!iijl,i;I!lii;II;lllf,il;l;j;I;!!:,';'!~'l;iii(i'!:;il';ll=!l\~
Figure 21: Enter data

Verifyi1i1g the ACamJJcyofthe iCod!ingProcess

The accuracy of the encoding process was verified by double-checking each cede 6at had

been entered after the questionnaire was encoded onto the database.

Determi:a.mg the §t2ItisticaJ §ig:Illfic2J:IJJce ofme fffesww

According to Leedey (1997: 252), Descriptive Statistics is a branch of statistics that cescribes

what data looks like. He further states that statistics that takes small szrr,ples of a pepulatie:-:

and from those samples make inferences by estimating andpredicting the general characteristics of

a population are inferential In making inferences il1 this survey, the author used significa:1ce

testing and measures of variation to validate his claims. Significance relates to si:nilarities

within groups and differences between groups ","iLl-, regard to particular responses_ Statistics

can be used to detennine whether there are significant sirnilarities in responses to questions

within demographic groups, as well as significant differences between demographic g:oups_

High levels of similar responses wit.lll.n groups, correlated with high leve's of dissln:ilz

responses between groups are shown as levels of significance on data tables_ The nearer the

decimal fraction 15 to 0 (zero) the higher the level of significa"1ce. Str_--:gent :neasure::1ents et:

significance consider 0.05 to be significant and 0_01 as highly signiEca"1t A level ef sig-c'EGmce
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of 0.05 therefore means that there is practically no chance that the variable being tested is

irrelevant.

According to Leedey, 1997: 254, one degree of freedom in a deviance mea!1S that L"l a

normally distributed population, 68% of the population is represented. The standard deviation

which was generated by the SPSS 11.5 data~base for specific variables (or combL"1ation of

variables) was used to explore the extent of deviation for reliable estimatL"1g and predicting.

With the fully encoded database, Ll:1e author used the general linear model feature of SPSS

11.5 to deterrnme the levels of significance for each question. This was possible by selecting

the multi~vanate option in SPSS.

VISUAL JREPRESENTATION OF DATA

Pie charts, bar graphs and statistical tables are used to visually describe res"lts of this

survey. Pie charts are particularly appropriate to represent a sub~population of a larger group.

It is typically used to represent nominal measurement. While many researchers have a

tendency to use bar graphs to represent scalar measurements, bar graphs can be used wit.'o

great sUCCess m representing nominal measurements. Significance :L"1d general tables are also

used to make inferences in this study as described in the previous paragraph.

The SPSS 11.5 program generated over one hundred highly significant correlations. Not all

correlations will be evaluated or analysed in this study. Only those correlations, which have

relevance to the problems, stated in Chapter 1 will be scrutinised. Significance tabies are used

to make deductions, inferences and estimates. Significa..11ce tables such as t.'oe one below will be

located in addendum one for references purposes.

I Ihow good are
,

!

\ y....u w;+'- . 'sjr~ acccessto~ v I., I U ~:::;

), computers a compU€T
how good are you with Pearson Correlation i

, -200-,
using computers 8ig. (2-tailed) .001 I

N 266 266
acccess to a computer Pearson Correlalion I .200~ 1,

8ig. (2-tailed) .001

~ N ij 266 266

-. Correlation is significant allhe 0.01 level (2~tai!ed)

Figure 22: Access to a computer ~·s Degree ofcomputer literacy
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The significance table (in figure 22 above) indicates that there is a strong correlation

between "access to a computer" and "computer literacy". The table indicates a bi-variate

correlation. This means that we are getting the same results in two cells that are beL'1g

compared. Further, it is an indication that there is a causal relationship between L1-,e two

variables which are being tested. By comparing this fmding with other similar surveys and

literature studies substmtial conclusions and recommendations are possible.

The pie chart below (figure 23) is an example of a chart that is used to display ail results of

a scenario With the ability to highlight certain crucial aspects of the fmal result. This chart

mdicates that less than 10% of leamers have access to computers at their schools and more

than 38% ofleamers have no access to computers at all.

L~~;~jj©J

111 dc net have access to a CC:71;:nJter at al!

III at home
[ill et the local library

~ at a friend's houS2

[illla.t my parents' work pi~

U at my school

22.55%

Figure 23: Do you have access to a computer?

The bar graph in figure 24 below indicates that only 10% of learners L'1 KW2ZLlu-Natal

h_ave computer access Ll1 their conlmu..'1ities wh~ch co1r..cides \vit.1. a nztonal se:-vey dor:e i!:.

2002 (Draft White Paper on e-education: 2003)
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Governm,ent providss leT resource centre
60

60

40

30

I don't knnw sort of true false no response

true not very true I do not want to ans

Figure 24: Does the government provide leT centres in your community'.?

Some graphs have a legend along it to explain what each colour means.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter the procedure that was followed when conducting this survey is explaL'led.

A breakdown of the questions that formed the questionnaire ,md an overview of the

fieldwork, which was carried out during this study, were presented. FurtJ.,er, the author

explains how the survey was conducted. He also gives an account of the steps that were

followed when encoding data into the SPSS programme. Following this, statistical significance

and its relevance to this study is explained. Thereafter, the author explaiflS hew he wig be

using visual representation to illustrate his analysis of data. The results of this study are

presented in the followmg c.lJapter.
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Chapter 9

ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter the author explains various aspects of the research methodology of

this study. In this chapter he presents and interprets the results of the quantitative component

of the study, mainly by presenting and interpreting a series of bar graphs and pie charts. The

results are presented in an easy to read manner to enable stakeholders at grassroots level to

implement results and recommendations. Below is an overview of the key findings from this

level of analysis. Where necessary some tables, which are used to make an analysis, are made

available in addendum one.

GENERIC PROFILES OF THE RESPONDENTS

Before presenting the statistics relating to this study, a general profile of the respondents is

provided in the form of pie charts. This profile relates to gender, age, ethnic group and area

where respondents reside.

Gender Distribution of Respondents

Figure 25 (below) provides a graphical representation of the percentage of males and

females who participated in this study. Approximately 42% of the respondents were males and

approximately 53% of the responden ts were females.

GENlER OF RESPONtENTS

Figure 25: Gender a/Respondents
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Just over 2.3% respondents did not want to indicate their gender. Almost 1.9% of the

responses were spoilt responses and 0.8% did not respond. Being negligible figures, the

"Spoilt Response" and "No Response", to the statement "I am a male / female", will not be

considered for the purposes of my study. In subsequent analysis, these responses will also not

be considered if the range of the response is rniniscule.

Although there were approximately 10% more females than males, r..!-'is representation of

gender distribution is a suitable representation for the study.

f,\ge Distti1b1lllnon of Respondents

The pie chart below (figure 26) is a representation of r..!-,e age of r..!-,e respondents who

participated in this survey. The respondents are lea.'1:1ers from the General Education and

Training phase of schools. This phase of schooling houses learners who are predomin2Jltly

from the 13 and 14-year age groups. Approximately 14% oflearners were greater than 14 year

old. Slightly more than 17.11% oflearners were 12 year olds. A large percentage of learners,

(more than 34%) were 14 year olds. Almost 33% ofl~'Tlers were 13 year old.

~~~O~J!li

IllIH'1 years old
a 12 years old

till 1 3 year$ old
~14 years old
ii] graatar than 14 years 0 Id

[§ I do net 'Mm to &nsV\erihls questlon

Figure 26: Age ofRespondents

The General Education and Training (GET) phase of school irl So:rth "~'rica includes

learners who are in grades seven, eight and nine. The ages represented above 2.re a fair

representation oflearners who fall into the GET phase of schooiing.

Racial. DistnDution of Respondents

Figure 27 outlines the following statistics about the racial distribution of the respondents:

o 60.5% of respondents were African
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o 7.9% ofrespondents were Coloured

o 25.6% of respondents were Indian

o 0.4% of respondents wereJewish

o 0.4% ofrespondents were from another group

o 0.8% of respondents did not want to answer this question

o 4.1% responses were spoilt

o 0.4% of respondents did not respond to this question

Figure 27: Race ofRespondents

This study focussed on previously disadva!1taged schools. In terms of u",e demegr2.pbcs of

the country, the large number of ~Afric~'1 lea..'Tlers Ll-,a~ fOrn1ed pm ef this st"dy suitably

represents the previously disadvantaged schools of rural ~'1d urban areas.

Urban ve:rn1l1§ RmallDii§tributic!l cf Re§pctrndwtll

Figure 28 outlines the area in ",-hich the respondents live.

rural area
urban area

I do not want to answer i
spoilt response !
no response !

Count
39

173

36

6

Cc!%
14.7%

65.0%

13.5%

2~3%

4.5%

Figure 28: Area ofRespondents
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A large number of respondents (13.5%) did not want to divulge the area where they live.

This is an indication that many learners are sensitive about their locale. Many urban schools

were willing to participate in the survey. These schools returned almost all questionnaires

whereas many ruraI schools failed to return questionnaires. Some of the ruraI schools indicated

that the questionnaires were lost

REsPONDENTS' ACCESS TO INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

In spite of some deviations, schools in KwaZulu-Natal are not displaying a noteworthy

development in e-education. Some schools appear to be fitted ",'ith resources for a small

degree of computer literacy rather than aiming for composite e-education.

Table 29 below indicates that learners' perceptions of access to computer technology for

academic purposes is still miniscule. When compared to statistics provided by the previous

minister of education (prof. Kader Asmal67
), over a year ago, pupils perceive no increase in

computer technology at schools. Internet and e-mail facilities are being used more extensively

in many schools as a management and administrative tool rather than as a teaching resource.

ALL LEARNERS AND TEACHERS AT MY SCHOOL
HAVE ACCESS TO COMPUTERS

Counl Table %
I dontknow 57 21.4%

Irue 20 7.5%

sort of true 23 8.6%

nol very true 6 2.3%

false 155 58.3%

I do nol wanllo
1 .4%answer this question

spoilt response 3 1.1%

no response 1 .4%

ONLY OFFICE STAFF AT MY SCHOOL HAVE
ACCESS TO COMPUTERS

Counl Table %
I dontknow 17 6.4%
true 157 59.0%
sort of lrue B 3.0%

not very true 4 1.5%
false 73 27.4%
I do not wanl to

5 1.9%answer this question

spoilt response 1 .4%

no response 1 .4%

Figure 29: Learners' perception ofthe purpose ofcomputers at school

. According to figure 29, slightly more than 16% ofrespondents say that learners and their

teachers have access to computers at school whereas 62% oflearners believe that only office

staffat their school have access to computers.

When figure 29 (below) is compared to figure 30, it becomes obvious that a great disparity

~'<ists in terms of learner access to information technology and existence of communication

centres at certain schools.

'7 Daft white paper on e-education, 2003.
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MY SCHOOL HAS A COMPlJTER CENTll.E

Count Tab~8 % 1I

I don1 know
,

25 9.4% Ii
I:

true 80 3!U% "!;

sort of true 75 21L<%
not very true 5 1.9%
false 73 27.4% it

I
I'I do not want to

answer this question 1 .4% ':

spoilt response 7 2.6% ii
'I

Figure 30: My School has a Compuier Centre

Figure 30 shows that over 58% of learners identified some sort of let at their schools

while figure 29 shows that under 17% of lea.."l1ers and teachers have access to leTs. This

would suggest that schools are using computers mail1ly for administration purposes. There is

an indication that a large number of school ma..'1zgement teams asSL'TIe t.1,at Info~atior:

Communication Technology has a greater purpose in admh'1istration tasks rather than 2.S a

teaching / learning tool.

Schools without computers will probably experience shor..age h'1 equipment such as VeRs,

radios, and tape recorders and data projectors. Probable factors, which h'1hibit schools from

acquiring computers, are:

o Lack of understanding about the purpose of computers in education;

o Isolation" from the global world and its economy;

o Lack of funding;

o A lack of available of trained staff;

o Insufficient building space;

o An absence of electricity;

o Poor security.

Learners require guidance in selecting and evaluating information. Tne object of education

in the GET phase is to prepare lea.."l1ers to penetrate the job market. ClL.rrent trends in the

6B This form ofisolation can be self induced or fro!!l external factors.
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economic sector require that new entrants into the job market possess some experience in

information comml1!1ication technology. Acquiring expertise in the skills of selecting a..,d

evaluating information (by using new technology) enable learners / job seekers to have the

necessary tools to apply themselves diligently into the employment sector. Figure 3' below,

shows that less tha"} 20% of learners who were targeted display a significa..,t degree of

computer literacy.

COMPUTER LITERAC;

i Table % Count..!'
I don1 know anything

47.4% 126
about oomputers

loan do very basio
17.3% 46things on oomputers

I am relatively good
8.3% 22with oomputers

I am quite good with
14.3% 38

computers

I am very good wit..
5.6% 15

computers
I do not want to

5.6"10 15answer this question

spoilt response 1.1% 3

no response .4% 1

Figure 31: Perception ofcomputer literacy

In the General Education and TrainL'1g phase, r.'-le teaching of basic computer principles

and word processing skills require much attention since r.'-lese are r.'-le basic tools, which

facilitate e-learning. Further, these are skills which learners require in order to take up positions

in the economic sector of the country. It would be appropriate to re-exa'11ine r.>'e purpose of

the General Education and Training phase and to identify what "general education and

training" really signifies. An apt description of general education would include 211 2.Spects of

vocational training. This should include basic computer literacy.

THE POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION OF KCTs TOWAc.1.DS EDUCA7LCN

Effective use of leTs in education refers to r.>'e positive contributon ICs rr.3-'ce towzds

the process of teaching and leac'11ing. Effective use of Iws requires tl:e estab,is'-J:r,eEt of leT

capability and infrastructure that is conducive to teachL'1g and leaT.ing. A.., established

infrastructure means that basic lCf resources are in place. It also means t.1.at educators 2re

present who are equipped with the skills, k.'1owledge and confidence to creatively ~.,sert IeIs

into the teaching and learning process.
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Figures 46 and 47 in addendum 1, indicate that there is a strong correlation between

availability ofcomputers (or computer centres) and positive attitudes of teachers. Schools with

computers have computer literate teachers and these teachers also support the idea of

knowledge sharing.

This analysis also indicates that there are a number ofhurdJes towards the use ofICTs in

schools (e.g. lack of funds). It is more likely that educator attitudes towards leT usage will also

be negative. According to Averweg, 2004:38, the Technology Acceptance Model (rAM),

which is used as a scale to measure the level ofacceptance of computer technology, effectively

predicts the level of adoption of this technology. Averweg further states that computer

technology in South Africa is "being treated as somewhat of a step-child". While attitudes

towards this technology may be low, positive attitudes to leTs in schools appear to have been

enhanced through the access educators have had to relevant training. The survey data also

shows that schools that have had greater access to professional development are those that

possess a high level of resources.

.Figure 32 below shows that less than 6% of learners perceive that they are confident and

competent with computers, less than 41% of them see themselves as average computers users

and more than 48% of learners have no computer literacy at all.

HOW GOOD ARE YOU WITH USING COMPUlERS?

.~

Legend
I dllnUu'llI'Df'1W11amfJrtllI'irillQiQ abOi lXlIIIpiers

III CllI1 do ""y"","c1llirY;ls m lDll~

I '-""ygood Wlh tlIIIIpiers

.1 CJOle good Wlh mnpiers
I wt:Ygood WIll CDIlpUers

DJ dolll11WtlD....--_..-

Figure 32: Computer literate Learners

There are indications that there is a need to increase innovation and improve in tegration of

ICTs into the process of teaching and learning as a whole. Evidence in this study (figure 32
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There is an indication that learners and teachers are not relying on schools to provide

computer literacy or e-education. It also suggests that a substa-ntial percentage of the

population has a strong desire to become computer literate and is fiL""ldi..\"lg te'-lis need

individually. It is also possible that larger percentages of people aspire to become computer

literate but cannot afford the education.

The principal factors that prevent schools from using computers as a tool for teaching 'md

learning would be:

o Lack of a properly constituted govemtnent policy on computer literacy

o Insufficient funds and insufficient number of computers

o Lack of computer literacy among educators

o Lack of subject educators trained to integrate computers L""lto different learnL""lg

areas

o The absence of a properly developed cu.'Ticulum for teaching computer skills

With reference to figure 35, the majority of learners (72.9%) identified that theio schools

needed funding to start up computer centres.

I den1know I agre~

If::{~:;-:;E

Figure 35: The needforfunding at schools in KZN
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Initiatives such as that provided by the Indian government could be used as models to

indicate how social corporate investment could be exploited to generate funds (refer to

discussion in chapter 6 and?). Also the concept used by India in communities providing a

single centre (possibly mobile unit) to service a group of schools could be explored.

The Govemmem1t and! t!bte ¥nvate Sector

Fewer than 15% of learners (figure 36) identify some sort of government fut1ded IQ

centres in their communities.

G©'lI~mm~rnt 1'!,3ti'l()j~© ~Cir ~~n~i@", !l.i®
!l."'!ill ~ !l.~I® i ij'j my ~@i'l'ilTIll!Ll :re;~

S0l.1 clIme f?:''l
net ·...·err true

Figure 36: Availability ofGovernment communication centres.

According to figure 37 (below) more than 83% of learners felt that t.!,e government needs

to participate in in1plernenting leT education in their schools.
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Th~ Gov~mrn~","~ hjjl~llli'iI jrn~©i1i:®[!j~ r©~"

inim~l~m~I"1l!li"~ ITer in ~!iI,"©~~~©iJ1.

b~'1<'~7'J~
ii ldon'i know

!if "9""
III clisagree

mJl do no! 'Aenllo ens_this qu."icn
lil spoilt =pons.

Figure 37: Should the government take an active part in promoting e-education 1

Private sector involvement with leTs in South African schools is budding at this stage.

There needs to be an established cooperation between government a!ld private sector

involvement in education. In this regard we should examine America's policy of ''America goes

back to school'; where the govemment has initiated the idea of the entire country becoming

involved in education (Riley et.al.1997: PDF).

With respect to irh.,ovative offerings and contracts with schools, Microsoft offers schools

products that can be licensed at reduced rates. Similarly, major suppliers, distributors or

retailers ofcomputers that specifically target the educational market for primary and secondary

schools need to be identified. Schools also, should be devising creative ways of explor.ng this

market.

Educator COllmdmce

The attitudes of educators towards the use of computers in education are positive in

schools where there is evidence of computer tech.'1010gy. According to le2-'Tler perception

schools that lacked computer technology also lacked computer skilled stilI
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LearneIs perspective of
availibilily of computer literate teachers

16.5n.

Figure 38: My school has sufficient computer literate educators.

Figure 38 illustrates that mOre than 50% of learners believe that there is a lack of computer

literate teachers. A majority of learners identified the lack of trained staff as the major

hindrance to their effective use of computers. The availability of trained staff and the

availability ofcomputers cannot be separated. The availability of trained staffneeds to precede

the availability of computers for those schools / areas that are still without computers. It is

hoped that these teachers would spearhead the development of computers in their respective

schools / communities.

Capadty: buildinghuman resources for ICT capahility

The lack of suitably trained staff remains a hurdle to the start-up and effective use ofICfs.

Even though this is a long-term responsibility of the Department ofEducation there is also a

need for schools to be encouraged to include educator training by implementing capacity

building workshops.

The practice of developing human resource capacity also involves the development of

guidelines and criteria for the training of educators in this area and to support educators in the

application ofICfs in their schools. At provincial level, educators, education managers and

NGOs are social partners that should be centrally involved in the planning and

implementation process. At every level this requires effective consultation and consensus

about the process that should be followed to mobilise available resources so that they are

directed at the creation of equity and the enhancement of quality.
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Parmemmps: initi2!ting andsupportingmstiit'JtioJ!Jl2!!re!2!tioJ!Jl§1Jjp§

The graph below (figure 39) indicates the degree of community involvement by the schools.

The question posed was: My school offers computer lessons to adults in my community. Only

4.5% of learners felt that their schools were offeing computer literac-j classes to the'r

communities.

My l'ldJ©©1 ©ilii':;Wl> c©m !JU~'illi" .~ j~@m(1;Jf

l:1l':l!l!l~1'l~©~h~ l:©mml'lU'ilj~y

I dtJn'lt know ""rl of we false
tn l~ n~t ~. lr-!:El

Figure 39: Community capacity building efforts.

After hours computer use is being done to a very slight e..x1:ent. This could suggest that the

community does not require computer education or the school is not fOCUSSL.'1g on commlL.'11ty

development.

Schools with well~quipped computers centres should be encouraged to promote the

development of lCf capability in under-developed schools of their cotrLmunity. This could be

achieved through a range of strategies including the shai,ng of resources, the offering of

support, the transference of skills and facilitating linkages with existing service providers. The

private sector ought to be encouraged to develop appropriate partoerships with schools,

NGOs a.'"ld even sectors of govemment in the field., particularly at a provL'"lcial level. It is

imperative that each stakeholder and interest group seizes the initiative to develop irrLmecliate

and strategic partnerships that can sustain leT capability.
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Learner and Educator Views on e-Leaming

Figure 40 shows responses to the statement "It is important for all learners to learn how to

use computers". Almost 90% oflearners agreed with the statement.

It is impcirantthat learners use computers for school work.

Legend
01_
Ell c:lsaytee
&11 oonol__tn~lhis~oo
Bother

Figure 40: Learner's view ofICT

Further to the above statistics, figure 41 below shows learners' study preferences. More

than 55% of learners indicated that they would prefer to use electronic means of study.

How do you prefer to study?

Count Col %
I don' know 31 11.7%

I will prefer to use the
electronic textbooks 148 55.6"A.
and material

I will prefer to use the
46 17.3%ordinary textbooks

I am not sure 33 12.4%
I do not wantto

5 1.9%answer this question

no response 3 1.1%

Figure 41: Do yvu prefer using computers to do school work?

. In chapter 3 the author showed that computer games are the new development of story

telling. Further, these games allow the learner the opportunity to reside ",-ithin the artificial

virtual environment and engage in roles as an active participant ofthe game. Also in Chapter 4

it was demonstrated that when learning is combined with games and entertainment, it

underplays fuilure and rewards success emotionally. If this premise is combined with the

enthusiasm that learners are projecting in figures 40 and 41, then teaching and learning could

become an enjoyable experience.
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Figure 42 illustrates that despite the lack of resources, educators at schools generally

express positive feelings about the value of computers at schools.

l~~~frJ:'§J

III don't knew
llnone oflhem
llJl$Ome of them
IiWm 0'; otlhem
mall cfthem
[El do net v.,.>Sim to ansV'+erthis que~ion

11spoUt response

g::;o respcnse

Figure 42: Do educators encourage e-Ieaming?

Educators at most schools in the survey are keen to participate in the m211agement ,,"'lcl

development of computers at their school. Learners also perceived t.'lat there was a need at

their schools for educators to be trail1ed to use computers before the school starts to use

these.

AnaJ.ysfu of the Res=rch Fi:mdillgs

Schools that cannot obtain the basic resources for teaching and learning are unEkely to be

successful in attaining ICfs. Furthermore, schools that meet the necess2l)' conditions for

using leTs in teaching and leaming require support mId involvement from outside agencies.

Support agencies include the national and provincial departments of education, businesses am!

NGOs as well as other nearby schools that are 2lready using ICfs effectively. Schools t.t-,at

successfully acquire and use leTs demonstrate a number of enhancing conditions and

capacities.

Figure 43 (below) illustrates that learners who are using computers have a favourable

perception of computer education. Similarly, learners who are not exposed to computer

education fail to notice that which they do not have. The comparison of schools wifuout

computers and those with computers shows clearly that fue fonner grOll? is disadvl'ltaged in

ways that make effective start-up nearly h-npossible.
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Ccme!a!tions: Leamers who use ~mlluls,sVERSUS ~h"jr p"?C";:~i",, 01
Importance of leT

it is important !:
for all learners :

"how good are to know how ~
ycu with using to use '

computers cmputers '!
how good are you Wlln t-'earson L:orrelation 1 177*41
using computers 8ig, (2-tailed)

I
,()04

~N 266 266
it is important for all Pearson Correlation ,Hr 1

Ilearners to know how 8ig, (2-tailed) ,004
to use cmputers ,

N 266 266 ~

-. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Figure 42: Correlation: Learners who use computers versus their perception ofthe importance ofJeT

According to Dr. Skosana70
, the most basic infrastructure conditions (electricity, indequ~te

classrooms, and insufficient security) are not present in large numbers of schools. Added to

this are large classes, lack of funding to acquire computers and a lack of trained staff to

manage ICYs. Larger proportions of schools do not meet t.hese basic minimum conditions is

an indication of the huge challenge that South Africa faces if it wishes to transport its learners

into the information age. This challenge is coupled wit.h the reality t.hat where relatively high

levels of ICY resources exist, these have largely been paid for through parent's contributions.

This has important implications not only for the sta..'1:-up of leTs but also for the creation of

equity between schools.

Enabling EffecltJive KeT Laboratories

Consideration to infrastructure development in schools should be regarded as essential to

ICY commencement. Given the existing fmancial burden of schools, parents ,md the

Department of Education, it is crucial that resources for lCT development are appropriately

targeted towards the private sector. BOLh hurmJl ~..,d material resources that are rlecessary for

initiating ICY laboratories should be directed towards Lhose schools without computers from

the healthier resourced schools. This does not irTlply that t.he healLhy resocrced SG'cools should

be neglected but they should be exemplified to be used as pedestals for assisting the

disadvantaged commutlities.

"Senior Education Manager: Zululand Education District. KZN.
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CONCLUSION

The results of the quantitative aspect of this study were presented in this chapter.

Interpretations were based on a series of graphs, charts and tables. The initial sets of graphs

were used to establish general proftles of the respondents. They provide information about the

availability of leT infrastructure at selected schools.

Subsequently a series ofgraphs were used to provide a more detailed characterisation of the

schools. In the central section of this chapter, arrays of graphs were used 'to determine the

level of e-education in KZN,

In the next chapter the author makes recommendations about how to reduce apathy to

leT use in KwaZulu-Natal and practical strategies to ensure adoption of e-education into our

schools,
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Chapter 10

RECOMMENDATIONS

J!"REAMJBLE

In this chapter the author provides an overview of the situation of e-education and

suggestions to overcome obstacles of implementation. Each proposal is provided under a

different heading.

According to the South African Country report (2004: website'\ South Africa's score on

learners' cross-cultural skills is below the score of the WorID72 impact progra.rn. Ma.'1Y

educators in South Africa felt that participation in the WorLD progra.rn has h'1creased learners'

employment potential. However, the country's score on the lea.mer employability benchmark

is lower than the African and WorLD averages.

WorLD cited the following conclusions a.'1d recommendations:

o The South African has the lowest learner-to-computer ratio among all WorLD

countries;

o Educators cited a lack of national policy for computer use as an obstacle, and

they reported that they lack time to implement new ICT pedagogies;

o They also reported that there have been only low levels of collaboration a.'11ong

educators and learners using ICT.

Further, given the history of the WorLD project in South Africa and t-he data from the

educator survey, the Department of Education offici21s should consider the follow,"'1g:

o Articulate a national policy on educational uses of teclmology. Ultimately, any

substantive change in the classroom use of ICT will need encouragement from

the Depa.."iment of Education, and that encouragement is perhaps best achieved

''http://64.233.161.104/se=h?q=cacheJvYvdqTXiOEl:www.worldbank.01g!Worldli..'1ks!engJ.ish/assetS/World
LinksSouth...A.fricLpdf+percerrt2ge+oft-schools +th.at+haye+computers+ 11"+ <;Qut."t+afuca&hl:::::e....Tl,V;e::::UTF
.8.

72 ~'orld Li.nk.s for Development ~rorLD) Organization was established as 2. non-prof.! org"arizario:l separate
from the World Bank Institute.
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against a backdrop of a national policy. Educators and schools stand to benefit

from an articulated national mission on lCT use, alongwith concomit2Jlt financial

support for new technologies and for systems of incentives for school districts to

encourage educators to use new technologies in their classrooms;

o Continue to invest funding in new equipment and infrastructure to provide full

access;

o Although South African schools have the lowest lea.rner-to-computer ratio among

all WorLD countries, there is still a need to address equipment obsolescence.

Strategic planning for the use of lCf in South Africa should address the

maintenance and replacement of old equipment, as well as increasing access to

lCT. Consideration should also be given to high-speed leased lines among

schools to improve the reliability ofIntemet access;

o Offer incentives to strengthen educator cOIT'_rnitrnent to Program goals. As a step

beyond announcing a national policy toward educational lCT use, the South

African Department of Education may wish to create incentives for educators to

engage in professional development and to share their technological skills with

one wother. Creating on-site mechanisms and structures that would free up time

for educators to plan togetIler and collaborate is one way to promote greater

sharing among educators;

o Establish long-tenn plans for training educators and administrators to use leT.

Educators will benefit also from focused traini11g in the areas of technology

integration across t~e subject areas and collaborative learning projects. Consider

ways to prepare new educators and administrators to use rCT while they are

receiving university training;

o Encourage collaborative projects through local <L"1d national goal setting. Tbs is

one area where the South African project's scores fall below the scores of the

region and the WorLD progran1 overall, yet it is a key goal of the WorLD

Program.. The importance of collaborative learni'1g activities should be

underscored and efforts should be made to provide incentives ,mcl recognition

for educators and schools that step beyond their own classrooms in designing

collaborative projects.
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DEVELOPING INTELI.ECfUALLY Cumous lLEARNERS

Cultivate Information Communication Technology literacy is different from being able to

integrate technology into teaching to enhance learning. Being computer literate means not only

knowing how to use the communication technology, but also knowing how to construct

knowledge of significance with those tools. Teachers do not need to learn about technology;

they need to learn how to use technology to enhance their learners' understanding and critical

thinking skills. Enhancing basic information and communication skills, like reading, writing,

and speaking should be t.he focus ofusing ICTs in education, not simply lCT Iiter,,-ey.

CULTIVATING lRESEARCH §KIlLS

The author's experience as an educator and this investigation conf11TI1 t,~e need for lea-'11ers

to develop basic research skills. Lea-'TIers need guid;mce in selecting and evaluatlt"lg

information. Since the aim of the GET phase is to train learners to be able to fit into the job

market, these learners' need to have some experience with information communication

technology to become relevant in the technologically developed job market. Acquiring

expertise in the skills of selecting and evaluating information (by USL.'1g new technology) enable

learners / job seekers to have the necessary tools to apply themselves diligently into the

current employment sector.

LEARNER MOTIVATION

Many learners think computers are fun and exciting. ICTs provide a forum for cultivating

research skills and intellectual curiosity. Ua-'TIing L.flVolves more t.ha-""l just motivation. Once

one has the learners' atte..'1hOn, it does not me2..:.i they will le2-"11 better because or:e :5 llSL'lg

technology. It is important to use learner motivation as an opportunity to design learning

experiences that require learners to use technology as a tool to help them build and

demonstrate understanding.

THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY IN lEDUCATIONfuLY MEA1'<'iNGFUL TllA¥S

The author's personal experience, consultation wiili colleagues "-t schools and "

combination of this study reveal that given time md ,,-ccess to computers wit,,, no guidance

allow learners the tendency to explore their interests in pop culture ;md play g'dnes. When

coupled with school work and learner-centred direction, time ;md access to lCTs can enhance

learning because learners call prnctice researchL.""lg, md specifically have 6e oppOrt''''';1,! to

explore academically relevant information not available in sc;"'oollibraries.
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USING leTs To BOOST iCO-CUR1UCU!~'lAcITVITIE§

Co-eurricular themes are not given the same amount of time and priority as core

curriculum subjects. ICTs can add to the learners' and teachers' motivation to work on these

important themes, a.'1d provide them with access to resources not readily available in prirlt at

most schools.

HowTo COPE WITHOUT THE INTERNE!'

Microsoft currently donates educational compact discs to schools upon a written request by

the school. These compact discs contain a complete package of operational and application

software. Further to the normal office suite, the package includes the full version of the

Encarta encyclopaedia. CD-RaMs can be used as tools for accessing information in core

subject areas. In addition, CD-RaMs simulate the web e.xperience, a.'1d by using them, learners

can develop relevant web navigation skills.

THE INCORPORATION OF COMPUTE>'l.S INTO 'JI'HE iCmffi Cur~-dCUiLm>1

Some previous model C schools such as John Ross College in Richards Bay do not offer

Computer Studies as a subject in their course choice but promote the idea of using ICT in all

subjects. This ensures that the use of computers is not for an elect few but motes t.l,e idea t.l,at

ICT integration into the entire curriculum is essential for acquiring a multiple of skills in all

fields of study. Contrary to the above scenario, there are still principals a.'ld teachers who

assume that the best way to use computers at their schools is through teaching courses based

upon the Computer Science curriculum. While this may help a select group of learners prepare

for a career in Computer Science, this approach to computer training for t.l,e average lea.-ner is

similar to teaching learners every part of a pencil before allowing t,'1em to draw. T'ne problem

is that, it brings the learners to view computers as e.xceedingly complex pieces of electronics

without giving th= any particular idea of how to effectively use them toward a.'1y valuable

end in the real world. Most computer science educators complain t.l,at the Computer Science

curriculum is outdated because it requires learners to master such skills as using DOS

commands and obsolete design software.

Learning how to use a computer should be accomplished before lea.'Tlers enter t.."e GET

phase so that they may use it effectively to ma.'1age bowledge at later scages of lea.-ning.
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UTILISING leTs AS EDUCATIONAL TOOlS

ICYs are not being integrated into teac:hi.ng that is linked to the curriculum. While it is

positive that a few learners are using computers to enhance their extra-curricular interests,

many learners remain ignorant about how computers can assist them with enhancing their

learning and developing relevant and meaningful life skills through their academic studies.

Outcomes Based Education is ideally placed to integrate the use of ICYs meaningfully into

cross-curricular education.

lPUBUC ACCESS lPOINTS

The Department of Education's current stance 3.-nd priority to upgrade school buildings

and to eliminate the use of trees as classrooms, especially in rural and sub-urban areas, may be

a noble idea but this will not improve access to information unless lea..rners are set free from

boundaries that isolate them from the globe. Tailoring t.>te Indian concept of public access

points to suit local needs could be an innovative part of t.>te current project of brick and

mortar classrooms. For e.xample, public access points with a hS'1d full of computers could be

placed at the strict control of the principal in rural schools so that teachers, learners and

parents can have controlled access to information. Some information could be made available

to principals via CDs for dissemination to the relevant individuals. A system of loan could

from an integral part of disseminating information. Microsoft: normally donates t.>te Encarta

library free to schools. Educators and learners could book regular tL'"I1e to do research or

become familiar with this public access point or this "virtual library".

THE ROI..E OFTHE §CHOOL LEADERSHIP

School leadership is frequently cited as among the most irnportznt factors in irnplemerrtL'1g

education reforms at both the school 3.-nd classroom levels. The prncipals' interest and

involvement in ICT integration is key in determining how ICTs will be used in SG'1001s 3.-nd

which learners and teachers will be afforded time and access to the school's technologies.

A particular emphasis of the course ",-ill also be on e.xplor.ng how to integrate technology

into the design of curriculum so that classroom teachers will have better ideas about how

technology and cross-curricular themes can erLhance understanding.

Computer Science is a much-specialised course, and perhaps only a select group of learners

who want to go into computer progra-rnming should take this course. If ot.':er lezmers want to
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find out how to use computers, there should be oppornmities for them to learn how to use

computers in other academic subject areas.

SOCIAL CORPORATE INVESTMENT

Stakeholders who aspire to engage in community technology projects need to include in

their feasibility study, the study of social implications of new technology and of prime

importance is the question of sustainability.

Principals, learners, parents or non-government org-d11isations LIclat see the need to develop

ICf education in their schools should suitably educate their respective community on the full

impact of its implementation. Issues such as funding, maintenance, operation, seclL.-ity <h'ld

sustainability should be fully explored and recorded so that necess<h')' steps to address these

problems are undertaken.

The question of internal motivation versus extemal motivation requrres senous

consideration before attempting restructuring.

It is imperative that investors research the social phenomenon of a community before

attempting major technological ch<h'lges. Further, it is essential that the targeted community is

well educated about e-education before planning implementation. The community should be

educated about how to initiate the project by expressing some sort of interest in L1)e project

and also by making some initial investment so that they can take responsibility and ownership

of the project. This initial feasibility study a..,d educating process will mprove later

maintenance and sustainability.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Technology in education should remain a national priority. It ought to be at LIcle hea.rt of the

educational experience, not at the periphery. Emerging technologies allow us to develop new

content'to address evolving conceptions of the skills and knowledge needed to succeed in

today's global society. Technology w'J! enable new teaching strategies and tools to increase

learner acquisition of necessary skills a.'1d knowledge. It w'J! also offer dralTIatic improvements

in how we measure learner progress in attaining the necessa..-'"Y skills and bo\vledge. If

technology is to achieve genuinely transforming improvements ic'l schooli..,g for zlI 'ea."T:ers, it

should be at the centre of school reform and improvement efforts. Good leadership is of the

essence in preparing the way forward. Now is the tL'Ile for us to renew our cornrnitment to the

future of education so that all of our nation's teachers and learners w'J! have the OpportlL'lity
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to take advantage of the power of new and emergmg technologies for widespread

improvements in teaching and learning today, tomorrow and far into L>,e future.

The disadvantages of inequitable access to technology in schools and classrooms are

compounded by the fact that learners with lh'Ilited access to technology in school are also less

likely to have access to computers and the Internet at home. Although the percentage of

homes with computers is increasing, household income clearly detennines the likelihood of

learner access at home.

School leadership is frequently cited as among the most important factors in implementing

education reforms at both the school and classroom levels. My research experiences suggest

that principals' interest and involvement in ICT integration is key in determL.,ing how ICTs

will be used in schools and which learners and teachers w'Jl be afforded time a.'ld access to a

school's education technologies

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Draft White Paper on e-education presented by Professor Kader ASmal L'l 2003

should be implemented with the following arnendments:

Even as the Department of Education has given priority to the upgrading of school

buildings to ensure that all learners are housed in appropriately constituted classrooms, it

should not lose sight of the importance of leT integration L'ltO education. The integration of

ICTs into education is a global phenomenon, which is spreading at a phenomenal rate md

cannot be overlooked in the presence of other obligations. The L'TIpor+..ar:ce of lCT md its

global education value ca.'lllot be over emphasized.

In making recommendations the author has taken note of the two important challenges,

which the Department of Education is faced with. These are fmancial constraL'lts in

implementing leT education and also the question of mamtenmce and s:lstaL'1ab:lity of leT

infraCtllre. The author acknowledges the financial implication of widespread ICT integration

into all schools and communities and therefore suggests a generic development plm based on

the following criteria:

o Education and Information;

o Advice a.'ld strategy;
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o Funding;

o Assistance and Support;

o Create / Encourage Partrlership.

The Department of Education should immediately act as a source of information on all

issues of e~educationand IeI integration to educators, school governing bodies and all who

have an interest in assisting to implementing ICT education into specific schools. They should

develop a curriculum and even provide a generic syllabus for lCT implementation into the

Senior Primary and General Education and Training Phase of education. Implementation of

IeI education should initially be motivated by community aspirations. The Department of

Education should be able to provide information on recommended type of infracture, sources

of funding and strategies for development and maintaining leI education. The Department

of Education should be a reliable guide and reputable source of reference to t.~ose who have

an interest in rCT implementation at schools.

2. Advice and Strategy

The idea behind this proposal is to shift: the bulk of the fma-ncial burden away from the

Department of Education without repressing the importance of rCl intewation into our

education. The Department of Education should set up a panel of advisors who will be placed

in charge of propagating the idea and importance of reI integration into education. They

should be well informed about all aspects of IeI and also about the financial constraints of

the country.

These advisors will initially hold workshops with schools management teams and SGBs to

counsel them on how to develop reI education in their schools. Tne task of each advisory

team will be to:

o Educate the school governing bodies and education management tea-'TIS on the

significance of lCT education;

o Identify sources of fundi!1g and create partnerships appropriate sources of

funding;

o Set up basic workshops on computer application in education;
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o Train a few educators (faeilitators) from each district in lCf education and its

application so that they can act as faeilitators of information to their respective

districts / schools.

The panel of advisors should be responsible for the development of a skill-building and

innovation-generating program. They should aim at generating a skilled (e-literate) teaching

force who can become intrinsically motivated to adopt Ll:le ICf route in teaching and 1=''11ing.

Further, they should develop and / or identify projects that focus on the integration of ICTs

into the eutriculum at the Senior Primary and General Education a!1d Training phase of

education.

The Department of Education, via the panel of advisors should ensure that Information

and Communication Technology serve the educational needs and interests of learners,

teachers and administrators.

3. Fllil.Wng

The panel of advisors should e.xploit the idea of social corporate investment. Tney should

identifY reliable sources of funding from the non-government sector that are willing to

partnership with education. A reservoir of such sources should be "banked" and linked to

those SGBs and school management teams who show an interest in ICf education. This will

ensure a controlled mechanism of funding ;L'1d sustainability ofresources.

Further, the panel of advisors should also identifY organisations locally ;L"1d abroad who are

willing to supply schools with new or refurbished technology at 2.-'1 e-rate (reduced prices).

Here too, the panel of advisors should act as a link betwee.'1 schools and these service

providers.

The Department ofEducation should also make available a small budget to assist extremely

disadvantaged schools on a pro rata basis. For example if a certain school, A, shows ;L'1 interest

in introducing leT education then they should be linked to an organisation that call supply

them with refurbished technology at ;L'1 e-rate. If the school A ffi;L'1ageS to come up wi6 70%

of the funds then the panel of advisors should decide whethe~ the Dep;L'"t!nent of Education

should subsidise the remainder of the fu.nds from a specific pool of fu."1ds.
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The panel of advisors should provide incentives to schools and non~govemment

organisations that show interest in leT education. They should encourage projects that will

contribute to school-based capacity building.

The panel of advisors should also promote projects that reinforce the school's links with

the community. Many meaningful projects are strongly anchored in the school's local

community. Projects that provide opportunities for the school principal or the personnel to

find community resources and to benefit from those resources help strengthen the connection

of the school with its local community.

4. Assistance =d Support

Teacher support, including training, resource guides, etc., should be developed to help

teachers facilitate integration of ler education across the curriculum. The panel of advisors

should ensure that there is adequate arld ongoing teacher facilitator and/or technical support

to ensure teachers can use technology effectively.

The Department of Education should encourage and support research, including teacher

researchers, participating in basic research about the uses of technology in education.

Department of Education funding for research in technology should focus on understanding

and communicating what is happening in ler learning environments. There should be a

process of identifYing ongoing leT-related research needs at the district md school levels.

Strategies should be developed to ensure equitable access to ICT for learners of both

genders and access for learners faced with economic, geographic and other barriers. The

Department of Education needs to collect necessary data to support these strategies. District

programs that meet the needs of yOlli'lg women, as well as yOlli'lg men, shodd be lli'lder'..aken.

Information and communication technology should contribute to the goaJs of education

(intellectual, social and personal development of all learners) md should be used in ways that

are consistent with the principles of learning (active participation, different lea..ming styles,

individual and group learning processes). Information and cornmunication teclL'1ology should

contribute to gender, cultural, geographic and socio-economic equity to enable participation in

a democratic society.
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5. Create / lEncmuage It'31rtn6'§mp

The important influence of partnerships on the success of schools rCT pla.'1s should be

recognised and should be built on in future rCT programmes and developments.

Opportunities for continuing and future partnerships to support lCT itl schools should be

explored by the Department of Education and social partners and implemented in a timely

and effective manner. Communities should be encouraged to be actively invoked in the

school's lCT plans. They should be given the opportunity to mairltain, support a.'1d protect

"their" lCT laboratories. They should also be given the responsibility to decide how these

laboratories can be used feasibly after school hours.

6. General Aims

Strategies should be developed to contribute to the achievement of the followL'1g aims for

learners:

o Learners in Senior Primary and the General Education and Training phase of

education should be able to acquire a basic level of fluency with lCT regardless of

gender, geographic, cultural or socio-economic circumstances. Learners'

continued growth and the development of lCT-related skills, attitcldes and

knowledge should be supported;

o Learners should have access to a variety of current electronic tools, on-line

services and instructional materials/resources;

o Inequities related to information and communication technologies, particularly

with respect to gender, cultural, geographic a.'1d socio-economic disparities should

be identified and addressed;

o All learners should be able to develop basic fluency with lCT through the

integration of current technologies within their progGh'11;

o Schools should prepare leame..-s to eX2rnine critically what they fmd in digitzl

environments. ~'hj]e eng'aged in lCT-related activities, lea.-ners should develop an

understanding ofwhat constitutes ethical interactions;

o Through electronic media, learners should have access to South Mrica.n a.'1d

global content;

o Learners should have a.'1 active role in their own lea.'T!ing, induding the ::de a.,.,d

direction ofICT in their program;
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o Communities should be educated on safety and security and should take

responsibility of this area of concern.

CONCLUSION

Although the main findings of this research suggest that rer integration is not happening

systematically in KZN, technology cannot be the focus of professional development efforts.

The focus rather needs to be on professional development that will model educational shifts

and will lead teachers to identifY how they should use technology to help their lea-mers develop

and demonstrate understanding, critical L"inking, reading, and writing skills.

Partnerships between the central role players such as government, the private sector and

NGOs appear to be crucial. Prevailing inequalities and pressures on the education system have

the potential to undermine effective ler development. Of particular importance are factors

such as:

o Rural/urban disparities;

o Poorly trained educators;

o The reliance on school fees for meeting non-personnel costs in schools such as

ICTs; and

o Struggles of the province to manage m21lY changes, processes and policies with

which they are confronted.

It is against this background that the findings of the study lleed to be considered arrd

addressed.
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Addendum 1
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Addendum 2

THE RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY: Respondent Code: .School code: _

VOl..UNfA-RY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR 'LE..'..L~E'RSIN Gp"""DES 7, § AJ."iD S
6UOW imPOrtiiill1t comprlJrtero Me mle2JJ1J1JiJiJmg athome 3:l!Jld z( gd100JL 52

Department of Communication Science
University of Zululand (Durban Campus)

Researcher: Hemduth Rugbeer
Study Leader: Prof. R.M. Klopper

D

Using computers to leam is known as e-leaning (electronic learning).

We need your help to determine how many people are aware of e-learning and what
impact this form ofleaming has on how they are learning.

Although we would like you to help us, you do not have to ta-ke part in this survey.

If you do not want to take part, just hand in the blank questionnaire at the end of the
survey sesSIOn.

What you say in this questionnaire will remain private a.'1d confidential. No one will
be able to trace your opinions back to you as a person.

The questionnaire as four parts:

D Part 1 asks your permission to let us use your responses for academic research.

a Part 2 asks general personal particula..rs like your age, gender and home Imgu2ge.

a Part 3 asks about e-learning.

D Part 4 asks about the impact of e-learning in how you are learning.

" Please answer the questions as truthfully as you ca.'1. Also, please be sure to read a.'1d
follow the directions for each part. Ifyou do not follow the directions, it will ma.l;:e it
harder for us to do our project.

o We are only asking you about L!jings L!jat you a.'ld your fellow students sl:culd feel
comfortable telling us about. If you don't feel comfortable a.'1swering a question, you
can indicate that you do not want to answer it. For those questions that you do
answer, your responses "rill be kept confidential.

• You can mark your responses by rnakL'1g a tick ("J or a cross(X) for each appropriate
response, or by drawing a circle around it with a PEN (not a pencil), and by filling in
the requjred words or numbers.

Thankyou t'ery muchforfilling ill this qtmtiDnllaire.
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NB: Mark only oJlJ1e optiOJlJ1per quefiltioJlJ1, or J!ijJin me requmredl inforJ1JlJJa!lJioJlJ1.

PRACTICE QUESTIONS

A. I am a learner in grade 8:
ca True Id Sort of true Id Not very true

B. I like to work with a computer:
Cl True Id Sort of true Id Not very true

Id False

Id False

PART 1: Jf'ERMJ[SSIONTO USE MY RESPONSES FOR ACAnEiVlJIC RESEARCH

We need this info=ation to show that a real person completed the questionrraire. Your
particulars will be kept strictly confidential. Your personal identity will not be revealed to
anyone, also whe.'1 the results of the survey are published.

I hereby give pe=ission that my responses may be used for research purposes provided that my
identity is not revealed in the published records of the research.

Initials and surname _

Postal address: _

Postal code: _

Contact numbers: Home: Cell:

PART 2: GEN&~Pfu'l.SONAL PAJ."tTlC':JMRS

Please teil liS a lJiwe 21!!;02J1t yOI!llro:eJ1'

1. How old are you:

Id 11 years old

Id 12 years old

Id 13 yea."S old

Id 14 years old

bl greater than 14 years old

bl I do not want to answer this question

2. lama: bl female Id male 0 I do not want to answer this question

3. I grew up in: Q a rural area bl an urban area

b! I do not want to answer this question

4. I grew up: bl in South Africa Id abroad: _

Id I do not WaJlt to answer this question
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Id Oriental Id Wbite

5. lam:

[J African b!l Coloured b!l Indian b!l Jewish

[J a mernber of another ethnic group: _

I:J I do not want to answer this question

Part 3: What is e-uammg?

6. Briefly explain in your own words what you think e-Leaming is and for what it could be used:

I:J I do not want to an~er this question

7. I have access to a computer

I:J I do not have access to a computer at all

I:J At home

Cl At the local library

Cd At a friend's house

b!l At my parents work place

blI At my school

Cd I do not want to answer this question

8. Ifyou have a computer at home, indicate how lo!lg zgo it was purchased.

blI I do not have a computer at home

01 Less than six months ago

01 Between six months and two years ago

01 More than two years ago

01 I do not want to answer this question
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9. Ifyou have a computer at home, what do you use the computer for?

b)J I do not use a computer at home

b)J I use it to play games and to do school work.

b)J I use it to do school work only.

b)J I use it to play games only.

b)J I use it to create graphics (pictures and drawings)

b)J I use it for another purpose:

10. Ifyou have a computer at home, indicate who uses it

b)J I do not have a computer at home

b)J All members of the family

b)J Mainly my parents

b)J Mainly the children 0

b)J I do not want to answer this question

11. List 4 of the most popular games that you play on the computer:

b)J I do not play computer games

b)J

b)J

Id

b)J

12. How good are you with using computers to do schoolwork, or to use learning prog:arns

like an encyclopaedia and a maths tutor program.

b)J I don't know anything about computers

b)J I can do very basic things on computers

b)J I am relatively good with computers

Id I <h'Il quite good with computers

id I am very good with computers

o I do not want to answer this question
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13. Most people in my suburb have access to computers and the Internet.

ld I don't know

ld True

ld Sort of true

ld Not very true

ld False

ld I do not want to answer this question

14. Most people in my suburb have access to cell phones which can connect to Ll-te Irltemet.

ld I don't know

ld True

ld Sort of true

ld Not very true

ld False

ld I do not want to answer this question

15. My school has a fully fitted computer centre.

ld I don't know

ld True

o Sort of true

o Not very true

o False

ld I do not want to answer this question

16. At my school teachers and learners have access to computers connected to Ll-te Internet.

ld I don't know

o True

o Sort of true

[]I Not very true

bJ False

bJ I do not want to answer this question
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I do not want to answer this question

Sort of true

Not very true

False

17. There are government funded learning centres in my community that allow learners to

gather information from the Internet, receive tutoring and homework help

Ql I don't know

(J True

Ql Sort of true

[d Not very true

Ql False

g I do not want to answer this question

18. There is at least one Internet cafe in my community that allow lea."11ers to get information

from the Internet, receive tutoring and homework help.

[J I don't know

g True

[J Sort of true

Q Not very true

bl False

bl I do not want to answer this question

19. There are religious-based facilities in my commu11ity, which allow learners to get

information from the Internet, receive tutoring a-nd homework help.

[J I don't know

bl True

Cl

Cl

Cl

DJ

20. My school has enough computer teachers to ensure t.l,at allleamers have the opportunity

to become computer literate.

Cl I don't know

o True

Cl Sort of true

o Not very true

(J False

Cl I do not W'ant to answer this question
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21. All learners at my school, whether they are doing computer studies or not, have access to

computers.

Id I don't know

Id True

g Sort of true

g Not very true

g False

Id I do not want to answer this question

22. Pupils at my school who are computer literate assist other pupils who are not computer

literate (peer support).

Id I don't know

Id True

Id Sort of true

g Not very true

g False

Id I do not want to answer this question

23. Teachers at my school who are computer literate assist other teachers and pupils who are

not computer literate.

g I don't know

Id True

g Sort of true

g Not very true

Q False

Id I do not want to answer this question

24. My school offers computer technology support to neighbouring schools L'1 the community

that require assistance.

bl I don't know

Id True

bl Sort of true

Id Not very true

g False

Id I do not w,mt to amwer this question
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25. Only those le=ers who pay their school fund have access to computers at my school.

Cl I don't know

Cl True

Cl Sort of true

Cl Not very true

Cl False

Cl I do not want to answer this question

26. Does your school issue computer-generated report cards, or handv.'Titten report cards?

Cl I don't know

Cl Computer generated

Id HaJlchvritten

IdI No report cards

IdI Type written

Cl I do not want to answer this question

27. I prefer face-to-face commlLnication to intemet comrmm;cation.

Cl I don't know

DI True

g Sort of true

Id Not very true

Id False

DI I do not want to answer this question

28. I prefer traditional teacher led lea.-ning to computer based learning.

IdI I don't know

Cl True

Id Sort of true

IdI Not very true

g False

g I do not want to answer this question



29. The Internet offers me personalized information, rather than information that 1 do not

really need for my projects/ assignments/ tests.

bl I don't know

bl True

bl Sort of true

bl Not very true

bl False

Cl I do not want to a..'Clswer this question

30. You are able to locate and access information from the internet wit.h ease.

Cl I don't know

Cl True

(d Sort of true

Cl Not very true

bl False

Cl I do not want to answer this question

31. Teachers/ coordinators at your school offer lessons to those adults in your cornrmL'1ity

who are not computer literate.

bl I don't know

Cl True

Cl Sort of true

Cl Not very true

Q False

Dl I do not want to answer this question

32. Only the office staff at my school use computers. Pupils have no access to it.

Id I don't know

Cl True

Id Sort of true

Id Not very true

Cl False

Cl I do not \va..."1t to a..--:S\ver this question
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33. Your parents are very involved in helping you access information from the L'1temet for

your homework/projects.

Id True

Id Sort of true

Id Not very true

Id False

Id I do not want to answer this question

34. Which form of communication do you prefer ou"Jer D"J2.."1 1.'1temet commur-ication?

Id Direct face-to-face communication

Id Internet communication

bJ I like both forms of communication

bJ I haven't made up my mind yet

bJ I do not want to answer this question

35. How many teachers at your school encourage you to use computers (at school or at

home) to help you with your school work?

Id None of them

Id Some of them

Q Most of them

Id All of them

Cl I don't know

Cl I do not want to answer D"is question

36. How many teachers at your school use computers (at school or at home) to fL..Jd Iec.rnir:g

materials that you use 1.'1 class or during homework?

Id None of them

Id Some of them

Id Most of them

Id All of theln

Id I don't know

Cd I do not wa..'1t to 2..L'1s\ver this question
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37. It is important for alllea.rners to learn how to use computers, even if they do not pursue

careers in computer technology.

Id I strongly agree

Id I agree

Id I disagree

Id I strongly disagree

Id I do not want to a.'1swer this question

38. My school needs fimding to ensure that we become computer literate.

Id I don't know

Id I strongly agree

Id I agree

Id I disagree

Id I strongly disagree

39. Computers are important, even to the Slnall bus~'1ess in L~e rurat town.

Id I don't know

Id I strongly agree

Id I agree

g I disagree

Id I strongly disagree

40. With computers learners learn more in less tin1e.

Id I don't know

Id I strongly agree

Id I agree

Id I disagree

Id I strongly disagree
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41. There is a demand for computer and Internet le<L'TIing because of a shortage of university

and technikon places. Would e-Iearning be beneficial to those who canrlOt gain access to

universities?

01 I don't know

01 I strongly agree

01 I agree

Id I disagree

Id I strongly disagree

42. At trniversities and technikons there are c<L'l1puses wiLl-j lecture halls. If you could attend

university or technikon lectures electronically over the Internet, or on your TV, which would you

choose?

Id I don't know

Id I W<L'lt to attend lectures in person

Id I want to attend electronic lectures

Id Not very important

(::::I I do not want to answer this question

43. Workers could get the information they want Wd10Ut havi.l1g to leave their office by

connecting on to the Internet. Do you believe that comlecting to Ll-je i"ternet is effective?

01 I don't know

01 I strongly agree

(::::I I agree

Id I disagree

Dl I strongly disagree

Id I do not want to answer this question

44. Computer technology makes information accessible to people with disabilities.

01 I don't know

01 I strongly agree

o I agree

Id I disagree

o I strongly disagree

Q I do not want to a'"swer this question
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I do not want to &'1swer this questen

I use educational CD's

I do not use educational CD's

45. Do you believe that the Government has 3!1 imp0ri:a-'lt role to play to ensure con1i.-,ued

progress in using computer technology effectively for education?

Id I strongly agree

Id I agree

[d I disagree

Id I strongly disagree

Id I do not W3!1t to 3!1swer this question

46. Computer technology provides access to information 3!1d resources to meet learners'

individual needs.

Id I don't know

Id I strongly agree

Id I agree

Id I disagree

Id I strongly disagree

bdl I do not want to 2J1SWer th.is question

47. Ifyou had the opportunity to use a computer to dovmload electronic textbooks and other

electronic learning information that would take the place ofpaper~based te>:tbooks, would you

prefer to use it or would you prefer to use paper~based textbooks that we buy at a book store?

Id I don't know

Id I will prefer to use the electronic tertbooks and electronic h'lformation

Id I ,-"Jl prefer to use the ordi:1~l' textbooks

Id I am not sure

Id I do not WJ.-'lt to answer this question

48. Do you use educational CD's (compact discs) for studyh'lg (ex~-nple: Maths tutorng

programmes)?

bl

bl

bl I am not sure

Id
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